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ABSTRACT

This thesis analyses passenger air traffic between Canada

and transatlantic points, the performance of Canadian air
carriers in this market, and the effectiveness of Canadian

government policies in promoting Canadian interests" Àn

industrial organization approach is used in combination with

historical and analytical methods. Substantial data series

for fare movements and carrier performance were developed to
provide an empirical base.

The thesis shows that: the market became the most impor-

tant transoceanic air transport market as international
travel revived and a major intermodal shift from sea to air
occurred, but growth slackened in the mid 1970s; with chang-

es in the relative importance of Canada and Europe as sourc-

es of effective demand, continued expansion of this market

has depended on a strong Canadian dollar and a relatively
favourable Canadian inflation ratei the growth pattern of

the Canadian North Àtlantic market and the baLance between

schedul-ed and charter traffic differ from those in the over-

all North Atlantic market; in scheduled markets since the

early 1970s Canadian carriers' load factors have been better
than average for major North Àtlantic carriers, in part due

to pooling; their 40% to 50% market share of the Canadian
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transatlantic market has been consistently higher than Lhe

us carriers' share of their transatrantic market; canadian

carriers led by wardair gained dominance in the canadian

North Àtlantic charter market; canadian carriers have been

progressive in the use of technology and in price and ser-
vice marketing; the caribbean and other markets have inter-
acted through canadian carriers r+ith the North Atlantic mar-

ket; Canadian government policy has contributed
significantry to the strong international performance of

Canadian carr iers.

In conclusion, this thesis has revealed distinct patterns

of passenger air traffic in the canadian North Àtlantic mar-

ket, an impressive strength and range of Canadian carrier
performance in this market, and effective canadian govern-

ment policy in support of Canadian interests.
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This thesis is

Chapter I

INTRODUCTION

a study of Canada's participation in the

North Àtlantic air transport passenger market since 1947.

Passenger traffic comprises the burk of the totar air traf-
fic market on the North Àtlantic; cargo flights comprise

only a very small part of the total number number of

flights. For example, flights devoted primarily to cargo

were only seven per cent of all flights in 1966 (fata
1966c, 42) and in '1 983 the percentage was only f ive percent
( rare 1 983c , 24) . I'fost cargo is carried on scheduled pas-

senger flights because of the frequency of passenger flights
and the large volume of cargo capacity availabte on wide-

bodied aircraft. cargo can contribute significantry to the

profitability of scheduled services. This study wi1l, how-

ever, be limited to passenger traffic.

The thesis seeks to answer two basic questions about the

evorution of the canadian North Àtlantic market for air pas-

senger transport. First, how and why has the market evol.ved

to its current character and size and how is it like1y to
continue to evorve? second, have the actions of the canadi-

an carriers and policies of the canadian government been

effective in developing canadian participation in this mar-

1-



ket? Related to this,
Lhis experience?

2

what lessons are to be learned from

These basic questions raise several sub-questions. Cana-

da has had one or more "chosen instruments" on the North

Atlantic since the second worrd war. Has their use been

appropriale? How has the "Canadian system" done in compari-

son with that of other countries? How internationarry com-

petitive are the Canadian carriers? What has been the

effectiveness of the canadian government in negotiating
bilaterals which guard the canadian interest and how good

has been the management of canadian gateways? what has been

the impact of other regions on the evolution of the market?

what have been the determinants of the development of the

market and how have they changed over time? More specifi-
calIy, what roles have demand, competition, and technologic-
aI change prayed in Lhe market? what has been the nature

and role of the development of fares? Has canadian publ-ic

policy been constructive in this environment and have the

Canadian carriers been enterprising and effective?

This thesis uses an historical-analytical approach in
answering these guestions. The research v¡as guided by the

basic paradigm used industriar organization analysis. This

paradigm postul-ates that the success of f irms is the resul-t

of their conduct, which is in turn shaped by the structure
of the market, which is rooted in the basic conditions of
the market, Feed-back can occur when the analysis stretches
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over a long period of time so that, for example, conduct can

alter market structure" The market. being examined is one

where substantial change has occurred in its basic condi-
tions. If it is to be understood and the actions of certain
of its policies and firms are to be evaluated then this is
best done by examining the historicat process of change.

Particularly important in determining the shape of the mar-

ket and the performance of canadian carriers have been the

basic demand conditions shaping the lever and geographical

locations of demand, the institutional conditions under

which transatlantic carriers have been permitted to operate,

and the technology, as embodied in aircraft, with which car-
riers have operated. The successful.performance of canadian

carriers is reflected in their ability through price and

non-price tactics to maintain a load factor equar to or bet-
ter than other major carriers in the North Àtlantic market

and in their ability to gain and hold market share.

The international air transport industry, during the

period under review in this thesis, has been conditioned by

major underlying changes in technology and strong demand

support. Governments and city pair markets have structured
the industry into an origopolistic pattern. Àirline conduct

has been marked by non-price product differentiation rivarry
based on aircraft choice and price competition directed at
the main types of service schedured and charter. Market-

ing of airrine service has led to the offer of a variety of
price and service "packages" to passengers. Relative air-
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share and

The market for passenger transport by air between Canada

and Europe and beyond Europe is exceedingly complex and

throughout the period has interacted with other markets for
air transport. The chapters of this thesis will isolate and

separately examine the most important factors.

Before 1978 the International Air Transport Àssociation
(¡ata) defined North Atlantic air traffic as air traffic
that flew between the Àmericas and Europe and/or Àfrica and/

or the Middle East via a commerc ia1 stop, a "gatevray" , in

North America north of Miami, Nassau, and Bermuda. As of

I978 traffic via Miami r¡as included in their definition of

North Atlantic traffic.

For the purposes of this thesis the Canadian North Àtlan-
tic air transport market is defined to include traffic orig-
inating or ending in Canadian galeways and travelling
directly to foreign gateways across the North Àtlantic
Ocean. Canada's f irst gateway was Montreal. Service was

initially available from Montreal to two gateways in Europe,

Prestwick and London.

line performance has

load factor results"

Throughout the period,

on the North Atlantic has

air transport market in the

IÀTÀ reported that carriers

been demonstrated by market

the market for air transportation

been the largest intercontinental
world. In 1982, for example,

flew 100.9 thousand million pas-
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senger kilometers over the North Àt.lantic. The nexL rargest
market v¡as that between Europe and the Far East. rn this
market 30"I thousand million passenger kilometers !ùere flown

by non-porar routes and another r0.7 thousand million were

flown by polar routes for a total of 40"8 thousand mirrion
passenger miles, about one half the former markeL.

The North Atlantic market has gro$¡n greatly in size dur-
ing the period examined by the thesis" For example, between

1956, the date of the first annual worrd Àir Transport sta-
tistics, published by 1ÀTA, and 1983 there !¡as an increase

of over 2 1200 per cent in the total number of passengers

carried. rn the former year, tífteen rÀTA carriers flew
8341790 scheduled and charter passengers on the North .A,tran-

tic (r¡te 1956c, 42) and in the ratter year over fifty car-
riers transported 19r689r000 scheduled and charter passen-

gers on the North Atlantic (fefe 1983c, Zq).

of particurar rel-evance to this thesis is that portion of

the market which has been defined as the canadian North

Atlantic market. When transborder traffic to the United

states is excruded, the majority of internationar air pas-

sengers carried by canadian carriers are carried on North

Atlantic and polar routes between canada and Europe. In
1982, for example, North Àtrantic and porar traffic com-

prised 1 ,016 ,357 out of 1 ,683,658 internationar scheduled

passengers and 867,688 out of 1,253r39! international char-
ter passengers carried by canadian carriers, transborder
traffic excluded (Statistics Canada 1982b).
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?hree canadian carriers have prayed major rores in Lhe

North Atlantic market" These were Air canada (initiatry
TcA), canadian Pacific Airrines (which became canadian Àir-
lines rnternational in 1987 ) and wardair, a specialist in
charter traffic. severar other canadian carriers have arso
participated in this market.

The canadian government has been deepry invorved in the

evolution of the canadian North Atrantic market. rt affect-
ed the operation of air carriers through the birateral
agreements on air transportation that it negotiated with
other countries and through its abitity to determine the

destinations that a canadian carrier served. Further, it
prayed a strategic role in the selection of carriers and the

nature of their participation in international markets.

The volume of traffic between Europe and canada refrected
the many historical, family, and economic ties between them.

rn 1962, 378,081 of 522,273 international air passengers on

schedured airrines (incruding 45r890 who paid burk fares,
but excluding arr transborder traffic ) travelled between

canada and Europe (statistics canada 1962e). rn rggz'1.809
million out of 3.209 million canadian and foreign travellers
between canada and other countries (excluding transborder
traffic) travelled between canada and Europe (stat. can.

1984k).
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Chapter II examines the nature of international aviation,
explains the difference in organizat.ion of non-schedured and

scheduled traffic, and states the rore of international
agreements and international organízaLions in air traffic"

chapter rrr is composed of four sections which examine

various aspects of the evol-ution of the canadian North

Àtlantic air passenger market. The first section sketches

the main trends in passenger traver between canada and

Europe since the second world t7ar. The section examines the

intermodal shift to air transport on the North Àtlantic and

the shifts in the character of air traf'fic service. The

second section documents the entry and exit of carriers into
and out of the canadian North AtLantic market. The third
section follows the evolution of the fare structure caÈego-

ries in the North Àtrantic market. The fourth section dis-
cusses the evolution of the three main components of the

market for traver between canada and Europe: canadian trav-
eIlers to Europe, European travellers to canada, and Europe-

an immigrants to canada. It arso examines the movement of

national l-evers of inflation and the movements of the

exchange rates for canada and the major European countries
and looks at their possible relation to changes in the main

components of demand beginning in the early I970s.

chapter rv examines the evolution of the civir aviation
technol-ogy available for use on the canadian North Atrantic.
rt is concerned with the choices made by canada's carriers



I
for long range aircraft and with the imprications of those

choices f or the carr iers and t.he market 
"

chapter v examines the evolution of canadian government

policy" Because of the important rore that international
treaties and agreements play in internationar air travel
government poricy always has an important effect on any

international air passenger market. On the Canadian North

Atrantic this rore is even more important in the canadian

context because the canadian government chose to limit the

access of its o!¡n national carriers to European destina-
tions. The first section looks at canada's role in the

negotiations that led up to the "First Bermuda Agreement"

between the US and the UK. The second follows the process

that opened Europe to canadian carriers while increasingly
opening canada to European air carrier penetration. The

third section discusses the evoLution of the canadian gov-

ernment's policy tov¡ards allocating destinations in Europe

and beyond Europe to Canadian carriers.

chapter vr studies the behaviour of canada's scheduled

carriers" The first section examines Àir canada's expansion

into Europe and cPA's successful attempt to gain entry into
this market in the face of officiarly stated government pol-
icy and its subseguent development of European services.
wardair's and Nationair's participation in the market is
al-so noted. The second section follows the development of

the pooling phenomenon on the canadian North Atlantic in
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detair from its appearance untir the early l9g0s. The Lhird
section examines the performance of Àir canada, cpÀ, and

wardair in their scheduled operations on the North Àtlantic.

chapter vIr looks at the history of charter traffic on

the canadian North ÀtIantic. The emergence of charter travel
on the canadian North Atlantic occurred in response to
changes in technology and government policy. This emergence

brought about many changes in the v¡ay scheduled carriers
carried out their business and brought about the rise to
international prominence of a new third canadian interna-
tional carrier, wardair. The first section rooks at the evo-
lution of charter traffic on the canadian North Àtlantic.
The second section examines the role of canadian carriers in
this market, particurarry wardair. The third section discus-
es the explosive emergence of rrc, inclusive tour charter,
traffic and its implications for the Canadian North Atlantic
market 

"

chapter vrrr is concerned with the interaction of the
canadian North Àtl-antic market and other markets, in partic-
urar those markets whose peak and low seasons differ from

that of the canadian North Àtl-antic. The canadian North
Àtl-antic is a strongly seasonar market and any carrier wish-
ing to operate in it witl wish to have another market in
which it can employ its surplus capacity during the ÀtIan-
tic's low season. The sorutions of Air canada, cpÀ, and war-
dair are each explored.
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chapter rx examines the evolution of the institutional
sLructure for rate-making on the canadian North Atrantic.
The first section outlines the method by which scheduled

fares were set prior to 1978" The second looks at strains
on the system that emerged as charter services expanded on

the North Atlantic" The third section follows the build up

of us deregulatory pressure on IATA. The fourth outrines
the resorution of the crisis and the resulting restructuring
of the system for rate-making on the North At1antic.

chapter x studies the evolution of fares on the canadian

North Atrantic from 1947 to 1987. The first section forrows
the evolution of schedured passenger fares throughout the
period. The second looks at the role taken by canadian car-
riers, Àir canada in particurarr on several crucial occa-

sions in the setting of fares on the North Àtlantic. The

third compares fares and costs on the North Atlantic at sev-
eral points in time in the rast two decades. The fourth
will examine the evolution of charter fares, particularly as

they relate to the Canadian North Àtlantic.

chapter xI reviews and evaluates canadian policy and can-

adian carrier performance in the light of the historical
evidence and economic analysis previously presented. rt
arso reflects and comments briefly on recent changes in gov-

ernment policies" FinarJ-y, chapter xrt contains the thesis
conclusion.



Chapter II
INTERNÀTIONAT, AVTATION AND TI{E T{ORTH ATLANTTC

MARKET

This chapter begins by distinguishing between schedured

and charter services" rt then outlines the concept, "free-
doms of the air". The nature of bilateral air agreements

between countries is examined and the practise of "pooling"
is outlined. Àttitudes to non-schedul-ed operations on the

North Àtlantic are reviewed and differences in the cost

structures of schedured and charter operations are explored.
The question of the varues of the demand erasticities for
air passenger transport on the North Atrantic is then exam-

ined and the seasonaf nature of the demand for passenger

transport on the North Atlantic is brought out. Finarly the

existence of an "s-curve" for air passenger carriers is not-
ed and its implications are explored.

2.1 THE CONCEPTS OF SCHEDT'LED AI{D CHARTER SERVICES

rnternational passenger traffic on the canadian North

Atrantic has two main parts, scheduled traffic and charter,
or non-scheduled, traffic.

scheduled services follow regurar timetables and their
operation is governed by a system of bilateral agreements

11
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and by a number of multilaterar agreements which regurat.e

various areas of concern. charter services traditionalry
only operate when an aircraft is chartered to make a specif-
ic trip and individuar permission is obtained from both

countries concerned.

2"2 THE FREEDOMS OF THE A:TR

countries craim sovereignty over the airways above their
territory and claim the right if necessary to force down or

destroy any trespassers. Às a result, the concept of a num-

ber of specific "freedoms of the air" has evolved which

countries may extend to the representatives of other states
to permit air service.

Eight "freedoms" have been defined. The first freedom is
the right to fly over the territory of another state. The

second freedom is the right to rand in that state for a

"technicar stop" to obtain something such as fuel or
repairs, but not to discharge or pick up passengers. The

third freedom is the right to set down passengers from the
home country and the fourth freedom is the right to pick up

passengers for the home country. The fifth freedom is the
right of a nation's carrier to pick up or set down extra-na-
tional traffic. Nation À's airline, for exampre, when enr-
oute from A via B to c, stops in B and pick up passengers

which it discharges in c, or, when returning from c via B to
A, it carries passengers from c who are set down in B. The
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sixth freedomi permits À's airrine to pick up in various

other countries passengers v¡ho wish to traver to c, trans-
porting them first to A, and then from À transporting them

onward to C" Seventh freedom traffic occurs when traffic
is moved between two countries by the airrine of A without

reference to the territory of À, for exampre, if a canadian

airline carried traffic between Kenya and uganda but did not

serve either country from canada. Eighth Freedom traffic
occurs when À's airline has the right to pick up passengers

at one point in c and carry them onward to a second point
which is arso in c. rt is sometimes referred to as cabo-

tage, a term carried over from maritime transport. Bilater-
ars are normarry concerned with third and fourth freedom

rights. rifth and sixth freedom rights are ress frequent,
but may become significant for airline system development,

while the ]ast two freedoms rarely arise.

2"3 BILATERAL AIR LGREEHENTS BETWEEN COT'NTRIES

Àt the end of World War Two

be a multilateral exchange of

civil aviation. In 1944 the

r\rere present at a conference i
not be reached on an exchange

it was hoped that there could

the various rights concerning

representatives of 52 states

n Chicago but agreement could

of traff ic rights nor on the

countries for which such forwarded traffic is important
wirl often insist that sixth freedom traffic doãs not
exist and that only third and fourth freedom traffic is
involved. They argue that traffic is picked up in the
initial state and discharged in À undei the ttrira andfourth freedoms and is then picked up in À and discharged
in C again under third and fourth freedoms.
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amount of contror that states courd impose on tariffs or

capacity" The chicago conference, however, did produce The

"rnLernational Àir services Transit Àgreement". This pro-
vided for a murtirateral exchange of the firsl two freedoms.

The most notable non-signatory to this agreement was and is
the ussR. The chicago conference also deveroped the "con-
vention on International Civil Àviation". This "provided
the framework for the orderly and safe development of inter-
nationar air transport ... through its various articles and

Ànnexes which deal with every aspect of the operation of
aircraft and air services both in the air and on the ground"
(ooganis 1 985 , 26) . Finally it created an international
organization to provide for the future inter-governmental_

discussions of important aviation questions and to establish
a basis for a co-ordinated evolution in technical and opera-

tional standards and practices, the rnternational civil Àvi-
ation organization (rcao), nor¡ part of the uN system of
organizations" This organization would also assist many

states to develop their civil aviation systems and their
civil aviation infrastructure.

rn the absence of a multilateral system to regulate the
movement of passengers, nations began to make bilateral
agreements between themselves"

The main body of a bilateral air agreement wirl usualry
specify the circumstances under which, and the methods by

which, capacity will be regulaÈed. on the North Àtlantic it
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has traditionally been the practice that capacity was to be

reviewed on an ex post basis to prevent the emergence of any

unacceptabre imbalance in the carriage of passengers between

the carriers of the two states" In other parts of the
worl-d, capacity has sometimes been specified down to the
type of equipment used and the number of flights that the
designated airline may make.

À bilateral will specify how rates are to be set for
transport between the two states. on the North Àtlantic it
r,¡as traditional that the rates to be charged were determined

by the Traffic conference system of setting fares developed

by the International Àir Transport Àssociation. Article 6

of the appendix to canada's 1947 bilateral air agreement

with the U.K., for example, specitied
Tariffs to be charged by the designated airrinesreferred to in this annex sha1l be agreed in thefirst instance between themselves, -having 

dueregard to the rate fixed by any Tariff conférence
of airlines operated in this area.

The International Air Transport Association was formed by

the international airrines at a meeting in 1945 at Havana.

During the greater part of its existence its membership was

restricted to schedured carriers and this remains true in
practice to the present. While IÀTÀ was concerned with all
aspects of the needs of its members, two of the most impor-

tant functions that evolved were its role as a clearing
house for interrine revenues and its convening of "Traffic
conferences" at which the tariffs to be charged and various
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related conditions and procedures are agreed upon by its
members. These rerated conditions and procedures include
such items as conditions of service and passenger and cargo

agency matters" rÀTÀ also has acted to co-ordinate various
other aspects of airrine operations and it may represent its
members in negotiations or relaLions with various government

authorities.

A bilaterar air agreement between two countries wirl also
specify the procedure to be folrowed when disagreements

arise. Àny disagreement between the carriers on rates wirl
urtimately rise to the inter-governmental lever since all
tariffs must urtimately be approved by the governments of

For situations where the two governments

cannot reach agreement, canada's bilaterals generally pro-
vide for a system of arbitration which usualry includes the
involvement of the ICÀO.

usually appended to the birateral agreement is an annex

specifying the traffic rights which are granted to the air-
lines of the two parties. Frequently the city-pairs between

which Lhe airrines of the two parties can operate are dif-
ferent. The airline of À can perhaps operate from any point
in À to the city x in B and the airline of B is permitted to
operate from X and y in B to the city Z in A.

rt is unusual for the bilaLeral to specify which airlines
will operate between the designated points" Typicarry the

both countries.
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agreement v¡i11 simpry state t.hat each party may designate

one airline to exercise the rights granLed and received.
some bilaterals permit more than one carrier to be designaÈ-

ed by one or both parties.

The annex to a bilaterar may also state that the desig-
nated airlines have the right to pick up and/or set down

traffic for points between or beyond the two states immedi-

atery concerned. such rights are Fifth Freedorn rights.
They can not be exercised, however, untiì- permission to do

so is secured from the points concerned. such Fifth Freedom

rights also frequently have capacity constraints imposed

upon them.

À bilaterar may arso have appended to it at the time of
its agreement or subseguently, one or more "memoranda of
understanding" or "exchange of notes". These wirl amplify
or modify aspects of the agreement and may be kept confiden-
tial. should one country wish to change the bilateral, for
exampre, by changing a city its airline may serve to another

city, the other country may agree to make the desired change

through an exchange of notes or it may refuse any such

change leaving it up to the first party to denounce the

existing bilateral. This woul-d force the negotiation of a

new formal bilateral, or some other less formal agreement,

to prevent a cessation of air services folrowing the end of
the bilateral.
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Instead of operating under a bilaterar, airlines some-

times operate under ricences issued by the necessary govern-

ments. cPA and rberia operated under licences between cana-

da and Spain for many years. cpÀ arso frequentry operated

under licence in South Àmerica.

Aircraft must meet all the performance and maintainance

standards of any country which they serve. These standards

are determined by the aviation authorities of each country

individually, but this is usualry done in rine with the

"International- standards and Recommended practices" of rcAo,

the rnternational civil Aviation organization. These IcÀo

standards and practices are incruded as a series of annexes

to the "Convention on International Civil Aviation".

À practice that may be required in a bilateral, or which

may be entered upon by two or more international carriers if
the laws of their countries permit, is "poo1ing"" À pooling

agreement provides most commonry for airrines to jointly
provide capacity and share the revenue produced under some

formura" when traffic is not adequate for more than one

airline to operate, where two (or more) are permitted to
operate, the airlines may form a "revenue cost" poo1. In

such a pool only one of the airlines operates the service
but the costs and revenues are shared on some stated basis.
Another more common pool is a "revenue poo1". In such a

pool the capacity to be offered by each member is agreed and

revenue is shared according to this capacity. UsuaIly
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are co-ordinated to aIlow the best
possibre use of the capacity allocated. FrequenLry the

theoretical- revenue shared is not the actual revenue

received by the the partners but is a notional revenue based

on an accounting unit times the number of revenue passengers

travelring in a particurar crass. A pool may arso rimit the

amount of revenue that will be transferred. Typically a

pool will be formed for a particurar time period of one or

more years" The agreed upon leveIs of capacity and agreed-

upon accounting unit(s) are usually examined more frequent-
Iy, perhaps quarterly. The account is commonly settled
monthly. such poors may cover passenger and/or freight ser-
vices.

Àirlines sometimes se11 the rights to operate

particular points to other carriers in return for
or royalty. Such a payment may be a fixed sum or

with the traffic carried.

between

a payment

may vary

2"& NON-SCHEDT]LED SERVICES

Non-scheduled rights are only rarely incruded in formal
bilaterar negotiations between governments and enshrined in
formar bilateral agreements. unrike Articre 6 of the chica-
go convention which required "special permission or authori-
zation" from the destination country for scheduled services,
Article 5 gave the aircraft of other contracting states,
which aircraft vlere not engaged in scheduled international
services, the first two freedoms and
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the privilege of taking on or discharging passen-
gers, cargor or mail subject to the right of any
State where such embarkation or discharge takesplace to impose such regulations, conditions or
limitations as it may consider desirable.

Non-schedured services have never been defined explicitry.

The attitudes of states to incoming non-schedured flights
have varied considerably. À few, such as Belgium following
the second world l.lar, have prohibited them entirely (r.
I'farx , 1981 , 140). others, particularly tourist destinations
like spain, have very readily authorized non-scheduled ser-
vices in a liberal "open skies" policy (ooganis 1985, 39).

Both the us through its cAB, and the uK, through its eir
Transport Licencing Board, brought non-schedured operations
under some form of national reguratory control (Doganis

1985, 39). In canada, the Air Transport Board, followed by

the canadian Transport commission, vras made responsible for
regulating international non-scheduled services.

charter carriers prayed a very important rore on the

North Àtrantic because their lower costs of operation per-
mitted them to of fer an alternate rnethod of crossing the

North Atrantic to that provided by scheduled carriers at a

lower price" This ensured that a form of price competition
would be provided to the scheduled carriers of IÀTÀ.

By the middle of the 1960s the aircraft of the major

charter carriers on the North Àtlantic $¡ere basically the

same as those of the scheduled carriers. This vras particu-
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larly true of wardair which wourd evolve into the dominant

carrier in the canadian North Àt.rant.ic charter market.

f{hen the equipment is basically the same, the flight
operating costs, which are the largest single element of

direct costs, are likety to prove much the same. charter
operators sometimes use order aircraft acguired on the sec-

ond-hand market" This eases entry into the market through

reduction of capital requirements, whether by rease or pur-
chase, but increases direct operating costs such as fuel or

maintenance. unrike the early days of charter, pirots'
unions have generally succeeded in ensuring that the sara-
ries of pilots are basically comparable for handring similar
aircraft. rn 1985, for example, the average sarary paid by

wardair to its pilots and co-pilots vras higher than that
paid by Àir canada or cpÀ, which was probably due to wardair
pilots on average flying larger aircraft than Lhe pilots of
the other two airlines. rndeed, the average sarary paid by

wardair to its other fright personner was arso higher than

that paid by Air canada or cpÀ (stat. can. 19BSb, 39,41).
As long as a charter carrier is flying a sizeable number of
flights to a particul-ar destination, fuel costs are 1ikely
to be simirar, arthough if only a fev¡ frights are made to a

particurar destination it may not be able to secure as fav-
ourable a price as that charged scheduled carriers. rnsur-
ance and en*route navigational- charges will be simirar.
Maintenance costs are likery to be simirar for both types of
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carriers, carriers large enough to do their ovrn maintenance

may be able to make some savings which are noL open to
smaller carriers. sma1l schedured carriers, however, wilr
be similarly praced to charter carriers which are rarery
large enough to do their own maintenance.

one possible advantage that charter carriers may exploit
is the use of less expensive airports, particurarl-y at home

and where a major tourist center such as London offers a

number of airports. In the case of London, which is served

by Heathrow, Gatwick, and Luton, a carrier can save 3I per

cent on its airport fees by using Luton instead of Heathrow,

42 per cent by using Gatwick, rising to 84 per cent by using

Gatr+ick on Tuesdays and wednesdays (ooganis 198s, l3B-r39).

Another possibre area where a charter carrier may be able

to gain an advantage is the utilization of its aircraft
fleet" charter passengers demonstrate a greater willingness
to fly at odd hours than do scheduled passengers. Thus dur-
ing peak seasons charter carriers are rikely to use their
aircraft more hours each day. They likeIy face, however, a

more sizeabre difference between peak and off-peak seasonal

demand in any particular market" If, however, they compete

in two different markets which have comprementary peak peri-
ods, as Canadian charter carriers are, for example, able to
do by operating on the North Àtlantic in summer and to "Fun

in the Sun" destinations in winter, they may be able to
secure annuaL higher utilization. A scheduled carrier rvhich
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aLso operates charters ffiây, on occasion, have superior uti-
lization to that of a charter specialist" For example, cpÀ

had utilizaLion figures for its long-range wide bodied air-
craft which exceeded wardair's by about one revenue hour per

day in a recent year (rCeo 1984b, C-2, C-3)"

These two areas, airport charges and depreciation charg-
€sr only make up a reratively small proportion of direct
costs, perhaps 10 per cent in 1984, and in neither are sav-
ings certain. There may arso be some advantage on personnel

costs and a disadvantage on fuel costs. Thus "the differ-
ences in direct costs are likely to be no greater than might

exisL between two schedured airlines flying on that route"
(ooganis 1985, 140).

charter carriers have had historicarly a major advantage

with indirect costs. since their flights to any destinalion
are Iikely to be seasonar they do not need to maintain year

round-staff to handle the aircraft, its passengers, and

their baggage at charter destinations. They will also not

require the permanent acquisition of equipment and faciri-
ties that such staff would need. À proportion of these
gains, however, may be lost through the costs associated
with the rentar of equipment or the subcontracting of per-
sonnel-, etc.. The charter carrier may also emproy fewer

cabin staff and offer ress in the way of inflight meals.

I^Ihere charter carriers rent out their aircraft during the

off peak periods they may also make considerable use of sea-
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sonal staff hired at lower wages or just not retained during
off-peak periods" charter carriers are arso highry unlike-
ly to ever be responsible for interlining passengers over

night. Since they do not sell, in principle, directly to
the public they do not have the costs which are associated
with ticketing, sales and promotion. The carrier need onry

supply its charterer with a book of tickets. It needs no

retail sares offices, nor computer reservation system, nor

associated staff . It need only inform a relatively small-

number of organizations engaged in large scale chartering of

the nature of its services. rt can also reduce personnel

that wourd otherwise be necessary for planning, forecasting,
and the settrement of ticketing credits and debits. The

joint savings in direct costs, which are marginal, and in
indirect cosLs, which are sizeable, can be about 20 to 30

per cent overall (Doganis 1985, 143).

charter carriers historically have been able to improve

their cost advantage in two other ways. These are by

installing more seats in its aircraft than wourd a scheduled

carrier and by maintaining a higher load factor than do

scheduled carriers.

There are several reasons why such a charter carrier can

install more seats than can a schedured carrier" with only
one class there is no space lost to cabin partitions, the

space devoted to kitchens and washrooms can likely be

reduced, and there are no superior crass seats with greater
pitchr leg room, or greater width.
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when the aircraft of wardair are compared to the aircraft
of other schedured carriersr pärticularry Àir canada and

cPÀ, they tend to have a greater number of seats, except

where the schedured carrier is arso operating the aircraft
in a charter configuration. wardair's Boeing-707 had 183

seats, its Boeing-747-100s had 337, its Boeing-747-200s had

457, and its Dc-10-30s had 301. cpÀ's Boeing-747s had 317

or 387 seats and its Dc-10-30s had 281 seats. Air canada's

Boeing-747s had 275 or 452 seats. The Boeing-707s in opera-

tion with schedured airrines in 1976 tended to have between

135 and 160 sears (rceo 1984b and 1976ù.

À charter carrier can act to maintain a higher load fac-
tor than can a scheduled carrier for severar reasons. rt
need only operate to a destination when this higher load

factor is available, otherwise it is perfectly at riberty to
switch destination. rt need not be concerned about any dip-
romatic problems Lhat such a cessation of service might

cause if it were scheduled service, nor about any sizeabre
fixed costs at its previously served destination since such

costs are unlikery to have been incurred. Before individual
ticketing v¡as common on the North Àtrantic for charter
flights, the effort of charter carriers to maintain high

load factors $¡as assisted by the fact that the tour organiz-
er moved the passengers as a group and often took care of
their accommodations and travel needs at their destination.
The tour organizer made every effort to completely filr the
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aircraft and could offer the consumer a complete package

tailored to a full aircraft" The effect of t.he greaLer seat

density together with the higher road factors could increase
the basic advantage of 20-30 per cent on cost to 50-65 per

cent (ooganis 1985, 143) 
"

The difference in load factors between scheduled and

charter carriers has tended to falr during the last two dec-
ades. The restrictions attached to the sale of charter
tickets have gradually been reduced and at the same time the

scheduled carriers have developed speciar fares which are

similar in many ways to charters. scheduled carriers on the
North Àtlantic have raised their load factors from 50-60 per

cent in the 1960s to close to 70 per cent in rnid 19gos, as

can be seen in Tabre 6.5. The road factors of charter car-
riers on the Canadian North Atlantic have declined since the
introduction of individuarry ticketed advance booking char-
ter fares in 1973. rn 1970, for example, the load factors
of charter carriers serving canada in each of four guarters
tended to falI between 90 and 100 per cent (stat. can.

19709)" rn 1980 the load factors of charter carriers on the
canadian North Àtlantic were between 7o and 90 per cent
(stat" Can" 1980h)"

À number of attempts were made in Europe to either take a

scheduled airline's cost per passenger, carry out systematic
adjustments for known differences in scheduled and charter
costs, and determine what the charter cost would be, or,
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to work back to
those faced by a scheduled carrier. Three of these "cas-
cade" or "Reverse cascade" studies were carried out between

1977 and 1981 and were concerned with intra-European routes.
The cascade studies found that the charter carrier had a

cost advantage of 63-66 per cent over the schedured carrier,
reduced to 46 per cent in the case where the scheduled car-
rier chosen had a higher than usuar seating density. rn the

first cascade study the higher seating density of the char-
ter carrier was hetd responsible for rs% of the advantage
(reducing the advantage to 48-5r per cent had it been

absent) whire Lhe higher load factor gave 21 percentage for
a joint role of 36 out of the total 63-66 per cent advan-

tage " The Reverse cascade study found an advantage of s4

per cent for the charter carrier over the scheduled carrier
(ooganis 1985, 149).

rt is arso important to note that charter carriers, whire

more economic than scheduted carriers on the cost side, have

important demand-side limitations. scheduled carriers, with
their provision of on-demand service throughout the year,
provide the appropriate system for business travellers.
while this handicaps the scheduled carriers in terms of load

factors, it ensures they capture this higher fare market.

scheduled carriers arso receive considerable revenue from

their ability to carry cargo below deck which is a right not

normally herd by charter carriers. "Norma1" fare traffic
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generates a relatively large proportion of their revenue and

they are able to control the proport.ion and timing of the

seating capacity offered to l-ow promotionar fare traffic
through "load control-". The charter carriers appeal to pas-

sengers with rower varue-of-time costs and more flexible
travel needs" charter operators can offer bargains based on

cost economy but travellers have a much more limited choice
of fright times and destinations than is availabre with furl
fare flights. Further, route extension frexibirity is non-

existent or limited with charter services.

Many of the advantages discussed above accrue only to
pure charter carriers. The dominant charter carrier on the

canadian North Àtlant ic , f.lardai r , had taken on many of the

characteristics of a scheduled carrier on its North Àtlantic
routes even before it began offering scheduled flights
between canada and the u.K. in the mid 19g0s. Àfter the
r973 liberalization of charter rules it estabrished a sub-

sidiary, rntervac, to oversee the marketing of its seats.
The overal-t financial health of the enterprise thus became

invorved with marketing to the public. rt estabrished a

series of offices not onry throughout canada but also in
several cities in Europe. rt discovered the growing impor-

tance of computerized booking systems and deveroped links to
another of the smaller North Atlantic carriers, BCAL, to
secure better exposure on those systems. By rosing some of
the advantages of a pure charter carrier it thus became
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inferior aircraft but which !{ere cl_oser

ter model, such as Worldways and Nationai
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rivals which had

the purely char-to

r"

2"5 ELASTTCITIES OF DEMA}{D ON THE NORTH ATIANTIC

one important aspect of the North Atlantic market which

has made it quite different from many markets v¡as that it
became and remained a market dominated by preasure travel
rather than business travel. preasure and business travel
respond differentJ-y to changes in the surrounding economic

envi ronment.

The responsiveness of a demand for air transportat.ion to
fare changes and to income changes is known as its price
elasticity and its income elasticity. The elasticity of a

variabre affecting demand is equal to the percentage change

in demand divided by the percentage change in that variable.
A change in the price of a commodity usuarry causes the
amount demanded to move in the opposite direction to the
changes in price so the orrrn price erasticity of a service
such as transportation normally has a negative sign. A

change in the income of a consumer usually causes the amount

demanded to move in the same direction as the change in
income so the income elasticity of a service normally has a

positive sign. when the varue of an erasticity is from 0 to
1, the response of demand is ress than the change in price
or income and it is said to be inelastic. At 0 there is no
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response in demand" Àt 1 the response is direct.ly propor-
tional to the change in the indicat.or. Elasticity here is
thus unitary" when the value is greater than 1 the response

of demand is increasingry greater than the initial movement

of price or income. such a varue is said to be erastic.

The ovrn price erasticities of business and pleasure trav-
eI are quite different. Pleasure travel- i s much more

responsive to price changes and its erasticity has a larger
absoLute va1ue" The demands for both business and leisure
travel also respond to changes in the revel of economic

activity in the economy but the mechanism of the response of
each is rather different. The demand for pleasure travel
tends to respond to the purchasing power of disposable
income and that for business travel tends to respond to
broad movements of the economy such as GNp or international
trade. rn both cases the response of the change in demand

is in the same direction as the change in the economic indi-
cator so these income erasticities have a positive varue.

Because of the aggregated nature of statistics avairabre
on the North Atrantic, and the fact that when disaggregated
they tend to move in the same direction at the same time,
relatively few studies avairabte to the public have been

made of the price and income elasticities of the demand for
air transport on the North Atrantic and of necessity the

available studies paint the picture in very broad strokes
indeed. They are nevertheless useful because they at reast
indicate orders of magnitude and directions of response.
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A fu1ly specified model would at the very least have to
keep track of the different movements of income in all t.he

countries generating traffic, both in terms of disposabre

income and at least one major economic indicator. rt wourd

also have to keep track of what happens to the purchasing

power of that income when it moves abroad, therefore
exchange rates and differences in inflation rates would have

to be included" rn addition, many countries during the rast
four decades have had exchange controls of varying degrees

of severity and success so allowance should be made for
these" Because a sizeable proportion of preasure travel has

been to visiL friends and reratives, arlowance should be

made for such ties. rn addition to ties of affection,
friends and reratives arso provide means to evade the conse-

guences of exchange contror and thus may gain additional
importance during such time periods. There have been secu-

lar movements in the nature of horidays people take. Finat-
Iy, access to various fares and to the charter market has

been limited by various regutations which have changed over

time. Àlrowance should be made explicitly for arl of these

cornplications.

ble "

À fully specified model is thus not feasi-

The British Àirports Authority used the vorume of traver-
Iers at twelve European airports in the period 196s-1975 to
produce aggregated income elasticities for short haul and

long haul business and leisure travel. The income elastici-
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Ly for rong-haul business travel was 1 "2 and for long-haul
Ieisure travel- was 2"0. It subsequently did a second study

in 1981 using more recent and more disaggregated data and

estimated the income elasticity of rong-haur reisure travel
for uK residents in 1981-1985 would be 2.0, decrining to 1"7

for 1985-1990. For non-uK residents the corresponding eras-
ticities would be 1.7 declining to 1.31 (Doganis 1985r 174).

one imprication is that as incomes continue to rise the
effect of the rise in income on long-leisure travel
declines. Europeans have had lower incomes compared to
North Americans in the past and thus the effect of continu-
ing income increases on them is likeJ-y to be stronger in
encouraging them to engage in long distance reisure traver.
The rore of Europe in providing North Àtrantic traffic,
therefore, is 1ikely to increase,

North America.

compared to the role of

Estimates of fare erasticity are variable to say the
least" À sritish Department of Trade study in rgTg postu-
lated that it was -2.6 for uK originating leisure travel
which was neither on an rrc flight nor directed to western

Europe. The BÀÀ study on uK Leisure travel in 1981, however,

put it at 0"7 for travel 0n the North Àtlantic to North
America (ooganis 1 985 , 176) .

Ànother study that praced the price elasticity of sched-

uled North Atlantic air travel at close to -1 vras that by

Mutti and Muraí (1977)" Às in the 1991 BAÀ study, attention
vras directed to both income and fares. Mutti and Murai ini-
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tially estimated an overalr income and fare elasticity
imposing the condition of no money illusion. An income

erasticity of 1"89 and a fare erasticity of -0.99 was

obtained for a group of six countries incruding the united
states" The fare variabre was the ex*post average fare rev-
enue. They then examined the demand for charter and sched-

ured transport in terms of rear income and real fares with-
out imposing any constraint regarding money irrusion.
charter income and fare elasticities v¡ere estimated at 2.74

and -1.43 respectively while the respective scheduled dernand

elast ic ities were found to be 1 .69 and -0.7 4 " Mutti and

Murai also attempted an examination of the concept that peo-

ple initially budget the amount they wirl spend on North
Àtl-antic travel and then arrocate between schedured and

charter operaLions. while not content with their results,
they stated that they found that for scheduled carriers the
introduction of a substitute increased their schedured car-
riers oh'n price erasticity and that a positive cross eras-
ticity was present (tuutti and Mura í 1977 , 46, 49-50 ) . Their
results were consistent with the bel-ief that people taking
advantage of charter or simirar fares are more responsive
than those traverling at higher fares to both the effects of
income and price.

Àn example of a detailed study of the factors affecting
intercontinental demand in a somewhat similar situation is
provided by the study of internationar travel to Australia
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from Europe, the united states, and oceania carried out by

smith and Toms (1978). It made allowance for the real dis-
posable income in the countries concerned, for the exchange

rates, for the real fares, for family ties, and for some of

the restrictions on various fares. The finar resurt gave an

elasticity of -r.8 for fares, tâking into account the mone-

tary equivalence of various restrictions on fares, and an

income erasticity of 2.4" The study also noted that income

elasticity was likely to decline as the market approached

saturation and the growth in demand leveled off, and stated
that rear income, real fares, exchange rates, and famiry
ties, which had arl been measured, all proved significant
(smitn and Toms, 27)

rn his 1978 study, straszheim attempted to determine the

erasticities of the different types of rear fares on the

North Àtlantic between 1948 and 1973. unrike MuLti and

Murai, his study relied upon ex-ante fares rather than ex-
post fares and he expressed concerns about the auto-correra-
tion problems in their study.

For First class fares he found an own price erasticity of

-0.7 6 with no cross erasticity to Economy fares. rncome was

irrerevant. This is what one wourd expect since the most

frequent user of First class is a business man travelling
for the purposes of his company and not paying for it out of
his own pocket"
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straszheim examined the Tourist/Economy fare in t.he con-
text of it and First class fares for the period rgs2-1973

and in the context of it and Discount and promotional fares
for the 1963-1973 period.

when examined in the former context there was an income

elasticity 0.53 and the peak Economy fare had an own price
elasticity of -1 "92 while the own price elasticity of an

average of the high and low season Economy was lower at
-1.48. The low season and high season Economy fares had

evolved somewhat differently and the higher value for the
peak fare picked up the predominance of the price conscious
tourist during the summer and indicated that the proper

strategy for profit maximization vras the provision of summer

discounts" No cross elasticity r.¡as picked up with regard to
First cl-ass fares and an income variable with a passable fit
was found when lagged by one year indicating the existence
of a sizeable lead time in planning by tourists.

For the period 1 963-1973 the avairable data allowed
straszheim to divide the Economy market into three parts:
"standard Economy", "promotionar" (comprised of 14/ 17-21 /zg
day excursion traver), and "High Discount" (comprised of
29-45 day excursion, group inclusive tour, and incentive
group fare traver). The variables used were "income", "the
peak Economy fare" (an average of peak and row season Econo-

my fares was not used because they moved together during
this period), "the highest available discount fare for that
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year" (the short excursion fare from 1963 to 1g7o and the

long one thereafter), a dummy variable for the institutional
change in L970 introducing the ronger period excursion fare,
"the average of the short and rong excursion fares", and

"(the peak Economy fare)/(trre highest availabre discount
fare)".

The standard Economy fare was found to be insensitive to
income and its ov¡n price erasticity was cr-ose to -1 . o. The

dummy variable for the 1970 institutional change v¡as found

to be significant but the effect decrined over time. The

attempt to find a cross erasticity to promotional and Dis-
count fares proved to have the wrong sign and a very low

level of significance and can therefore be assumed not to
exist. These findings are in rine with the observation that
the standard Economy fare was evorving into a "poor man's

First crass" for those who courd not afford First crass but

are reguired to travel and can noL meet the requirements of
Promotional and Discount fares.

The examination of the highest avairabre discount fare
found a very high own price erasticity, -2.74, and the 1g7o

dummy variable was relevant indicating the relaxation of
restrictions on various of the discount fares had effects
not picked up by the price variabre. The income variable
was rerevant at a low level of statistical significance.
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when the combined promotional and high discount fares
were examined the result þ¡as similar to that for the highest
avairabre discount fare" There was a srightly lower ohrn

price value of -1"82" No cross erasticity to the standard

Economy fare could be found.

The evidence indicates that both the rising trends in
income since the second worrd war and the movement of fares
are important explanatory variabres in the evolution of
traffic" The importance of income, however, seems to be

declining as the market approaches maturity. There is a

considerable difference in the behaviour of different price
segments of the market with travelrers in the higher price
segments being much less responsive to both income and own

price effects. The demand of those in the higher price cat-
egories, even standard Economy, is inerastic with respect to
price while the demand of those in the lower price catego-
ries (v¡ho are travelling for preasure) is quite price elas-
tic, perhaps with an erasticity around -2.0. There arso has

been a drift from higher to rower price categories when the

conditions restricting access to the lower price categories
were relaxedr âs in 1970.
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2"6 TI{E SEÂSONAL Þ{ATT'RE OF STORTH ATLÃ3{TÎC TR.AFFTC

An important characLeristic of the North Àtrantic is the

seasonal nature of demand. rn 1966, for exampre, February

saw only 154 r'103 passengers carried by rATÀ carriers on the

North Àtlantic which was only 26 per cent of the 597r936

carried in Àugust (rere 1966c, 4s). In 1986 comparable fig-
ures were 9881000 in February which was 36 per cent of the
2r7461000 carried in Àugust, a sL ight improvernent f rom the
point of view of the carriers. vlhen, however, the canadian

North Àtlantic market is examined, the February figure r^,as

stilr only 26 per cent of the August figurer Do improvement

ar all ( rera 1 986c , 45 ) . This seasonality makes the

achievement of an adequate yearly road factor difficurt and

required canadian carriers entering this rnarket to deverop

other markets with complementary peaks to allow the redirec-
tion of excess equipment and staff during the off season on

the North Àt1antic.

2.7 THE S-CUR\TE PHENO¡fENON

one possible explanation for sustained over-capacity in

an air passenger transport market, such as that on the North
Àtrantic, is the s-curve phenomenon. This idea v¡as devel-
oped by w. E. Fruhan in 1972. The s-curve phenomenon exists
where a carrier finds that the market share it holds wirl
decline faster than the reduction it makes in the propor-
tion of the freguencies it provides of the market. It is,



therefore, unlikely to be willing Lo

reduce capacity since it faces what

listic kinked demand curve situation.

The reason that its market

than its proportion of capacity

that the carrier will no longer

itors at all of daily or weekly

also have l-ess overall exposure

be the first
amounts to

share might decline

offered may lie in

be able to match its
peak travel times.

in the public eye"
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carrier to

an oligopo-

faste r

the fact

compet-

It will

The actual- existence of such a phenomenon in air trans-
port markets has been the subject of some discussion. Àn

attempt to document its existence on the North Àtrantic was

made in Mutti and Murai's 1977 article. Their results
showed that a prediction of a one per cent reduction in
seats offered resulting in a one per cent reduction in pas-

sengers carried was slightly pessimistic for large airlines
and slightly optimistic for smarr airlines. (e reduction in
passengers carried which is in line with the reduction in
the seats flown by the carrier will be greater than a reduc-
tion in passengers carried which is in line v¡ith the change

in the proportion of seats provided by the airline out of
the total of seats provided).

existed in a rnild form.

The S curve thus apparently

The result of the s-curve phenomenon, the unwirringness
of carriers to act individually to reduce capacity, can

occur, horuever, even where the proportion of passengers car-
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This can be illustrated
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the proportion of seats provided"

a numerical example.

rh

by

Between 1980 and 1984, station expenses, general adminis-

tration and miscellaneous expenses, which are alr predomi-

nantly fixed costs, comprised between 17 and 19 per cent of
North Àtrantic operating costs. rf harf of ticketing, sales

and promotion costs are arso assumed to be fixed costs, then

fixed costs comprised approximatery 23 per cent of operating
costs (rcao 1 985f, rrI ) . rn addition, passenger economic

costs which are not incruded in operating costs, like inter-
est charges, the remuneration of eguity capital, and taxes,
are Iikely to be fixed costs. Àt the end of the 1970s they

added an additionar 1 5 per cent to passenger operating
expenses (taneja 1 980 , 128) . Fixed costs are therefore
tikery to form one third of passenger economic costs in a

market Iike that on the North Àtlantic"

rt is assumed that there are 1,000 passengers traverling
regurarly between A and B. Airrine y is providing 400 seats

out of the 21000 currentry provided by atl operating carri-
ers. rt carries the same proportion of passengers as the

proportion of total seats that it provides. rt thus carries
200 passengers at $500 a head for a total revenue of

$100r000. Its total costs are $105r000 of which one third,
$35r000 are fixed costs, and lhe rest, $70r000, are variable
costs. The variabre cost per seat is $175. The airrine
decides to reduce capacity by one fifth to 3zo seats. rt
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will now provide 320 out of 1,920 seats and will therefore
carry 167 passengers" Total cost will now be $3Sr0O0 +

(320x$175) = g91,000 and total revenues wilI be $83,S00.

The airline wiIl nov¡ loose $7,500 instead of $5r000. tf, on

the other hand, it increased capacity by one fifth to 4Bo

seats, it would carry 231 passengers, rts revenues would

rise to $115,500 whire its costs wourd rise to onry $119r000

so its losses would be reduced to $3r500.

rt is only when a joint decision by all the carriers can

be taken, such as when a pool is formed, that a reduction in
capacity will be Iikely to occur and it is likely that, in
the absence of a mechanism to agree on capacity reductions,
there will be a tendency for capacity increases to occur.

2.8 st ltt'tARY

chapter rI has thus outlined the freedoms that provide

the structure for schedul-ed air service. rt has outlined
the basic content of the biraterar air agreements that gov-

ern civil scheduled aviation and identified the institution-
a1 provisions which control market entry for international
schedured air transport" charter carriers operate under

less constrained institutionar conditions and have a large
cost advantage over scheduled carriers. They do, however,

have demand side and competitive consÈraints. The studies
of income and price erasticities which have been carried out

are conflicting but it is crear that both income and fare
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changes have had important implications for the evolution of
North Àtlantic travel" The North Àtlantic market has two

main segments, a small one composed primarily of business

travelrers whose price elasticity was and is somewhat ine-
lastic, and a large one made up of preasure travelers whose

price erasticity is quite erastic. The North Atlantic mar-

ket is seasonal, creating major probrems for carriers enter-
ing the market. The scheduled carriers are also unlikely to
readily respond to a market showing over capacity by acting
individually because of the structure of their costs and

pattern of reaction of passengers to reductions in capacity
by a singJ-e carrier.

Chapter III wiIl review the

the Canadian North Atl-ant ic .

evolution of the market on



Chapter III
EVOLT'TTON OF THE MARKET

This chapter examines the evolution of the canadian North

Atlantic market for air transport. The first section exam-

ines the developmenL of the traffic, the second the evoru-

tion of the pattern of scheduled services, the third the

development of special fares by the schedured carriers to
compete with the charter carriers, and the fourth the main

components of demand and the changes in inflation and

exchange rates in the main countries providing passenger

traffic. À fifth section contains the conclusion.

3.1 CANADIAN NOR.rI{ ATLÀNTIC PASSENGER TR.åFFIC

This section first examines the basic outlines of the evolu-

then looks

s t ruc tura 1

tion of Canadian NorLh Àtlantic air traffic. It
at the shift from sea to air travel and at other
shifts"

3"1.1 OriÈline of The Evolr,¡tion of Canad,ian lilorth Atlantic
Air Passenoer Traffic

demand for air transport on

grew rapidly from the late 194

the late 1940s, approximately

flew between Canada and Europe

The realized

North Atlantic
mid 1 970s. In

uled passengers

the Canadian

0s until the

30,000 sched-

together with

43
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a few thousand immigrants from Europe being flown to canada

on governmenL chartered aircraft. In the mid r970s the

totar of scheduled and charter passengers passed 3r000r000.

This market growth was not only substantial but was arso

reratively steady. rt then ceased and the totar of schedured

and charter traffic then fluctuated between 2.8 mirlion and

3"4 million during the next decade.

The development of totar canadian North Atlantic passen-

ger traffic can be forlowed in some detair from the later
1950s. An impression of the preceding decade can be gained,

neverthel-ess, from the available statistics. The period
prior to 1957, when the first really accurate picture is
available , i s outl ined in Tab1e 3. 1 .

The growth of canadian carriers wirl be summarized first.
canadian carriers, in particular TCÀ, began schedured com-

merciar operations on the canadian North Àtlantic in 1947 
"

À decline in passengers carried occurred in 1g4g-1950 before
growth resumed in 1951.

Before attempting to outline the deveropment of foreign
carriers, it is important to note that the statistics for
foreign carriers presented in Table 3.1 incrude the traffic
for areas other than canadian North Àtlantic region. These

statistics include Qantas's operations in the pacific and

BoÀc's and KLM's to the caribbean. The steep increase in
passengers carried by foreign carriers shown in 1953, a year
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TABLE 3.1

schedured civil Àviation operations 1947-19s7 on the
Canadian North Atlantic

Passengers carried by
Year Canadian carriers on

North Àtlantic routes

Passengers carried by
Foreign Carriers on all

scheduled transocean routes

)

)

)

(67 ,084 N . Àr .

1 947
1 948
1 949
1 950
1 951
1 952
1 953
1 954
1 955
1 956
1 957

14,393
23,429
21 ,97 2
17 ,340
21 ,200 ( est
23,100(est
25,100 (est
29,000
35,000
47 ,000
62,000

_

31 ,525
40,289
40,229
41,072
56 ,7 07
75,939

Sources: The totals for the Canadian carriers are
from TCA annuar reports until- the end of 1 953 with theestimates for 1951-1953 being based on data in thosereports. Thereafter the totals are from p. 46 of Davies(1964) , except in 1 955 when an additionai one thousandpassengers $¡as a110wed for cpÀ's f irst year of polar
operations. The totars for foreign carriers come fromStatistics Canada series 51-202.

of slow growth for canadian carriersr ffiây refer to an expan-

sion in foreign carriers' southern services. Foreign carri-
ers' total operations stagnated in 1954 and 1955, both years

of rapid growth for canadian carriers on the North Àtrantic,
but it is impossibre to determine if the canadian carriers
yrere reaping the benefit of market growth during a period
when foreign carriers stagnated or if foreign carriers l¡ere

also enjoying growth on the North Atlantic while reducing
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t.heir operations to canada from elsewhere. rt is reasonable

to expect that the increases in passengers carried by for-
eign carriers in 1956 and 1957, which like the canadian

increases of those two years were both over 30 per cent,
were due to both foreign and canadian carriersr €Djoying

rapid growth in the Canadian North Àtlantic region.

rt would seem likely that during most of the first decade

canadian carriers and foreign carriers alternately had

advantages in their shares in the growth of the market, per-

haps due to surges in available capacity, but in 1956 and

1957 they were all able to benefit from the very rapid
expansion of the market.

During the period from the the rate 1 95os through the

late 1960s there h'as considerable variability in the growth

rate of scheduled traffic on the canadian North Atrantic, as

shov¡n in Table 3.2. The high growth rates of the mid 19s0s

continued through the late 1950s and into the earry 1960s.

Then in 1962 the growth rate fe1I to 9 per cent and in i 963

it dropped stirr further to 1.1 per cent. In 1964 it recov-

ered to over 25 per cent and it renained high through 1967,

the year of EXPO 67 and canada's centennial celebrations,
when it reached over 34 per cent. This rdas followed by

another collapse of the gro$¡th rate to -2.7 per cent in 1968

and it recovered onry srightly to 3.0 in 1969. The growth

of charter traffic on the canadian North Àtlantic, as rong-

distance piston aircraft were replaced on scheduled services
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TÀBLE 3 "2

Canadian North Atlantic Scheduled passenger Growth

1957-1969

Year Canad i an
Carriers

Fore i gn
Carriers

Total Growth
Passengers Rate

1 957
1 958
1 9s9
1960
1 961
1 962
1 953
1 964
1 96s
1 966
1 967
1 968
1 969

(62,ooo)
(83,ooo)
(89,000)
1 1 1 ,000 )
14'1 ,000)
150,ggg
157 ,295
190 ,7 2g
251,369
317,093
395,467
455 ,570
493,967

67 ,094
85,595

1 09,605
I48,625
17 3 ,092
191,515
189,107
245,099
290,979
380 ,403
541 ,256
455 ,650
444,901

129,094
169,595
1 99 ,605
259,625
314 ,092
342 ,414
346,402
435,917
542,348
697 ,506
936,723
911 ,220
938,868

30.6
17 .8
30.7
21 .0
9.0
1.1

25.8
?d, ¿,

28 "6
34.3
-2.7
3.0

Sources: The figures
1957-1961 are from p.
mainder come from Stat.

for the Canadian carriers for
46 of Ðavies ( 1 964 ) " The re-
Can. series 51-201 and 51-202.

by jets, ât least partly accounted for the slowdown in the
growth of the scheduled market in 1962 and 1963. During

this period the charter market more than doubled its size
from that in 1961, as can be seen in Table 6.3. During the
slowdown of 1 968 and 1969 the charter market on the canadian

North Atrantic showned an impressive expansion of about

100,000 additional passengers in 1968 over 1967 and 240r000

additional passengers in 1969 over 1968.
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Foreign carriers ?rere able to estabrish and maintain a

market share of about. 55 per cenL on the canadian Nort.h

Àtlantic from 1959 untiL 1967 " The avairabre capacity of
both canada's main carriers expanded considerablery in
1968/1969. They then enjoyed a steady growth of schedured

traffic at the expense of foreign scheduled carriers during
the period of relative stability at the end of the 1960s.

During the mid 1970s the pattern of schedured passenger

growth changed profoundly from what it had been since 1947.

This new pattern would endure basicarly until the end of the
period under consideration in the thesis. The change in the

scheduled market came following the first oil crisis which

began as a by product of the 1973 Àrab-Israeri war. This
period is summarized in Table 3.3.

Annual growth rates of greater that 1 0 per cent per year

in the scheduled market continued basically untir the end of
1974" The slowdown in 1971 corresponds to another year of
rapid growth in the charter market. Àn additional 121,000

passengers frew charter in 1971 over 1970. The explosive
growth in 1972 vras achieved in the same year that charter
traffic on the canadian North Àtlantic recorded its first
decrine since the begining of the 1960s. The scheduled mar-

ket was also abre to enjoy continued growth during the first
year of the oil crisis in 1974 at the expense of the charter
market. It is interesting to note that in the following
year the charter market made a strong recovery producing the
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TÀBLE 3.3

Canadian North Atlantic Scheduled passenger Growth

1969- 1 986

Year Total Passengers(rere rigures)
TotaI Passengers Growth

(Canadian nigrlres ) Rate

1969 955,262/ 955,000
1970 1,135,794/1,137,000
1971 1,147,904/1,151,000
1972 1,606,519/1,612,000
1973 1,946,179/1,952,000
1974 2,093,952/2,101,000
1975 1,969,920/1,979,000
1976 2,113,000/
1977 2,223 ,000 /1978 2,29r,000/2,250,0oo
1979 2,407,000
1980 . . 2,250,000
1981 21197,000
1gg2 2,066,000
1 983 2,140,000
1984 2,431 ,0001985 2,649,000
1986 2,691,000

938 ,868
1 ,156 ,67 0
1,230,000
'1 ,596,000
1 ,888 ,000
2 ,080 ,000
1r982,000
2 ,1 05,000
2,182,000
2,269 ,000
2,411r000
2r272,000
2,199,000
2,09 'l ,000
2r126,000
2,405,000
2 r632 ,000
2,739,000

19 " 0 /23.2
1 "2/ 6.3

40.0/29 "814.e/r8"3
13.4/10.1
-5 "e / -4.7

7 .3/ 6.2
5 -2/ 3.7
3.1/ 3.e
7-o/ 6.3

-9.4/-s.a
-3 .2/ -3.7
-5 .9 / -4.53.6/ 1 .7
13.6/ 13.6
9.0/ 9.4
1.6/ 4.0

Sources: The right hand of the first column represent,s
IÀTA figures for passengers carried by lÀTA èarriers
on the North Àtlantic to and from Canada. The left
hand presents rATA's estimates for arr schedured car-riers. This material is drawn from various IATÀ Wor1d
Air TransÞort Statistics, f rorn the appendix tõTs- -rrr975 North Àtlantic charter studv, and from its North
Àtlantlc Passe;ãrer Reãæ The second cofumn showsthe figures released by the canadian government in stat.
Can. series 51-201 prior to 1970 and in series 66-202
and 87-401 for 1970-77 " The data for the period after
1977. ale unpublished statistics received directry from
Stat i st ic s Canada .

shrinkage in

until the end

the

of

scheduled market recorded in 1975. Thus,

early 1970s, growth continued steady over-
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all, with changes in growth rate of the charter market

expraining much of the fructuation in Lhe scheduled market.

rn 1972 there vras a major shift in passengers on sched-

uled rATA North Atrantic services ar.Iay f rom economy fares to
the long period excursion fares (table 6, Appendix)" This
v¡as due to a reduction in the long period excursion fare by

rATÀ which occurred primarily as a resurt of the efforts of
Àir canadar âs discussed in section 10.2. rn 1g7z average

revenue per passenger on rÀTA scheduled services on the
North Atlantic decl-ined by six per cent and reached its low-
est value ever (fab]e 10.5).

From 1976 until 1 983 or 1984 the scheduted market

remained basically stagnant. The expansion in 1976-1979 cor-
responded to years of decline in the charter market and the

decrine in 1982 corresponded to a year of considerable
growth (14.6) per cent, in the charter market. The year

1980 saw declines in both the scheduted and charter market;
in 1 981 the charter market v¡as steady.

Although ÀPEX fares were introduced in 1975, they ini-
tially only occupied seven per cent of the market (tabre 6,

Àppendix). when initially introduced, as discussed in chap-

ter rx, the proportion of passengers who could be sold ÀpEx

fares v¡as restricted" During 1976-1979 they expanded

steadily in importance (tabres 6 and 7, Àppendix). In 1g7g

super ÀPEx fares were arso introduced. By 1979, 37 per cent



of passengers

tic travelled
on

on

5'1

IATA scheduled services on the North Àt.lan-

APEX or Super ÀPEX fares.

rn 1984 and 1985 it appeared that a recovery was begin-
ning in the schedured market and, if statistics canada fig-
ures are correct, the charter market also remained healthy.
rn 1986, however, there seemed to be another slow down in
overall demand with the growth rate in the scheduled market

falling below 5 per cent at the same time as statistics can-

ada recorded a decline in the charter market.

The year 1987, however, would show a rarge improvement

over 1986. rÀTÀ compared the year ending septernber 1996 to
September 1987 and recorded an increase in schedul-ed traffic
on the canadian North Àtlantic of 16.7 per cent to 3.i mir-
lion passengers and an increase of 0"7 per cent in the char-
ter market. rn all, it carculated 3.8 million passengers

vrere carried in the year ending september 1997 compared to
3.3 million in the year ending september 1996. (rÀTÀ peak

Season 1 987b, 8-1 1 )

3"1 ,2 The Shift from Sea to Ã,ir Trave1

During the 1950s and 1960s the scheduled carriers benefitted
both from the absorute increase occurring in the number of
passengers seeking transport between canada and Europe and

from the shift occurring from passenger sea travel to pas-

senger air Lravel, The magnitude of this shift in terms of
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total North Atrantic air passenger market can be obtained
from Table 3"4" rt is impossible to det.ermine the rerative
impact, if êtryr of individuals who arrived in canada direct-
Iy from Europe and who returned to Europe via the united
statesr or vice versa" The two effects may be offsetting
and cancel.

During the 1950s there vras a ma jor modal shi f t on the

North Àtl-antic from passenger sea travel to passenger air
travel" Prior to 1952, when tourist class air travel was

introduced, two thirds or more of the passengers on the

North Atlantic chose to travel by sea. The share of mari-
time carriers feII to 50 per cent by 1957 which was arso the

last year that marine carriers enjoyed an increase to a new

high in their total of North Àtrantic passengers carried.
The share of maritime carriers in the total North Àtlantic
market continued its rapid decline farling to a rittre under

one third in 1960, to under one sixth in r9G4, to under one

tenth in 1967, and was only 2.5 percent in 1970. sea travel
was increasingly limited by difficurt cost conditions for
ocean liner operators in the conditions of post war prosper-
ity, by the lower number of trip frequencies, and, above

all, by the markedry inferior travel times across the Atran-
tic when compared with air transport. Air transport com-

pletely eclipsed even the most impressive efforts of the
major transatlantic ocean liners to speed passengers across

the ocean. The introduction of tourist class air fares in
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1952 and economy crass fares in 1958, arong with the expand-

ed offering of promotional fares, also conLributed greatly
to the shift of passenger travel from sea to air. passenger

travel by sea was increasingly to be the domain of cruise

TÀBLE 3.4

Switch to Air from Sea Travel on the North Atlantic

in thousands

Year Total
Passengers

Sea
Pa ssenger s

Ai r Percent
Passengers By Sea

1 947
1 948
1 949
1 950
1 951
1 952
1 9s3
1954
1 955
1 956
1 957
1 958
1 9s9
1 960
1 961
1 962
1 963
1 964
1 96s
1 966
1 967
1 968
1 969
197 0

624
754
925

1 ,009
1 ,052
1 ,292
1 ,415
1,519
1 ,654
1 ,846
2,046
2,256
2,421
2 ,909
2,961
3,407
3,758
4 r473
5,066
5,150
6,684
7 ,045
8,709

r0 ,216

415
501
652
691
710
844
892
938
962

,01 1

,027
964
881
879
785
820
810
715
649
603
504
374
338
252

209
253
273
317
342
448
523
581
692
83s

1,019
1 ,292
1 ,540
1 ,g2g
2,r7 6
2,597
2,948
3,759
4 r417
4,547
6, r80
6,671
I,371
9,964

66.5
66 .4
70.5
68 .6
67 .5
6s.3
63.0
61.8
58.2
54.8
50.2
A,) 1

36.4
31.3
26.5
24 .1
21 .6
16.0
12.8
11 .7
7.5
5.3
3.9
2.5

Source: various issues of IÀTÀ's
i,iorld Àir Transport Statistics.
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the primary criterion"

Canadian North Àtlant ic market t¡as

entire North Àtlantic market. In

to compare the behaviour of several

North Atlantic markeL to the gener-

TABLE 3.5

Percentages of Travellers Choosing Sea Travel

Year
North

At lant i c
ma r ket

European
Visitors

to Canada

UK Direct
Immigrants Canadian
to Canada Returnees

1 954
1955
1 956
1 957
1 958
1 959
1 960
1 961
1962
1 963
1 964
1 965
1 966

51 .8
58.2
54.8
50.2
¿.) '7

36.4
31.3
27 .4
24.1
21 .6
16.0
12.8
11.7

s8. 1

57 .4
59 "7tr? o

sI.3
46.6
36.3

88.3
75.6
66.3
s9.3
54.9
55.6
55"5
51.4
55.2
41 -3

52
48
43
37
26
18
16
13

9
7
5

Sources: The North Àtlantic market figures are from
Tab1e 3.4 while the figures for European visitors,
immigrants, and direct Canadian returnees are fromStat. Can. series 66-201.

UK

al- North Àtlant ic picture .
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Looking first at the availabre figures for European vis-
itors arriving in canada, one can see that the percentage

choosing sea travel was srightly lower in 1954 and 1955 than

rùas true for the entire North Àtlantic market and srightly
higher in 1956 and thereafter. Nevertheless, except in
1956, it shows a consistent downward trend in the percentage

choosing sea travel.

Examining the picture for immigrants from the united
Kingdom, one can see a constant shift to air from sea trav-
e1. Sea travel-, however, remained much more popular with Un

immigrants than the average North Àtlantic traverrer since

it $ras possible to transport sizeable amounts of baggage

more inexpensively by sea than by air.

The staListics for direct canadian returnees are for all
Lhose returning directly to canada from countries other than

the united states. The rargest proportion of these were

returning from Europe. Canadian visitors to the Far East

and the south comprised a reratively sma1l proportion of the

total. This total of all direct canadian returnees arso

shows a steady decrine in the number choosing sea travel,
but this proportion is much lower in each year than is the

figure for the North Atlantic. This is at least partly due

to the fact that the switch to air travel from sea travel
was faster for canadians travelling direct from the Far East

and the south than from Europe. rt is, therefore, reason-

able to staLe that the general trend from sea to air travel
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was similar in the canadian North Atrantic as in the toLal
North Atlantic market with sea travel remaining more popular

with immigrants and European travelrers than with canadians.

3, 'l , 3 Other Structural Shi f ts

shortry after scheduled traffic had secured the dominant

share of passengers traverring on the North Atlantic, it
began to face increasing competition from non-schedured/

charter traffic. The evorution of this charlenge appears to
be different in the canadian North Àtlantic market than in
the overall North Àtlantic market.

rn the earry 1960s the charter market represented onry a

littre over 15 per cent of the overarl North Atlantic pas-

senger market (tables 1 and 2, Àppendix). During the 1960s

the charter market grevr more rapidry than the schedured mar-

ket, a process crimaxed in 1969 when the non-scheduled mar-

ket enjoyed an increase of 75.6 per cent and the total mar-

ket share of the non-schedured service rose to 26"2 per

cent.

Non-scheduled services continued to carry between 24 and

30 per cent of the total totar passengers on the North
Atlantic unti I 1977. Like the scheduled services they r¡¡ere

strongly affected by the First oil crisis. Àlthough charter
services sarv an absolute decline in traffic in onry one

year, 1974, they, like the scheduled services, did not sur-
pass their 1973 total untiJ- 1977.
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After 1977 non-schedured services declined in both terms

of the absorute number of passengers carried and in their
market share rerat ive to the schedured services unt i 1 'l 9g 1 .

rn 1981, their market share had farlen to 9"4 per cent of
totar North Àtlantic traffic. This decline was particularly
severe in 1980 which saw a decline of over 30 per cent in
the number carried by the non-scheduled services. There v¡as

a brief rally in 1982-1984 after which the decline resumed.

on the canadian North ÀtIantic, charter services were in
almost complete ecripse from the early 1 95os until the early
1960s, as will be discussed in chapter vrr. Then, between

1961 and 1964, they more than tripled. By 1964 charter ser-
vices frev¡ 163 thousand single direction passenger trips.
This was 27 "7 per cent of traffic on the canadian North
Atlantic, as shown in Table 3"6.

According to canadian government statistics (tabre 3,

Àppendix), the total size of the charter market on the can-
adian North Àtlantic grew steadily from 1964 untir 197s,

suffering decrines in only two years, 1972 and 1974. The

charter market then declined until 1980 despite a brief lev-
e11ing off in 1979. It then recovered, rising to a new all-
time peak in 1985 before falling back slightly in 1986 (due

in part to a sizeable portion of wardair's traffic between

canada and the uK moving from being charter traffic to being

scheduled traffic when wardair received permission to oper-
ate these regular services) rATA statistics te11 a somewhat
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TABLE 3.6

Percentage of Passengers Travelling Charter

Year North Àtlantic
Market

Canadian North
Atlantic Market(rare) (srar. cÀN" )

1 963
1 964
1965
1 966
1 967
1 968
1 969
197 0
197 1

197 2
197 3
197 4
197 5
197 6
197 7
197I
197 9
1980
1 981
1982
1983
198 4
1985
1986

15"6
15.8
15.3
15 "7
16"6
18.8
25 .6
24.7
28.9
24.8
26.3
24.6
26.2
26.6
to a1J.L

21 .6/?1 .1 *
14 .8
10.4
9.4

11.8
12.0
11.3
9.8
6.4

27 "7
24.1
23 .6
21 .6
28 .4
21 tr

36.2
40.0
31.0
31.0
27 .5
32.5

28 "227.3
25 .6
26.3
30.0
29.5
23.6
20.8
17.1

23 .1
22.2
27 .9
38.7
36.2
40.7
31.1
30.6
26.9
32.7
30.8
29.9
27 .9
26.7
25 .1
25.9
29.5
30. 1

28.2
28.7
25.2

*The former number is based on statistics excluding
the Miani gateway and the latter number is based oñstatistics including the Miami gateway.

Sources: Column one is
Columns two and three
3 of the Àppendix.

from Tab1e À2,
vrere calculated

rArA ( 1 986b)
from Table

different story. They parallet those

ernment until the end of 1982 after
decline in the market tiIl 1986.

of the Canadian gov-

which they record a
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As can be seen in Table 3"6, charter traffic has been

relativery much more important on the canadian North Atran-
tic t.han on the North Àtlantic in generar. As discussed in
chapter vrI, this is due to the very different structure of
the Canadian charter market.

As can be seen in Tabl-e 3.7, the totar market f or travel
by both scheduled and charter services evolved similarly on

the North Atrantic from the early 1960s until the beginning

of the First oil crisis in 197q. The pattern of evorution
of the two markets then diverged.

canadian North Atrantic traffic hetd up much better than

did totar traffic during the first oir crisis. rt did con-

sistentry better in the years 1973 to 1977 inclusive. The

relation of the canadian and American dolrar was relatively
constant during this period and the onry noticeable differ-
ence in structure between the two markets is the greater
importance of charter travel- in the Canadian market.

Following '1980, the canadian market did much worse than

the total North Àtlantic market. Two noticeable differences
existed between the environments in canada and the united
states" The canadian dollar had begun deteriorating against
the American in 1977/79 and continued doing so until recent-
1y. canadians, therefore, found European prices more formi-
dable than did Àmericans and the North American half of the

North Àtlantic remains the most important generator of traf-
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ÎÀBLE 3 "7

Evolution of N" Atlantic and Canadian N. Atlantic
Markets

1978=1 00

Year North Àtlantic
Ma r ket

Canadian North
Atlantic Market

1964
1 965
1 966
1 967
'1968

1 969
197 0
1971
197 2
197 3
197 4
197 5
197 6
1 977
197I
197 9
1980
1 981
1 982
1983
1984
1 985
1986

19
26
31
37
40
49
59
65
78
84
76
74
82
90

100
107
107
109
106
113
126
133
121

19
23
29
37
40
49
É. -1

62
75
8s
93
95
97 ¡,
99*

100
105

97
94
95
97

107
118
116

*In the absence of IÀTA figures for these two years
Canadian government figures were used.

Source: Based on Àppendix Tables 1, 2, and 3.
Note: Prior to L978 the index numbers for the North
Atlant ic are based on f igures excl_uding Miami traf -fic; after 1978 they are based on figuies including
such traffic.

fic in times

market and in

of prosperity both

the Canadian North

in the total North Atlantic
Àtlantic market" The sec-
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ond vras that canada did not have a "no fritls scheduled mar-

keL" until very recenLry. canada, however, continued to
have a buoyant charter market. In practical terms this pro-
vided a resonabre repracement for the non-existent "no-
fri1ls scheduled market. "

3"2 EVOLUTION OF THE PATTERN OF SCHEDTTLED SERVICES

This section wilt show the evolution of the patterns of
transatlantic schedured service by canadian carriers to
Europe and of European and other carriers to canada. The

scheduled carriers which have entered the canadian North
Àtlantic market have done so in successive distinct groups.

canadian carriers have often offered new transatrantic ser-
vices in response to this seguence of increases in competi-
tion.

A canadian and a British carrier r{'ere the initial ent-
rants. Before the outbreak of the second world war, under a
1934 agreement, canada and Eire were to provide support for
the transatrantic operations of rmperial Àirways to canada

and the united states from Great Britain and Eire. pan

American Airways was to be the united states operator to
Great Britain" rn July 1939 pÀÀ started passenger opera-
tions on the North Atrantic via the then independent Domin-

ion of Newfoundland. rmperial Àirways, repraced by BoAc in
Àugust 1939, Ìras awaiting derivery of the necessary new air-
craft and was only able to provide mail service.
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The outbreak of war in september effectivery ended civil-
ian development on the North Àtrantic untir the end of the

war " Dur ing the rÁrar , however , a number of transatlant ic
passenger routes r¡rere developed in response to military
demands" on May 4, 1941 the "Return Ferry service" began

between Montreal and Brackpool via Gander and on July 22,

L943 the "canadian Government rransatlantic Air service"
began operation" CPAL personnel were involved in the cre-
ation of the Return Ferry service (which woul-d be operated

by BoÀc) and TCÀ operated the ccrÀs under contract with the

canadian government. Both services used converted bombers

to transport their passengers. pAÀ developed a network of
transatlantic operations in- response to the demands of Ì¡rar,

BoÀc began operations from New york using flying boats pur-
chased from Boeing, and two other American airrines, one of
them operating a vrP service, also began operations on the

North Atlantic in response to war requirements.

first tv¡o mentioned operations served Canada.

OnIy the

rt r.Ias not until r947 that civiLian schedured air servi-
ces for passengers began between canada and the British
rsles. TcA began operations on May 7, replacing cGTÀs. BoÀc

also began a weekly service later that year to Montreal from

the uK. on March 7 1946 BoÀc had ceased operating its Boe-

ing 314 Frying Boats to New york, replacing them with L.049

constellations on July 1" rts entry into the canadian mar-

ket hras thus shortly after it had acquired rand planes of
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the reguisite range and capacity" BoAc was initially con-

strained in all its North Atrantic operations by a shortage
of aircraft" rn 1947 it offered only one flight weekly to
canada in the face of eleven by TCÀ and, even in the summer

of 1948, $ras only abre to offer three flights to TCA's four-
teen "

In 1949 the second group of carriers began operating in
the Canadian North Àtlantic market. Four nerrr carriers
entered the market in 1949-1950: KLM (outch), sabena (ser-
gian ) , sÀs (ttre joint scandinavian Air service) , and Àir
France. The first three entered in 1949 and the fourth in
1950" rn 1949 Newfoundland and Labrador had joined confeder-
ation with their strategic airfields. (Not until the intro-
duction of the L.1 049 super consterration in 1 953 wourd

civilian passenger transatrantic operation which did not
invorve a stop in Labrador, or Newfoundrandr or the Azores,
or rceland be practicar.) À11 four of these carriers had

been using Gander prior to canada's acquisition of this air-
field. Biraterals were agreed in 1g4g with Belgium and Den-

mark and in the same year the 1947 one with sweden ¡{as

revised (to name Gander instead of Montrear as the canadian
gateway) to provide for operations between Gander and Brus-
sels, copenhagen, and Stockholm. rn 1948 a birateral had

been agreed with the Netherrands under which KLM began oper-
ations to Montreal on May 29, 1949. KLM's righLs included
operations not only between Amsterdam and Montreal but also



between Montreal and willemstad in the Dutch west Indies.
bilaLerar between canada and France was agreed in 1950 wi

Air France beginning operations shortly after to Montreal-.

A canadian carrier did not begin reciprocar operations to
any of these destinations immediately. paris was the first
to receive service by a canadian carrier, TcA, on Àpril 1,

1951" Àmsterdam was the second getting service from cpA in
1955" Brussels did not receive service until 1959 and

Stockholm until 1966, both from TCÀ/Air Canada. These 1at-
ter two destinations have proved not to be viable for cana-

dian carriers and have seen canadian carriers suspend ser-
vice to them on occasion.

In addition to the European carriers, alr three American

carriers then operating to Europe: pAA, TwÀ, and American

overseas Airways (soon to be merged with pÀÀ), held ricences
to operate to Gander enroute to Europe. rn exchange for
these Àmerican rights, canada received rights from the unit-
ed states on the Pacific and elsewhere, as will be dis-
cussed in the chapter on Canadian government policy.

KLM was strongly positioned to compete in the canadian

North Atlantic market despite the small size of its home

market" rt had constructed a superb system of routes con-

necting Àmsterdam to cities throughout Europe at this time
when the relatively short ranges of passenger aircraft made

rong distance point to point service impossible. rt could

64

A

rh
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thus tap the entire European market lying east of Lhe uK.

canada would also prove an important transit stop for KLM's

development of a system of air services to the Americas

although it did not hord fifth freedom rights beyond Montre-

al" rn 1952 it began operations to Monterrey and Mexico

city via Montreal" rt would briefry enjoy the right to car-
ry passengers between Mexico and Montreal in the interval
between the time a bilaterar was signed between canada and

Mexico in 1953 and either a Mexican or Canadian carrier
began such operations itself, which TcÀ did in January 1954.

rn 1957 KLM repraced Monterrey with Houston (Davies 1964,

467).

Air France also integrated its operations to Montreal
into its North Àmerican route pattern. rn 1950 its rights
permitted it to carry traffic in transit from paris to New

York via Montreal. rn 1954 it could choose to carry transit
traffic on to either New york or chicago. Then in 19sg it
received from canada the right to carry fifth freedom traf-
fic between Montreal and chicago. canada in 195g got fifth
freedom rights between paris and Rome and paris and vienna.

rn 1953 the first canadian city west of Montrear received
transatrantic service when TcÀ began operations out of
Toronto. rt ¡vould not be until 1960, however, that any

European carriers wourd gain access to a centre west of
MonLreal, again Toronto.
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The third group of carriers entered in 195s-19s6. cana-
dian Pacif ic Air Lines entered the Nort.h Àtlantic market in
1955" This reflected an important public policy decision to
widen the scope of a "two carrier" operation by canadians
for international scheduled traffic. CPAL began service
v¡ith a single weekry service from vancouver to Amsterdam via
a "porar route" using DC-68s. rt was the second airrine to
fry a polar route. sAS, on November 1s-16 19s4, had begun a

service between copenhagen and Los Àngeles via sondre
stromfjord and winnipeg, also using DC-68s. winnipeg was

only a technical stop. À reguest for traffic privireges at
winnipeg had been refused by the canadian government on the
grounds that scandinavia had nothing of equal varue it could
grant in return. t^ihen cpÀL began its operations TCÀ was pro-
viding I frights in summer, BoÀc another g, Àir France 4,
and KLM 3. sabena and sÀs v¡ere arso operating to canada but
via the isolated airfield of Gander onry. rn 1956 Lufthansa
began operations to canada with two weekry frights. rts
canadian service was integrated into its entire service pat-
tern. rt operated out of Dusserdorf, flew via several
intermediate points to Montreal, and from there it frew on

to chicago. This was one year after it had begun its first
transatrantic operation to New york. TCÀ had already begun

operations to Germany in 1952.

The mid and later 1 950s saw a number of
ments which increased competition on the

other develop-

Canadian North
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Àtrantic but which did not take the form of new carriers
entering" rn 1956 sabena exchanged its Gander gateway for
Montreal. This v¡as arso done in 1958 by sAs" sÀs would,

however, suspend its operations to canada in 1960, resuming

them in 1964, and then suspending them again in 1990. cpÀL

secured access to Mediterranean Europe in 19s7 beginning
service to Portugal and spain from eastern canada. By the
end of 1958 TcÀ thus faced competition from seven carriers
in the Montreal gateway r up from one at the end of 1947 .

The fourth group of carriers entered in 1950-1961. Alit-
alia began service in July 1950. Arthough a carrier on the
North Atrantic since 1950, its service to canada had been

derayed by difficulty in ugre.ing on a canadian rtarian
bilateral. Àlthough it had secured a fifth freedom right on

the Montreal-chicago leg of its service, it had failed to
secure the corresponding right from the united states and

thus could carry only the intransit passengers from ttaly on

to chicago from Montreal. That same year cpÀL began serving
rtaly, initially by extending its service onward from rbe-
ria. rn 1961 swissair began services to canada. À carrier
on the North Àtlantic since 1949, and in possession of a

bilateral permitting operations since 1959, it onry now

began a canadian service. once again MontreaL served as an

intermediate stop to chicago with swissair flying a Geneva-

zurich-Montreal-chicago route without any Fifth Freedom

r ights. TCA had been serving Zur ich since '1 959 .
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The ability of European carriers to serve chicago as well
as Montreal was important in permitting European carriers,
with access to only a limited demand for carriage between

their home countries and canada, to offer a reasonable tevel
of service to Montreal in competition with the canadian car-
riers and therefore to begin operations. rn the same wây,

TcÀ initiarry served destinations such as Dusseldorf, Brus-
selsr or Zurich via London or paris. Às the volume of
traffic rose and the range of aircraft increased, point to
point service tended to replace such services.

rn 1 960 BoÀc gained access to Toronto as werr as Montre-
ar" The resul-t was that rcÀ agreed to enter a pooling agree-
ment, as discussed in the section on pooling in chapter 6.

The introduction of long-range jet transports at the end

of the 1950s forced all carriers operating on the North
Atrantic to modernize their freets if they wished to remain
competitive. BoAc $¡as the first to begin jet service when it
introduced the comet 4 in 1958. rt was quickly fol_rowed by

PAÀ with the Boeing-707. rn 1960 all the transatrantic car-
riers serving canada, with the exception of BoAc, which had

already begun jet service, and of cpAL, introduced service
on the North Àtlantic with either Boeing-707s or DC-gs.

cPÀL began jet service r+ith Dc-gs in 1961" rn June 19sg it
had been the third airrine to begin turbine service on the
North Atrantic when it had introduced Bristor Britannia tur-
bo-props on its vancouver-Amsterdam flights. BOAC had been
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the first in Ðecember 19s7. cpÀL's rimited resources had

then forced it to delay the inLroduction of the even faster
jet turbine aircraft until some time after its rivars were
already using them.

The fifth group of carriers entered in 1966. Both
Aerrinte Eirean and Àeroflot began operations to canada in
that year. Aerrinte had been serving North Àmerica since
1958, with Boeing-720s from 1960 and the longer range Boe-
ing-707s from 1964. Àir Canada, TCÀ's nev, name since Janu_
ary 1 1965, had been serving Eire since since 1947. Àero_
flot's service to canada was the first by a communist
carrier Lo the mainland of North Àmerica, although it had
been serving cuba since 1963. rt began service with turbo-
prop Tu-114s and from the beginning it operated in a pool
with Àir Canada. Aeroflot introduced jet service with
rlyushin rL-62s in 1967. Àir canada took the opportunity
provided by its poored Montreal-Moscow service to begin ser-
vice to Copenhagen in 1966.

The sixth group of carriers began service to canada
between 1968 and 1971 " Four of these five carriers l¡ere
Mediterranean: rberia, TÀp, olympic, and EI Àr. The fifth,
csÀ' was communist. rberia and olympic both entered in
1969. rberia's service to Montreal continued onward to Mexi-
co city. rt had been operating on the North Atlantic from
1954. cPÀL had been serving Madrid since 1955. orympic,s
service to Montreal continued onward to chicago. It had
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operated to New York since 1966. cpÀL had begun operations
to Àthens in 1968, iniLially extending its service to rtaly
onwards to Greece" csA began operating to Montreal in 1970"

rts service was pooled with Àir canada. rn 1971 El A1 and

TAP began serving canada. Er Ar had been operating on the
North Atlantic since 1950. rts initial service to canada was

four times weekry. one flight only Ì{as non-stop. The others
were not and also carried passengers intransit to New york.

cPA, the name v¡as changed from cpÀL in 1969, began opera-
tions to Tel Àviv shortly after Er À1 began its service.
cPÀ initally extended its Athens service to Tel Àviv. TÀp

had begun transatlantic service in 1969. cpÀL had been serv-
ing Lisbon since 1957.

The early 1970s sav¡ competition for the traffic flowing
through Toronto increase. After securing entry into the
canadian North Àtlantic, the European carriers wished to
expand their services westward f rom l"lontreal-, initially to
Toronto and Iater to western Canada. BOAC had secured

access to Toronto in 1960 although initialry it could onry

operate to Toronto via t"lontreal. Alitalia began service to
Toronto in 1972, Lufthansa in 1973, KLM in 1974, swissair
in 1975, and Air France in 197G. À moratorium was then

imposed by the canadian government on any further transat-
lantic carriers being allowed into Toronto. The reason giv-
en was that additionar facirities would be required at
Toronto before further reguests could be considered. This
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the 1 980s. As v¡i 11 be di scussed in
n Chapter VI, the usual result of a

to Toronto was the formation of a

relevant Canadian carrier.

The seventh group of carriers entered the canadian north
Atlantic market in 1975-1977 " Lor, the porish carrier began

operations to canada in 1975" That same year canada

received its first service by an rsramic carrier when Royal

Àir Moroc began service to canada by extending its casab-

lanca-New York operations on to l'lontreaf . rn 1977 Finnair
began service to Canada using DC-10s.

Àlthough the later 1970s savr additions to the services
offered on the canadian North Atrantic, it saw contractions
also. These occurred in response to the contractions in
demand due to the oi1 crises. olympic withdrew after the
summer of 1977. Aerrinte Eirean and sAS withdrew in 19g0.

CPA dropped Madrid and Tel Àviv in 1976 and Àthens in 1981.

Àir canada decided to drop Moscow, prague, Brussels (which

had been suspended before from 1962 to 1969 because of inad-
equate traffic), and vienna for 1977 and in 19go ceased pas-

senger operations to shannon and copenhagen. Two of the car-
riers with access to Toronto, Air France and swissair, in
1980 suspended their operations to that gateway for a time,
resurning them later,
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At the start of the 1980s the following pattern of servi-
ces existed on the canadian North Àtrantic. Eire had no

scheduled service. The uK v¡as served by Àir canada and

British Àir!¡ays, the latter formed from BoÀc and BEÀ in
1972" France was served by Àir France and Àir canada. Bel_-

gium was served by Sabena. The Netherl-ands vras served by

KLM and cPA. Germany was served by Àir canada and Lufthan-
sa" Portugal hras served by TÀp and CpA. Spain was only
served by rberia. rtaly was served by Àlitaria and cpÀ.

switzerland was served by swissair and Àir canada. Finnair
provided the only service to scandinavia. services to the
communist block was provided only by communist carriers:
Aeroflot, LOT, and CSÀ.

The division of the European traffic betvreen the two can-
adian carriers reflected a 1973 policy statement by the min-
ister of transport in which a market division was declared
so that canadian carriers competitive efforts were concen-

trated on foreign rivals rather than directed against each

other.

The early 1 980s saw an Àsian carrier begin service in the
canadian North Atl-antic in 1992, Äir India. Àir canada in
1984 began service to Bombay and Singapore.

Two European carriers either entered or re-entered the
canadian North Àtlantic market in the mid r9g0s, olympic and

JÀT" This followed bilaterars in 1994, Both these European
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carriers had received access to both Mont.real and Toronto.
Air rndia, which initially could only operate to Montreal,
gained access to Toronto subseguentJ.y" El Al got access to
Toronto in 1985 and Sabena subsequently.

Two new canadian carriers entered the canadian North
Atrantic market in the mid 1980s, wardair, long established
in charter operations to the uK and the continent, in 19g5

and Nationair in 1987. The first began service to the uK and

the second initially began service Lo Brussels from Montreal
and then added service from Hamilton to London, England. In
the spring of 1988 wardair received permission to add paris
to its scheduled services. These new participants reflect-
ed further evolution of canadian pubric poricy on market

ent ry .

rn the mid-1980s Àir canada began a slow expansion in
Europe and has returned to vienna. rn 1987, as wirl be dis-
cussed in the chapters on government policy and on the
schedured carrier market, canada's two major carriers agreed

to change their service patterns to Europe. The initiat
results of the change will be Air canada wirr replace the
service of canadian Airrines International, formerly cpÀ, to
Lisbon and that the tvro carriers will share Germany though

they r,¡il1 stilI not compete on any city-pair.

rn the 1980s a number of European carriers got access to
western canada. British Àirways got access in 1991, Lufthan-
sa in 1982, and KLM in 1 985.
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rn conclusion, the pattern which has emerged sees the
major European carriers having secured penetration int.o the
western canadian market primariry according to their impor-
tance. BoÀc was first, forrowed by Lufthansa, KLM, and Àir
France" À sizeable number of lesser carriers secured access

to eastern canada where the burk of canada's population
1ies"

The European carriers, particularly when developing new

services, closery integrated their services to canada into
their services to the rest of North America. The structure
of canada's carriers' routes has changed considerably the
last decade or so in response to changes in the economic

environment and government policy. canada's two major car-
riers demonstrated a willingness to maintain a viabre route
system at the expense of reducing peripherar services. They

have also recently seen the government introduce additional
canadian carriers in North Àtlantic scheduled services and

even permit the emergence of competition between canadian
carriers in the most important route on the canadian North
Atlantic, that between Canada and the UK.

3.3 EVOLUTIO¡{ OF SPECIAL SCHEDT'LED EARES

The development of a wide variety of special fares on the
North Atlantic occurred because of the large proportion of
people travelling to visit reratives or for recreation
(tables 5 and 6, Appendix) in a period of excess seating
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capacity on scheduled services, As discussed above, these
pleasure travellers tend to be very price conscious and

willing to alter their behaviour in response to price oppor-
tunities"

rmmediately af ter the second world [.tar there was onry a

single crass of North Àtrantic service. During the 1950s

Lwo inferior classes of service which were less expensive

were introduced, their introduction coinciding with years of
rapid passenger growth. rn the 1 960s and 1g7os the sched-

uled carriers moved to introduce further classes of travel
in response to the challenge facing them from charter trav-
er. The "poritical history" of al" evolution of fares is
deal-t with at greater length in section 9.3. This section
wirl follow in some detair the pattern of response made by

the travelling pubric to the array of schedured fares facing
them on the North Àtlantic.

on April 1 1952 tourist fares v¡ere introduced on the
North Àtlantic and the volume of passengers travelling rose
31 per cent in 1952 over 1951, compared to increases of 17

and 6 percent during the previous two years (calcurated from

Tabre 1, Àppendix). This new tourist fare was $290us on New

York to London in May rgsz compared to $350us in May 1951,

$375us in october 1951, or $4s0us for the basic/first class
fare (rable 9.1) rt was thus a reduction of either 17, 22,
or 36 per cent depending upon the basic fare with which it
is compared" The cabin service for tourist was inferior and
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the seats had a a narro!.rer pitch. During the f irst year, 63

per cent of those t.ravelling on the North Àtlantic used the
lower fare" (Davies 1964, 461)

rn 1958 the economy class fare was introduced. Economy

had a narroÍ¡er pitch for its seats and offered onry a sand-

wich mear but it cost 58 per cent of first crass, 67 per

cent of tourist, (calculated from Table 9"1). rts introduc-
tion had no clear impact on the vorume of traffic. rn 1957

scheduled North Àtrantic traffic had grov¡n by 20.4 per cent

over 1956 with fares remaining constant. rn 1958 traffic
grew 23.3 per cent. In 1959 it grew 23.2 per cent arthough

their !¡as no change in the economy fare. The main effect of
the introduction of the economy class fare was that tourist
crass was driven out of existence. In the first year 74 per

cent of rATÀ passengers on the North Àtlantic travelled
economy (rere 1958c) and by Jury of 1960 IÀTÀ carriers had

dropped tourist crass service on the North Àtlantic. This
demonstrated that , unless clear rest r ict ions r^rere praced on

access to lower fares, not only might Ìower fare categories
attract additionar travellers but that they would also
attract passengers otherwise

fares "

wiJ-1ing to travel at higher

rn the early 1960s the main reason that charter had

dropped to as low a proportion of North Àtlantic traffic as

it did, vias that charter seats r+'ere not being provided by

the carriers with available aircraft since they preferred to
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employ their aircraft in high season carrying furr fare pas-
sengers. rn 1963, for example, EdmonLon had 50 charter
flights operated from it to Europe: one by TcA, three by

Lufthansa, six by CPAL, and 40 by a new North Àtlantic char-
ter carr ier , l{arda i r. r t h'as est imated, however , that there
vras adequate demand to have supported zs more flights each

by TCA and cPA, had they made the aircraft avairable. (can-

adian Àviation Maqazine sept. 1963, 47) It appears, that
once the aircraft were made avairabre, charter expanded rap-
idly.

First crass traffic, which according to IATA's world Air
Transport statistics had comprised a littte over twenty per

cent of North Atlantic traffic at the end of the 19s0s, had

farlen to a little under ten per cent in the mid r96os and

wourd decline to about five percent in the early 1970s

(tabre 6. appendix). This was a result of the use of normal_

economy fares by cost-conscious business and government and

the rapid growth in promotional fare traffic. The attrac-
tion of concorde services on certain routes and the discour-
agement of pleasure traffic caused by the economic slowdown

and higher fares resurting from the oil crises would take it
to over 6 per cent in the late 1 970s " By the mid

1980srhowever, it wourd decline to about four per cent
(table 7, Àppendix).

I n the mid 1 960s , economy v¡as st ill the dominant type of
fare used by passengers (rable 6, Appendix). Its share
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decrined as passengers switched to rower categories of
fares, farling to below 50 per cent by 1966, to about zs per

cent in 1970, and to below 16 per cent in 1972. It recov-
ered to about one quarter of the market during the difficult
period from 1974 to 1977 " rt then fell back to about zo per

cent of the market (tabre 7, Àppendix)" In recent years,
the former economy class has sprit into the more expensive

business crass with a higher fare and somev¡hat improved lev-
el of service and the furl economy crass. Each comprise

about 1 0 per cent of the market.

Excursion class fares had been introduced on the North
Àtl-antic in 1948 to encourage winter travel. They were

available during the off season months until 1956 at which

time they vrere withdrawn. rn 1960, however, 1q/21 day

excursion fares were introduced and by 1964 formed a fifth
of the market. Their share continued to rise and by the end

of the 1 960s they had passed the 2s per cent mark. Then in
1970 the 22/ qs day excursion f are $¡as introduced. Asa
result, excursion fares passed economy fares in importance

and reached 39 per cent of the market compared to 26 per

cent for the Economy fare (rabre 6, Àppendix). The preferred
form of the excursion fare was, from the date of its intro-
duction, the longer-period fare. Excursion fares continued
to increase in importance until the ÀPEx fare v¡as introduced
in 1975. rn 1974 excursion fares provided 42.4 per cent of
the market while in 1975 excursion fares provided 3s"7 per
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cent and APEX fares another 6.8 per cent. Excursion fares
decrined consistently in importance after the introduction
of ÀPEX fares until 1985" By 1977 they had fallen to about

a quarter of the market, by 1978 to less than a fifth of the

market, and by Lhe mid 1 980s to about 1 0 per cent of the

market 
"

rn 1972 the charter market on the North Atlantic was

transformed by the introduction of a new type of charter
fare, the ABc (Advance Booking charter) fare. No ronger did
a traveller wishing to travel charter have to belong to a

organization with a purpose other than travel r+hich chose to
charter an aircraft. Àr1 he had to do was make his reserva-
tion a certain time in advance and pay his comprete fare
before the required cut off date. Although this did not

trigger a tremendous increase in charter travel, soon almost

all those travelling charter were frying on ABc fares. rt
was therefore reratively simpre for scheduled carriers to
develop a similar fare concept to compete with the charter
carriers. This v¡as the ÀpEX conceptr advance purchase excur-
sion fare, introduced in 1975. The fare required advance

booking by a certain date and fulr payment before the

required cutoff date.

When introduced, APEX fares

market (rabIe 6, appendix). By

vrere introduced, the share of

varieties of APEX fares reached

occupied 6.8 per cent of the

1978, when Super ÀpEX fares

the market held by the two

27 .2 per cent r âs shown in
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Tabre 7 of the Appendix" This made them more important t.han

either Lhe Economy or Excursion categories. super ÀpEX are

similar to APEX fares in their advance booking requirements

but the booking tirnes may be ronger and/or they may have

higher deposit and cancellation fees. They are, however,

less expensive. on inquiry to Àir canada in the high season

of 1987, for example, the ÀpEx fare Montreal-London vras

$1023can while the super Àpex fare was only g763can. By

1980 APEX and super ÀpEX fares provided slightly over 40 per

cent of the market and in 1985 this passed 50 per cent. rn
'1 986 this market share f ell back sright.J-y to 46.6 per cent
as almost aIr the other categories showed a marginal
increase in importance.

rn 1978 two other types of fares were introduced as werl
as super APEX. These were standby and budget fares. These

were introduced in response to the appearance of the Laker

skytrain service between New york and London. standby fares
!¡ere similar to skytrain fares in that they v¡ere only avail-
able immediatery prior to the fright if space was availabre.
Budget fares allowed the airline to choose the traveller's
time of departure within a certain time period. These fares
achieved a 6 per cent share of the market initiarry but have

shrunk to almost nothing since Laker's demise.

Youth fares were introduced by sabena on the instruction
of its government in 1971. À creation of the prosperity of
the end of the 1 960s and start of the 1 970s which had
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encouraged student travel to Europe, and achieving a 13.1

per cent share of the market in 1972, it withered in the

face of the economic rearities of the mid and rate 1970s and

in the face of opposition from the united states. By the

start of the '1 980s it had fallen to about 1 per cent of the

market.

Affinity fares had been introduced to compete with the
charter carriers when those carriers v¡ere bound by the

affinity restriction. They achieved their greatest popular-
ity at the opening of the 1970s at the modest lever of 7.7

per cent in 1970. with the appearance of ÀBc charter and

APEX scheduled fares they decrined to berow 2 per cent by

1977. Grr, group inclusive tour, and cBrr, charter burk

incrusive tour, f ares r.rere introduced by the scheduled car-
riers in the mid 1960s to arso compete with the charter car-
riers prior to the introduction of ÀBc charter fares. They

also achieved their greatest popurarity prior to 1972 with
13.1 per cent of the market in 1969 but remained of consid-
erabre importance at around 10 per cent of the market tirl
the introduction of the super Apex fares in 1978 (tables 6

and 7, eppendix).

rn concrusion, the last two decades of schedured fare
development and choice refl-ect that fact that there exists a

reratively small set of travellers, freguentry on business

expense accounts, for whom comfort and immediate access to a

return flight are worth a considerabre premium and a large
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second set of travellers which is very price conscious and

is also wiJ-ling to adapt to a considerabre range of booking
and payment requirements. rn the early 1960s, as will be

discussed in chapter vrr, a large number of seats became

available on the North Atlantic at low charter fares as a

result of the capacity that became available when scheduled

carriers replaced their piston-engined aircraft with jet
aircraft. once the schedured carriers were abre to develop
a reasonably comparable range of fares and fare restric-
tions, they were able to win back most of the portion of the
market they had lost on the North At.lantic. special circum-
stance in the canadian North Atrantic market meant that
schedured carriers have proved ress able there than in the
North Atlantic market in general to win back charter passen-

gersr âs will be discussed in chapter vrr. This comparabre

range of fares included the ApEX and super Àpex fares of
rATÀ carriers and the low fare, Iow level of service, opera-
tions provided by schedured carriers like Laker's skytrain
and People Express. Àfter a period of increased diversifi-
cation of fare types as the schedured carriers sought a suc-
cessful method of fighting the charter carriers, there was

been a movement toward greater simplicity as ÀpEx and super
Àpex have become the predominant fares of choice. The his-
tory of the last two decades arso indicates that when

restrictions on speciar fares are reraxed: âs has been the
tendency on the North Àtrantic, there r+ill be a drift from

the higher to lower type of fare by pleasure travellers at
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Lhe same time as nev¡ passengers may be attracted. rn future
it is likely to be more sensible for scheduled carriers to
lower the basic fare used by pleasure travelrers to attract
new passengers than to try and devel0p new and specially
tailored fares for particular groups. special fares were

developed on the North Àtlantic in the past because of the
peculiar nature of this market. It was primarily a market

dominated by pleasure traverlers and both schedured and

charter carriers had estabrished a strong presence in the
market" The challenge from the charter carriers was finalry
effectively met when the scheduled carriers deveroped a com-

parable fare that hras readily available to the public. The

earlier attempts to meet this challenge by developing a wide

variety of special fares tairored to different segments of
the market had failed.

3'4 DEMAND COMPONENTS' rNFtATroNr åND EXCHANGE R.ATES

Air passenger traffic on the canadian North Àttantic has

three principal components. These are canadian visitors to
Europe, European visitors to canada, and European and other
imrnigrants to Canada arriving from Europe. The relative
importance of these categories has changed over the last
four decades" The availability of data permits the examina-

tion of three periods in some detair: 1gs7-1960, 1g64-Lg66,

and the period since 1972"
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3.4.1 1957-1960

This subsection will first determine the importance of
European visitors and transatrantic ímmigrants during this
period. The remainder will- then be assumed t.o be canadians.

European visitors arriving by air are assumed to have

return tickets to Europe from canada and the importance of
European visitors in providing traffic is thus assumed to be

European

TABLE 3.8

Visitors arriving Directly by Air

1957 - 1 950

Year British Other Total
r957
I 958
1959
I 960

8,820
10,311
11,794
1 6 ,457

4r748
5,309
6,975
9,266

1 3 ,569
15,620
18,759
25,723

Source: Statistics Canada series 66-201

equal

TabIe

on the

cussed

can be

vided

fic.

to twice the number of such arrivalsr ãs shown in
3.8, divided by the volume of scheduled air passengers

North Àtlantic (tab1e 3"2) " Charter Traffic, dis-
in chapter vrr, was small enough at this time that it
disregarded. European visitors (tabIe 3.9) thus pro-

on average a little under 20 per cent of totat traf-
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Role of

TÀBLE 3.9

European Visitors 1957-1960

Year Per Cent

1 957
1 9s8
1 959
1 960

21
18
18
19

0
5
9
I

Sources: Tables 3.2 and 3.8.

The difference between westbound and eastbound traffic is
assumed to be exprained by the presence of transatrantic
immigrants. It is, therefore, possible to determine their
importance by subtracting the eastbound total from the v¡est-

bound total and dividing the remainder by the figure for
total traffic. The necessary data are available for traffic
carried by European carriers to canada during this period
and are presented in Tabre 3.10. rmrnigration thus can be

seen to have played an important but diminishing role for
European carriers in the later 1950s"

The actual figures for arrivars by air of immigrants

according to their most recent country of permanent resi-
dence are also available for these years and are presented

in Table 3.11. rncluded are the totals for European coun-

tries, African countries, Middle Eastern countries, and

rndia and Pakistan. since 19s7 r.¡as an exceptional year in
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TABLE 3. 1 O

RoIe of European Immigrants for European Carriers

1 957 -1 960

Year Immigrant
Est imate

Tota 1
Traff ic

Per
Cent

1 957
1 958
1 9s9
1960

17,446
12 r375
13 ,7 27
12,029

67 ,094
85,595

1 09 ,625
149 ,625

26.0
14. 5
12.5
8.1

Source: Statistics Canada series 51-202

which the highest immigration since the second war occurred,
and which also saw a steep rise in the percentage of immig-

rants using air transport to arrive in canada, the 1956 fig-
ures are also included.

The resurt is presented in Tabre 3.11. Except in 19s7,

which as noted above was an exceptional year, the totar pic-
ture is similar to that for foreign carriers presented in
Table 3.10, with the percentages running srightry higher.

rf we excrude 1957 as being an exceptional year, the
basic picture of demand at the end of the 1950s shows Euro-
pean visitors providing just about 20 per cent of the total
traff ic with transatlantic immigrants providing another 10

to 15 per cent. canadian visitors to Europe provided,
therefore, about 65 to 70 per cent of. totar traf f ic.
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RoIe of

TÀBLE 3.1 1

Immigration 1956-1960

Year Transatlant ic
Arriving By

Immigrants
Air

Per Cent of North
Àtlantic Traffic

1 956
1 957
1 958
1 959
1 960

16,131
41 ,625
27 ,692
26,556
33,094

(16.3/16.6)
32 "2
16 .4
13 .4
12.7

source: The Department of rmmigration and citizenship's
?!lyaI publication, Immisration for the years lgSe-
1 960.
Note: The per cent of North Àtlantic traffic
based on the assumption that the increase in

for 1956 is
the volume

carriers on the Cana-
1 956 was the same as

of passengers carried by foreign
dian North Àtlantic in 1957 over
the increase enjoyed by canadian carriers (giving s1 ro0of9t 1956), or arternately on the assumption that in igsethe proportion of passengers carried bt foreign carriers
was the same as in 1957 (which gives 50r000 fõr 1956).
Note: In 1957 an additional 17,565 were carried by theso called "Àirbridge to canada", a series of zo7 charterflights booked by the canadian government when inade-quate sea passage v¡as available.

3 "4 "2 1964-1965

The role of European visitors arriving by air will first
be deterrnined" À figure for immigration wilr then be

obtained from the difference between eastbound and westbound

traffic. The remainder of the traffic is then assumed to be

Canadian in origin.
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The number of European vi sitors arr iving by air $¡as

obtained by taking the total number of European visitors
arriving directly in canada and subtracting from this the

number of foreign visitors who arrived by sea at the ports
of Har i f ax and Montreal " Thi s vras done on the assumpt ion

that very few visitors from other parts of the worrd wourd

be disembarking at these ports by sea and that those Europe-

ans who did arrive by sea would do so at the two major East

coast ports" This total was then doubred and divided by the

total North Àtrantic air passengers, including charter pas-

sengers (table 3, Àppendix). The rÀTÀ estimate for the

total traffic was used for each of the three years for con-

sistency. The results are shown in Table .3.12. European

visitors thus provided a little over a quarter of the total
demand for air traffic,
1 950s.

up from a fifth during the 1ate

rn creating Table 3.13, which shows the importance of

immigrants, the canadian government f igures vrere used to
estimate the importance of immigrants to the scheduled car-
riers. It was assumed that no immigrants travelled by char-
ter at this date and the estimation of their importance in
total canadian North Àtrantic air traffic used rATA esti-
mates of totar traffic since adequate air charter figures
are not published by the canadian government for this peri-
od"
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RoIe of

TÀBLE 3 "12

European Visitors 1964-1966

Year European Visitor
Arrivals by Air

European Per
Air Passengers Cent

1 964
1965
1 966

79,714
96,120
13,230

159,000
1 92,000
226,000

27 "0
27 "2
25 "31

Source: Statistics Canada series 66-201.
Note: If in 1966 the 1,543 Àfrican visitors arriv-ing by air are added to the Europeans, a role for
transatlantic visitors of 25.7 per cent appears, if
the 1,542 from the ldiddle East are added it becomes26.0, and finally if the 1,384 from the subcontin-
ent are added the rol-e becomes 2G.3 per cent, atotat difference of 1 per cent.

RoIe of

TABLE 3.1 3

Immigrants 1 964- 1966

Year Transatlantic
I mmi grant s

Per Cent of
Scheduled Traffic

Per Cent of
All Traffic

1 964
1 965
1 966

45,051
61 ,532
89,922

1 0.3
11.3
12.9

7.6
8.8

10"1

source: The first and second columns v¡ere created on thebasis of data from statistics canada series s1-201 and51-202. column three compares corumn one to data from
Tab1e 3 of the Àppendix.

The importance of immigration in 1964-1966 to scheduled
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carriers was only marginalry below its importance at Èhe end

of the .1 950s " r ts importance in the totar market had, how-

ever, declined to about harf to two thirds with the growth

of charter traffic"

Àssuming that European traverlers were proportionately
distributed between scheduled and charter traffic, canadians

thus provided srightry over 60 per cent of schedured traffic
and between 62 and 65 per cent of total traffic. overall,
therefore, canadians continued to provide about the same

proportion of the market as at the end of the 1950s but

European travellers had become somewhat more important and

Transatlantic irnmigrants somewhat less important than in the

previous period considered.

3.4.3 1972-1995

Ðuring this period the European visitor becomes much more

important than previously. statistics on the number of Euro-

peans and Àfricans arriving directly in canada are available
from 1972. The statistics do not differentiate between

those arriving by sea and those arriving by air.

the proportion of travellers arriving by sea was, how-

ever, very low by the beginning of the 1970s. on the North

Àtrantic as a whole it was 2.5 per cent in 1970 as shown in

Tabre 3.4. The proportion is likely to have been smalrer on

the canadian North Atrantic. It does seem to have been so

in the case of Canadian returnees to Canada. In 1970, if
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the proportion of direct returnees to canada from overseas

who visited Europe was the same as the proportion of all
canadian returnees (incruding those travelling via the unit-
ed states) who visited Europe, then some 532r000 canadians

returned directly from Europe" Of all Canadians returning
directly to canada, some 9r9r4 returned via canada's two

main seaports, Harifax and Quebec. rf these were returníng
from Europe then about 1.9 per cent returned by sea.

Tabre 3"14 shows the importance of European traverrers in
generating traffic, assuming 98 per cent of European traver-
lers arriving directly in canada travelled by air and that
an equar number returned to Europe from canada, For consis-
tency the rÀTA totals for the total number of air passengers

on the canadian North Àtlantic (lable 3, appendix) ï¡ere used

in calcurating the role prayed by these European and African
visitors. canadian government totals, however, were used

for 1976 and 1977 because IÀTÀ totals vrere not available for
these years.

rn 1972 visitors from Europe and Àfrica vrere about 4 per

cent more important in generating traffic than they had been

in 1966. From 1973 to 1976 traffic originating in Europe and

Africa would increase in importance to over 39 per cent. rt
wourd fall back somewhat in importance in 1977 but wourd

then begin to rise again, and would peak at over 50 per cent

in 1981. Their role r+ould then decline consistently in
importance until 1985 returning to about the same level as

in 1975 and 1977 -
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TABLE 3"14

RoIe of European and African Visitors 197Z-1985

Year E. & A.
Visitors

E. & À. Àir
Passengers

RoIe

1 972
197 3
197 4
197 5
197 6
197 7
197I
197 9
1980
1 98'1
1982
1983
1 984
1 985

355,200
460,400
507,1 00
536,200
607,300
561,700
616 ,200
725.800
734,700
7 61 ,900
709,000
627,100
645,700
63 i ,600

696,000
902,000
994 ,000

1,051r000
1,190,000
1,101,000
1 ,209 ,000
1 ,423,000
1 ,440,000
1 ,493 ,000
1 ,399 ,000
1,229,000
1 ,266,000
1,238,000

29 "7%
33 "5%
34.0%
35.6%
39 .1%
? tr 

^o/JJ.'t/ô

38 .6%
43 .0%
47.4%
50.3%
47 .2%
40.5%
39.8%
36.2%

Source: The data on
is from Statistics

European and
Canada series

African visitors
66-201 and 66-202.

During the r970s and 1980s European immigrants became a

very minor element in North Àtlantic traffic. Table 3.1 5

compares the number of European immigrants to canada to the

vorume of scheduled traffic and the volume of ar1 traffic
(rable 3, Appendix). In 1972 the importance of European

immigrants to both scheduled and total passenger traffic on

the canadian North ÀL1antic vras about one quarter of what it
had been in 1966. After 1976 European immigrants rarely
provided more than two per cent of scheduled traffic or more

than 1"5 per cent of total traffic.
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TÀBLE 3.1 5

European Immigration 1972-1983

Year European
I mm i grant s

Per Cent of
Scheduled Traffic

Per Cent of
Total Traffic

197 2
197 3
197 4
197 5
197 6
197 7
197 8
197 9
1 980
1 981
1982
1983

51 ,293
71,993
88 ,694
72,ggg
49,909
40 ,7 48
30 ,075
32,858
41 ,168
46,295
44,356
24,312

3.1
3.8
4"2
3"7
2.4
1"9
1.3
1.4
1.8
2.1
2.1
1.1

2.2
2"7
3.1
2.5
t.b
1')

1.0
1.0
1.4
t"b
1.5
0.8

source: Ànnual Reports of the canadian Ðepartments ofImmigration and citizenship and of Ernptoyment and Im-migration for the vorume of rmmigration.- The totalsfor scheduled and total traffic aie those presented inTable 3 of the Appendix.

Tf the proportion of Europeans v¡as approximately the same

on schedured service as on total service, in 1972 canadian

visitors to Europe played a larger role in providing both
scheduled and total traffic than they had in 1956. Their
share of scheduled traffic was about 67 per cent and of
totar traffic tras about 68 per cent. From 1973 to 1g7g can-
adians provided between 60 and 65 per cent of both the
scheduled and total markets. From 1979 to 1993 inclusive it
was below 60 per cent, declining from 1979 to hit a low of
about 47.5 per cent of schedured traffic and 4g per cent of



total traffic in

per cent of both

1981 " Thereafter

the scheduled and
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it recovered to over 60

total markets in 1985.

3"4"4 Inflation and Exchanqe Rates on Demand

The changes in the rerative importance of canada and

Europe during the 1970s and 1980s in generating North Atlan-
tic Traffic occurred at the same time as infration $ras

affecting canada and the European countries at varying rates
and that the exchange rates between canada and the European

countries were also changing" These changes are described
in Tab1es I and 9 of the Àppendix.

In deciding to travel abroad, peopre compare the prices
they wirl have to pay abroad to those they have to pay at
home. rf the destination has a higher infration rate than

the home country, people will become l-ess willing to visit
it, similarly, if the exchange rate moves against the home

country, people will be ress willing to visit the destina-
tion. The combined effect of the difference in infration
rates and the movement of the the exchange rates gives

effective prices. An index to the effective prices for can-

adians in each of the major European countries sho¡.¡n in
Tabres I and 9 of the Àppendix is presented in Table 10 of

the Appendix.

when canadians visit Europe they commonly visit more than

one country. The Europeans visiting canada also come from

Effect of
1972-86
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many countries. To obtain a better understanding of the

overall effect of the movements of effective prices between

Europe and canada a combined index of effective prices v¡as

prepared. rt is presented in Table 3.1 6. Five countries
were incruded in the index, the uK which is visited by the

largest number of canadians visiting any country in Europe

and which sends the largest number of visitors to canada,

France and west Germany, which rank second and Lhird in the

number of canadians visiting them and which are third and

second in the number of visitors they send to canada, along

with spain and Italy which are arso important as destina-
tions visited by canadians. The uK was given a weight of 4,

France and west Germany were both given a weight of z, and

spain and rtaly h'ere both given a weight of 1. Tabre 3.16

also presents the number of canadians visiting Europe and

the number of Europeans visiting canada for each of the
years covered by the overall index of effective prices.

when the index of the changes in effective prices is com-

pared to the number of canadians choosing to visit Europe

and to the number of European visitors arriving in canada

for the period 1972-1975 a number of trends become clear.
As long as the index of effective prices ranged between 100

and 125 the number of canadian visitors to Europe tended to
increase, although the initiar movement of the index to
115.9 in 1973 and its fluctuation around this lever from

1973 to 1976 correspond to a prateau effect of sorts, The
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TÀBLE 3.1 6

Index of Effective Prices in Europe 1972-1985

1 971='f 00

Year Effect ive
Price Index

Canadians Visiting
Europe

European Visitors
Àrriving Directly

In Canada

197 2
197 3
197 4
197 5
197 6
197 7
197 8
197 9
1980
1 981
1982
1983
1 984
198s

105.7
11s.9
111.7
123 .7
108.8
120 .0
'138. B

159.7
164 .2
143.5
125. 5
110.3
105.2
108.5

528 ,500
827 ,000
823,000
85 1 ,600
91 9,000

1,069,000
1,013,000

943,000
789,000
743 ,000
761,000
894,000

1 ,059,000
1 ,235,000

347 ,100
449,000
493,000
522,600
589,000
545,300
598,000
706,700
714 ,600
740 r100
683,000
60 1 ,900
623,000
609, 1 00

source: column one is the weighted resurt of the indexes
9r. gffggtive prices for European countries presented inTabre 10 of the Àppendix, corumns two and thiee are fromdata Statistics Canada series 87-401"

steep rise of the index between 1977 and 1990 from 120 to
164 corresponded to a steady decline in the number of cana-

dians choosing to travel to Europe. This decl-ine in canadi-
an visitors to Europe continued until 198i by which time the
index of effective prices was atready declining. when this
decline proved permanent, rasting to 1984, the number of
canadian visitors to Europe began a steady recovery. Àn

improvement in the index from the canadian point of view is
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a deterioration from the point of view of European resi-
dents. The pattern of European response to the movements of

the index saw a steady rise in the number of Europeans

arriving untir 1975. There v¡as a sright farl in 1977 when

the index moved f rom 123.7 to '108.8, a deterioration f rom

the European point of view. Às the effective price index

began its period of sharp increase, European visitors arso

rose steadily, until the year following the peaking of the

index. The number of direct European visitors then declined
untir 1983, the year forlowing the return of the index to
about the same level as it had been in I97S/77 

"
In

1983-1985 the number of European visitors fructuated at a

little over 600,000, moving as one might expect with the

index in 1984 and against it in 1985. when the index of

effective prices moves dramatically and/or when its move-

ments continue in the same direction for some time it has a

clear effect on the behaviour of canadian visitors to Europe

and European visitors to Canada. In other circumstance other
forces are likeIy to visibry affect the movement of vis-
i tors .

The rerative importance of either side of the Atlantic in
providing return traffic on the canadian North Àtlantic is
likely to be strongry influenced by future movements of the

effective prices in the two areas. A proronged rise in the

effective prices faced by canadians will likeIy read to a

decline in the number of canadians choosing to visit Europe.
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Since, however, the increase in effective prices for Canadi-

ans corresponds to equivalenL decline from the European per-

spective it will stimulate European travel to Canada.

Between 1977 and 1981 the decline in Canadians travelling to
Europe of 325,000 v¡as partly of fset by an increase of

1 94,800 in Europeans travelling to Canada " The reverse

movement of the index from 1981 to 1983 sav¡ Canadian vis-
itors to Europe rise by 1511000 and Europeans decline by

1 38,200. It is, therefore, also 1ikely that the hopes for
continued growth on the Canadian North Atlantic depends pri-
marily on Canada since the European counter movement to the

effect of change in effective prices remains smaller than

the Canadian movement. The Canadian inflation rate must

stay at least in line with European inflation and the Cana-

dian dollar must maintain itself against the European cur-
renc ies.

The importance of relative prices on both sides of the

Atlantic in determining the decision of passengers to travel
has increased relative to airfares between the 1950s and the

1970s. In the 1971 annual report of the Àir Transport Àsso-

ciation of Àmerica it $ras esLimated that in 1958, assuming

the passenger paid the average air fare, the fare would have

been equal to 75 " I per cent of a travellers total expenses

for airfare, meals, and hotels for a ten day stay in Europe

while in 1g7O it would have been only equal to 48.7 per cent

of the total. (ate 1971,19) If instead of a ten day stay
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a twenty day stay is considered then the proportions were

61.0 per cent in 1958 and 32"2 per cent in 1970. since the

canadian dolIar was roughly on a par with the American dur-
ing this period the picture would be simirar for canadians,

3.4"5 TravelLers' choices. of Destinations and Routes

As can been seen from Table 11 of the Àppendix, the des-

tinations of canadians in Europe have changed over the rast
three decades. The proportion of canadians choosing not to
incrude the uK as part of their visit to Europe has risen
steadily. At the end of the 1950s only about one quarter of
canadian visitors omitted it. By the mid 1960s it r^¡as about

one third, by the mid 1970s it was somewhat over 40 per cent
and in the early 1980s it r.ras sright.ly under 50 per cent.
The proportion choosing to visit onry the uK has in contrast
shown no consistent trend but has tended to fructuate
between 30 and 40 per cent. It approached 40 per cent in
Lhe early 1960s and again from 196g to 1972. rt approached

30 per cent during the first oil crisis, 1973 to 197s, and

again after 1982"

From 1958 to 1967, statistics canada series 66-202 fol-
lows the percentage of canadians returning from Europe who

chose to return via the united states rather than directry.
rt does not, however, distinguish between air and sea trav-
eLlers in this period of rapid transition from air to sea

travel" The two peak periods of diversion vrere 1959 and
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1963-1964" This is suggestive because it v¡as at t.he end of
1 958 that PÀÀ and BoAc introduced jet service on the North
Àtrantic and TCÀ r¡as not abre to respond until 1960. The

early 1960s r^'ere also the years in which charter travel was

establishing itself in canada. This wourd suggest that the
introduction and exproitation of a new service, be it jet
travel or charter services, in the united states wilr read
to a diversion of traffic via Àmerican gateways untir it is
countered in Canada.

Throughout the last four decades a large proportion of
Europeans visitíng canada have entered across the Àmerican

border. A consistent count is avairabre from 197z to 19g3.

Between 1972 and 1977 it varied between 32 and 35 per cent.
Between 1978 and 1983 it varied between 36 and 3g per cent
except in 1980 when it rose to armost 40 percent (statistics
Canada series 66-201 , GG-202, and g7-401 ) . The period
1978-1982 llas the period when effective prices were particu-
larIy favourabre to Europeans. This may have not only
encouraged more visitors to come directly from Europe but
may also have encouraged more Europeans in the united states
to have added canada to their itinerary. rn the later 1940s

and in the 1950s, when the bulk of overseas visitors to can-
ada were Europeans, onry the statistics for the totar number

of overseas visitors are availabre. rn 1946-1g49, between

49 "6 per cent and 66 "z per cent of overseas visit.ors arrived
via the united states. rn 1950-19s4 it was between 42.o and
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46"8, in 1955-1958 it was between 40.4 and 41"8, and in 1959

it dropped to 37"5. rn 1960 it decrined further to 33"4 per

cent" The repracement of sea travel by air travel had the
effect of reducing the proportion of Europeans arriving in
canada via the united states, arthough a sizeabte proportion
continued to do so (statistics canada series 66-202).

The bulk of travellers, whether European or canadian r oñ

the canadian North Atlantic have been traverling either "for
recreation" or "to visit friends or relatives" for the rast
three decades, as shown in Tables 4 and 5 of the Àppendix.

rn 1978/79 a change in the guestionnaire given to arriving
travellers v¡as introduced so the periods before and after
that date are not strictly comparable

Between 1956 and 1978, the percentage of canadian vis-
itors travelling for recreation or visiting to the uK varied
between 86.7 and 93.9 per cent and was constantly over 90

per cent f rom '1 958 to 1973. until 1964, two thirds or more

stated their purpose was visiting reratives, thereafter it
has tended to decline, falling by the rate 1970s to percent-
ages in the mid 40s. Àfter the introduction of a new cat-
egory, travelling for more than one purpose, the joint total
of those travelling for recreation or visiting ranged from

77.0 to 80.3 per cent with the purpose of visiting relatives
jumping to between 55.8 and 66"3 per cent.
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The percentage of traverrers from canada visiting both
the uK and Europe who have traverred for pleasure or to
visit relatives is consistently lower than those canadians

restricting themselves to the united Kingdom. They visited
relatives less than half as often and travelled for recrea-
tion more frequently than those just visiting the uK.

The percentage of visitors who restricted themserves to
only Europe who have traverled for these two purposes is
intermediate between the two previous groups. They go more

often to visit relatives than to traver for recreation and

overall the percentage travelling to visit relatives is not
greatJ-y below that of those vi s i t ing only the UK.

Examining the motives of

the end of the 1 950s, one

those from the UK travelled
tives and over 70 per cent

so. This is somewhat lower

of Canadians visiting Europe

Europeans who visited Canada at
sees that over 75 per cent of

for recreation or to visit rela-
of those from the continent did

than the eguivalent percentage

at this time.

rn the mid 1960s, the percentage of visitors from the uK

traverling for these two purposes had risen to about gs per

cent, with under 1 0 per cent travelling for recreation.
There were still strong exchange contrors for pleasure trav-
elIing at this time. For continental visitors, except in
1963 when the percentage of recreation and visiting travel-
lers jumped to 83.6 per cent, about 70 per cent travelled
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for recreation or visiting with only a little over 10 per-

cent. coming to travel for recreation.

From 1968 to 1978, the total percentage from the UK trav-
elling for recreation or to visit relatives remained about

the same as in the mid 1960s. Recreational travel became

somewhat more important relative to travel to visit rela-
tives after 1971 but feI1 again somewhat in the difficulL
years of the latter 1970s, Àfter 1979, the revised catego-

ries show that the percent of pleasure travellers from the

UK was about 10 per cent lower than that for Canadians vis-
iting the UK and that the purpose of visiting relatives
remains predominant. When the behaviour of all European

travellers is compared to that for those from the UK, the

percentage of all Europeans travelling for recreation and to
visit friends and relatives is consistently slightly lower.

Recreational travelling is somewhat more popular with Euro-

peans and visiting relatives is somewhat less popular.

On the Canadian North Àtlantic, travel- f or pleasure has

played and continues to play the predominant role in moti-
vating travel. This makes traffic very price sensitive.
Family connections also have played in the past a predomi-

nant rore in providing the motive for North Atlantic traveL

and sti1l remain very important, especially for Europeans

visiting Canada and Canadians going to visit just the UK"

After this generation, the decline in European irnmigration

may well reduce the demand for transatlantic travel.
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To summaríze, from the rater 1950s until the early 1970s

about 65 per cent of canadian North Àtlantic traver origi-
nated in canada. The remainder came from Europe. From the
late 1950s until the mid 1960s, immigration provided perhaps

10 to 15 per cent of scheduled traffic arthough its rore in
overall traffic declined after the development of charter
travel. During the 1970s and 1980s the importance of immi-

gration from Europe approached zero but the role of Europe-

ans travelling for all purposes rose to furly harf the mar-

ket in response to changes in effective prices. The key to a

large scare growth of demand for passenger transport on the
canadian North Atlantic remains, however, in canada. Rapid

growth requires a favourabre environment in the form of a

reasonable inflation rate and a strong currency in canada

vis a vis that of the European countries.

canadians have demonstrated that they are willing to
traver via the united states to take advantage of services
which are not availabre in canada. À sizeable proportion of
Europeans visiting canada arrive via the united states and

1ikely consider that their visit to canada is merely part of
their visit to North America. rt is therefore 1ike1y that a

diversion of these via the united states is also probabre

under the same circumstances as the diversion of canadian

travellers.

The principal motive

pleasure travel either to

1C

or

for

vi
North Àtlant

sit relatives
travel remains

for recreation.
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Family connections remain of vital importance and it is dif-
ficult to predict the impact on North Àtrantic traver in the
long term of changes in canadian immigration patterns.

3,5 coNcLusloN

Traffic on the canadian North Atrantic grew rapidly from the
commencement of service until the mid 1970s. rt has since
stagnated though showing somewhat of tendency to rise over
time. During the 1950s there vras an important intermodal
shift from sea to air travel on the canadian North Àtlantic.
charter travel became very important in the canadian North
Atlantic region and from the mid 1960s has been more impor-
tant in the canadian market than in the general North Atl_an-

tic market. There has been a steady increase in competi-
tion in the canadian North Àtrantic scheduled market, To

deal- with the advent of charter traffic the schedured carri-
ers developed a wide range of fares. They eventually v¡on

back the majority of North Àtrantic traverl-ers following the
introduction of ApEX and super ÀpEx fares and the arrival of
"cut rate" non-rÀTÀ carriers. when severar specia1 fares
are offered there is a tendency of a drift to the rowest
possible fare by preasure travellers once carefurly defined
restrictive conditions are relaxed. During the years since
the late 1950s, except for a brief period at the end of the
1970s and at the opening of the 1 990s, canada has provided a

little under two thirds of canadian North Àtrantic traffic.
when, however, effective prices move seriously against cana-
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dian traverlers and in favour of European traverrers the

importance of canada as a source of traffic will decrine buL

the increase in European traverrers wirl not fulIy make up

the difference. Pleasure travel remains the predominant

motive for North Àtlantic travel. Family connections,
reveared by Lhe number of travellers going to visit famiry
and friends, remain very important.

Chapter lV will now examine the role of

change in the Canadian North Àt1antic.
technolog i ca1



Chapter IV

TECITNOLOGICA,L CI{ÂNGE ON THE CANADTAN BTORTH
ATLANTIC

Technorogical change has played an important role in the
evorution of the North Àtrantic market for air traffic.
TechnoLogicar change has kept costs down while improving

access to distant markets and increasing passenger comfort,
convenience, and safety. The ability of a carrier to remain

competitive in this market depended on its choice of air-
--^ C!r-J-(1! L.

The first section of this chapter will discuss techno-
logical change in the context of commercial airliner devel-
opment. The second section will present the history of
technological change on the North Àtlantic, paying particu-
lar attention to airline economics. The third section will
study the decisions on aircraft serection made by canada's
main North Atlantic carriers.

4'1 COMT{ERCIAL AIRCR.AFT AND TECI{NOLOGICAL CHANGE

Technological change occurs

provided the basis for the

invention, the conception of

the solution of the technical

in several steps. Schumpeter

modern three stage concept:

the new product or process and

problems associated with it;

- 107 -
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innovation, the carrying of this product or process into
economic practice; and imitation or diffusion (schumpeter

1934, ch. 2), The rerative effectiveness of competition
involving large numbers of smarr firms, versus origopolistic
rivalry, in providing technological progressiveness is the
subject of sLrong debate (see, for example, scherer 19g0).

rnternational air transport is inherently origopolistic,
partly because of restricted access and partly because

transport operates with a multiplicity of city pair markets,
Aircraft are a fundamental erement in non-price product dif-
ferentiation rivaJ-ry among airrines and are also basic to
the economic efficiency of carriers in cost reduction and

general output performance.

rnnovation is fundamentarly a change in the way of doing
things. rt may affect the process of outputr oF the nature
of the product, or both. Technological change in aircraft
has affected both the economic conditions of the provision
of service and the nature and unit cost of the output pro-
vided.

Technological innovation

nature r^'hile its di f f usion

and rivalry. Àircraft may

function designed to produce

per annum. This output is a

the speed, and the number of

The output is provided with

is basically engineering in

is based on business economics

be conceived as a production

available passenger seat miles

product of the number of seats,

hours of utilization per annum.

differing potentials in range
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and r,ri th di f f er ing components f or passenger comf ort , such as

quietness, spaciousness, and pressurization. Technological
progress in commercial aircraft in rearizing upon the scien-
tific potentiars for economic progress in the post second

World War period has been impressive.

rnventions having a noticeable effect came from many

sources, sometimes military, as with the jet engine, and

sometimes civilian. In at least one case the basic concept

came from the chief executive of an airline. Thís eras the
Boeing-747 conceived by Juan Trippe of pÀÀ based on the csA

miritary project which Boeing lost to Lockheed. The basic
concept v¡as then refined between Trippe and william Alren of
Boeing"

The development of aircraft able to fly long distances
non-stop has been primarily in the hands of the very few

aircraft manufacturers with the necessary experience and the
human, physical, and financial capital able to contemplate

such an investment of time and resources. unLil recently
these have been primarily American.

The Àmerican industry benef itted considerabJ-y from an

al1ied decision to allocate production of transport aircraft
to the us. The us industry developed and put into produc-

tion before or during the war three four-engined aircraft
with transatlantic potentiar: the Boeing-307 in mid 1940,

the Dougras DC-4 in early 1943, and the Lockheed L"049 in
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mid 1944. These three aircraft were alt four engined mono-

pranes, able if necessary to operate on only three of their
engines, and v¡ere designed to be pressurized, arthough the
Dc-4 was produced during wartime only in a non-pressurized

version"

The somewhat similar nature of the aircraft deveroped by

Boeing, Dougras, and Lockheed was the result of the fact
they had all been designed to compete in the transcontinen-
tar u.s.À. market. The home market of these u.s. firms pro-
vided a demand for aircraft able to fly between its major

population centers which tended to Iie on the East and Í.Iest

Coasts.

The initial lead possessed by Àmerican manufacturers in
long-distance piston aircraft meant that non-Àmerican manu-

facturers v¡ere only like1y to be abre to enter the competi-
tion to supply aircraft suitable for North Àtlantic opera-
tion after having developed aircraft incorporating new

technology. The first such entry wourd be the British cor-
poration, Bristol, which produced the Britannia 31 0. This
aircraft, entering service in 1957 r wâs the first aircraft
to incorporate turbo-prop engines in a civirian rong-range

passenger aircraft. The second such entry was the British
company, De Havilland, which developed the Comet, a pure

jet. The comet 4 introduced turbo jet passenger service on

the North Atlantic in '1958. Vickers-Àrmstrong also devel-
oped a long-range civilian jet aircraf t " Later an ^Anglo-
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French consortium designed and built the first supersonic
passenger airriner, Lhe concorde, and most recently, Àirbus,
a European consortium has emerged as a major producer of
ai r1 iners "

Àircraft design and development has often been the prod-
uct of an industrial organization "feed back" effect where

the airline customers in examining the performance of air-
craft designs indicate their needs for aircraft which wilr
impact on the economic structure of their markets. The con-
nection between a major airline and a manufacturer often has

been extremely close" Manufacturers of aircraft engines are
often involved in such a colraboration because an aeroplane
may be designed around a particular engine. Development may

include governments as we1I.

An example of the many parties that can be invorved in
the creation of a new aircraft, and the complexities of
their relationships, is presented by the case of the design
of the Lockheed 1011 Tristar, a version of which, the
L.1011-500, was used on the North Àtrantic by Àir canada and

other carriers. The originar L-1 o1 1 was designed in
response to a specification drawn up by Àmerican Àirrines.
American chose to purchase the DC-10. TWÀ and Eastern Àir-
lines, however, placed orders as did eir canada and the
British Air Hordings company, the parent company of BUÀ.

This aircraft was designed around a jet engine, the RB-211,

which was being designed by Rolrs Royce. when Rorls Royce
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had to raise the price on the new engine to cover deverop-

ment costs Lockheed staLed that it vras unabre to meet the

new terms. This forced RoIls Royce into receivership. rt
became apparent that, if Rorls Royce corlapsed and the

engine h'as not produced, then the t-1011 project wourd have

to be abandoned" The design had reached such an advanced

stage that no other engine courd be substituted. The can-

cellation of this project would haVe forced Lockheed itself
into bankruptcy. This would then have threatened the sur-
vivar of Eastern and TWÀ which had both invested heavily in
the project through advance payments for the aircrafL and

its engines. Air canada was Less heavily committed, stand-
ing to lose some $30,000r00Ous for the 10 t.101'l aircraft
that it had ordered. The British government vras persuaded to
take over Rolls Royce and comprete the development of the

RB-211 engine, a program which it had already subsidized
heavily. rt is berieved very likely that this decision was

taken for fear that Àir canada, which could best weather the

corrapse of the L.1011 project, might puIl out creating a

bandwagon effect that wourd doom both the engine and the
plane (p" smith 1986, 300; Green and swanborough 1ggz, 146).

Decisions as to whether new technologies wirl be intro-
duced and the rate at which they wirr diffuse are made when

airlines decide on purchasing new aircraft. These decisions
are often high-risk gambres. Gordon R. McGregor, then head

of TcÀ, gave an excellent summary of the probrems in an
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address given to the society of Àeronauticar Engineers in
New York in November 1954,

Since anything between two and three years normal-
ly elapses between placing a major aircraft order
and receiving delivery, and since few airlines canafford to depreciate equipment over a shorterperiod than.seven years, the operator must today
order the aircraft which will be completely modern
two years hence, and still have traffic appeal
ni1e. years hence i f he can (Mccregor , 1 SeO ,p.71).

4..2 THE EVOLUTTO}{ OF AIRCRAFT ON TI{E CANå,DIAN NORTH
ATLÂNTIC

This section witl forrow in some detail the evolution of
the available technology for North Àtrantic commercial pas-

senger operations as embodied in rong-range civilian air-
craft. rt will be divided into three subsections. The

first subsection will examine the period reading up to
establishment of large scal-e commercial operations following
the second world war. The second will folrow the evorution
of piston-engine aircraft. The third wirl follow the evolu-
tion of turbine-powered aircraft.

4,o?"1 Aircraft Use On The North Atlantic Before 194S

civil aviation's major probJ-em in establishing service
over the North Àtlantic was obtaining aircraft abre to fly
the stage lengths required, regurarly and in arl types of
weather, while carrying an adeguate payload.
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Before the 1940s, "landpIanes'' were not generarly consid-
ered as suitabre for use on the North Àtlantic by American

or British civil aviation carriers. The nonstop distance
reguired was beyond what vras practical and the necessary

airports vrere not availabre in Newfoundrand, Eire, and the
Àzores. Their sorution was the frying boat. Boeing devel-
oped the Boeing 314 and rmperial Airways commissioned a new

long range flying boat, the series "G", from Shorts.

Germany had developed a four-engined landprane, the
Focke-worfe condor, one of which in Àugust 1 939, made an

initial non-stop westbound transatrantic crossing in 24

hours and fifty six minutes and completed the return fright
in less than 20 hours. Subsequently it made other experi-
mentar flights between Germany and the u.s. but no agreement

on the opening of a regular scheduled service could be

reached before the outbreak of v¡ar in Europe (oavies 1964,

322) " The Focke-wolfe condor had 26 seats, a maximum take-
off weight of 32,120 pounds, and four B.M.w. 132G engines
with 720 horsepower each (Brooks 1963, 102).

Dirigibles had been tried by Germany in 1936 and 1937.

This was ended by the Hindenburg disaster. Their cost of
operation when using hydrogen was simirar to that of a fly-
ing boat and about twice that of a 193s Dc-3 randprane.
Non-inflammable herium with its lower lifting capacity would

have raised this by 50 to 100 per cent (grooks 1963,34-35).
They were, in smi rnof f' s words, "Too slow, too dear , too
unmanageable" (Davies 1964, 3ZZ).
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There were initially two routes availabte for aircraft, a

northern route and a southern route. An aircraft flying the
northern route proceeded from the North American point of
origin to Newfoundland, thence to the shannon Estuary in
Eire, and then on to the point of destination in Europe.

Àlternatefy, an aircraft flying Lhe northern route could
refuel in rceland rather than in Eire. Àn aircraft frying
the southern route between Europe and New york flew from

Lisbon via the Azores and Bermuda to New york. The prevail-
ing r+esterlies, however, forced eastbound aircraft, with the
range of a Boeing-314 Flying Boat, to fly from New york to
Lisbon via Bermuda, the caribbean, Brazil, and Àfrica.
Àlthough the Brazil-Africa fright stage over water was about
200 miles longer than the Bermuda-Azores stage, it required
ress fuel. The southern route vras longer and ended in
southern rather than northern Europe but, because of the
milder weather, it could be operated year-round by an air-
craft 1i ke the Boeing-31 4, which creation preceded the
development of "de-icing" eguipment.

Before their retirement in 1945/46, three principal types
of flying boats operated on the North Àt1antic. The up

engined short s.30, able to carry a two ton payroad, had

been exclusively a mail- prane and had reried on mid-air
refueling to make the crossing at arl. up engined s-30s

were used briefly in the autumn of 1939 by BoÀc, which had

replaced rmperial and British Àirv¡ays. The aircraft were
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then diverted elsewhere by the British military. They

resumed service, however, in Àugust 1940. The aircraft of
the short rrG' series, originally intended to replace it and

provide passenger service, were diverted by the requirements

of war and never operated on the North Àtrantic. The Boeing

314 s¡as the most important flying boat type used. It had a
maximum takeoff weight of 82rso0 pounds, more than half

Tran sa L lan t
TABLE 4"1

ic Crossing Ðistances

Origin-Destination Mi les
Botwood, NfId. - Foynes, Eire
Gander, Nfld. - Shannon, Eire
Gander, NfId. - Reykjavik, Iceland
Reykjavik - London, UK

New York, U.S.A. - Hamilton, Bermuda
Hamilton Ponta DeJ.gada, Àzores
Ponta Delgada Lisbon, portugal

Hamilton Port of Spain, Trinidad
Port of Spain Be1em, Brazil
BeIem - Bissau, Guinea-Bissau
Bissau - Lisbon, Portugal

New York, U.S.À. Ponta Delgada, Azores
New York, U"S.A. - London, UK
Montreal, Quebec - London, UK
Vancouver, B,C. - Amsterdam, Netherlands

1 , gg0*

1r975**
2,577
1,169

755
2,234

901

1 ,503
1 ,223
) L?q
1 ,gg2

2,569
3 r443
3 1256
4,800

sources: unmarked distances are taken from Fitzpatrick
and Modlin (1976), that marked * is taken from p.323of Davies (1964), and that marked ** is converted fromthe distance in kilometers shown in rcÀo (sept. 1970d).
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again that of the s.30's s3ro00 pounds, and had a "still air
range" of over 31000 mires. pAÀ used this type to open a
year round service from New york to Lisbon on the southern
route on May 20 1939 and to open a summer service from New

York to London on the northern route via Eire on June 24 of
the same year" BoÀc arso acquired three Boeing-314As, which
were the first non-uK produced aircraft purchased by BoÀc,

to operate on the North Àtlantic to reprace the short 'G,r

series aircraft taken over by the RÀF. The third type was

the vs-44, maximum take-off weight s7r500 pounds, used by
American Export Àirlines to open a service to Foynes, Eire
during the war (sampson 1984, 55i Davies 1964, 221, 324).
AEÀ become American overseas Àirrines and was eventualry
acquired by pÀÀ.

while flying boats offered the flexibility of randing on

water, these aircraft lrere costly to operate and had a poor
pov¡er to weight ratio. The heavy weight vras rinked to the
hull shape and the structural strength required of flying
boats. They were unlikery to be a rong-run solution to
transatlantic commercial air transport.

The use of randpJ-anes to carry passengers regularly
across the North Atlantic began in worrd war Two. They vrere

intitarry converted bombers. on May 4 1941 a consoridated
Liberator was used to begin the North Àtrantic Return Ferry
service, which vras intended to return to canada t.he crews
employed to fry newly built bombers from North Àmerica to
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the uK. rt had seats for 14 and on occasion carried 22 per-
sons (oavies 1964,287; p" smith 1996, g9). À converted Lan-

caster bomber v¡as also used to initiate the canadian Govern-
ment rransatlantic Air service in July 1943. Its maiden

fright, Montreal-London, carried 21600 rbs of mair and three
official passengers. carled a Lancastrian, it had received
extra fuej- tanks in the bomb bay, new radio equipment and

instruments, and an extra cargo compartment replaced the
forward turret" Later Lancastrians buirt at victory Aircraft
LLd. near Malton also had ten seats. Its RoIls Royce

engines proved inferior to the Liberator's pratt and whitney
engines being susceptible to mid-air failure when forced to
operate for hours at below full output.

civilian landpranes entered regular service on the North
Àtrantic on April 18 1942. The first v¡ere Boeing-307s used

by TWÀ to operate a military VIp service. These had four
engines, a maximum takeoff weight of 42roo0 lbs (compared to
73,000 for the DC-4), a normar range of 11200 mires (now

extended by a reduction in payload) which was about half the
range of a Dc-4, and a cruising speed of 200 mph which was

about the same as that of a Dc-4 (navies 1964, Table s1 ).
unlike that aircraft it was pressurized, the first transport
aircraft to be so. The Boeing-307's 2 I /z rb. /sq. ft.
pressure differential gave a cabin altitude equivalent of
8,000 f eet when it h'as operating a t 14,700 f eet. r n 1943

the DC-4 entered military service as the c-54 and in 1944
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t.he L.049 entered military service as the c-69. The civilian
commercial operation of the DC-4 began on october 24 1g4s

v¡hen AEÀ began a service from New york, via Gander and shan-
non, to Hurn. The Lockheed L"049 began North Atrantic ser-
vice on February 5 1946 when TWA began operations from New

York, via Gander and Shannon, to London.

4"2.2 Piston Aircraft

TÀBLE 4.2

Comparison of piston Àircraft Operating Costs

$US per thousand passenger miles

Date
I nt ro-
duced

. _-_ ,Staqe Lenqth
] , ooo- '1 ,50o- z , ooo- --2, soo a
1 ,500 2,000 2,500 over*

Aircraft

DC-4
L. 049
DC-6
L"749
B-377
DC-68
L"1049
DC-7
DC_78
L.1049c
DC-7C
L.1 649

1942
1 943
1 947
1 947
1 949
1 951
1 951
1 953
1 955
1 955
1 9s6
1 957

21 .22
22.84
21 "73
21.68
25.94
19 " 9s
22.03
23 .41
23.50
23 .47
23 "9524.86

22.29
21 .11
21.07 20.46
2s. 38 24.68 24 .96
19 .47
21 .45 20.83 21 " 0822.26 20.83 21 .6322.26 21 " 85 22.08
22.85 21.8s 22.08
23.18 21 "67 22.12
24 "04 22 " 49 22 .92

n 3r000 miles used
for this class"

AS midpoint in calculating figures

Source: Caves (1962) p.68.
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Às can be seen in Tabre 4"2, the development of the
long-range commercial airliner powered by piston driven pro-
pellers during the fifteen year period, 1942-1957, was

accomplished without appreciably increasing the cost of
operation per thousand passenger miles. During that time,
the operational range vras greatly exLended from the 2rsOo

miles of the DC-4 to over 4r000 miles, the average number of
passenger seats rÀras more than doubled from the DC-4's 40,

speed increased from the 200 mph of the Dc-4 to typically
about 300 mph, and pressurization became universal.

9lhen the second worrd war ended there were three firms
with aircraft suitable for civilian North Àtlantic operation
in production or in an advanced state of design. The Doug-

Las company had the unpressurized DC-4 and the pressurized
Dc-6. The Lockheed company had the L.049 and the L.649/749
constellation. Boeing had the stratocruiser which would not
win an order titl 1946.

The Dc-4 r4ras availabre in large numbers, provided engine

and propeller de-icing, and had a cruising speed a little
over 200 mph. rt v¡as not, however, abre to carry a furl pay-

load over the Àtlantic nor h'as it pressurized. AEA intro-
duced it into service in 1945. rt was subsequently adopted

by a number of other carriers, severar of which would oper-
ate on the canadian North Atrantic. KLM acquired it in
1946, SÀS and Sabena in 1947.



The Lockheed L.049, L.649 , and L "749 rvere all superior to
the DC-4 from the passenger point of view because they were

pressurized and about 100 mph faster. The L.649/749 had

more powerful engines and more fuel tankage than its parent,

the L"049, at the expense of a sright reduction in maximum

payload. Compared to the DC-6, the L.749 had slightly more

horsepower, more fuel tankage, a higher maximum payload, but

a slightly lower sing speed (grooks 1963, ZZB-229,

308-309) . It v¡as marginaJ-ly cheaper to operate (rable 4.2) .

The L.049 entered North Atlantic service in 1946 with BoAc,

TwÀ, PÀÀ, and ÀOA (Davies 1964, 457; H. L. Smith 1996, 299;

Stroud 1962, 213) .

The pressurized version

first flight in 1946 and

1947. It had new windows

1964, 457) 
"

Canada produced its own derivat
dair DC-4M'1 . This vras developed

and DC-4M4" Unlike rhe DC-4/nC-ø

lin engine rather than a pratt and

lin vras more powerful than the

DC-4 but less powerful than the

DC-6.

The choice of Merlin

engines, as delivered,
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of the DC-4, Lhe DC-6, made its
it entered commercial service in
and a stronger fuselage (Ðavies

ive of the DC-4, the Cana-

into the DC-4M2 North Star

it used a Rolls Royce Mer-

Whitney Engine. The Mer-

R-2000-SD-1 3G used in the

R-2800-CÀ-1 5 used in the

engines proved un

had huge radiators.
fortunate. The

The drag from
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t.hese radiators reduced the aircraft's speed berow Lhe

designed 280 mph" These were needed to permit the engines

Lo idle indefinitely on the ground without overheating. The

engine design also resulted in a very noisy cabin. This
probrem was subsequently reduced by a redesign of the cross-
over rnanifolds by a TcÀ employee. An excerlent combat

engine, it proved very expensive initialry to maintain in
peacetime operation" This did improve over time. TcA, how-

ever r wâs protected by a manufacturer's warranty that such

costs would not exceed those established by air cooled

engines of comparable output (t'lccregor 1 980 , 16-17 ) .

overall the North Star proved inferior to the DC-6. rn a

maximum range configuration r¡ith 40 seats it had a payroad

of I,1 00 Ib. , a typical cruising speed of Z3O mph. r ârì

equivalent still air range of 3,240 miles, and a typical
operating cost of n260uK. The comparabre figures for the
Dc-6 were 43 seats, a payroad of 81700 Ib., a typicar cruis-
ing speed of 280 mph. r âD equivalent still air range of
3,810, and a typical operating cost of f2sOuK. when arlow-
ance is rnade for a fuer reserve of an hour, a diversion of
230 miles, and for typical headwinds at the usual cruising
altitude, the practical ranges of the two aircraft were

21240 and 2,770 miles respectively. This shourd be reduced

by a further 5 to 10 per cent to allow for the additional
fuer usually consumed during take off and descent (nrooks
'1 963 , 31 , 125, 229) .
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The North star, however, did provide a canadian-bui1t
airriner suitable for North AtLantic operation and it helped

retain Rolls Royce in the fierd of providing engines for
rong-range commerciar aircraft. other users of North star
variants were cPÀ on its pacific routes and BoAc (on routes
other than the North Atlantic).

The next important aircraft introduced on the North
Àtrant ic vras the Boei ng-377 stratocrui ser . I t was rarger
than either the L.749 or the Dc-6 and srightly faster
(grooks 1 963, 48-9 , 228-9, 308-9) . rt courd be configured
to provide luxurious accommodation, usualry having a rounge

reached by a spirar stairway to the lower deck. It courd

even be equipped as a sreeper aircraft with 28 bunks and s

seats. rt was, however, expensive to operate (table 4.2)
and was somewhat temperamental to fly. pÀÀ introduced it on

the North Atlantic on April 4 1949 and was followed by ÀoÀ

and BOÀC"

The development of the DC-68 and L.1049 super constelra-
tion began in 1949. rt seemed that these would be the rast
generation of long-range piston aircraft when the proto-type
of the Comet-1 turbo-jet airliner flew on July 27 1949.

The DC-68 and L.1049 entered service in 1951" Both were

stretched versions of their parents, carrying more passen-

gers a similar distance but being slightly srower. The

Dc-6Br ãs shown in Tabre 2, was also slightly more economi-

car than its parent. PAA was the first to put the Ðc-68 into



North Atlantic service in May

its Stratocruiser service.

1952,
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using it to supplement

Even before the L.10494 entered operation commerciatly in
1 951 , its successor, the L. 1 049C, was in development. I L

had a redesigned stronger wing and a new Wright Turbo-Cy-

clone composite engine. The composite engine was a stepping

stone towards the turbo-prop engine. Developed for the US

navy, the civilian version of the L-1049C was ordered by TWA

to compete on transcontinental routes, entering service in
'1 953 " KLM introduced it on the North Àtlantic on August 15

1953. Non-stop flights eastbound now became possibte. The

L.10498 development was introduced onto the North Atlantic
by Iberia on September 2 1954 (Brooks 1963, 315-317; Davies

1964, 457 , 462) .

Douglas did not begin to develop its rival to the L.1049C

untir 1952. It v¡as ordered by Àmerican Àirlines to meet the

expected competition from the L.1049C and it used the same

engine as that aircraft. Douglas had delayed its develop-

ment in the hope that it could move directly to the develop-

ment of jet aircraft after its very successful DC-6. (ttetty

1963, 224) .

The Comet t had entered service in May 1952 between Lon-

don and Johannesburg" On October 20 1952 pÀA was the first
airline to order a jet airliner designed for the North

Atlantic when it placed a pilot order for three Comet 3s"

In 1954, however, the Comet program vfas suspended until a
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ner^¡ comet 4 courd be developed f ollowing two disasters over

Èhe MediLerranean. rn July 1954 Boeing flew a prototype for
its Boeing-707 

"

Àlthough it seemed the jet age was dawning, Lockheed con-

tinued to develop the L"1049 series and Douglas the DC-7"

The L.1049G was introduced on the North Àtlantic in 1955 by

Lufthansa" The engine had been increased to 31400 s"h.p.
and wingtip tanks v¡ere provided" The DC-78 was introduced

in 1955 by PÀÀ. It continued to use the original engine but

had more fuel tankage. overall it was slightly faster but

had a lower payload and a slightly shorter range than the

L.1049c" (oavies 1964, 462; Brooks 1963, 243-245, 323-3ZS)

The last two major long range piston aircraft to be

developed were the DC-7c and the L"1649" pÀA introduced the

former on June 1 1 956 and TWÀ the ratter on July 1 19s7 .

They could fly non-stop between New york and the capitals of
western Europe (oavies 1964, 462-3) but were a littre slower

than their parents (grooks 1963r 245r 253,325,333) and, as

shown in Tab1e 2, also a little more expensive. They were

also too rate as the turbo-prop arrived on the North Atran-
tic on December 19 1957 and the turbo-jet on october 4 1958.

4,,2"3 Turbine Aircraf t

The introduction of turbine aircraft was revorutionary.
They provided passengers and carriers with not only

increased speed but also with lower costs of operation
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(rabre 4.3). Their utilization potential was superior to
that of piston-engined aircraft because they needed ress
frequent overhaul" For passengers their quietness was a
great attraction" The engines brought about nevr fusetage
and wing designs to realize the speed and range possibiti-
ties of these aircraft. The first aircraft were turbo-
props. Pure jets soon followed and occupied most of the
long-range markets.

The first step was the introduction of the turbo-prop
Britannia 320 which provided an increase in speed of about
20 per cent over rong-range piston aircraft , along with a

cost saving of between 15 and 30 per cent. The second step
$¡as the introduction of turbine jet aircraf t. Boe-

ing-707s/Dc-gs provided a further speed increase of about s0

per cent over the Britannia, with a cost saving of up to 9.5
per cent. Àlthough jets were faster than piston aircraft
and cheaper to operate, they v¡ere, however, more expensive
to purchase. In 1958 a L.1049G cost $2.2 mirlion us, a Dc-7c
cost 92.6 million us, a L.1G49 cost $2.3s6 mirlion us, a

Dc-8 cost $5.3 million us, and a Boeing-707-3zo cost $6.0
million us" Their great speed, however, arlowed them to
make more trips over the same distance during the same time
period" Thus one DC-B courd carry as many passengers as

four super constellations. '(eshley 1963, 49) and one Boe-

íng-707 during a year could carry as many passengers as a

crack Atrantic liner like the eueen Mary (sampson 1gg4,

110).
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TÀBLE

Operating Cost Criterion of Selected Àircraft

UK pence per mile assuming maximum payload
operations over typical practical stage

lengths at average cruising speeds in 1961

Ai rplane
Payload

Seats per seat
(rb. )

Crui se
Speed
(mph )

Stage Operating
Lengths Cost
st" mIs) Criterion(

L. 1 049c
L.1 649A
Br i tann ia
Mark 320

Comet 4
Boe i ng-

7 07 -420
DC-8-30

83
B1

109
79

140
132

220
241

200
200

278
275

305
290

357
480

535
540

3,070
31740

3 ,360
3 1244

3,530
3 ,550

2
3

2
2

99
62

2
a
L

45
34

24
44

Source: Brooks (1963) pp. 65, 117, 191, 269, 325, 333.

The appearance of wide-body aircraft provided yet a fur-
ther decrease in the per seat of cost of operation (rable

4"4). These aircraft, although providing a cost saving of
perhaps 20 per cent, did not provide any increase in speed.

Their large size also meant that, to obtain a reasonabre

load factor, they could only be employed on city pairs with
a fairly dense level of traffic.

On December 19 1957

first British civilian
Atlantic as well as bei

Britannia could operate

the Bristol Britannia 310 became the

airliner to be used on the North

ng the first turbo-prop so used. The

non-stop between New York or Montre-
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TÀBLE 4"4

Àircraft Direct Operating Block Hour Costs

US 1979 Trunk Àirlines System Operations $US

Ài rcraf t
Average Costs Per

Labour Fuel Other
Total No. of
Cost Seats

Seat
Total

2,372.36 175

4,213.79 390
2,916.85 270
3,068.07 285

Boe i ng-
707-300

Boe i ng-
747

DC-1 0
L.1011

1

1

1

4 "21 13.56

3.73 10.80
4"14 10.80
4.29 1 0.78

t5

50
98
70

22

5/
68
79

6.

tr

¿.

¿"

Source: Merri
Àviation Loq
Taneja (1981)

11 Lynch, Pierce,
voI. 3, no. 15 (22
p. 198.

Fenner and
oct. 1980 )

Smi th, r nc .
i2 quoted in

al and London (Davies 1964, 4G3-664) and was faster and con-

siderabry less expensive to operate than piston aircraft.
It was arso introduced too rate to play a major role in
shaping the evolution of North Àtlantic competition and was

onry ever used on the North Àtlantic by three airrines,
BoÀc, Er Af, and cPÀL. pÀÀ had begun the jet buying spree

of airlines on october 13 1955 and the beginning of the con-
struction of the Britannia in February 19s6 had actually
followed the beginning of construction on the Boeing-707-120

in late 1955 (grooks 1963, 5G, 116).

On October 4 1957

turbo-jet operations"

BOÀC's Comet 4 began North Àtlantic
PÀÀ started its turbo-jet operations
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with a Boeing 707-120 on october 20, 1957. Neither aircraft
had quite enough range for North Atlantic operations and

they were soon repraced by Boeing-707-320s, Boeing-707-420s,

and DC-Bs. Nevertheless, they had introduced rong range

civilian air transport on the North Atlantic at the 500 mph

speed 1eve1.

In 1960/1961 another technologicar advance became avail-
abre. This !¡as the turbo-fan engine in the shape of the
Pratt and whitney JTD-3. The addition of a front fan to a

turbo jet engine improved both thrust and specific fuel con-
sumption (Green and swanborough 1982, 1sz). This nevr engine

produced 18r000 Ib. thrust whire consuming only B0 per cent
of the fuer of the conway 509 (Brooks 1963, 260-26i,
268-269). rt frew in December 1960 and vras certified for
use in september 1961. Turbo-fans became available both for
Boeing-707s and DC-8s. Dc-B aircraft with turbo-fans were

known as "series 50" DC-Bs.

In the early 1960s, it was expected that the evorution of
long-range aircraft wourd continue along the same path it
had been following, with the next advance being another

increase in speed. France and the uK were determined to be

first in the field of supersonic civilian aviation. By 1962

sud Aviation in France and Bristol in the uK had deveroped

similar projects, the super caraverle and the Bristor 233

respectively, the latter with four engines and 110 seats.
In November 1962 the two governments signed a protocol of an
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agreement making it a joint project, the concorde" sixteen
aircraft were to be produced and shared between the Lwo

national airlines" rn 1963 pAÀ vras the first airline to
order the concorde, placing an order for three aircraft.
shortry after this, the Àmerican government announced that
it wourd subsidize the building of an Àmerican supersonic

airliner. Boeing was awarded the contract forlowing a

design competition. The projected aircraft was to be much

larger with 250 seats and to f1y at 1,800 mph (t"tach 2.7)
instead of 1,450 mph (Mach 2"2) (p. Smith 1996, 26g). The

ussR al-so developed a supersonic transport, the Tu-144,

which was a Mach 2.35 aircraft. rt was the first to fIy.
rts prototype took off on December 31 1968, 61 days before
the concorde prototype (Green and swanborough 1992, 182).

By the start of the

port tolerances and po1

ernment to cancel the

entered service in 1976

airlines to use them on

never been operated for

1970s, weight escalation beyond air-
itical resistance led the U.S. gov-

SST program. The Concorde finally
with Àir France and BOAC, the only
the North ÀtIantic. The Tu-144 has

passengers outside the USSR.

A further revorution in long-range passenger aircraft was

the appearance of the wide-bodied "Jumbo Jets" beginning
with the Boeing-747" The Boeing-747 vras conceived in 1965

as a transitional aircraft to be used until the large scare

introduction of supersonic jet transports (sampson 1994,

124) " As the first of the wide bodied jet transports it
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offered further savings in costs per seat (tabre 4.4). At

least as importanL was the attractiveness of these aircraft
to passengers on long-range flights and their usefurness to
carriers in serving schedured and charter high-density traf-
fic markets. They h'ere, of course, ress flexible than

smaller aircraft for use in righter traffic situations.

The Boeing-747 was onry the first of the wide-bodied air-
craft. Dougras, acguired by McDonnerl, and Lockheed each

produced a slightly smaller wide-bodied aircraft than the
Boeing-747. The McDonnelr Dougras DC-10-10 vras a tri-jet,
designed with mixed class seating for about 270 or singre
class seating for about 380, intended for transcontinental
operations. rt entered service in 1972. work on it had

begun in 1967 " Lockheed's L-1011 Tri-star also was a tri-
jet designed for transcontinental operations. rt !¡as abre

to carry about 345 with single crass seating. rt arso
entered service in 1972 with work on it having begun in
1966. rn Europe the shorter range Airbus entered service in
1974. over-water versions of the DC-10 and L.1011 were pro-
duced with the DC-10-30 entering service in 197z and the
L-1 01 1 -500 in 1979 (Green and swanborough 1992, 24-26,
146-149, 158-162) 

"

The most important impact on the evorution of technology
during the 1970s came from the increase in the price of fuel
as a a result of the oil crises. At the beginning of the
1970s the average price of jet kerosene in the united states
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was 12cus a gallon. By 1975 it had more than doubred to
about about 280us and by 1978 it had reached about .39çus
(Krenz and Hirbig 1982, 801 ). The picture in canada was

similar with bhe price rising from 19"5Qcdn to 5g.50cdn (p.

smirh 1 985, 328 ) " The second oil crisis of 1979 savr the
price of kerosene more than doubre from the level reached in
1978" rt then began a srow decrine but remained more than

double the 1978 price revel until 1983 (wheatcroft and Lys-
man 1987, 152) " The other costs of operation, maintenance,

crew, depreciation, insurance, etc. tended to move together
and in line with the general rate of inflation (raneja 1 991 ,

196). The resurt was a constraint on the drive to increase
power to permit faster speeds and/or to create 1arger air-
craft in engineering research and development. concorde's
failure to attract more than a miniscul-e part of the long-
distance market under the new cost structure discouraged the
former. world-wide excess capacity during the period of
stagfration discouraged interest in the ratter. The drive
was for fuel efficiency.

The size of the effect of this rise in prices on the rel-
ative costs of carriers is thrown into sharp relief when it
is noted that when Boeing-747s had been purchased at the
beginning of the 1970s it was expected that they wourd con-

sume their capital cost in fuel once in their rifetime. By

the earry 1980s it seemed thaL they wourd consume three
times their capital cost in fuel during their rifetime (¡¿ac-

Donald 1982, 1312) 
"
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Ànother contributing factor Lo technorogical change in
the commercial aviation industry came from government poricy
changes in the united states and canada on noise emissions.

Government legislation in both canada and the united states
had been passed which reguired rower noise emissions. older
aircraft did not meet these standards and this put lega]
pressure on the airlines to modernize their fleets.

rn 1983 the price of kerosene dropped slightry but then

hit somewhat of a prateau and remained just a rittle less
than double the 1978 price revel until 1986. rn that year it
fell to about one and a half times the 1978 price level
(wheatcroft and Lysman 1987, 1sz). Jet fuel has once again

become reratively inexpensive, êt least in the short run,
and many of the expected gains from more fuer efficient air-
craft developed in the previous decade have been lost.

In the mid-1980s Boeing, McDonnell Doug1as, and Àirbus
were building long-range and intermediate-range aircraft
suitabre for use on the North Atrantic and all three had

aircraft under active consideration for purchase by canadian

carriers. Boeing had up-dated versions of the Boeing-747

and the Boeing-767-30OER, McDonnell Dougras had the MD-1 1 ,

and Airbus had several aircraft in the Àirbus farnily includ-
ing the airbus 340. These aircraft provide a wide-range of
embodied technology characteristic of contemporary advanced

long-range civilian aircraft.
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The Boeing-747s now have updated engines and avionics.
They still are the largest passenger carrier avail-able and

continue to have great passenger appear. They remain excer-
lent for use on city pairs Í¡ith a high density of traffic
but in other circumstance can be often "white elephants".

The twin-engine Boeing-767-3008R carries 216 in a typicar
two class configuration and uses a two-man crew. rt is
basically similar to the 2008R but offers an additional
3,600 gallons of fuel" It is avairabre with the same two

engines as in the 2008R, the JT9D-754D or the cF6-80A. Both

produce just under 48r000 ]b. thrust. The former gives the

aircraf t a range of 51492 m.iles and the latter, s1671 miles.
rt is planned to arso offer the aircraft with the JT9D-7RAE

or the cF6-8OcE engines which provide 50,000 rb thrust.
Also available will be the pratt and whitney pw*4000 series
and the CF6-80C8-132/86 engines which will produce 50-61,000

1b. thrust "

The MD-1'1 is an advanced version of the Dc-10-30 which

was considerably redesigned. rt is a larger aircraft than

the former and seats 321 in a two cr-ass seating configura-
tion for a maximum range of 71930 mires. The cF6-s0c turbo-
f ans used in the Dc-'10-30 which produced 51 ,000 rb. thrust
are intended to be replaced by pw-4000 series or cF6-g0cE

engines. Àerodynamic improvements incorporated in the rede-
sign are winglets, an advanced horizontal tail design wiLh

cambered airfoil, wing redesign with reduced sweepback, and
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an integrar trim tank. other changes include a two-man

digital fright deck and a restyled interior. McDonnell

Dougras's stated goals are to provide a range extension of
10%, increased capacity, and a reduction in seat-mile costs
of 13 to 18 per cent over the previous model.

The Àirbus 4.340 offers seating for 310 in a two-crass
configuration with a range of 9r038 mires and is right at
the edge of current technology. It has four engines in the
28r000-30r000 Ib. thrust range. À choice between the rnter-
nationaÌ Aero v 2500 or the cFM rnternational cFM-56-5 are

offered. These are "superfan" engines in which the core
engine is provided with a variabre pitch geared fan. The

aircraft uses composite materials, incruding carbon fibre
plastics, in a wide range of areas incruding the fixed lead-
ing and trailing edge panels, the flap fairings, the spoir-
ers, the ailerons, and both the vertical and horizontal sur-
faces of the tail unit. It has a "fly by wire" system.

This means that the aircraft computer will not permit the
aircraft's designed limits for speed, roading, and wind

speed to be exceeded. The aircraft uses a two-man flight
deck and the pilot's instruments are simprified to only
twelve. rt has a tairplane trim tank and an advanced tech-
nology wing with variable camber, the first avairable.
Variabre camber is achieved through smalr movements of the
trailing edge fraps" rt is normalry used only during take-
off and landing to reshape the aerodynamic profile of the
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&¡ing during cruise" By tailoring the wing for the weight

and altitude of the aircraft, drag is reduced. The wing of

this aircraft also has a higher aspect ratio than others of
its cIass" The work of maintenance mechanics is made easier
by a centrarized fault dispray system in the cockpit which

monitors the avionic and aircraft systems (Jane's 1986/87) 
"

This aircraft may prove to be the most advanced aircraft of
this generation to be produced.

The possibilities of the next generation of aircraft are

currently being examined by tv¡o international consortia.
one is based on the Boeing-7J7 with Japanese firms having a

25 per cent share. The other is based on the McDonnell

Douglas l,fD-90 series and it incrudes European firms and

Shanghai Aviation of China. Both aircraft are in the 1 50

seat crass which makes them less expensive to buird and pur-
chase than larger ai rcraft. Both ai rcraft were being

designed in 1987 around "prop-fans". prop-fans have what

look like propellers in tandem mounted on the back of the

engine. The Boeing company hopes that the use of prop-fans

will give a 45 per cent increase in fuel efficiency and a 10

per cent reduction in operating costs. McDonneIl Douglas

hopes for a 50 per cent fuer saving on current turbo-fans
and a 25-35 per cent saving on advanced turbo-fans. Both

types of aircraft are expected to have "fly by wire" and

"fly by 1ight"" The latter uses fiber optics instead of
regular wiring" when fully developed in the mid 1990s the
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¡,fD-90 series may also include laminar and turburenÈ boundary

drag control, very high aspect ratios, super-critical wings,

and flight critical stability control (Jane's 1996-97). The

deveropment of this new aviation technorogy has become so

expensive that it can be tackled only by international con-

sortia of companies even on aircraft much smalLer than the

"Jumbos". The Boeing-747 famiry may prove to be the first
and last civirian commerciar airliners of that size.

During the last half century, the aircraft in operation
on the North Àtlantic have had five phases. rnitiarly it was

felt necessary to use properler driven flying boats. Their
economics and seasonal operating problems led to their with-
drawar from use. Long-range propeller driven aircraft
emerged at the start of the 1 940s with much better economics

and operating characteristics incruding de-icing and cabin
pressurization for passenger comfort. These aircraft vrere

then di splaced, almost over-n i ght , by jets . These r\'ere not
only much faster but also less expensive to operate over

NorLh Àtrantic distances. some ten years later wide bodied

aircraft, which were much more attractive to travelLers and

which had a further operating cost advanLage, were intro-
duced. Then the emphasis shifted to fuel efficiency and the
application of a wide range of advanced technology.
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4"3 ÂTRCRÀFT CT{OTCE ON TI{E CANADIAN }qORN{ ATI,A¡ETIC

Four major phases in commercial airliner development are

apparent in the previous historical review. First there is
the phase of piston-engine aircraft, first with non-pressur-
ized and then with pressurized cabins. second, there is the
turbine engine phase with turbo-prop, and then pure jet,
aircraft" Third, there is the wide-bodied aircraft phase

and, fourth, a phase of advanced technology apprication for
better operating and fuel economy characteristics. The

fleet development characteristics of canadian carriers oper-
ating on the North Atlantic wirl be presented in this part
of the chapter.

During the period dominated by piston-driven propeller
aircraft on the canadian North Atrantic, i.e. 1947-195g,

canada's carriers endeavoured to meet the technorogical
challenge presented by their rivals. Frorn 1947 until 1955

TCÀ was the only canadian carrier directly active on the
North Atlantic. However, the acquisition decisions of cpÀL

were of great importance since cpÀ, on entering the market

in 1955, used aircraft that were in its existing fleet. The

technological leader during this period was BoÀc which

introduced on the canadian North Àtlantic the same aircraft
that it used between the us and the uK in competition with
the Àmerican carriers AOÀ, pÀA, and TWA.



The first generation of aircraft on the

Atlantic included the North Star, the DC-4,

the Lockheed Constellation.
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Canadian North

the DC-6, and

In 1943 TCA chose the DC-0 as it.s post-war aircraft. C"

D" Howe decided that rcÀ's postwar f leet should at l-east be

built, if not completely designed, in Canada. This 1ed to
the development of Canadair's North Star, the DC-4.M?. The

North Star, as conceived by TCÀ's engineers, J. Bain and J.

Dyrnentr wês to combine Lhe best features of Àmerican and

British aviation technology as it existed in 1943. unfortu-
nately, design and production derays resurted in the first
North stars being delivered as an unpressurized aircraft in
1947 rather thanr âs hoped, a pressurized aircraft in 1946.

The pressurized version vras not delivered untir 1948 (p.

smith 1986, 96).

when TCÀ began operations on the North Atl-antic on Àpri1
15 1947 it v¡as forced to use unpressurized DC-4M1s, cana-

dair's predecessor to the North star. rts rivar, BoÀc, was

abre to begin operations with the pressurized and slightly
faster L.049 constellations" By 1948, however, TCÀ was able

to introduce pressurized North Stars. Of the two carriers
which entered service to Montreal in 1949/ 1950, KLM had

Dc-4s while Àir France operated the superior L.049. sÀs and

sabena, which began service in 1949 to Gander, used Ðc-4s.

As the 1950s opened, TCÀ was doing relatively welr operating
an aircraft which was superior to those of three of its com-
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ofpetitors and slightly inferior to

its competitors.

that operated by two

At the end of the 1940s and the beginning of the '1 950s

the airlines on the canadian North Atrantic began to modern-

ize their freets Èo improve their competitive positions.
The aircraft entering service in this wave were the Boe-

íng-737 stratocruiser, the super consterlation, and the
Ðc-68. rt !¡as also at this time that cpÀ moved to be one of
the earliest airlines to acquire long-range passenger jet
ai rcraft .

BoAc, which had praced the Boeing-377 stratocruiser in
service betv¡een London and New york on December 6 1949, also
introduced it between London and Montreal on April 23 1950.

Three grades of service were of f ered: l"tonarch ( super ruxu-
ry), Majestic (first class with 50 seats), and, from 1gSZ,

Coronet (tourist with 81 seats) (Hudson 1972, i65).

Opinions on the value of this aircraft differ. R. E. G.

Davies feels the use of the stratocruiser by BoAc h'as sig-
nificant in its clímb to third prace in vorume on the North

Atrantic (oavies 1964, 462). G. R. McGregor, president of
TcÀ at that time, believed that it was a matter of congratu-
lation that TCA did not acquire any (Mccregor, 19gO).

rt is interesting to note that, on December 1s 1949, cpÀL

became one of the first airlines after BoAc to order comet

jet aircraft. rt ordered two comet 1Às after BcpÀ, its
rival to Àustralia, replaced its DC-4s with DC-6s.
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cPÀL, however, would use the Ðc-68 on the North Atrantic.
rt originally ordered t.he Dc-68 as insurance against the
possibitity that the comet 1A wourd not fulfil expectations.
cPÀL's first comet, which was being ferried to sydney,

crashed on takeoff at Karachi on March 3 1953. The remain-

ing comet on order was sold to BoÀc. The DC-6Bs on order
went into service in Àprir 1954 on the Àustraria service.
cPÀL ordered comet 2s, after the loss and disposal of its
comet 1s, to match an order by BcpÀ for comel 2s. Neither
carrier ever took delivery since the comet program v¡as sus-
pended in 1954" when cpAL received permission to operate a

polar service from vancouver to Amsterdam in 1 9b5 its DC-6Bs

were suitable aircraft for this route. seven months earlier
sÀs arso had used DC-6Bs to open the first polar route from

copenhagen to Los Àngeles via Sondre stromfjord and winni-
peg.

.As noted, KLM introduced the improved super consterl-a-
tion, the L.1049c, on the North Atrantic in 1953, moving up

from DC-4s" Two other operators on the canadian North

Atrantic wourd use this aircraft. Àir France introduced it
onto its North Àtrantic routes in November 1953 and TcÀ

introduced it on May 14 1954 (oavies 19G4, 462).

TCÀ ordered the L.1049C in 1951 when it became c

the capacity of its North Star fleet on the North

would no longer be adequate several years before

lear that

Atlantic
turbi ne

over theaircraft became available. TCA choose the L.1049C



DC-68 because Lhe 2,500 s.h.p.
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R 2800 Pratt and Whitney

engines of the latter were considered at the end of their
development while the 3,250 s"h"p. wright rurbo-cycrone gave

the L.1049c greater range and speed. By adding a turbine
driven by the exhaust of the engines' cyrinders an addition-
al 450 horsepower was added to the R

1980, 43; Brooks 1963, 236,315).
3350 engine (tøccregor

TCÀ decided to order two r,.1049Gs because of continued
growth in North Atlantic traffic" These v¡ere derivered in
1956. whire awaiting the arrival- of jet aircraft, it would

later order more G and H series L.1049s as North Àtlantic
traffic continued growing (asnley 1963, 48-49; stroud 1962,

620) .

The shift from piston-driven to turbine aircraft on the
canadian North Àtrantic again saw BoAc act as the techno-
logical leader. cpÀL and TCA adopted different tactics in
meeting the challenge of the Lurbine aircraft. TCÀ pre-
ferred to av¡ait the arrivar of the fuIl jet ¡vhile cpÀL

decided to move immediately to forlow BoÀc and introduce
turbo-props when they became avair-abre. cpÀL's rimited
resources, however, forced cpÀL to deray its acquisition of
jet aircraft. Between 1961 and 1970 TcA and cpAL were

actively competitive through their introduction of the nes¡

developments in long-range jet aircraft.
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on Aprir 17 1958 BoAc, which had been the first carrier
to introduce the turbo-prop Britannia on the North Àt.rantic,
became the first of operate it on the canadian North AtLan-

tic, using it to open a London;prestwick-Montrear- Detroit-
Chicago service"

cPÀL's purchase of the Britannia meant that it courd

offer turbine service on the North Atlantic two years before
TcA. CPAL began Britannia operation on June 1 1958 between

Amsterdam and vancouver and TcÀ began Dc-B operations

between Montreal and London June 1 1960. on the other hand,

cPÀL, therefore, had to delay the purchase of jets so that
it. was unable to introduce the faster pure-jet service until
mid 1961.

In 1958 BoÀc, which had been the first to introduce tur-
bo-jet service on the North Atlantic, became the first to
introduce jet service on the canadian North Atrantic. rt
began using comet 4s between London and Montreal on December

19 (Stroud 1962, 307).

Following PAA's 1955 order for 20 Boeing-707s and zo

DC-8s, TCA's management had rearized that it could not

afford to be left behind in the adoption of jet aircraft.
By early 1956 TCA had reserved delivery positions for both

Dc-8s and Boeing-707s. probrems arose in the final seÌec-

tion process because the specifications of the tv¡o engines

were being kept secret because they vrrere both in miliLary
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use in the usÀ. Through "snooping" at Dougl-as a TCÀ employ-

ee obtained the information necessary to estimate the per-
formance characteristics of the engines and RoLls Royce

deveroped an equivalent in the conway which courd be used in
either the Boeing-707 or the Ðc-8. TCA's finar choice was

the Ðc-8, in part for its reputation for product support

engineering. rt chose the conway engine because of its
lighter weight and in the expectation that it would prove

less noisy (p. smith, 1986, 176).

when TCÀ put DC-8-40s into operation between Montrear and

London on June 1 1960 its aircraft had the most powerfur jet
engine then avairable, the Rorls Royce conway 909 which

produced 17,500 Ib. thrust. The conway 508 instalred in the

Boeing-707-420 produced the same thrust and had been intro-
duced into service on May 27 by BoÀc. In comparison, the

Rolls Royce Àvon engines powering BoÀc's 19sg comet 4 had

10,500 Ib. thrust, the pratt and whitney JT3c-6 in pAA's

1 958 Boei ng-707 -120 had 1 3 , ooo , the Jc4A-9 in pÀÀ' s 1 959

Boeing-707-320 had 16,800, and the JT4À-3 engines in the

first Ðc-8-30 introduced in April 19Go by pAÀ and KLM had

only 1 5 ,800 1b. thrust .

cPÀL also chose the the Dc-8-40 with conway 509 engines

and employed this aircraft on all its rong distance routes.
Maintenance for this aircraft was farmed out to Air canada.
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Às shown in Table 4"5, Àir canada entered the jet age at
about the same time as all the other major carriers did,
except for the two pioneers, pÀA and BoAc. cpA, which had

purchased the Britannia was, however, almost the last sched-

TABLE 4.5

commencement of Jet operations on the North Atrantic

Date Àircraft Carrier
1 958 October

1 959 September
October
November

1 960 January
February
March
April
May

June
December

1961 January
May

July

Comet 4
Boe i ng-7 07
Boe i ng-7 07
Boe i ng-7 07
Boe i ng-7 07
Boe i ng-7 07
Boe i ng-7 07
Boe i ng-7 07
Boe i ng-7 07
DC-8
Boe i ng-7 07
DC-8
DC-8
Boe i ng-7 20
Boe i ng-7 07
Boe i ng-7 07
DC-8
DC-8

BOÀC
PÀÀ
Qantas
PÀA
TWÀ
Sabena
Àir France
Luf thansa:t
Àir India
PAÀ, KLM
BOAC:k
SÀS, Swissair,
TCÀ'r , LAI
Àerl inte
EI A1
PÀI
CPAL
Iberia

(-120)
(-138)

(-s2)

Source: Davies ( 1 964 ) p. 461 .
Note: Starred carriers used Conway engines.
litote: The Dc-8-50 crass used turbo-f an engines whichentered service in December 1 960 but which were notcertified in the U.S.À. until October 1961.
Note: By late 1961 onry the Iow fare carrier Loftleidirof the schedured North Atlantic operators had not in-troduced jet aircraft.

uled operator on the North Atlantic to begin jet service.
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shortry aft.er TcÀ began operating its DC-B-4Os, the tur-
bo-fan engine, in the shape of the pratt and whitney JTD-3,

became availabre. rn 1961 TCA decided to move to turbo*fan
engines for its new DC-8s. In Àpril 1961 a new variant of
the Dc-8 became availabte from McDonnelr Dougras, the

Dc-8-50F Jet rrader. This vras a convertible aircraft with a

side-roading freight door in the forward fuserage and a

reinforced floor with built-in cargo handring provisions
(Swanborough and Green 1982, 152). TCÀ was involved in
deveroping its cargo operations domesticarly and interna-
tionally but at that time felt that sufficient business to
justify the purchase of an arl freight aircraft would not be

avairabre for some time. À convertibre aircraft thus pro-
vided the desired flexibirity" TcÀ therefore bought four
Jet rraders as its first purchase of aircraft with turbo-en-
gines. This r^ras done despite pressure from canadair for TcA

to buy its turbo-prop cL-44 to provide the canadian manufac-

turing industy with employment.

TcA/Air canada's freet of Dc-Bs grevr eventually to 3g

aircraft and included most of the variations of the aircraft
produced by McDonnell Douglas. when the stretch version of
the Dc-8 became avairabre it converted its order timed for
1967 from series 50 to the neÌv series 60 aircraft. rt was

not preased when most of these aircraft did not arrive until
after ExPo 67 was over because of us military priorities and

production delays (p. smith 1986, 261)"
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GPAL's freet of Dc-Bs grevr to 12 aircraft. Like TcA it
moved to turbo-fans when they became availabre. rt had sev-
en series 40 or series 50 Ðc-Bs, one Dc-g-50F, and five
series 60 Dc-Bs of which the first four arrived in rate 1967

and early 1 968 "

on the canadian North Atlantic the arrivar of jet air-
craft in the scheduled market initially greatry stimulated
the development of the charLer market r âs it did on the
North Àtrantic as a whole" The adoption of the jet by char-
ter carriers themselves had important imprications for their
ability to compete and, because these jet aircraft were

increasingry expensive to acquire, t:r their corporate form.

The arrivar of jet aircraft on the North Àtrantic and

other long distance routes displaced the long-distance pis-
ton aircraft then in use. These either were sord at greatly
reduced prices to srnaller carriers, often secondary charter
carriers, were reduced to resser services, or were placed in
charter operations by their current ov¡ner until such time as

they courd be sold" Thus on the North Atrantic "charter
operations increased dramatically in 1961, when the increase
of jet capacity left piston aircraft availabre for charter
operations" (straszheim 1969, 51-53). The burk of charter
traffic on the North Ätrantic was initialry carried by rÀTA

carriers but this share soon declined as purery charter car-
riers assumed a larger and larger role (rabre 1, appendix).
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rn 1966, there r¡¡ere six canadian carriers active in t.he

canadian North Àtlantic charter markeL: Air canada, cpÀL,

Wardair, Transair, Pacific Western, and Nordair. The two

scheduled carriers used DC-Bs, wardair, which had previousry

used DC-68s, used a Boeing-727, Transair and p!^IÀ each oper-

ated a Ðc-7c, and Nordair flew a super consterlation (cana-

dian Àviation June 1966, '18-19) .

Àlthough remaining purely a charter carrier until the

1980s, I.lardair always endeavoured to move to the operation
of the most modern equipment possible. rn 1966 it entered

the jet age with a Boeing-7?7 whose virtues were that it was

small but courd cross the North Atrantic if it used a

refueling point such as Iceland. Wardair leased the 110

seat aircraft for ten years but disposed of it in 1973 to a

south American carrier. rn December 19GG it purchased a
Boeing-707-320c, which courd be converted to a freighter and

had 183 seats, with delivery in the spring of '1 968. The

need to finance jets lead wardair "to go public". Arrival
of the Boeing-707 then permitted wardair to expand into
Eastern Canada (AnnuaI Report 1967) . In 1 969 Wardair

received a second Boeing-707.

In the mid 1960s it appeared that supersonic transport on

long di st.ance routes was on the hor i zon . I n 1966, i t was

expected that the concorde would enter service in 1971 and

the Boeing ssT in 1974. It was necessary that both of cana-

da's carriers respond to the challenge presented by the



appearance of these new aircraft, The

SST was four times that of a DC-B but

have about twice the passenger capacity

and be able to make two daily North

insread of one (p. smirh 1986, 26g)"
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price of the Boeing

it was expected to

of a standard ÐC-8

Àtlantic crossings

cPÀL rvas the first of the canadian carriers to prace an

order, reserving three of the Boeing ssrs in 1966. Às a

smaller carrier than many of its competitors it could only
afford to add one variety of ssr to its fleet and it pre-
ferred to wait for the larger, faster aircraft.

Air canada decided to reserve four concordes and six Boe-

ing SSTs later in 1966 The necessary money was provided

in the 1967 capital budget. rts concorde derivery positions
were 73 , 79 , 81 , and 85. Ðel ivery r,Ias expected to begin in

Its Boeing positions were 110, 117, 124, 131, 138,

Delivery \,¡as expected to begin in 1977 /lg. The

1974"

and 145"

concordes were intended to protect Air canada's markets with
the Boeing ssTs providing for growth. Air canada's manage-

ment had delayed its order in the berief thatr ãs in the

case of the Dc-8, "while the interval between ordering and

delivery during the development stage wourd be guite Iong,
as soon as the initial group of deliveries v¡as completed the

lead time between ordering and delivery ¡+ould be much short-
er" (McGregor 1990, 162) 

"
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when the us cancerred the ssr program at the start of the
1970s, Àir canada's deposit tras returned without interest.
when Air canada finally cancelled its concorde order in 1972

it received back its deposit prus interest. rt had obtained
this and other concessions from BÀc/sud Àviation which had

approached Àir canada severar times between 1970 and 1972"

Air canada's final cancelration decision was made on the
basis of concorde's operating costs, the fact that the pas-

senger forecasts made in the late 1 960s were proving over-
optimistic, and concern over whether the canadian government

would permit transcontinentar supersonic operations (p.

Smith 1 986, 300 ) .

The aircraft that would transform the North Àtlantic v¡ere

not the supersonic transport but were the wide-body air-
craft, the first of which was the Boeing-747. The spacious-
ness of these aircraft had tremendous passenger appeal, in
the conditions of the time they had a slight advantage in
operating costs, and they had large holds for freight. Àr1

three of canada's main carriers in the North Àtlantic mar-

ket, Àir canada, cPA, and wardair responded to this change

in available technology.

rn 1968, when Air canada considered their acquisition,
Boeing-747s seemed to make economic sense. À Boeing-747

could carry about 350 seats in a mixed configuration and

about 500 in a single economy crass configuration (Green and

swanborough 1982, 54)" rÀTÀ and other cost estimates at the
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time found that Boeing-747 aircraft cost 15 to zs per cenL

less than Boeing-707/OC-g aircraft on international services
depending on route-mix and seating configurations. Air can-

ada originally chose a 366 seat mixed configuration. The

evaruation team estimated that the per seat-mire operating
cost wourd be six per cent lower than the long version DC-g

but that the benefit wourd be lost through the costs of
introducing another aircraft type into the fleet" The sares

department felt that the airl-ine wourd be 1eft behind if it
did not acquire the aircraft and art its competitors did (p.

Smirh '1986, 299).

Às in the case of jet aircraft, cpA was slow in adopting
wide body-aircraft, particularry on the North Àtlantic. As

can be seen in Tabre 4.6, Àir canada placed them in service
on the North Àtlantic in mid 1971 at about the same time as

most of the major North Àtrantic airlines. wardair v¡as Lhe

second canadian carrier to do so, cpÀ received delivery in
1973 but initially used them on its other services and did
not prace any in service on the North Atrantic tirl 197s"

rn the earry 1970s, Àir canada used its Boeing 747s to
meet the competition that it faced in its rnajor markets, the

services to London and Paris. sabena and swissair used a
mix of narrow and wide-bodied aircraft in the services to
canada but Air canada preferred to offer more frequent ser-
vice to Brussels and zurich using narrow bodied aircraft
rather than offer less frequent service there with wide bod-
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TABLE 4"6

Introduction of I{ide-bodied Equiprnent

by Àirlines on the North Atlantic

'1'1me Per 10d TypeÀirline

PÀÀ
TWÀ
Air France
Luf than sa
A1i ral ia
Iberia
KLM
Aerl i ngus
SAS
Air Canada
BÀ
Swissair
Àir India
El À1
TAP
Olympic
(wardair )
PIÀ
Royal Air l'laroc
CPÀ
Finnair
JAT

Early
tt

Mid
il

lt

Late
Early
Mid

lt

il

lt

lf

n

lt

Mid
Mid

ü

Mid
Late
Mid

197 0
I

It

It

il

tf

197 1
il

ll

tt

il

tt

lf

il

197 2
197 3

I

197 4
197 4
1975*
197 5
197I

Boe i ng-7 47
tt

il

tt

il

il

tt

lt

il

il

lt

tt

tt

il

t?

tl

tt

DC-1 0-30
Boei ng-7 47

il

DC-1 0-30
tt

Sources: Green and Swanborough (1982), Wardai
and various ICAO Traffic Flow
Note: CPÀ had takõ--ffiive:flof Boeing-747s indid not allocate any to itã Àtlantið routes
t ime.

('1973 ) ,

1973 but
for some
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wardair congraturated itserf in its 1973 annual report
that it.s acguisition of the wide-body aircraft. had been the
right aircraft for the carrier since ÀBCs had replaced
affinity charters as the predominant form of charter service
on the North Atlantic (Ànnual Report 1973) 

"

cPA's delay in using its Boeing 747s on the North Àtran-
tic meant that for several years it faced direct competition
on the North Atlantic from airlines which h,ere using wide-
body aircraft during which time it did not have a comparabre

aircraft in operation. KLM began Boeing-747 service to can-
ada in 1971. rberia and Alitaria both began Boeing-747 ser-
vice to canada in 1972. By the summer of 1973, KLM's ser-
vice consisted predominantJ-y of Boei ng-747s and DC-1 os,
Iberia's armost entirely of Boeing-747s and DC-10s (most of
them continuing on to Mexico city), and Àtital-ia's armost

entirely of Boeing-747s (rceo september 1973d, Traffic by

Flight Stage Tables 335-338). After the delivery of its
initial order of Boeing-747s, cpÀ did not add any wide-body

aircraft until it began to receive Dc-10-3os in late 1g7g.

At the end of the '1970s, the recently deveroped wide-body

aircraft showed about a 20 per cent advantage in their costs
of operation over the first generation Boeing-707s and

DC-10s. The average block hour cost per seat for a Boe-

íng-707 series 300 airprane vras $13"s6us in 1g7g. In com-

parison, the average block hour cost per seat of a Boe-

ing-747 or a Dc-10 was onry $10.90us whire an L.1011

performed srightry better at $10.77us, as can be seen in
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Tabre 4"4" The need to meeL neÞI noise abatement standards
also loomed on the horizon. These factors resulted in a

general updating of commercial aircraft freets in the early
1980s" since that time, continuing technological advances
forced airlines which wished to remain competitive to con-
tinue to adapt their freets. Àll three of canada's major
North Atrantic carriers responded to this evolution in tech_
nology 

"

By 1978 Àir canada decided on a fleet modernization pro-
gram. Its Dc-B freet v¡as not fuel efficient by the stan-
dards of the day and it did not meet the new .American and

canadian noise standards that were to come into force in the
mid 1 980s " The Boeing-747s, although fuel efficient and

able to meet the new noise emission standards, were only
suitable for operation on a very few city pairs which pro-
duced a large enough vorume of traffic to arlow them some

hope of achieving both a load factor acceptable to the air-
line and a freguency of service acceptable to travelrers. rt
was decided to retain the Boeing-747s for the routes upon

which they r,¡ere pract icar but to reprace the DC-gs. Thi s
would be done by two different aircraft. A medium range air-
craft for transcontinentar and caribbean operations and a

long range aircraft for transatrantic operations.

For

It had

In addi

transatlant ic opera

adequate range and

tion, the shorter

tions the L" 101 1-S00 was chosen.

seating and was fuel efficient.
range t.1011 was already in Àir
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canada's freet. In '1 968 Air canada had chosen the L.1011 as

its intermediate range wide-bodied jet for delivery starting
in 1972" Beginning in 1976 Aír canada also had begun modi-
f ying f our of its existing L" 101'l s to make them capable of
transatrantic operation by instalting additional fuel tank-
age. one was modified in 197G, two more in 1977, and one

more in 1978 (¡nnua1 Report, various).

Fuer economy h'as of continuing concern. The L-1011-500
was one of the first aircraft with "active controls" to
improve fuel efficiency. The use of "active controls"
improved fuel economy through the use of computers to auto-
maticarly deflect the outboard ailerons symmetrically in
response to a manoeuvre load. This l_ed to a reduction in the
wing bending that occurred and thus the original wing span

could be lengthed to restore the original wing bending
moments. The longer wings reduced drag and therefore saved

fuel (MacDonald 1982, 1314) " In the case of the L.1011-sOo
the fuer saving due to "active controls" was about three per
cent.

For transcontinental operations, Àir canada chose the
Boeing-767 over the Airbus 310, a choice which had subse-
quent North Àtlantic implications. Both aircraft were

entering production in 1978 and were expected to enter ser-
vice in 1981 and 1982 respectively. Both were twin engined
with the Airbus being slightly slower but with a longer
range and a slightly higher payload (Green and swanborough
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1982, 28, 60). The Boeing-767 v¡as chosen because Boeing had

a pre-eminent reputation for jet production and product sup-

port and the aircrafL's range was sufficient to permit Mont-

real-Vancouver operation (p. Smith 1986, 329).

rn 1982, because of farling passenger demand and the high
cost of fuel, Àir Canada, through a "whol-esale juggling" of
its service schedules, grounded its entire Dc-B passenger

fleet" The six Dc-8 freighters which had had their engines

modified to provide a 17 per cent increase in fuel efficien-
cy remained in service. Àir canada also moved to reduce its
Boeing-747 fleet from seven to five by initiarry grounding

and later selling t$¡o (p. Smith 1986, 345) .

Boeing developed an extended range version of the Boe-

íng-767 with "over-water" capability. Air Canada $ias able
to have the last two of the initial- 12 Boeing-767s purchased

derivered with this capability. Four others vrere capabre of
conversion" Air canada r1'as thus abre to begin using this
aircraft on the North Atrantic once procedures for the use

of commercial jet twin-engine aircraft on rong distance
overwater routes had been worked out in conjunction with the
rcAo, concerned governments, and other carriers. rn 1995 it
used "overwater" Boeing-767s on services betv¡een Àtlantic
canada and the uK during the summer high season. This was

done again in the summer of 1986. They rr'ere put in service
on Montreal-Paris and Toronto-London in october, 1996 (Annu-

a1 Report, various).
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rn 1987, Àir canada $¡as invorved in pranning the acquisi-
tion of its next generation of aircraft" Three repracements

f or the L" 1011 !,ere consideredi the Boeing-767-3008R, the

McDonnell Douglas MD-11 (the Àdvanced Dc-10), and the Àirbus
À.340. Às an interim measure pending the making of a final
decision, four more 767-200ERs were purchased in June 1gg7

(canadian Àviation June rgg7, 6). The Boeing-7 37-3oOER

would take an aircraft already in Àir canada's fleet one

more step towards Lhe limit of its development" The ¡4D-11

offered both larger capacity and a greater range than the

Boeing-767-3008R but these two characteristics arso made it
less comparabre to the L.1011 which it would reprace. The

most adventurous option under consideration r{as the Àirbus
À.340 which was right at the edge of current technology.
The Airbus À,.340 was the most advanced of the three aircraft
considered but by the same token it \.¡as also the one most

likery to have concealed fraws. rn 1 9BB a decision to
acquire the Airbus 4.340 would be taken.

cPA's f leet modernization plan v¡as based around the
Dc-.10-30 wide body-aircraft. cpÀ announced its intention to
purchase several in 1977 

"
(Canadian Pacific Ànnual Report

1977). Delivery of these aircraft began in 1979. Two of
the three delivered in 1979 were leased out for the first
year. By the end of 1981 cpA had retired harf of its six
DC-g-40s/50s, replacing them with Dc-10-30s. The phasing

out of its DC-8 fleet was completed in 1983" In 1984 the
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number of DC-10s reached I giving cpA a fleet of rong range

jet aircraft consisting of I DC-10s and 4 Boeíng-747s. rn
1983 the company had ordered four Boeing-767s but in the
face of financiar losses the purchase was cancelred. rn

1985 a freet rationalization plan was developed in which the
four Boeing-747s were to be sold to an Àmerican carrier
which would sell cpÀ four more Dc-10-30s. rn the mid-19g0s,

cPA used its Boeing-747s on its services to Àmsterdam, until
their disposal, while its DC-10s served Amsterdam and atl
cPA's other European destinations. rn 1 996 the company

passed into the hands of pacific western Àirlines and the
joint. company took the name Canadian Àirlines International
(car ) .

In May 1987 cÀr announced that it wourd acquire 6 Boe-

ing-767-30OERs with General Erectric engines to replace
DC-10s on both transcontinentar and North Àtrantic routes.
Tt arso secured an agreement with Frying Tiger to establish
a joint round the world freight service out of MontreaL

using Frying Tiger Boeing-747 f.reighters. It wourd thus
become fully competitive technol-ogica1ly with both Air cana-
da and wardair on the North Attantic. The agreement $¡ith

Frying Tiger, however, received opposition from Àir canada.

The agreement was terminated under government pressure on

the grounds of canadian public interest. rn mid-1999 cÀI

also announced the acquisition of Boeing-747s intended for
use on the Pacific where it faced considerabre competition
from carriers employing Boeing-747s"
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canada's two major scheduled carriers have arso moved

jointry to deal ¡¡ith another one of the rarger probrems

caused by advances in technology which is looming on the
horizon for schedured carriers. This is obtaining adequate

and fair exposure on the computer systems now used almost
universally to make reservations for travelrers. They have

created a single computer reservation system carled "The

Gemini Group" (air Canada Annual Report 1997, 5).

l.Tardair has arso sought to remain technol_ogically compet-
itive. rn 1977 it announced that it would dispose of its
Boeing-707s and acguire two Dc-10-3os and add two Boe-
ing-747-200s to its two Boeing-747-100s giving it a freet of
6 long-range jet aircraft. Both the DC-1 0-30s and the Boe-

ing- 747-200s shared the same engine, the cF 6-50 cr/Er.
wardair continued to operate two jet engines because its
other 747s used pratt and whitney engines. The DC-10s were

to have singre cl-ass seating for 301 and the new Boeing-747s
v¡ere to have single class seating for 456 (annual Report
1977). rn 1980 it announced plans to acquire 6 À.310-200
aircraft between 1983 and 1985 but it was forced to cancel_

this program in the face of financial ]osses in 19g1, 1ggz,
and 1983. Ir did add one DC-10-30 to its freet in 19g1. rn
1986, three 4.300s vrere obtained as an interim measure.

These were on conditional sales contracts with one schedul-ed

to return to the vendor in August 1997 and the other two in
1989. A new freet pran was prepared with twerve A.310-300s
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to be acquired rather than the previous six A.310-200s. The

À'310-300s had 196 seaLs and a ronger range than the 200s,

They could operate up to distances such as those between

vancouver and London or Frankfurt. Delivery was scheduled

to be compreted by the end of 1998" The DC-10s would be

disposed of and so would the two Boeing-747-2oos which share

its engines. one more Boeing-747-100 with an estimated
remaining usefuL life of eight years would be acquired giv-
ing it a totar of three Boeing-747s. The completed plan

would thus see the company move from a fleet of four 747s,

three DC-10s, and three À.300s to one of three 747s, and

twerve À"310s on the eve of the 1990s. The first of the
747-200s was sold in 1986 (Annua1 Report various).

4,"4 CONCLUSTONS

Technologicar change has been very important on the cana-

dian North Àtlantic because it reduced the real- cost of
transatrantic air transportation from the end of the second

world war. It accomprished this at the same time as provid-
ing improvements in comfort, capacity, speed and range. The

oil crises of the 1970s transformed the structure of input
prices" The cost and price increases associated with the
oil crises corresponded to the end of rapid growth in pas-

senger traffic on the North At1antic. The research of the
last decade into fuer economy is unlikely to provide the

expected cost decreases because oil prices have fallen from
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of the 1970s and the begining of the

these gains in fuel efficiency have

down fares and would become much more

prices return to their previous 1ev-

The major canadian carriers, although they have serdom

been actively ínvolved in initiating technological change on

the North Àt1antic, have usuarry responded rapidly to its
advent.

Air canada has generarly ensured that its aircraft were

fully comparabre technologicarry to the burk of the aircraft
operated by its major competitors. rn the later 1950s, how-

ever, it stopped the technorogical evolution of its piston
fleet with the super consterlation whire awaiting the arri-
val of the Jet Àge. rt was arso deeply suspicious of super-
sonic jet airriners, correctry as it proved, and delayed
placing orders until it would have likeIy had to accept a

two year deray before it wourd have been abLe to meet super-
sonic competition.

Àir Canada made an important contribution to Commonweal-th

aviation in the role it played in encouraging Rorrs Royce to
develop civilian aviation engines. Àlthough it lacked the
resources of PÀA or TwA to be a technological leader, and

its one attempt to stear a march on technorogical develop-
ment with the DC-4M did not Lurn out particularly welr, it
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lefL

cPÀ's record in keeping up with technological change on

the North Àtlantic was not quite as good as that of Air can-
ada in the 1 960s and 1970s but its smarler size praced con-
straints on its evolution. While in the hands of Grant
Mcconachie it essayed being a technological reader but y¡as

doubly unfortunate" The early comet's fatal fraw prevented

cPÀ from becoming one of the first airlines in the worrd to
initiate jet service arthough, even so, this would not have

been on the North ÀtIantic, at least initially. rts acquisi-
tion of the Britannia turbo-prop gave it only a brief lead
on the North Àtrantic and then contributed to cpÀ's late
arrivar in the jet age because of the resources it tied up.

cPA was arso slow both in acguiring wide-body aircraft and

in employing them on the North Àtrantic once it had acquired
them. cPA's financiar problems in the early 1990s arso hurt
its plans for modernization.

wardair has always paid crose attention to technological
evolution and has attempted to ensure it has the correct
aircraft for its prans of expansion. rt entered the jet age

as soon as it courd and then moved up to the Boeing-7}7 when

it expanded out of its first basis in western canada. when

ABcs were introduced it moved to acquire Boeing-747s which

it introduced into service only two years after Air canada

and before cPÀ did. on the North Atrantic wardair was using
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747s about two years before cpA did. Like cpÀ, its modern-

ization prans !ùere hurt by the financial problems of the

early 1980s but iL is now prepared to enter the 'l 990s with a

fully modern fleet of aircraft"

Àlthough wardair has not attempted to be a technological
leader it has done werl in matching its fleets to its needs

and perceived opportunities. rn addition, when it first
acquired its own jets. at the end of the 1960s it was faced

with the probrem of securing year round employment for its
fleet. As will be discussed in the chapters on the rore of
the charter market and on the interaction of the North

Àtlantic and other markets

period recount its efforts
its annual reports from this
develop the market for winter

,

to

horiday charters which are predominantly rrcs, incrusive
tour charters. The incredibre growth of winter rrc traffic
in other markets has had very important infruences on cana-

dian North Atlantic operations.

The role played by canadian government policy in the

development of canadian air transport on the North Àtrantic
will now be examined in ChapLer V.



Chapter V

CA¡üADTA&T GOITER¡{ME¡ET POLTCY

Government policy plays a very important rore in the evo-

lution of an internationar air transport market. rt deter-
mines what national carriers are eligible to operate to what

foreign destinations. It determines what centres within the

country are erigibre to receive direct international ser-
vice. rt arso determines through its negotiations with for-
eign governments what foreign competitors wirr be arrowed to
enter the canadian market for traver abroad and on what

terms, in return for the foreign government arlowing one or
more canadian carriers into their market for travel abroad

and what terms they will provide and insíst upon. rt arso
possesses the final say upon the fares that the airlines
will charge.

rt is reasonabre to assume that canada's citizens wish to
have the widest and most frequent service to Europe at the
lowest possible price. Generally speaking, the more desti-
nations that a carrier can serve, the more passengers r+i11

choose to travel- with that carrier in preference to its
rivars to avoid the problems involved in changing airrines
in rnid-route" À more extensive route system, ceteris pari-
bus, benefits a carrier as it spreads fixed costs across a

164
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broader base allowing lower fares per mile or greater prof-
itability" The canadian government might also choose to
restrict foreign carrier access to internar points in the

canadian domestic system in order to support traffic devel-
opment by its ovrn carriers, even though this might not

always be most advantageous to travellers.

The first section of this chapter will look at the role
canada played in the negotiations leading up to the First
Bermuda Agreement between the united states and the united
Kingdom which established the structure by which civil avia-
tion would deverop on the North Àtlantic. The second sec-

tion will outrine the process by which canadian carriers
gained access to Europe and European carriers à"""=, to can-

ada. The third section wilr forrow the government's deci-
sions on international route arrocations to canadian carri-
ers for the operation of schedured services to Europe.

5"1 çèryèDl èND rHE EITfERGENCE oF THE sysTEM covERt{rNG NORTH
ÄTLANTIC AVIÀTION

Às the second world war drew to an end, many conferences
were held on matters of international concern to design the
post war world. Àviation was one of these areas of concern.

The first of these aviation conferences that Canada attended

vras the "Dominion and Empire conference on Aviation" hel_d

under Lord Beaverbrook in 1943" The great decisions would

be made in 1944 at chicago and in 1946 at Bermuda. The
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major players $rourd be the united states and the united
Kingdom as head of the British Empire. By choice, the sovi-
et union would take no part in the shaping of international
aviation.

rn 1944 canada h'as looking forward to entering the post

vrar worrd with a crean slate as far as international air
agreements v¡ere concerned. rts wartime international air
agreements v¡ere to run for the duration on the v¡ar and for
six rnonths thereafter. It had also announced that the pre-
war agreement between the united states, Eire, Great Britain
and canada which had established pan Am and an Eire-common-

wealth carrier as the carriers on the North Àtlantic was no

longer appl icable.

During the war, decisions had been taken by the countries
of the North Atrantic À1liance which had great infruence on

the positions t.hat wourd be taken at the conferences on post
war aviation. These decisions had resulted in the Empire

providing a great dear of aviation infrasLructure, which

meant that when the vrar ended arl- that v¡as necessary for a

worrd girdring aviation industry and market would be in
place, and that the Empire wourd provide a disproportionate
share of combat aircraft and the united states wourd provide

a disproportionate share of the support and transport air-
craft required for the Alriance's war effort. rt raised the
spectre that if America's airrines with their ready access

to large b'ar surplus American transport aircraft, and with
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their widespread wartime experience in operating them on

behalf of the Àmerican government, got unrest.ricted access

to the international marketr Do country's aviation industry
might ever be able to catch up.

A number of positions were put forward when the 1944 chi-
cago conference opened. The united states, Àustraria and New

Zealand, Great Britain, and Canada a1l differed.

The united states opposed the creation of an internation-
al aviation authority with more than consultative powers and

wished for bilateral agreements between countries on routes.
rt was willing to consider r¡ays and means of setting minimum

rates and, while preferring to have no limitations on fre-
guencies, it !¡as wilring to consider the maintenance of some

specified load factor for some rimited period as a pre-req-
uisiLe in increasing frequencies on estabrished routes.

Àustralia and New zearand sought to have a single inter-
nationar agency which wourd provide alr trunk route service.
The nations would control- their domestic services and could
provide service to neighboring counLries after obtaining
bilateral agreements.

The united Kingdom was in favour of an exchange of the

first four freedoms, with fifth freedom rights a matter for
negotiation. rt was not averse to an international agency

which wourd regulate routes, rates, and frequencies. rn the

absence of such an agency there wourd have to be an arterna-
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tive method of dealing with the questions of the provision

of capacity and fifth freedom traffic.

canada sought the creation of an international authority
which wourd be sirnirar in many v¡ays to the American cAB on

the national stage of the united states. This agency would

Iicense airlines to operate internationally. The licence
granted wourd specify the initial frequency rates on the

route granted. Frequency increases would be granted accord-

ing to a formura and frequency reductions courd be required
under another formula to a minimum of one fright per week.

Every state would have the right to have at least one of its
carriers operate a service to any point in the worrd on a

minimum basis of one fright per week. Rates would be pro-
posed by airrines, governments could object, and the final
decision wourd be up to the international authority. The

first four freedoms wourd be exchanged on a multilateral
basis but fifth freedom traffic would be subject to birater-
aI negotiations between the government of the airl-ine seek-

ing such a right and the governments of the other affected
states (O'Connor 1971, 20-29) 

"

By late November, with canada acting as mediator between

the united states and the united Kingdom, there s¡as armost

agreement on a multinational exchange of rights. Ar1 agreed

that every country courd have an airline begin a service to
any other signatory country on the basis of one return
flight a week.
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Agreement could not be reached, however, on the role that
fift.h freedom traffic wourd play in Lhe formula's permission

of an increase in the initial frequencies. The British
approach was much more restrictive than the American and

reguired that third freedom traffic be the basis of frequen-

cy determination with fifth freedom traffic permitted to
fill empty seats" The American proposar required that fifth
freedom traffic be part of the formula used to determine

frequency. canada's final compromise suggestion restricted
fifth freedom traffic's role in the formura to being harf of

that played by third freedom. rt was not accepted (o'connor

1971, 30-36).

The Chicago Conference had two accomplishments. It pro-
vided for the establishment of the ICAO and it resulted in
an exchange of the first and second freedoms murtilaterally
amongst most of the states attending.

In the face of the failure of the chicago conference to
achieve a multilateral exchange of rights, the united states
began to make transatrantic bilaterar agreements. The u.s.
Department of state Bulletin announced an agreement with
spain on December 2,1944, with Denmark and sweden on Decem-

ber 16, 1944, with Iceland on January 30, 1945, and with
Eire on February 3, 1945. The united Kingdom was very dis-
preased at the latter agreement because of Eire's position
and behaviour as a neutral during the preceding years of the

Second WorId War (Lowenheim and Langley 1975, 652-653).
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The disagreements between the united states and the unit-
ed Kingdom vrere finally settred at the 194G Bermuda confer-
ence. The Bermuda Àgreement left the initial determination
of capacity and frequency to the carriers, subject to an "ex

post facto" review by both governments. rATÀ's rate-making

machinery hras given permission to recommend the air tariffs
for schedured services, subject to prior governmental

approval by both parties to these tariffs"

canada prayed a prominent role in the attempt to create a

multilateral system to govern aviation on the North Àtlantic
and elsewhere. It failed, however, because the two leading
western aviation povrers were unwilling to compromise suffi-
ciently to attain that end.

5.2 THE EVOLI'TION OF CANÀI)A¡S BILATER^At AGREEITENTS

In the late 1980s, both canada's major carriers stand on

the brink of constructing around the world services. They

jointly serve the major centres of western Europe. Two oth-
er canadian carriers, wardair and Nationair, now also pro-
vide scheduled service to Europe. The righLs of all these

carriers have been acquired through negotiations carried out

over the years since 1944. In exchange, Canada has granted

rights to the carriers of other nations. Most of the major

carriers of western Europe have acquired access to both

easLern and western canada" Most of the other nationar car-
riers of western Europe have acguired the right to serve
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easLern canada as have several from eastern Europe. carri-
ers from the Middre East, Africa, and south-East Àsia have

arso acquired the right to serve eastern canada across the

Àtrantic " Not arl of these rights are used by their hord-

ers "

rn 1945 the canadian government decided that its priority
in international air services wourd be the North Àtlantic,
followed by the west Indies and Latin Àmerica. The pacific
wourd be left till it had been creared of "the Enemy" and

co-operative agreements had been worked out (oebates oct. 22

1945 2nd Session volume II, 1357) 
"

canada's bilaterar agreement with the united Kingdom

actually preceded the us-uK agreement and r.¡as made December

21 1945 in Bermuda. Britain's proximity, its ready-made

market both as a destination and as a point of origin, and

the historical, political, and military ties of the two

countries made Britain the natural first step for canada's

nationar air services into "Europe". This agreement opened

Montrear to BoÀc and opened prestwick and London to canada's

carrier" service by BoÀc did not commence until Àpril 15

1947. untit April 30 1947 a civirian service continued to
be provided by the canadian Government rrans-Àtrantic Àir
service, cGTAs, which had begun operations in 1943. rt vras

replaced by TCA (etlantic) Ltd. on May 1 1947.
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Elre,
and Portugal. canada's specified gateway was Montrear. The

swedish bilateral provided for t.he exchange of Third and

Fourth Freedom rights with the addition of the right to pick
up intermediate traffic. rt was subject to review, however,

at such time as canada wourd designate an airline to use

these rights" TCÀ began serving shannon on october 1 1947

(stroud 1962, 425)" service to portugal r¡as not provided

until 1957 when cpÀ repraced TCA as the designated carrier.
The Portuguese government, when approached by TcA, had ref-
used to agree to a "change of gauge" at London, i.e. the
substitution by TcÀ of a smaller aircraft than it used on

t.he North Àtlantic. TCÀ's management f elt it could not
begin service without using a change of gauge operation
until such time as TCÀ also secured access to Rome.

rn 1948 the Netherlands obtained a bilateral with canada.

The president of canada's national airrine, G. R. McGregor,

viewed this agreement, which provided KLM with unrimited
frequency on Àmsterdam to Montreal, r¡ith a very jaundiced

eye. rt alrowed KLM to tap the entire European market for
transatlantic traffic to canada. Before such traffic had

all flown through London, which was already served by TcÀ

(Mccregor 1980, 66). KLM inaugurated service in 194g.

canada's position in North Atrantic air transport changed

dramatically in 1949 when the strategicalry located Dominion

of Newfoundland became canada's tenth province. The addi-
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Lion of Newfoundland led to the conclusion of a bilateral
with Bergium and the revision of others, incruding those

with the united states and the united Kingdom. The uK revi-
sion gave canada new rights for traffic from rrerand, Ice-
land, and the Àzoresr âs werl vras in the caribbean" The us

revision included traffic stop rights for canada at st.
Petersburg, Florida. since canada's carrier viewed its car-
ibbean operations as the barance wheel of its North Àtlantic
operations, it v¡as reasonable for canada to seek an exchange

of "southern" rights for North Àtrantic rights. The acgui-
sition by canada of the rights it had needed to operate to
the caribbean also had been affected earlier by the question

of traffic rights on the North Atrantic. The right of.cana-
da to use the American lend-lease bases in the caribbean had

been herd up by united states-united Kingdom negotiations in
which the united states was attenpting to put together a

package deal involving traffic rights in the caribbean and

the Dominion of Newfoundland (Debates, June 1g 1947 volume

v, 4290). The Scandinavian countries' airline, SÀS,

exchanged Gander for Montreal as its gateway. Because of

the chicago exchange of the first tvro freedoms, not all car-
riers using Gander necessarily needed birateral agreements

with Canada, for example Loftleidir, Swissair, and, in 19b0,

LAT .

During the 1950s, agreements with European countries con-

tinued to grow in number. rn 1950 Norway joined sweden
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(1947) and Denmark (1949) in having a bilaterat with canada.

The three-country carrier, sÀs, provided a joint service to
canada at Gander while enroute between copenhagen and New

York" rn 1950 a bilateral was also agreed with France which

saw Air France starting to provide service that year while

TCÀ's Paris service began in Àpri1, 1951. In 1951 a bilat-
eral v¡as agreed with Austria but no service to that country
began until 1959"

TCA began service to Dusseldorf in late 1952, the nearby

canadian forces in Germany providing the basis of the mar-

ket. Lufthansa began service to Canada in 1956, the year

after it had begun North Àtrantic service to the united
states. The first bilateral agreement with the Federal

Republic of Germany to appear in the canadian Treaty series,
however, is dated septembet 4, 1959 and it was not ratified
until 1961 (Canadian lreaty Series 1961/6).

In 1957 canada's bilaterar with portugar was artered to
designate cPÀL in place of TCÀ as canada's carrier. permis-

sion was also obtained from spain to permit cpÀL to begin

operating to that country. An important arteration in the

canadian-Eire birateral through an exchange of notes arso

occurred in 1957 when the requirement was dropped that any

civilian airriner passing through Eire's airspace rand at
shannon (treatv series 1957/31). rn 1958 a birateral was

made with Switzerland which permitted TcÀ to add zurich the

same year. It was also in 1958 that an exchange of notes
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v¡ith each of the scandinavian countries re-established sAS's

gateway in canada as Montrear (Treatv series 19s8/12,13r14) 
"

During the 1950s, the canadian government maintained a

crear policy of restricting access to airports which had not

been designated as gateways. Even in 1956 c.D" Howe stated
in the commons that the government did not foresee direct
service to the interior of the country (Debates, Àugust 10

1956 Vol. VII, 7377-7379).

rn 1960 two important bilateral air agreements were made.

one was rvith rtaly and one with the uK. The negotiations
with Italy had been difficurt because rtaly was seeking

fifth freedom rights from canada for a Rome-London-Montreal

route since it had acquired the British half of the neces-

sary permission at considerable expense. The rtalian birat-
eral, as finally agreed, provided that the designated cana-

dían carrier courd fly Montreal-Rome-Bangkok and beyond

whire the Italian carrier could fly rtary-Montreal-chicago
or Los Àngeres or Mexico and beyond. This biraterar was not

signed until ÀpriI 16 1962. Àr thar rime rtaly stirl had

not secured the necessary fifth freedom rights from the us

for such an operation and canada agreed to support Italy in
the ongoing discussions.

on september 6 1 960 an exchange of notes profoundry

changed the bilaterar agreement bet¡+een canada and the uK.

This revision to the canadian-uK bilaterar for the first
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time opened Toronto to a European carrier. canada's carri-
ers gained permission t.o operate Toronto-Hong Kong, to fIy
onward from London to Brussels, Dusseldorf, Zurich, and

Vienna, and to serve London from Vancouver, Edmonton, and

winnipeg" The British carrier received permission to serve

Toronto from London either directry or via Montrear. BoAc

would remain the only foreign carrier with access to Toronto

for the next decade.

It was also in 1960

al agreement with a nat

stan, whose airline PIA

in 1961. The agreement

that Canada signed its first bilater-
ion on the Indian subconLinent, Paki-

would begin North Atlantic operation

!¡as reached December 21 1 960 ( Treatv

of 1988 remains unused.Series 1960/24) bur as

Àt the end of 1965, an Exchange of Notes with the Federal

Republic of Germany exchanged Àir Canada's gateway of Dus-

seldorf for Frankfurt.

ln 1966 a diplomaticarry important, but commercially

unimportant, bilateral was signed between canada and the

ussR. The project seems to have originated with the presi-

dent of Air Canada, Mr" McGregor, as far back as 1954.

McGregor's motive seems to have been primarily poritical, to

reduce international tensions through the establishment of

such a rink, since he was werr avrare the lever of traffic
vras likely to be inadeguate to support a commercially viable
service. rn 1955 the feerers put out by L" pearson, then
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with Externar Àffairs, on a visit to the ussR came to noth-
ing. rn 1958 expressions of interest by the soviet union

were blocked by Prime Minister Diefenbaker's government. rn
1964, oñ being approached by McGregorr prime Minister pear-

son authorized McGregor to once again put out feelers on the
possibility of establishing an air rink with the ussR during
a visit to Russia McGregor was making. McGregor v¡as abre to
report Russian interest 

" The matter then passed into Gov-

ernment hands v¡ith the bilaterar coming in 1965 (Mccregor

1 980, 1 53-1 56 ) . In 1969 a second bilaterar was concruded

with an iron curtain country, Czechoslovakia.

Àt the end of the 1960s, the question of access to Toron-

to by foreign carriers became of pressing importance. on

March 12 1969 the House of commons \{as tord that several
carriers had indicated that they wished to serve Toronto as

werr as Montreal and that the canadian government was will-
ing to enter into such negotiations on a quÍd pro quo basis
(Ðebates, 1st session 21st parliament vol. vr March 12 1969,

6s21). On January I 1970 the Canadian-Dutch bilateral
expired pursuant to Dutch notice. The question was access

to Toronto. service to the Netherrands continued under spe-

cial permission by both governments (ac Horizons Jan.197o,

3)" A bilateral giving Italy access to Toronto was agreed

in 1972 (Treatv series 1972/27), one with west Germany in
1973 (Treatv series 1975/4), one r.¡ith the Netherrands in
1974 (treatv series 1975/1g), one with Switzerland in 197s
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Series 1977/13), and one with France in 1976 (treatv
977/15). In 1976 Greece and Belgium lrere refused

and the Canadian Minister of Transport announced "no

entry of air carriers from other countries into
until additional facilities become availabl-e in the

Region" (C.t"C" 1976b, 20).

1980s"

This moratorium lasted

The usuar price paid for access to Toronto by foreign
carriers h'as f if th f reedom rights (l¿ccit1 1990, 535) . The

rtalian bilateral provided rights out of Rome around the

worrd (wittr some restrictions, e.9. ÀustraLia excluded) and

from Milan to Yugoslavia and one of Algiers/cairo/tunis/
Khartoum. rt arso gave the canadian carrier access to 

"ir.n(Treatv series 1972/27). The west German birateral gave

five points beyond the Federal Repubric of Germany. These,

however, also had to be served by the German carrier, had

restrictions on capacity and freguency, and excruded Àfrica
below the equator. canada also received two destinations in
Germany in addition to Frankfurt (Treaty series 197s/4).

Air Canada chose Munich and Dusseldorf. The Netherlands

bilaterar provided points in Europe, Asia, and Austraria and

on to canada, with some restrictions. The swiss birateral
gave: PoIand, Hungary, Àustria, yugosl_avia, five Àsian

points, and on to Canada, Kenya and four African points
below the Tropic of cancer (uccitt 1980, 537) and arso

incruded a capacity contror agreement to reduce the impact
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of swissair's entry into Toronto on Air canada (¡tinistry of

Transport 1975, 5)" The French bilaterar provided three
points in Europe, four Àfrican, and five Àsian points, both

of the laLter with restrictions" canada also received two

points to be named in France, besides paris (Treaty series
1e77 / 15) .

The Eastern Mediterranean received considerabl-e attention
at the end of the 1960s and in the early 1970s, although the

contraction of civilian aviation as a result of the economic

probrems of the mid and late 1 970s contributed to the small

finar resul-t. Àfter 1960, when an air agreement with Turkey

had been made, littIe occurred until 1969 when cpÀ began

service to Greece and orympic began service to canada. The

canadian Greek bilateral was signed in 197q, five years rat-
er (Treatv series 1977/41). In 1970 canada approached the

uAR but received no official reply. rn the same year canada

was approached by Lebanon with the first tarks being herd in
1971. rn 1971 the bilateral with rsrael vras f inaIly com-

pleted allowing cPÀ and Er À1 to begin services. Jordan

approached canada in 1971 but v¡as told that at that time

there was inadequate traffic. rraqi Àirrines made an

approach to canada in 1973, which canada regarded as unoffi-
cial since it did not come from the rraqi government, and

was told that canada was currently reviewing its air trans-
port policy and wourd contact Iraq at some subsequent time
(Debates 1st session of the 29Lh parriament vol. vrI Nov. 17

1973, 7617) .
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A few scattered biraterals were agreed during the mid

1970s. In 1975 an agreement r.rith poland was initialled
(c.r.c. 1975, 29) with the signing occurring in 1976 (Treatv

series 1977/4). rn 1g7s there was also an agreement v¡ith
Morocco (¡accitt 1980 , s24) " rn 1977 there hras a canada-Fin-
land agreement (Treaty Series 1977 /gZ) "

At the end of the 1970s talks $¡ere underway between cana-

da and the united Kingdom on a ne!¡ birateral when the Brit-
ish moved to transfer Air canada from Heathrow to Gatwick

Airport because of congestion. The canadian carrier, with
the support of the Liberal and, then, the conservative gov-

ernment r fesisted because such a rnove would create a problem

for any of its passengers connecting to European carriers.
rt r.ras f inaI1y settred when Margaret rhatcher's new govern-

ment agreed to let Àir canada stay put in october 1979

(Montreal Gazette October 10, 1979, 59).

The 1980s wourd be dominated by severar issues: small
European carriers seeking access to Toronto, large European

carriers seeking access to western canada, and the expansion

of canadian transatrantic services beyond Europe into asia.
À fevr more small carriers arso secured entrance into the

Canadian market.

The 1 980s opened with the uK-canada birateral being
revised to give the uK access to western canada. The uK now

had eight gateways into canada from the u"K.: Gander, Hali-
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fax, MontreaI, Toront,o, Winnipeg, Edmonton, CaIgary, and

vancouver. rn 1984 ottawa made a ninth. rn return, canada

could operate out of nine cities (sydney being the addition-
al one) rising to ten in 1984. rts carrier also had fifth
freedom rights to Brussels, Dusserdorf, vienna and Zurich.
canada arso received wide beyond rights in Europe, the Mid-

d1e East, and onward to India, but with restrictions. In

rndia itself, carcutta and Delhi v¡ere excruded and Bombay

was excluded before 1982. rn south-east Àsia, singapore was

excluded before 1984. Canada also received restricted fifth
freedom rights to the sub-continent. The initial arrocation
v¡as a maximum of seven flights beyond the uK v¡ith no more

than three to one point. A schedule provided for an

Íncrease over time during the years 1983-1989. rhis birat-
eral thus links the themes of the eastward expansion of can-

adian service and increased penetration of canada by Europe-

an carriers.

The second European carrier to secure entry to western

canada v¡as Lufthansa. The bilateral was agreed in 19e2 and

signed in January 1983. During the period of negotiations,
on March 5 1981 Lufthansa vetoed a schedure change "at the

last minute" and forced the re-routing of 11ro0o passengers

when it refused to authorize an increase of frights to
Frankfurt from western canada to seven weekly from three (ec

Horizons March 31, 1981, 1). canada received certain inter-
mediate fifth freedom rights in Europe to Germany, fifth
freedom Rights beyond Germany, and the freedom from capacity
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predetermination. Germany received some limited fifth free-
dom rights into the united states. rt got one stop access

to vancouver from January 1 983 with nonstop access to a

point in Alberta with intransit rights to one california
point" In 1985 it wourd receive a second nonstop point in
Àrberta with similar intransit rights to a carifornia point.
Nonstop rights to vancouver would become available at such

time as a canadian carrier began non-stop service to Frank-

furt from vancouver, or on January 1 1987 , whichever came

first (ÀC Horizons no. 590 Feb. i 1982, 1 ). Finatly, in
1985 a third European carrier, KLM, gained access to western

canada with rights to vancouver and calgary as welr as

Toronto and t'lontrea1 (Transport Canada 19BS/86).

The expansion of canada's transatlantic carriers into
southern Àsia effectively started rvith the conclusion of a

bilaterar with India in February 1992. The agreement gave

rndia the right to serve Mirabel airport from New Delhi and

Bombay twice weekly" canada courd serve Bombay from any

point in Canada twice a week. Various fifth freedom rights
vrere provided both carriers. canada' s rights vrere to carry
loca1 traffic between two European points (excluding France

and the u.s.s.R. ) and one Asian point v¡est of Bombay and to
carry traffic from Bombay to any two points in southeast

Asia. The fifth freedom rights became effective at such

time as both carriers were operating (ec Horizons no. s93

March 17 1982, 1). The birateral arso provided for an

around the world cargo route" rndia had been seeking the



bilateral since 1976. Canada agreed after
and German bilaterals provided addiLional

rights. In 1982 the Canada-France bilateral
ed in regard to any Paris-India service and

The next two steps occurred in 1984. In that year a

bil-aterar vras reached with singapore and the canada-rndia

bilateral was revised. Àir canada and Air singapore had

been both vitally interested in service between canada and

singapore for some tirne and in 1982 they had discussed an

exchange of flight numbers under which two of srÀ's seven

weekry flights from singapore to London would have taken on

Air canada flight numbers and continued on to canada while
two of Àir canada's frights to London would have taken on

srA's fright numbers and continued to singapore (eir Trans-
port Wor]d, Feb. 1982, 15). The Singapore bilateral was

signed in June 1984 and provided for service from canada

both via the Pacific and via Europe/Middre East. The 1994

amendment of the rndian bilaterar tied in with the efforts
of foreign carriers to secure access to Toronto. In return
for granting India entry to Toronto, and a beyond right from

Montreal to a us point, canada received new rights for both

its transatlantic and transpacific services. For transat-
lantic services, canada got acess to De1hi, as well as Bom-

bay, and rights beyond and for transpacific services it got

access to Delhi as well as Cal-cutta"

the ne$r

fifrh

l¡as also

southeast
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The fourth step was the conclusion of a bilaterar with
Thailand in 1986. Às a result of this bilateral, one carri-
€Fr cPA, received the right to around the worrd service for
passenger and cargo and one, Air canada, received an east-
ward round the world cargo service and access to Bangkok

from the west (canadian Government press Release #234/g6 for
release Nov. 19 , 1 986 ) "

rt v¡as arso in 1986 that serious disputes about Àir cana-

da's eastward extension of service arose. The first v¡as

with Singapore and the second was with the U.K..

singapore found itserf to be unhappy with the bilateral
and never began service, arthough Àir canada began service
in 1985. singapore moved to terminate the birateral in Jury
1986 because it was required to serve Miraber instead of
Ðorval, it did not have access to Toronto, and it vras having
difficulties securing the rights it needed in Europe. srÀ
vras being blocked by cpÀ in its efforts to obtain permission
to fly through Àthens, Rome, and Àmsterdam. rts right to
operaLe via Hong Kong and Tokyo to vancouver v¡as also depen-

dent on cPÀ getting rights from those countries (calqary

Herald Tuesday July 'l 5 1 986 , D3 ) . The di spute was resolved
in February 1988. canada got additional rights beyond sin-
gapore and srA got beyond rights from canada into the united
states (clobe and Mail, February 6 1988, 86). Àir canada

now had two beyond rights eastbound from singapore, cpA's
successor, cAr, had three beyond rights vrestbound, and sIÀ
got access to Vancouver through Korea.
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rn september 1986 the uK moved to terminaLe the canada-uK

bilateral" The point aL issue r{as that t.he uK craimed that.
80 per cent, of Àir canada's London-Bombay traffic was grit-
ish in origin" Air canada disputed this saying that s0 per

cent was British originating, that 30 per cent vras stopover
traffic which vras ongoing, and that 65 per cent of the traf-
fic in ultimate origin !¡as canadian (airline Business Dec.

1986 ) . British Àirr¡tays also had f ound its rights to western
canada unprofitabre" In November in response to the British
action, canada announced its intention to withdraw from the
International Air service Transit Asreement " This would
permit canada to deny Britain the use of canadian air space,
considerabJ.y rengthening several of the uK's services to the
us. By early June 1987 the dispute $¡as affecting various
aspects of canadian-British air service incruding an Air
canada proposed charter service and a sritish Airways pro-
posed low f are (winnipeq Free press, May 19 1gg7, 24., June 3

1987, 22) 
"

The third major question of the 1990s vras the access of
more of the smaller transatlantic carriers to Toronto. In
early 1983 it was announced that the moratorium woul_d be

relaxed and access permitted under four conditions: (a) can-
ada would get egual benefits in exchange, (b) trre foreign
carrier would provide an equivalent level of service to Mir-
abel, (c) the new service would operate in the off-peak
period, and (d) the carrier would agree to operate from Lhe
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terminal building assigned by the Department of Transport
(¡tinistry of Transport 1gg2/93, 3). rn 1gg4 Greece got
access to Toronto, as did yugoslavia (in its first bilater_
al with canada). Also, in 1994r âs mentioned above, the
canada-r ndia bi rateral v¡as amended to provide Ài r I ndia
entry to Toronto (t'tinistry of Transport 1 gg4/gS) " I srael_

and Bergium secured entry in 1995 (¡tinistry of Transport
1985/86) " Thailand got its access to Toronto, as mentioned
above, in 1986. TÀp was operating into Toronto in 1gg7 and

sIA, as mentioned above, 9ot access to Toronto in 19gg.

only a few other agreements affecting the transatlantic
were made in the 1980s. rn 1gg4 Bergium secured a change of
gauge for its t'Iontreal-Detroit operations in exchange for
Àir canada getting air freight access to Brussers from
Toronto. The same year rsrael secured a change of gauge for
its Montreal-Florida operation when the number of beyond
points for the carriers of both countries was raised to four
from two (uinistry of Transport 1gg3/g4, 2_3) . In both cas_

es the change of gauge rlras subcontracted to a regionar cana-
dian carrier. In 1983 Romania signed the 19g1 agreement

that had provided permission for TARouM to serve Montreal
and, in 1984, canada signed the memorandum of understanding
which had been agreed between canada and the ussR in septem-

ber 1983 to permit Gander to be used as a technicar stop in
a Russian air transfer of personnel to and from its fishing
fleet. The signing was derayed by canada until the forrow-
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ing March in protest over the Korean Airrine disaster (vi
istry of Transport 1983/B+,2-3)"

Through the years, canada's governments have gradually
constructed a pattern of biraterars which today permit the
majority of canadians ready access to most of the destina-
tions in Europe and Àsia to which it is practical for air-
lines to offer direct service, and even some to which it is
likery not economicar for airrines to serve. The over-rid-
ing concern has, however, been maintaining the hearth of
canadian carriers in doing so, and restricting the access of
foreign carriers to the canadian market as much as possible.
The end result, however, has been that not only do canadians
and others have ready access between canada and transatlan-
tic points, but that they can frequently travel_ on canada's
own carriers, thus improving canada's balance of payments

and the welfare of all Canadians.

5,3 EN4prAN 9O\¡ERbTMENT 
pOLrCy ON CÀNAprAt{ CARRTER

DESTINATIONS

The alrocation of permission to canadian carriers by the
Canadian government to serve transatlantic destinations has

undergone considerabre evol-ution since the end of the second

World [r7ar. Prime Minister Mackenzie King stated in 1943

that rcÀ was to be the government's chosen instrument for
all transcontinental and internationat services (Debates,

April 2 1943" 1776-1778)"

87

n-
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when G. R" McGregor became president of TcA, it had been

clearly established that he v¡as expected to run the company

on at least a break-even basis (Mccregor 1990, 1). This
fact was to have great importance in shaping the initial
breaches in TCA's monopoly position in the international
f ield 

"

rn 1948r oD being questioned on the subject by c. D.

Howe, the cabinet minister to whom he reported, McGregor

informed Howe that the traffic situation did noL encourage

the establishment of a service to Àustraria and New zealand
to imprement the bilateral agreements with those countries.
This was demonstrated by the poor load factors on British
Commonwealth Pacific Àirlines's services between Australia
and New Zealand and North Àmerica. In addition, the only
available eguipment, North star M-2s, courd only operate
westbound on the route at 2s% capacity because of the over-
water distances that vrere reguired" TcÀ, therefore, had no

plans to open a service to Lhe Antipodes for at least two

years (McGregor 1 980 , 29-30) 
"

canadian Pacific Àir Lines, however, had appried to serve
both Japan and china and Àustraria and Ne¡v Zearand. c.D.
Howe and his cabinet informed his correagues that rcÀ was

not immediately able to begin service and woul_d requi re
heavy financiar assistance if it. did so. He $¡as therefore
in favour of modifying the government's position on TCÀ as

the sore chosen instrument. on June 26, after several cabi-
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net meetings, it rras decided to designate cpÀL on Lhe pacif-
ic as canada's carrier. No subsidy, however, rras to be paid
and c.D" Howe required that cpAL use the canadian-built
North Star in its pacific operations.

c"D. Howe seems to have felt that it rrras desirable for a

canadian company to begin operations on the pacific rest the
routes go by defaurt to the carrier of some other country.
It is also possible that the cabinet was concerned that cpAL

wourd make a pubric case that the government's carrier had a

"dog in the manger" attitude since TCÀ was not wilring to
operate the route and was preventing another carrier which
l¡as ready and willing to do it from going ahead (p" smith
1986, 141-143). The decision was announced by the Minister
of Transport, L. chevrier, on July 21, 1g4g, four weeks

after the decision was made and after the House of commons

had begun its summer recess (p. Snith 1996, 13g).

"The nose of the camel was nov/ f irmly inside the tent,, as

cPÀL had broken TCA monopoly on all internationar routes.
In 1953, having secured a ricence from Mexico by-passing the
inter-governmental negotiations that were going oo, cpÀL was

able to begin service arong another path on the pacific rim.

rn 1954 cPÀL again approached the government to take up a

route that vras availabre but unserved by TCÀ" This was the
right to serve Amsterdam from canada. cpAL proposed serving
Amsterdam from vancouver via a "po1ar route". McGregor

informed c. D" Howe, stirl the minister to whom he reported,
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Lhat rcÀ's studies of the potenLial revenue situations made

it clear that it was not an economicar venture. He aLso

prophesized that, if it v¡ere granted, CpÀL would soon

approach the government for additional privileges at other
Canadian points" He said, however, that TCÀ would not

oppose the application lest it be accused of "dog in the
manger" tactics " The majority of the canadian cabinet
proved in favour of giving cPÀL the necessary permission and

the licence was granted as of January, 1955"

rn '1 956, the right to serve yelrowknif e v¡as added to
cPÀL's Vancouver-Amsterdam route. In 1958 the conservative
Government of the time permitted cpÀL to exchange yelrowk-

nife for Edmonton. other canadian points wourd forlow
(t'tcGregor 1 980, 66-67 ) "

rn mid-1956 cPÀL appried to operate another North Àtlan-
tic route that rcÀ regarded as not viable under existing
circumstances. This ï¡as Toronto to Lisbon. cpAL, however,

h'as better positioned since its services to spanish-speaking

America allowed it to tap this market for passengers to the

rberian peninsura" Both the Minister of Transport, George

Marrer, and c. D. Howe, the minister responsibre for TcÀ,

initially opposed the reguest, but as the election
approached, which their party was fated to lose, their firm-
ness decrined. The management of TcÀ also decided to back

alray from the press fight that cpÀL threatened if they were

blocked in return for a government assurance, which TcA
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received, that this was the rast cpA,L demand in Europe that
wourd be granted. cpAL was thereupon granted its applica-
tion (t'tcGregor 1980, 79-80).

when a bilateral- was reached with rtary in 1959, cpÀL was

designated as the canadian carrier to rtaly (t"tccregor 19g0,

115). rt vras subsequently given Greece and lsrael as wel_l_.

rn 1959 the board of TcÀ made a formal suggestion to the
government that CPAL and TCÀ divide international routes on

a continental basis. cpAL would receive the pacific, Þtexi-
cor and south Àmerica. TCA wourd receive the transatrantic
and car ibbean routes (McGregor 1 990 , 114) tni s proposal r.¡as

again put forr.¡ard in 1961 to the special rnterdepartment
committee which was studying the poricy on domestic and

international route licensing arthough TCA's preferred pro-
posal was the creation of a single internationar carrier and

a single domestic carrier (ucGregor 1990, 121) 
"

In the face of CpR opposition,
and Air Canada did not proceed

"mesh, not merge" gained ground.

port, L. Balcer, who had replaced

1961 that it would be government

front for TCÀ and CPAL in their
tries in 1961 (ltccregor 1980, 124)

the proposal to unite CpÀL

but instead the idea of

The new Minister of Trans-

George Hees, announced in
policy to provide a single
deal-ings with other coun-

Late in 1961 the canadian government designated cpÀL to
serve London from western canada. cpÀL had sought this on
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the grounds that its wesLern canada-Amsterdam service was

having difficulty competing with carriers serving London.
(uccregor 1 980, 122-123) .

The acceptance of GPAL's application to serve London from

Vancouver in 1961 was very surprising because it did not

seem to be consistent with another decision made shortly
before it" The 1959 canada-uK bilaterar permitted the des-

ignation of a canadian carrier to serve Hong Kong from Mont-

real- and TCÀ had been tord it would receive permission to
operate this service. Then the Minister of Transport told
TCA he had changed his intention of arrowing it to serve

Hong Kong on the grounds that he was concerned that this
would be interpreted as a violation of the decrared policy
against putting two canadian carriers on the same interna-
tional route (uccregor 1980, 113-114).

The Minister of Transport, Balcer, exprained the Govern-

ment's decision to grant cpAL permission to serve London

from western canada in the House of commons. Traffic from

British columbia and Arberta r¡as frying to London on us car-
riers out of seattle which had a direct service to the uK.

Àustralian traffic enroute to the uK was choosing eantas
excl-usivery and crossing the usÀ directly to London. cpÀL's
proposed route used the northern path deveroped by cpÀL and

would permit it to better exploit the market it had estab-
lished in western canada. cpAL, in turn, would be abre to
Lap the market in the Northwest us and in and south pacific.
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The uK bilaterar permitted the designation. The rouLe wourd

not hurt rcÀ since the route to be frown by cpAL was longer
than that operated by TCA. The diversion of TCÀ's gross

revenue Ì,¡as estimated at only between 1 and 3 l/z percent.
Finally he said it was absurd that passengers choosing to
fly CPÀL to London had to backtrack to London from Amsterdam

(nebates, 1960-1961 vot. VIrr 9092-5) 
"

The British government refused to permit such a designa-
tion on the grounds that traffic h'as inadequate to permit
the addition of another carrier between canada and the uK.

on November 14 1961, at a meeting between the canadian Min-
ister of Transport 

.and 
the British Minister of Air, it v¡as

agreed to defer the whore question "for further study" and

the license was eventually withdrawn by the canadian govern-

ment (nain 1987, 23).

CPAL also had proposed the introduction of a scheduled

piston aircraft service between Toronto/Montreal and London

at the rower fares permitted by IATA for such a service.
This $¡as denied by the canadian government as was its later
proposal to operate such a service between Toronto/Montreal

and Amsterdam (Mccregor 1 980, 124, 129) .

The possibility of uniting the

considered by the Liberal government

idea again faded in the face of CpR

of inter-carrier co-operation, part

two carriers was again

elected in 1963" The

opposition and the idea

icularly in the interna-
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f oref ront (tøccregor '1980,

In 1964 t.he Minister of Transport, Mr. pickersgill,
reference to the international air services, stated that

Àir services provided by canadian airlines shourd
serve the Canadian interest as a whole; these ser-vices should not be competitive or conflicting,
but should represent a single integrated plan,
which could be achieved by amalgamatiõn, by þart-nership, or. by a clear division of fields of óper-ations" (Department of Transport press BelêaseÀprit 24 1964) -

1n

on June 1 1965, after consulting with the tv¡o airlines,
the Transport Minister, J. w. pickersgirr, made a statement

in the House of commons setting forth a division of interna-
tionar routes that in essence wourd remain unchanged for
over twenty years. CPAL wourd serve the entire pacific
area, Asia, Àustraria and New zearand, southern and south-
eastern Europe, the Netherlands in northlrestern Europe, and

Latin Àmerica. Àir canada would serve the united Kingdom,

western, northern, and eastern Europe, except the Nether-
lands, and the caribbean. The guestion of Africa was left
unresol-ved and the guestion of the division of routes into
the united states,¡ras arso derayed until the setting of the

Canada-US bi Iateral in 1966 (r"rccregor 1 980 , 1 51 ) .

The next important "statement on Àir policy" to touch on

international questions in a major way v¡as that announced on

November 23, 1973 by the Minister of Transport, J" Marchand.

The objectives of Canada's air policy were
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to ensure safe, efficient, and convenient air ser-vices to meet the needs of travelling canadians;to contribute to the economic and social wel-r-be-ing of the country; and to ensure that air servi-
ces are reasonably balanced to create an atmos_phere in which the industry can continue todevelop in an efficient and profitable mannerwithout undue burdens on the taxþayer. (oirector-
ate of PubIic Affairs, Transport Canada, press
Release, March 23 1973)

The economic viability of routes was to remain a major con-
sideration and international services would not be estab-
lished sorely in the interest of national prestige. Tempo-

rary author izaLions on international scheduled services
would be discouraged in preference to negotiated birateral
agreements and co-operation between the two major carriers
was encouraged. After again asserting the pre-eminence of
Àir canada, Marchand announced a somewhat changed division
of the globe, which would be subject to review after seven

years. Air canada v¡as given norLhern Europe, except the
Netherrands, centrar Europe and eastern Europe (the warsal,

Pact countries) and yugosravia. cpA was given southern and

southeastern Europe, including the right to service Mi1an,

prus the Net.herlands. Àir canada was assigned the caribbean
states and the bordering south Àmerican states, columbia,
venezuela, Guiana, surinam and French Guiana. cpÀ received
the balance of south and central Àmerica, except BraziI
which might be assigned to either airline. CPÀ retained
Àustralia, New Zearand, and the pacific Isrand countries.
Air canada r^ras assigned all of Àf rica except Morocco, Alge-
ria and Tunisia, and either Egypt or sudan, if one $¡ere
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selected as a route in a canada-rtaIy bilaterar, which went

to cPA" rn Asia Àir canada received Lebanon, rndia, and

Pakistan while cPÀ was assigned most of the balance incrud-
ing rsrael, rran, china and Japan" Air canada, though,
might also be designated to china if canada obtained the
right to designate two carriers in a future birateral.
Southeast Asia was left for future consideration.

cPA felt harshly treated in this revised division of the
gIobe. rt had lost colombia, venezuera, and the three for-
mer Guianas along with parts of Eastern Europe, Lebanon,

Pakistan, and rndia. rn addition, its former preserves of
Brazil and southeast Àsia were no\.¡ in doubt and Air canada

had been assigned most of Africa (ttarris 1979, ZZS).

Àir canada had originally planned to extend service to
Yugoslavia in 1976 and Lebanon in ig76 until market condi-
tions changed (AC Horizons, no. 441 Àug. 15 1975, 3).

The division of the worrd between the Lwo major carriers
began to fray somewhat in the mid 1990s under the conserva-
tive government of Brian Murroney. wardair, which began

international scheduled operations in late 199s, received
designation as a schedul-ed carrier to puerto Rico, the uK,

and the Dominican Republic" Nationair vras granted Hamilton-
London and Montreal-Brussels as scheduled routes (rnforma-

tion Canada, no. 248/87 for release Oct. 5, 1gg7 , 4) .

Except for wardair's uK rights, these were routes which no

other canadian carrier v¡as serving or was likery to serve.
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rn 1987 another low-cost scheduled carrier, this time Brit-
ish, was authorized, This r/¡as Highland Express Airways for
a no-fri11s service between Toronto and Glasgow (winnipeq

Free Press, Wednesday, June 3, 1987, 22) 
"

At the end of 1986, the structure of canada's air trans-
port system was transformed when PWA acquired cpÀ and they

formed into canadian Airlines rnternational-. rn 1 986 Air
canada had passenger revenues of ç21200 million, compared to

$1,60Omi11ion for cAI, and $388 milrion for wardair (clobe

and Mail Report On Business Maqazine, Àugust, 1987, 20)"

In 1g87 there followed a restructuring of the interna-
tionar allocation of routes between Àir canada and cpÀ's

successor, canadian Àirlines rnternational, which gave both

carriers a chance at building an around the world service.
In Europe CÀI gave up Portugal, Spain and Greece and

received Denmark, Sweden, Norway, the USSR, Munich, the

right to serve Frankfurt from western canada, and the right
to serve one other point, except Frankfurt or Dusserdorf, in
the Federal Republic of Germany. À11 of Àfrica, including
NorLh Africa, and all of the Middre East,arong with cyprus

and Turkey, are novr reserved for Air Canada. In Àsia, Air
canada was assigned to serve the entire area up to and

including Burma, except for an across the pacific service to
Delhi or calcutta which was reserved for cAr " cÀr was

assigned Àsia east of Burma except Singapore, Ma1aysia,

Korea, and the Philippines which went to Air canada. Àus-
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tralia, New zearand, and the pacific Isrands hrere reserved
for cÀI' rn the Americas, south of the us, Àir canada onry

retained the Caribbean area and Venezuela.

The stated purpose of the exchange was to benefit canada,

travel-1ers, shippers, and the canadian airrine industry by

providing for expansion and the opportunity of nev¡ services
by canadian carriers" Mr. crosbie arso said that applica-
tions from canadian carriers other than Àir canada and cÀI

would continue to be examined on their own merits and that
the policy incruded an undertaking to consurt with other
canadian carriers on individual apprications (canada Infor-
mation no. 248/87 for release October 5, 1987, 2-4). In mid

1988 wardair recel,ràa access to paris as a schedul-ed carri-
er.

canada's governments, whether Liberal or conservative,
have demonstrated, untir recentry, that their primary con-
cern in allocating destinations amongst canadian carriers
vras to enable these carriers to compete more effectively
internationally by not having to fight amongst themserves.

canada's initial flag carrier in a region would normally see

a route aIl-ocated to another canadian carrier onry if it was

not willing to immediately begin serving that destination
and the other carrier h'as. À desire to provide a wider
variety of choice to consumers by providing a wider variety
of canadian airlines on the North Atrantic has not been dem-

onstrated at all until the recent Mulroney government. By

preventing intra-canadian competition on the dense transat-
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lantic city pairs that might seem to support it, canada's
governments had enabled canada's major carriers to bett.er
serve destinations beyond those city pairs which had a very

high demand since the travellers who did not continue on to
the final destination of the flight stirl contributed to
covering the cost of the entire flight over the greatest
part of its route.

The canadian government al-so monitors the movement of
fares in comparable city pairs in domestic and international
markets to insure that undue price discrimination does not

occur" This demonstrates an interest in equity as well as

economic efficiency (Transport canada February 1 981 , 231 ,

239-240) .

5"4 coNcLusroN

canada's governments have generarly shaped their poricies
on North Àtrantic aviation in what wourd seem to be the
interest of Canada as a who1e. Àt the end of the Second

worrd Ï^7ar, the canadian government endeavoured to secure a

multilaterar system of air agreements for international civ-
i1 aviation that would have opened the entire world to cana-

dian carriers at the risk of opening canada to alr the

world's carriers. Àfter this endeavour failed, Canada's

governments followed a policy aimed primarily at securing
the interest of canada's carriers before consulting the

apparent interest of consumers to have the widest possibre
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choice. This is true both in its policies towards bilater-
ars and towards the a1l-ocation of destinaLions amongst cana-

da's carriers. Às wirr be argued in subsequent chapters,
canadian carriers, even though they were not permitted to
compete among themselves on the same routes, have been firm-
Iy disciplined by the ability of canadians to use those
European carriers which were not pooled with a particurar
canadian carrier, to use the route systems of Àmerican car-
riers by travelling via the united states, and, since the
start of the 1960s, by the threat posed by a very vigorous
charter industry on the canadian North Àtrantic. The poli-
cies of canada's governments have created a situation where

canada has more than one quite hearthy internationar carri-
êr r including two which stand on the verge of extending
their transatrantic operations into round the world servi-
ces. chapter vI will now look at the behaviour of canada's
scheduled carriers on the North Àtlantic.



ChapLer VI

CANADA'S SCHEDT'LEÐ CARRIERS

scheduled traffic between canada and Europe developed

under favourabl-e conditions during the period studied.
There were strong links between the populations which lrere

further strengthed by European emigration to canada. The

growth in demand occurred in the context of favourable eco-
nomic factors. Fundamental features vrere the rong period of
generally sustained economic arowth in the relevant econo-
mies, combined with high income erasticities of demand for
air travel " The innovations in aircraft design made air
travel increasingly attractive, safe, and economical.
Ðernand for business travel increased under the impetus of
economic arowth and pleasure travel- surged forward under the
conditions of high demand erasticities, attractive fares,
and improvements in air transport economics. These improve-
ments included both improvements in aircraft and marketing
innovations in fares and other business practices.

This chapter will present

of Canada's scheduled carriers
first section wiIl follow the

adaption to changing economic

tion will fotlow the evolution

the air transport development

on the North Atlantic" The

ir expansion into Europe and

conditions. The second sec-

of the pooling phenomenon on
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hird section examines the

Warda i r "

6.1 EXPA¡{STON OF CANADTAN CARRTERS LNTO ET.IROPE

This section will present a detaired account of how the
activities of canada's major scheduled carriers led them to
the point where, jointly, they serve most of the major cen-
tres in Europe and where each stands on the edge of creating
around the world services.

6.'l .1 1937-1947 The Emerqence of TCÀ and CpÂ,L

During the decade from 1937 to 1947 both of the major

canadian international air carriers v¡ere created. Both then
played important roles in canada's war effort on the North
Àtlant ic "

Trans-canada Àirrines (later Àir canada) was formed as a

crown corporation in 1937 following the fairure of an

attempt by the canadian government to create a national air
carrier owned equally by the CNR and CpR. The original
attempt had proposed each company would name four directors
with a ninth director being named by the Minister of Trans-
port t ot ¡ in an amended proposar, with three directors being
named by each company and three by the Minister. TcAr âs

actually formed, had only one shareholder, the government-

owned CNR; its mandate r,¡as to operate al1 Canada's transcon-
tinental and international air service (¡¿ccitt 19go , 11-12).
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one year later, the TCÀ Act was amended to alrow TcA,

with the approval of the Governor-General in council, to
form a joint company with rrish and British companies to
establish a transatrantic air service (eshrey 1963 , 1z). rn
1935 canada had entered an agreement with the uK, Eire, and

Newfoundland to establish such a service (uccitt 1990, 11)

and in 1937 rmperiar Airways and pÀÀ both carried out exper-
imentar crossings on the North Atrantic with frying boats
(oavies 1964, 323) .

canadian Pacific Àir Lines was organized on May 16 1942

from airlines arready controLled by the cpR (uain 1967,

368)" Tt thus became part of canadian pacific's conglomer-

ate enterprise. curiously, canadian pacific personnel were

invol-ved in creating a transatlantic air service even before
CPAL was created. sir Edward Beatty, president of the cpR,

arranged the creation of the Ferry service in 1940 at the
request of Lord Beaverbrook. This frew bomber aircraft
built in North America to the uK. The service was subse-
quently taken over by the Royar Àir Force Ferry command in
1941 (uain 1967, 163, j65). During the war cpAL was deeply
involved in the construction of the Alaskan highway and

developed knowledge and experience which wourd leave it werl
placed at the end of the vrar to apply to create an air ser-
vice to the orient (ttain 1967, 159-160)"

During the war,

BOAC's Return Ferry

TCÀ crev¡s took part in the manning of

Service, the initial purpose of ¡vhich
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r{as to fly the crews of Ferry service back to North America.

rn 1943 TCÀ was put in charge of creating the canadian Gov-

ernment rrans-Àtrantic Àir service, cGTÀs, to carry mair and

important passengers for the war effort between canada and

Great Britain.

CGTAS began service with one converted Lancaster bomber

on Jury 22, 1943. By the end of the war it had a freet of
six converted Lancasters. (¡aain 1967, 154-5)" rn 1946 ser-
vice was extended from prestwick to London (stroud 1962,

424). Tickets for transatlantic frights began to be sold
following the end of war (p. smith 1986, 93). cGTÀs contin-
ued operations ti11 the end of Aprir 1947 (stroud 1962,

425) .

Tn 1945 the TCÀ Àct was amended to allow the carrier to
undertake investments or give assistance to the air compa-

nies of other countries so that specific agreements might be

made with those carriers to feed traffic into canadian ser-
vices (pebates 2nd session vol. rr oct. 22 194s, 1396-1405).

In 1945 there was a statement in the House of commons

that the pattern of routes to be developed by TcÀ wourd have

a reasonable chance of operating on an economic basis rather
than be directed towards national prestige. The interna-
tional routes of TCÀ were to be operated by a series of TcÀ

subsidiaries, except those to the u"s" which were considered

to be an extension of domestic services" (Debates 2nd ses-

sion Vol. II Oct" 22 1945, 1355-7)"
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By the end of this period there vrere thus two canadian

airrines which had been created and had played important
roles during the Second World War. In addition, an initial
poricy f.or canadian international aviation had been laid out
and it vras clearly intended by the canadian government that,
in developing its international- route systern, TcA was to pay

close attention to its bottom Iine.

6.1 "? 1947-1?59 The creation of North Àtrantic passenqer
Net¡e orks

rn the years between 1947 and 1959 both TCA and cpAL cre-
ated the basic framework of their trans-Atrantic passenger

networks using propeller driven aircraft. TCÀ was named to
serve the united Kingdom and graduarly expanded into Europe

from this firm economic base. cpÀL first received the sta-
tus of being a canadian frag carrier for trans-pacific ser-
vices. lt then secured access to north-western Europe and

later received permission to operate to rberia. By the end

of this period cpAL had received permission to extend its
service further east in the Mediterranean basin. Throughout

this period the totar market for canadian North Atlantic
passenger traffic was developing steadily"

TCÀ (etlanric ) Ltd" , the

actually formed for the operat

vices, took over the operati
passenger air service on North

only subsidiary company of TCÀ

ion of international air ser-

on of the Canadian scheduled

Atlantic on May 1 1947. The
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North star replaced the Lancastrian. rndeed, the first
North star on the Montreal-uK route preceded the official
TcÀ (etlantic) Ltd" take-over by some 2 weeks (stroud 1962,

424) " TcA added service to shannon, Eire¡ oD october 1 1947

(stroud 1962, 425)" During 1947, TCA had at least a daily
service betr+een canada and Europe. rn Jury it reached 11

return trips weekly (oebates, 1947 July 6 vol. vt, 5222).

TCA carried virtually atl the traffic since the only other
carrier was BoÀc with a once weekly return service (Rai1wav

and Shippinq Sessional Committee, May l3 j947 no. 4, 245,

233) 
"

In 1948 a number of i.mportant developments occurred

affecting both TCA and cpÀL. TcA began service to Bermuda

from eastern canada May 1 and to Nassau, Kingston and port

of spain December 2 (stroud 1962, q2G-427). TcA would

remain the chosen instrument of the canadian government in
this market ' As will be discussed in chapter vrrr , this
market was and is important to TCÀ/Air Canada's North Attan-
tic operations because the peak season for caribbean traffic
farls in the off season on the North Atlantic. The second

major development was cpAL's success in securing permission

to become canada's designated carrier to pacific destina-
tions. If CPAL had not broken TcÀ's monopoly at this time

it is probable that it wourd never have been able to begin

service to Europe"



TÀBLE 6 " 
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TCA's Scheduled Overseas Operations 1947-1964

Year ÀtIant ic
Scheduled

Southern
Scheduled

TotaI
Scheduled

1 947
1 948
1 949
1 950
19s1
1 952
1953
1 954
1 955
1 956
1 957
1 958
'1 959
1 960
1 961
1 962

14 ,393
23 r429
21 ,972
17 ,340
21 ,200
23,1 00
25,100
29,000
34,000
40 ,000
48 ,000
61 ,000
64,000
83,000

1 04 ,000
1 '14 ,000

2,951
1 1 ,543
14 ,952
21 ,100
29 ,7 00
29,600
32,000
31,000
46,000
58,000
72,000
B7,000

14 ,393
26,390
33,415
32,292
42 r646x
52 ,7'77 x
54 ,7 41
50 ,840
65 ,1 44
86,354

106,459
132,663
151 ,249

sources: Total- scheduled passenger traffic is takenfrom stat. can. series s1-zo1 anð s1-202. The NorthAtl-antic and caribbean totals for 1947-1 950 arefrom TCÀ's Ànnual Report for the year. For i951-
1953 these tõ,tarF-affirculated on the basis of therates of change given in the year's TCÀ ÀnnualRepgrt and the total f or scheduled traf r:.c given Inseries 51-202. The totals for Àtlantic sðheduledtraffic for 1954-1962 are from Davies (1964), p.461.Totars f or the southern services 1gs4-19ú9- r¡¡ereobtaingd by subtracting Davies's figures from therounded totals f or TCA's schedul_ed traif ic.Note: The two years marked * may contain 71611 and
3 ,000 irnmigrants f lown to canadá f or the canadiangovernment respectivery. This would reduce the tot-ars for the southern services for those two yearsby those amounts.

CPAL gained access to the

ernment financial constraint
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part because of gov-

as discussed in the

Pacific in

on TCÀ,
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preceding chapter, and, more positivery, as a resurt of two

of the traits of its president, Grant Mcconachie. These

were an excellent political sense and a very cavalier
approach to business when it corlided with strategic oppor-
tunity" rn response to a question as to what would happen

if CPAL got less than break-even roads on its pacific ser-
vice, Mcconachie repried, "The c.p"R. has to haul a few more

boxcars of freight to make up our losses r told the
directors to expect us to lose our shirts on the pacific for
maybe ten years until h¡e've buirt up these routes we've

got to expand while the options are open. rf we wait tirl
the routes prove out, we'11 be too late. Others will be

ahead of us" (neitrr 1972, 2s1). Às a direct resurt, "rn the
summer of 1949 canadian pacific spread its wings over nearly
fifteen thousand miles of ocean on nothing more substanLial
than Grant Mcconachie's hunch. No market survey. No eco-
nomic projections. There was not even a smudge of table-
croth arithmetic to justify the venture of some g10 million
in capital and first year operating services". (neitn 1g72,

269). such bold enterprise would soon have red to collapse
if cPÀL had not been protected by the corporate conglomerate

umbrella of Canadian pac i f ic. CPAL's attractiveness was

heightened by shipping rosses during the war and the deteri-
orating economics of passenger riners which had been the
international transport arm of Canadian pacific.
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cPÀL's expansion into Europe required these same t.raits,
They were in marked contrasL to those permitted at rcÀ where

the tone r¡as set by c.D" Howe's repry to the new president

of TcÀ, G. R. McGregor when Howe was asked for terms of ref-
erence, "you keep out of the taxpayer's pocket, and I '11

keep out of your hair" (McGregor 1980, 1).

TCA's expansion into the caribbean in 1949 was the resurt
of c.D. Howe's keeness to open such a service. This prompt-

ed him to agree to have the initial deficits covered by

TCÀ's Àtlantic contract (ucGregor 1980, 30).

In 1948 TCA's scheduled Atlantic traffic increased (fable
6" 1 ) . It was continuing to benefit from BoÀc's aircraft
shortages which meant that BoÀc's Montrear service v¡as inci-
dental to its New York service. Between canada and the uK,

TCÀ held 75% of, the traffic to BOAC's 25% and during the
peak season BoÀc was onry offering three return services
weekly compared to TCA's fourteen (Rairway g shippinq ÀpriI
6 and 7 1949, 31 5-31 6) .

rn 1949 and 1950 TcÀ saw the vorume of its North Atrantic
traffic decrine. In 1949 on the North Àtrantic, TcA experi-
enced a 6"6 per cent decrine in scheduled traffic. peak sea-

son service to the u.K" remained at two daily return servi-
ces with this being reduced in the spring and winter off
season (Railway & Shippinq, Àpri1 3 1950 no. S Zg4), No

comment was made during the annuar meeting of TCA's presi-
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dent with the Rairway and shipping sessional committee of
the House of commons on the level of competition TCA was

facing on the North Àtrantic but it was noted that currency
devaluation had resulted in the fares from the sterling area

rising by 20% compared to the 10% rise in the fare from can-
ada to the sterling area (Railwav e shippinq April 3 1950

no. 5, 285)"

rn 1950 lcA suffered a 20"7 per cent decrine in its car-
riage of North Atrantic scheduled passengers. The decline
was exprained as being due to increased competition. BoÀc's

operations had intensified and KLM and Àir France were now

licensed to operate between Montreal and continental Europe

as v¡as a charter operator. Although TCÀ sti1l carried the
major proportion of the traffic, its share had declined.
TcÀ's response to the greater vorume of foreign seat miles
being offered on the canadian North Àtlantic had been to
reduce its own services. The summer peak saw only a daily
service being offered with second sections being operated
only when needed. overall TcA did quite welr in tailoring
its decLine in revenue passenger mil_es with decline in

the formeravailable seat miles. The 22 per cent faII
v¡as matched to a 23 per cent f alr in the l-atter. The over-
all road factor for arl services thus actualty rose. TcÀ

h'as abre to do this because it was possible to transfer air-
craft and crews advantageously to domestic services (Railwav

6, Shippinq ÀpriI 23 1951 no. 3, 195)"

a

in
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rn 1951 TCA's traffic stopped its decrine and began to
increase. This year saw a 22 per cent increase in its
scheduled traff ic on the North Àtrantic " service was

extended to the continent of Europe when paris received a

service via London f rom Montreal starting April '1 1951 
"

rnitialry once weekly, service increased rater to twice
weekly. During the peak season, TcA provided one daily
fright on the North Àtlantic and this vras not reduced fol-
lowing the summer season because of an increase in traffic
(Railwav & Shippinq May 5 1952 no. 3 1974-5).

rn 1952 there was about a 10 per cent increase in sched-

uled traffic. service was extended to Dusseldorf, near

which the canadian army in n.r^"ny was then stationedr oñ

November 5 1952 (stroud 1962, 428) . Àn organ ízational
change to TCA directly affecting its North Atlantic services
occurred on January 1 1952 when TcÀ (atlantic) v¡as absorbed

into TcÀ. Its effect on operations, however, was confined
to changes in TCA's accounting system (t"tccregor 1980, 37).

rn 1953 there was about a 9 per cent increase in sched-

ured traffic. rn the high season there vrere I transatrantic
flights weekly. Paris was served by 2 of them, shannon by

1, and Dusseldorf by 1. It h'as f elt that the growth in 1953

was at least partially due to traffic for the coronation of
Elizabeth rr (Railwav ç shippinq March 29-31 & Àprir 5-6

1954, 185-186). On November 1 1953 TCA began its first
direct transatrantic service to Toronto (stroud 1962, 4zg).
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Às !¡i11 beeome apparent in the discussion on cpÀL's
access t.o the rberian peninsula in 19s7, the most important
event in 1953, in the evorution of the two canadian carri-
er's services to Europe, v¡as cpÀL's initiation of service on

october 15 from vancouver via Mexico city to Lima, peru.

cPÄL had obtained the ricense directly from the Mexican gov-
ernment" These negotiations on the part of cpAL seem to
have been lubricated by the distribution of cadilrac limou-
sines (smitn 1 996, 1 g4 ) "

The cPAL-Mexico agreement seems to have stinurated the
canadian government to bring its olrn negotiations with Mexi-
co for an air bilaterar to a quick conclusion. The bilateral
permitted KLM to serve between Montrear and Mexico city
until a canadian or Mexican carrier opened such service.
TCA moved as quickly as possibre to open a service from
Eastern canada to Mexico city to displace KLM but probrems,

first with the Mexican government over securing a licence,
and then with the us about extending TCÀ's Tampa service
onward to Mexico city, even without traffic rights, derayed
TCA's commencement of its service until January i5 1gs4
(McGregor 1 980, 77 ) "

During the period 1954 to 1958 TCÀ

in its carriage on the North Àtlantic,
CPÀL into the Canadian North Àtlantic
enjoyed growth rates of 21 per cent,
cent , 20 per cent, and 27 per cent

enjoyed rapid growth

despite the entry of

market in 1 955. TCÀ

17 per cent, 1 I per

respectively in these
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years (Table 6.1). rt was only at the very end of this
period that any major change in its route paLtern occurred.
on April 2 1958 it opened service to Brussers via London, on

May 18 1958 it opened service to zurich via London, and on

May 28 1958 it began a service London-Gander-winnipeg-van-

couver giving western canada its first direct service to
Europe (Stroud 1962, 433).

The major changes to TcÀ's services in 1gs4-19sg vrere

technological. On May 14, 1954 it introduced Lockheed

L-1 049 super consterrations between canada and London

(stroud 1962, 430)" This ended the necessity of westbound

stops in Iceland and TCÀ's base there v¡as terminated (ennual

Reoort 1954, 8). rn 19s7 wingtip tanks v¡ere added to these

aircraft permitting non-stop Àtlantic service to Europe from

points west of Montreal (Ànnua1 Report 1957, 10).

In 1954 TcA increased its capacity on the North Àtlantic
simply by replacing '1 953's eight weekly North star Frights
during the peak season with a daily service based on use of
L-1049s (Annual Report 1954, B). The L-1 049 also pernitted
TcÀ to re-establish first crass service on the North Àtran-
tic (Ànnua1 Report 1954, 9). When tourist class had been

introduced in 1952, TCA had converted all North Àtlantic
North stars to tourist crass by eliminating the rounge,

though leaving the number of passenger seats at 40 (Mccregor

1 980, 43 ) . on introduction, the super constellation had

nine first crass and 54 economy seats, raised the next year

to 11 and 55 by the elimination of the lounge (can. Av. Feb.
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1955, 80). The 1954 capacity was thus raised from 6eo tou-
rist seats in 1953 to 126 first class and 7s6 tourist seats

for a total of. 882 weekly.

In 1955 TCÀ had eight weekry return flights during the

summer peak, reduced to six in winter. Às competition in
eastern canada, TcÀ faced BoAc with eight high season weekry

frights, KLM with three, and Àir France with four. rn Ì,¡est-

ern canada cPÀL commenced operations that year offering a

single weekly flight vancouver-Amsterdam. rt captured g per

cent of the transatlantic revenue, reducing TCA's share by

7.5 per cent (Railwav Ê Shippinq March 16 1956 no. 1, 15,

56; can" ÀV., June 1957r 85). rn 1956 TCA's service rose to
10 return frights, in 1957 to 12 flights, and in '19s9 to 15

flights (Annual Report 1956, 6; 1957, 11; 1958, 7).

Às noted above, in 1 955 cpAL was able to begin a weekly

service with DC-58s, vancouver-Amsterdam. cpAL presented

the route as not onry providing a direct service to Europe

to western Canadians and residents of the northÌ.¡estern USÀ

but as a continuation of its sydney-vancouver service which

would give the residents of Australia the fastest service to
Europe in the world (Can. Àv. Àpril 19S4, 87)" The inaugu-

raL flight with 10 crew and 43 guests, incruding president

Mcconachie, left vancouver June 3 19ss (can" Av., July 1955,

144). Regularly scheduled service from sydney to Àmsterdam

began a week rater, June 7. The service took 40 hours (can.

Àv., Àp. 1955, 57) and operated via Sondre Stromfjord. In
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1956 the vancouver-Amsterdam service was raised to three

weekly flights (Can. AV., July 1956, 68). During 1956

between 7,000 (navies 1964, 461) and 9r000 passengers (Can.

Àv., June 1957, 85) were carried between Vancouver and

Àmsterdam by cPÀL. Yellowknife as a permitted traffic point
v¡as added in'1 956 (t"tccregor 1980, G7)"

rn 1955 CPAL expanded its southern operations, A route

exchange took place giving TCÀ part of cpÀL's system in Que-

bec and cPA the Mexico city-Toronto service operated by TcA.

CPAL began operating this service weekly in November (stroud

1962, 431-2).

The second step in cPAL's expansion into Europe occurred

in 1957. CPAL had applied in late 1956 for permission to
operate a service from Montreal to Lisbon (Can. Av. Dec.

1956, 3)" Às stated in Chapter V, TCA was only willing to
serve Lisbon if Portugal agreed to accept "change of gauge"

service but had been refused permission for such an opera-

tion by Portugal. cPÀL v¡as not restricted by the fact that,
in G. R" McGregor's opinion, traffic from canada to southern

Europe did not justify TCÀ contesting cpAL's application.
cPÀL contended that sufficient traffic to justify the ser-
vice would originate on its Mexican service to Toronto,

which would then be carried on to the rberian peninsula
(Railwav & Shippinq March 21 , 25, 26, 1gS7 , 272) . To

encourage south Americans to take this route, cpÀL set its
Mexico-Toronto fares uneconomically low intending to average

this out on the Toronto-Iberia leg (t'lccregor 1980, 7g) 
"
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since an erection was approaching and TCA did not contest
the apprication, cPÀL was granted its request. TcA had sev-

eraf reasons for not contesting the apprication" TCÀ's man-

agement v¡as av¡are that CPAL had ordered long-range aircraf t
and if it did not use them outside the country its pressure

on the government to use them on a transcontinental service
would be intense. TcA did not want to get invorved in a

Press fight with the cpR empire. Finarly, it secured the

promise of the Government that cpÀL wourd receive no addi-
tionar points in Europe outside of rberia in future (Mccre-

gor 1980, 79-80).

The government awarded CPAL the right to serve Spain,

once an agreement was reached with that country, and portu-

gar from Toronto and Montreal " Montrear l¡as added to the

award by the Minister of Transport when he yras convinced by

Mcconachie's argument that "Mexican infrexibility" had

denied cPÀL vlindsor-Mexico ciLy. It was suspected, however,

that cPÀL had actually promoted the agreement with Mexico,

giving CPÀL Toronto-Mexico and the Mexican airline exclusive
rights windsor-Mexico, to allow it to subsequently ask the

canadian government f or access to Montreal (t'tcGregor 1980,

78.80 ) "

CPAL began its Toronto-Montreal-Lisbon service May 30

1957 with DC-68s. Madrid was added to the service on sep-

tember 6 1957. Its route to south Àmerica was compreted on

september 23 1957 when santiago, chile was incruded in its
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June 1 1956

in Àmerican

, Santiago,

res had a

). cPÀL

Iberia a

TÀBLE 6"2

CPÀ's Operations on the North Àtlantic 1955-1962

Year Passengers

1 955
1 956
1 957
1 958
1 959
1 960
1 961
1 962

( 1 ,0oo )
7,000

14,000
22,000
25,000
28,000
37,000
41,000

Sources: The figure for
the remaining years are

1 955 is an estimate and the
from Davies (1964) , p. 461.

and Buenos Àires.

rn 1957 CPAL enjoyed a 100 per cent increase in its North
Àtlantic traffic (tabre 6.2). Its number of flights had

also doubred from 1956 when it had a tri-weekly service to
Amsterdam from western canada. rn the peak season in 1gs7

it had a bi-weekly service to Lisbon (can. Àv. March 1gs7,

68) and a four times weekry service to Àmsterdam (can. Av.

May 1957, 59). In 1958 a further increase of s7 per cent
was recorded in cPÀL's North Attantic traffic. cpÀL became
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rd airline to offer turbine service on the North

when it introduced the Bristol Britannia 314 on

1 958 providing non-stop Vancouver-Àmsterdam service
1962, 433)" In 1958 CPAL was able to exchange yel-

for Edmonton on its Amsterdam service (McGregor

) and began service to Santa Maria, Àzores (Cpe eir

Canadian North

TÀBLE 6 " 3

Àtlantic Traff ic 1957-1964

Yea r Canadian
Carriers

Fore i gn
Carriers

All
Carriers

1 957
1958
1959
1 960
1 961
1 962
1 963
1 964

62,000*
83 ,000r,
89,000*

111r000*
1 4 1 ,000*
1 50 ,899
157 ,295
190,728

67 ,804
85,585

1 09,605
1 48 ,625
173,092
191,815
189,107
245,099

1 30,000*
159,000't
1 99,000*
260,000*
3 1 4 ,000*
342 ,7 14
346,402
435,817

Sources: Figures marked * are from
p. 461 or v¡ere calculated using his
remainer are from Stat. Can. series

Davies (1964)
figures. The
51 -201 .

News Feb. 1981, 16) on its Lisbon service.

The year 1959 was not a particularly good year for TcÀ on

the North Àtrantic. canadian North Àtrantic traffic grew

about 18% over 1958 (rabre 6"3) but rcA's traffic grew by

only abouÈ 5% (table 6.1). Jet aircraft had been introduced
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on the North Atlantic by BOAC on October 4 1958 between Lon-

don and New York and on the Canadian NorLh Àtlantic, again

by BOAC, in December 1958. The small size of the increase

that it managed to secure vras doubtless a surprise to the

TCÀ management for it had increased its number of peak sea-

son flights by 20 per cent, from 15 to 18 (rCa 1959, 70),

and on May 1 1 959 had extended its services to Vienna

(Stroud 1962, 434) 
"

CPAL was able, with its turbine Britannias, to do better
than TCÀ. Its traffic rose about 14 per cent (fable 6"2).

Ðomestically i959 was a sad year for TCÀ and a happy one

f or cPÀL. Following the 1 958 Frheatcr'of t Report , which stat-
ed that a limited amount of competition domesticarly would

not harm TCA and might improve public satisfaction, the new

Conservative Minister of TransporL, George Hees, who had

already shown a preference for introducing transcontinental
competition before the report v¡as produced, authorized cpÀL

to of f er one transcontinental f light per day. (t'lcCitt 1980,

27-28) " The service began May 4 1959 with stops at Vancou-

ver, Winnipeg, Toronto, and Montreal.

CPÀL v¡as also again involved in meddling with interna-
tional birateral negotiations in 1959" That year the Minis-
ter of Transport had considered giving TCA eastern canada-

Hong Kong with CPAL getting Rome in compensation. CpAL, in

private talks of its own with Àritalia and the rtarian Gov-
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ernment, led the rtalians to believe that the bilateral was

very important to the canadian government and the rtarians
escalated their demands. cpAL then approached the canadian

government with the proposition that the tarks with the
rtarians be broken off and, instead of Rome as compensation,

CPAL would be given access to London from vancouver. The

Minister refused cPÀL London because of the poricy against
having two canadian carriers on the same international
route. For the same reason, he also withdrew permission,

rn'hich had been recentry granted, f or TcÀ to begin a service
from eastern Canada to Japan and Hong Kong. He decided,
however, that cpAL wourd get Rome because they had again
been denied London. À bilaterar vras finalry agreed with
Italy in November 1959 and cpAL in due course vras named to
service Rome (uccregor 1 980, 1 1 3-1 1 5) .

The naming of cpAL to Rome did not make sense in terms of
the fifth freedom rights held by canada. The birateral
specified that one carrier wourd be designated by each party
and that carrier wourd be permitted two fl-ights weekly.
(Railwav g shippinq March 31 1960 no. 3, 304)" Às a result,
CPAL was able to exercise fifth freedom rights between Lis-
bon and Rome but the fifth freedom rights granted by France

in November 1958 between paris and Rome, and by ltaly in
1959 on Rome to paris, ranguished since it was TcÀ that
served Paris (Debates 1960 voL. rr March 7, 179s, '1950-51).
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5 " 
'l , 3 1 960-1 973 The Earlv Jet Aoe

During the 1960s and earry 1970s TcA, which changed its
name to Air canada, and cpAL continued to deverop their
route systems in an age of prosperity" Both faced challeng-
es from changing technology and greater competition from

European carriers.

The year 1960 vras an eventful one for canada's North
Atlantic carriers. TcÀ introduced jet service to Europe but
saw BoÀc extend its penetration of the canadian market to
Toronto. cPÀL was able to begin its operations to rta1y.

rn 1960 totar canadian North Àtlantic traffic grew by

about 31 per cent (tabre 6.3 ) . TcÀ v¡as abre to en joy a

growth in its passenger traffic of about 30 per cent but
cPA, which had not yet introduced jet service, saw its pas-
senger traffic grol¡ by only about 12 per cent (rable 6"1 and

6.2). TCÀ had introduced DC-g jets on June 1 (stroud 1962,

436) " In 1960 it operated a mix of super constelrations and

DC-8s, seven frights of the former and seven of the latter
(Railwav ! shippinq March 31 1960 no. 3, 376). on January 4

1961 TCÀ's North Atlantic service became entirely jet oper-
ated (Annual Report 1961, 7).

Air canada's competitive environment on the North Atlan-
tic changed dramatically on March 1 1960 whenr âs agreed in
the 1959 amendment to the canada-uK bilateral, BoAc began

operating into Toronto. The service to ToronÈo by BOAC in
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1960 !{ourd employ a mix of aircraft r 2 Britannias and 2 com-

et-4s. Às will be discussed in the next section, TCA's

response vras to enter a pooling agreement with BoAc. This
agreement also came into force on March 1 1960 (stroud 1962,

316).

on March 1 1950 cPÀLr using a Bristor Britannia, opened

its service to Rome" The initial service h'as a bi-weekry
flight, Montreal-Lisbon-Rome (Stroud 1962, 434).

rn 1961 CPAL h'as able to join the "jet age" and become

again fully competitive on the North Atlantic. rn that year

cPÀL enjoyed a 32 per cent increase in traffic compared to a

25 per cent increase for TCÀ and a 9 per cent increase in
total canadian North Àtlantic passenger traf f ic, calculated
on the basis of Tables 6.1r 6.2,6.3. on Àpril 21 1961 cpAL

repraced a Britannia with a Dc-8 on Vancouver-Edmonton-Àm-

sterdam and Dc-8s were regularry scheduled on the service
from Àpril 30. Dc-8s were introduced on the service to Rome

from June 1 (Bain 1987, 33). cpÀL's DC-gs were always

referred to as "Super DC-8s",

McGregor "À Super DC-8 is an

ings" (Keith 1972, 31 1 ).

rt was arso in 1961 that cpÀL armost got access to Lon-

don. Àware that the 1959 birateral with the uK permitted
canada to designate more than one airrine, cpAL appried on

February 20 1961 for a service Vancouver-calgary-London. rt

though in the words of Gordon

ordinary DC-B with CpÀ mark-
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IÀtas approved by the cabinet on Àugust 17 and the licence was

granted by the ÀTB on Àugust 25 (eain 1987, 33). As noted

in the previous chapter, permission for this service was

refused by the nritish government.

cPÀLr âs noted in the previous chapter, ârso made two

attempts to get permission to offer a service from eastern
canada to Europe with its properrer-driven aircraft at the
lower fare permitted for such aircraft by rATA, but was ref-
used both times by the Cabinet.

During the 1960's TCA continued the steady expansion of
its services. For the 1962 peak season, TcÀ extended its
Dc-8 service from creveland (onio) to Toronto on to London

(ux) and it also raised its service to paris to a daily
basis. rn 1962 it estabrished service from western canada

and Halifax to the uK, both on a bi-weekly basis. That
year, however, it suspended its service to Brussels on the
grounds that the traffic could not support an economic ser-
vice (Railwav e shippinq Nov. 27-28 no. 4 1962, 365 , 42g).

In 1963 the services f rom vrestern Canada and Halif ax vrere

made Lri-weekry. calgary was added to the rvestern canadian

services. These would nov¡ fly: vancouver-winnipeg-London;

vancouver-Edmonton-winnipeg-prestwick-London ; and vancouver-

calgary-winnipeg-London (Ac Horizons Àprir 1963 no.2sG, 1).

In 1965 TCÀ made a major improvement in its winter servi-
ces (Ac Horizons Àpril 1964, February 196s, october 1g6s,
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Aprir 1971)" Back in 1964, although the summer peak saw 2s

flights to Europe provided by TCA, Lhere had stirl been only
eight weekly frights in the winter of 1964-1965. In Lhe

summer of 1 965 a peak of 30 flights was provided, an

increase of 20 per cent, but for the winter of 1g6s-66 ser-
vice l¡as increased by 100 per cent to 16 times a week. This
winter expansion arso provided paris with at reast daily
service year round.

I n 1966 there vrere

Atlantic operations.

two major changes to TCA's North

In April 1966 TCÀ was to change its
service to West Germany from Dusseldorf to Frankfurt because

of operationar limitations at the former (ec Horizons Nov.

1965 no. 287, 3). on November 1 196g eir canada inaugurated

a pooled service to Moscow with Àeroflot with each carrier
operating a weekly service. Àir Canada's service also
included a stop at copenhagen to pick up and discharge pas-

sengers between scandinavia and canada, providing the first
service by a canadian carrier to scandinavia (ec uorizons
Oct. 1966 no. 298, 1 ) . By 1966 Àir Canada also provided
non-stop vancouver-London services (ac Horizons February
1966 no. 290, 1 ). In the remaining three years of the dec-

ade no major changes occurred in Air canada's route pattern
of service, arthough that to Brussel-s was resumed in 1969

(eC uorizons February 1969 no. 326, 13).

From 1962 to 1969 there was usually an upward trend in
the number of frights offered by TcA/Air canada to Europe.
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TABLE 6"4

Canadian Scheduled Àtlantic Of¡erations 19GZ-1986

Year Àc CPÀ Wardair

1 962
1 963
1 964
1 965
1 966
1 967
1 968
1 969
197 0
1971
1972
1973
197 4
1 975
197 6
1 977
1978
1979
1 980
1 981
1 982
1983
1 984
1985
1 986

'1 14,000

145,000
150,000
232,000
285,000
316,999
293 ,971
413 ,57 4
371 ,699
584,887
655 ,000
682,651
600 ,97 1

658,457
739,162
737,000
850 ,000
801,000
739,000
714,000
690 ,000
811 ,000
876,000
799,000

41,000

48 ,000
66,000
92,000

1 19,000
1 29,000
142 ,220
1 71 ,530
167,167
195,297
202,000
260 ,988
258 ,695
255,877
265,534
275,000
273,000
297 ,000
294,000
292,000
328 ,000
374,000
395,000
539,000 e¿looo

Sources: The 1962 data is from Davies
thereafter it is from various of IATÀ'
Passenqer Reports and the Àppendix to
tic Charter Studv.

(1964) , p. 461,
s North Àtlantic
itãGTt[-etra;
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59 in 1969 (ac Horizons, various issues). À.s can be seen

from Tabre 6"4, the most dramatic change in TcA's passenger

traffic htas, not surprisingly, in 1966 which registered a

rise to 2321000 from 1501000 or a 34 2/S per cent increase.
only in 1969 was a fall recorded , 7 .3 per cent, due to the
month-long IAMAW strike in that year.

In 1968 c. R. McGregor had finally been permitted to
retire. His eventuar replacement, whose title would be

chairman of the Boardr wâs a French canadian lawyer from

Quebec City, Yves pratte (p. Smith 1986, 279).

CPAL enjoyed a steady growth during the 1 96os rising from

about 41,000 passengers in 1962 to 142,000 in 1969 (rabIe

6.4). The first major change in cpAL's route pattern came in
1965 when cPA's newly derivered sixth Dc-B alrowed the inau-
guration of a Montreal-Àmsterdam-Rome service. This was the
resurt of the Àpril 13 1965 meeting of cpÀL, Àir canada, and

the Minister of Transport at which it \{as decided that,
r+hile the route patterns of Àir canada and cpÀL would remain

essential-ly unchanged, cpAL wourd be allowed to operate to
Àmsterdam from eastern canada and Àir canada courd operate
to London from western canada. Arthough it had been Montre-

a1-Amsterdam which had been agreed at the ApriL meeting,
cPÀL was al-so given permission to serve ÀmsÈerdam from

Toronto. This led to the threat from the Dutch to abrogate

their bilateral with canada. The reason given to the execu-

tive of Air canada for the awarding of Toronto to cpÀL was
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continental rights (uccregor 1980, 1
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give CPAL
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fnore trans-

CPAL

25 per

The death of Grant Mcconachie, whose personality had done

so much to shape cPÀL, came of a heart attack in 1965. He

was succeeded by A" C. Gilmer"

rn March 1967 the Minister of Transport, J" w. pickers-

9i11, announced the Liberal government of L. B" pearson had

decided that CPAL wourd be permitted to provide up to 25% of.

the transcontinental air passenger market. This h'as the
result of the second wheatcroft Report of 1966 which stated
that no economic harm to Air canada need result from a Iim-
ited increase in transcontinental- competition and that it
would lead to an increase in public satisfaction.
could begin increasing its share in 1967 with the

cent maximum share to be reached in 1g7o (t'lcci tt 1 gg0 , 29) .

I,lhiIe the service was still only between Vancouver and Mont-

real, Edmonton, calgary, and ottawa were added as permitted
stops. CPAL took its first step towards this nevr limit on

February 2 1968 when it added a second transcontinental
flight daily.

In 1968 CPAL/CPÀ also extended its European services. On

september 9 it began its service to Athens. This year's
expansion in service at home and abroad was permitted by the

arrival" of 4 of the 5 Dc-8-63s cpA had on order (¡ain 1997,

34). As mentioned in chapter rV, both carriers were expand-
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ing their fleets at this time and Àir canada was also taking
del ivery of the stretch vers ion of t.he DC-B .

In 1969 CPA acquired two

ways of Greece (in ÀpriI)
June 1969 voI. 42, 13; July

direct competitors: Olympic Air-
and Iberia of Spain (Can" Av.

1971 vol- . 44 , 38 ) "

The early 1970s saw the continued deveropment of the sys-
tems of both national carriers" Àir canada, in a pool with
csÀ, began service to Prague in 1970. Its service hras once

weekry via Brussels (AC Horizons March 1970 no. 339, 1).
The next year saw cPÀ drop santa Maria, Azores from its Lis-
bon services (cpa eir News, Feb. 1991, 16) and add Tel Aviv
to its Mediterranean service on April 2 (eain jgg7, 35).
when cPÀ's pattern of flights for June 197j , as recorded in
rcAo's Traffic Flow - June 1971, is examined it can be seen

that by this date CPÀ had divided its t-lediterranean services
into two halves Flights to Iberia did not continue beyond

there. Athens and Rome v¡ere both served independentry from

Amsterdam, and some flights to bolh centers continued on to
TeI Aviv.

on two occasions in the early 1970's, 1970 and 1972, Air
canada witnessed extremely rarge rates of growth on its
North Àtrantic services. In 197a a 19 per cent increase in
peak flights, from 59 in 1969 to 70 in 1g7o (AC Horizons

Aprir 197 1 no. 352, 4), witnessed a 41 per cent increase in
passenger traffic for the year (rabre 6"4 calculations).
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rts market share rose from 30.8 per cent. to 36"4 per cent
(rare 1976d, 12-13) " The expranation provided by Air cana-

da's 1970 Annuar Report attributed the increase to the
removal- ot the United Kingdom's travel allowance restriction
and to lower fares. The paris service itserf witnessed a s2

per cent increase over 1969 (Ac Horizons Àprir 1971 no.352,
4)"

rn 1971, however, Air canada had found that it could not

retain all of the gains it had made in 1970. The 1971 Ànnu-

ar Report attributed about half its 11 per cenL decline to
dropping one daily flight at the request of a pooling part-
ner, BoÀc. It also noted that it had been hit by a rotating
machinist strike that JuIy.

rn 1972, Air canada enjoyed an increase of over 50 per

cent in its North Atlantic scheduled service (rabre 6.3 ca1-

curations)" The 1972 Annual Report noted that this occurred
in the face of an increase in capacity of only 11 per cent.
The increase in traffic it ascribes to a variety of reasons;

new low excursion fares, a stricter enforcement of govern-
ment regurations on charter travel, and the widespread pub-

Iicity given to some cancelled charter flights.

Àir canada remained technologicarry competitive with the
other major carriers on the North Àtrantíc in the early
1970s and was able to introduce Boeing-747s into service in
1972 both to continental Europe (AC Horizons May 1g7z no.
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365, 2) and to the nritish rsles (Ac Horizons June z 1972

no. 366, 6-7)" cpÀ was slower to react on the North Atran-
tic. Boeing-747s did not join its fleet till the end of
1974 and even then they did not enter North Àtlantic service
but were used on Pacific and transcontinentaL services. cpÀ

first used Boeing-747s on the North Atrantic in the summer

of 1975. They were initialry used only on the Montreal-Rome

service, both direct and via Amsterdam (rcao september

1975ð', Fright stage Tabres 450, 4s6). rn 1976 they were

introduced on the Àmsterdam service from vancouver via
Edmonton (rCeO June 1976c, Table 192).

rn the earry 1970s cpÀ was faced with increasing competi-
tion on its North Àtrantic routes. cpÀ's share of traffic
for the North Àtlantic routes it served declined steadily
from 1969 to 1973. carculated on the basis of rÀTÀ figures
the percentages for 1969 to 1973 inclusive are s6 per cent,
54 per cent , 49 per cent , 43 per cent, and 37 per cent,
respectivery. Àfter 1973 there was a sright rebound to
about a 40 per cent market share. The percentages for 1973

to 1975 respectively are 37 per cent, 39 per cent, and 41

per cent.

The challenge came primarily from rberia, elitaria, and

KLM. rberia's traffic rose frorn 20r000 passengers in 197o

to 91,000 in 1974" Alitalia's traffic rose from s1,000 to
116,000, and KLM's traffic rose from 64,000 to 1'1 9r000 (rc¡o
1976d, 12-13). By 1972 all three had introduced wide-body
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aircraft (rcao, June 1972d, Traffic by Flight stage Tables

331, 333, 334) and in the summer of 1974 arl three were

using excrusivery wide-body aircraft on their services to
Montreal (rcao, June 197qd, Traffic by Fright stage Tabres

340-342) 
"

cPA also f aced tlvo neh' entries during this period, both
in 1971: EI A1 on March zg 1971 (can. Av. Àprir 1971 vor.
44r 94) and TAP. TÀp arso proved a strong competitor and by

1974 it carried 35,000 passengers (rere 1976d, 12-13), rn

June 1974, for example, TÀp carried 3r093 passengers between

Montreal and Lisbon and santa Maria compared to 3,999 who

flew with cpÄ" Neither carrier used wide-body aircraft
(rcao, June 1974d, Traffic by Flight stage Tables 266, 341,

343, 455). cpÀ also witnessed its competitors gaining
access to Toronto, rtaly with the 1972 bilateral and KLM

with the 1974 bilateral, as discussed in the previous chap-

ter.

Àfter 1971 cpÀ's successes in expanding its services in
the 1970s came primarily at home. rn 1977 cpÀ was given
permission to increase its share of the canadian trans-con-
tinental market to 35 per cent and on March 23 1g7g the Min-
ister of Transport announced that alr restrictions on cpÀ's
participation in trans-continental routes were lifted (nain

1987, 36)" with regard to its European services, cpÀ began

a Toronto-Montreal-Mi1an-Rome service in 1974 and incruded

winnipeg as a stop on its services to Ansterdam from western

Canada (Cpe News Feb. 1981, 15-16).
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one other deveropment of the early 1970's, involving both

scheduled and charter carriers, was the move by airlines to
attempt to deverop forward linkages into the tourist market.

These efforts were not, however, particurarly directed to
the North Atlantic.

Ai r Canada's vice-president of marketing, Y. Menard,

developed an ITC program called "sun Living" targeted for
the Florida/caribbean area in 1971/2 in which the airline
guaranteed the performance of arl- the other tour and hotel
people involved in a trip" Menard also became involved in
an attempt to acquire a share in a national travel agency

even though the Àir canada Àct had not been amended at that
time to permit such an investment (p. Smith 1986

308-309). The 1972 investment in ÀI1ied Innkeepers

da) Ltd., which was undertaken with funds advanced

(se

by

301,

rmu-

the

airrine to its parent cNR's subsidiary, c.N. Realties, was

simpry written off in 1973 (Ànnuar Report 197s, 6). Menard

himserf resigned under a cloud in 197s though he was subse-

quently cleared of any wrong doing by a judicial inguiry (p"

Smi th 1 986, 309 ) .

There v¡as a generaL move to create companies to operate

ABC charters, eLc" Air canada created an affiliated compa-

Dy, wholly owned by cN Realties, to operate ABC charters
using Àir canada aircraft and invorving Air canada in pran-

ning and operating its ground reception service (AnnuaI

Report 1975, 6)" rn 1974 the original name, Econair canada
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Horiday Ltd., wourd be changed to Venturex Ltd. having two

divisionsr ân Econair division for charLers and a "canadian

Group" for Europe to canada groups (Annual Report 1974, 6).
During the 1970s, cpA arso estabrished a subsidiary for
travel, Trans Pacific Tours. wardair was invorved in simi-
lar activities" rn 1972 it had created a whorly owned sub-
sidiary, rntervac, to deal with its operations for the cana-

dian ÀBC market and another one, canada-u.K. Travel_ centre,
for British originating charters (Wardair 197Z).

Between 1972 and 1974 Air canada and wardair vrere

involved in arranging the purchase of 1/Z of Wardair by Air
canada " Àir canada rr'as seeking with an arliance with a

major charter carrier to strengthen its role in charter mar-

ket and wardair sought assistance with financing its acqui-
sition of Boeing-747s. The pran eventually felr through in
December 1974 after two years of discussion (ec uorizons Dec

16 1974 no, 425, 1)"

6.'l "4 1973-1987 Adaption to Chanqinq Conditions

The period from 1973 to 1987 saw canadian carriers faced
with rapid changes in economic conditions and an increasing-
]y competitive market as foreign carriers secured increas-
ingly deep penetration into Canada.

The economic conditions that had shaped service on the
North Àtlantic were transformed by the events that followed
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the 1973 october war in the Middle East. The oil Brockade

of the west, followed by the increases in oir prices intro-
duced by OPEC, simurtaneously forced the airrines to raise
their tariffs at the same time as demand was being reduced

by the development of "stagflation" in the western economies

and by movements in the foreign exchange rates. The air-
lines initially responded by short-term reductions in the

number of frights while continuing to hope for a return to
"normal-" conditions" When "normal" conditions did not

return, both canadian airrines moved to delete destinations
on their operating periphery.

Àir canada responded to the fuer crisis at the beginning

of 1974 by a generar reduction in the number of its North
Àtrantic services. During the period Jan. 15 Feb. 14

1974, for example, it cut its service to Europe by 103

frights while co-ordinating its activities with its BoÀc

pooling partner (AC Horizons January 17 i974 no. 404, 1).
Nevertheless, it introduced a ne!¡ destination into its Euro-
pean service in June 1974 when it extended its Toronto-
Frankfurt service on to Munich for an initial peak service
of thrice weekry (ac Horizons t"tay 1 1974 no. 411, 1). This
vras also the year, as mentioned above, that cpÀ extended its
services to Milan. rn 1975 Àir canada introduced a new North

Àmerican service that would have implications for its trans-
atrantic operations. This was the service to Darlas/Fort
Worth and Houston from Toronto begun July 1 (AC Horizons May
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1 197 5 no " 434, 1 ) . Like t.he earrier cleveland service, it
was integrated into Àir canada's North Atlantic pattern. rn
January-May, 1977, a quarter of the Houston revenue traffic
wourd be from passengers routed onward to or from London and

the Arab countries and in May the rore of this onward traf-
fic would rise past one third of the total (o! Horizons
Àugust 1 1977 no" 488, 4) " Às mentioned above, 1975 also
sav¡ CPÀ improve its service to Àmsterdam from Western Canada

by adding Winnipeg.

rn 1976 both Àir canada and canadian pacific moved to
curtail their Àtlantic operations. Both had seen an actual
decrine in the total number of their North Atrantic passen-

gers in 1975 (tab1e 6.4).

rn 1976 cPÀ ceased its operations to Madrid, in the face
of the severe competition being offered by rberia, and to
Tel Àviv, the furthest terminus of its transatLantic servi-
ces (eain 1987, 36) " Arthough stilr receiving a portion of
arr tickets sord through a commerciar agreement with Tel
Àviv, cPA greatly stepped up its sales activity in the Arab
world after suspending its services to rsrael and for the
first time it issued timetabres in Arabic in october 197g

(rtre Financ ial post May G 1g7B 1 3 ) " rn 19g1 cpÀ dropped

another destination in Europe, Athens. The cessation was

intended to be for the winter only (can. Àv. Nov. 19g1,

17-18) but service was not resumed in lggz (rcao 19g2c,

Tables 43-50). Not only European routes were being suspend-
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ed during this period. rn 1976 cpÀ also ceased its sched-
uled operations Lo Mexico because of rabour problems and the
loss of traffic rights between Mexico city and south Àmerica
(CP¡ eir News February 1981, 1b). Service rùas resumed

within the year, but only between eastern canada and Mexico

city (rc¿o December 1976c, Tables 363-365), and wourd be

entirely suspended in 1981 (rcao 1992c, Tables 411-412).
During this period of contraction in service, cpA did make

one addition to its services to Europe. rn 19g1 Halifax
received direct service to continental Europe when cpÀ

introduced a weekry Àmsterdam service to acquire the right
to carry locaI traffic between Toronto and Halifax (can. Àv.

November 1981r 17-18).

rn late 1976 the nehr president of Àir canada, claude Tay-
ror, informed the Minister of Transport that from February 1

1977 r or the earliest date possibre thereafter, Àir canada

was suspending service to shannon, Brussels, prague, and

Moscow (p. smith 1986, 317) " service to shannon, as a final
destination rather than an intermediate one, continued, how-

ever' till oct. 1r 1979 (ac 1979, 11). on March 26, 1977

service to vienna vras terminated. Air canada cited insuffi-
cient traffic and escarating costs as the reasons (ec Hori-
zons February 25 1977 no. 477 , 1) In 1981 Àir Canada

Horizons January 19dropped Copenhagen from, February 1 (

'1981 no. 567,1)"
Àc
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During the late 1970s and early 1980s a number of Europe-

an Airlines also suspended their services to canada. The

first was olympic in 1977 which dropped its Athens-Montrear-
chicago service ( rceo septembe r 1977c , Tables 393-394 ) .

Then, in 1980, both ÀerlinLe and sÀs ceased serving Montreal_
(rc¡o september 1980d, Tabres 382, 3g4). In the Àpri1 6th
1980 release disseminated by sÀs, it explained its withdraw-
al of service as due to escalating fuel costs, row yierds,
changing market conditions, and the limitations of Mirabel
Àirport which the rel-ease states "is virtuarly isolated from

the rest of Canada and transborder US points."

A significant innovation of Air Canada,

od of absolute decline in North Atlantic
into the 1980s, vras its introduction of
the transatlantic market. Àir Canada and

in seat sales on the North Àtlantic in the
(aC gorizons December 7 1979 no. 541, 1 )

of 1980 (ÀC sorizons Àpri1 30 1980 no. S50

during the peri-
traffic from 1979

"seat sales" into
BOÀC were involved

winter of 1979-80

and in the spring

, 1).

Seat sales on the North Atlantic have continued and are a

major device in air transport competition and airline eco-
nomics" seat sales are based on "seat management" and can

substantially improve the economic efficiency of scheduled

carriers" Daily, weekly, and annual traffic row points can

be predicted and the availabre seats can be offered at the
marginal cost of providing the seat. Restrictions on the
flexibility of seat use will be imposed to control cost and
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to prevent diversion of

Seat sales provide the
public with a service that is competitive with charter but
has the greater convenience and timing fl_exibility of sched-
uled flights" seat sales can also be a competitive device
used against other scheduled carriers. À11 international
seat sares must be approved by the governments of the two
countries involved and it has become not uncommon for them

to be vetoed by one government or the otherr particurarly
during periods of dispute over aviation or other matters.

other restrictions will be imposed

traffic from more Iucrative fares.

The late '1970s also saw the continued
aircraft by both Canadian carriers on the
discussed in Chapter IV.

(eir Canada Annual Report 1991, 10).

suspended its Àlberta operations,

introduction of new

North Àt1antic, as

Àlthough the first harf of the 19g0s on the canadian
North Àtrantic v¡as one of uncertainty with regard to demand,

it was a period of many new developments.

rn 1981 British Àirv¡ays began operating to western canada

In 1982, however, it
continuing to serve only

Vancouver in western Canada. In 1983 Lufthansa began a

Frankfurt-calgary-vancouver service (rceo 19g3c, Table 220).
rn 1985 KLM had received permission to operate into vrestern
canada and by Àpril 1986 was serving calgary and vancouver
(otticiat Airline Guide - worrdwide Edition Àprir 1 9g6, 1sz,
170) 

"
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During the 1 980s several carriers began r oÍ resumed,

transatlantic service to canada. Àir India began transat-
lantic operations in July 1982 (trre Gazette, Montrear, March

1, 1982, A4). olympic and JAT (Jugosrovenski Àerotransport)
began service to Montreal and Toronto during 1994 (off. Air-
line Guide December 1984, 1662) . olympic r.¡as restoring a

suspended service. EL AL and sabena both had acquired the
right to serve Toronto by the end of 198s. sabena, however,

did not immediately begin operations to Toronto (ort. Àir-
line Guide April 1986, 460) though it wourd subsequentry
(otf . Airline Guide March 1999, 540).

. Àir canada began expanding its European route system

after 1982. In 1983 it restored service to Dusseldorf which

had been suspended since 196G (Annual Report 1993, 10). The

restoration of this service wäs assisted by additional fifth
freedom rights recentry received by canada. In 19g4, again
assisted by new fifth freedom rights, Àir canada began a
number of services; paris-Geneva (a new destination), paris-
zurich and Frankfurt-Zurich (these services replaced the
direct service to zurich of fered previously), and paris-l"tu-

nich (a new destination) (¡nnuar Report jgg4, 5). on Janu-
ary 15, 1985 it began service via London to Bombay and on to
singapore on a thrice-weekly basis (Ànnuar Report 19g4, 5).
rn 1986 it started a service to Manchester and in 1gg7 one

to Vienna (extending the paris service onward but without
fifth freedom rights). It also increased the service to
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four timesBombay and Singapore by a third raising
weekly (Annual Report 1986, 13).

cPÀ did not change its route pattern to Europe during its
remaining years of existence. By 1986 it had, however, si9-
nificantly increased its freguencies (gain 19g7, 42). rts
inauguration of a service vancouver-shanghai, the first non-

stop service to the people's Repubric of china on April 29,
1986 made viable a westbound service from Europe to china.
subsequently service to Beijing and Bangkok would to be add-
ed in 1987 (with the airline in its cÀr guise) (sain 1gg7,

42) .

wardair vras f irst designated as a scheduled carrier in
1984 on the route puerto Rico-Montreal/roronto (AnnuaI

Report 1984). rt did not begin the service until Nov. 5

1 985 and even then it was only for the winter season (Annu-

al Report 1 985 ) . On May 9 1985, however, it became the
third scheduled canadian airrine to be designated for trans-
atrantic service when it vras designated as canada's second

scheduled carrier to the UK. It could thus serve Manches-

ter, Prestwick, and London from up to 10 centres in canada
(Annual Report 1985)" wardair began scheduled services Lo

the U.K. in late 1 985 and developed them in 1 986 during
which year it aLso began scheduled domestic operations
(Annual Report 1986). By the spring of 19gg wardair would

provide transatrantic service from Vancouver, calgary,
Edmonton, I.linnipeg, ottawa, Toronto, and Montreal. rn the
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early summer of 1988 it also announced that it had been giv-
en permission to begin a schedured service to paris from

october 1988" Another former charter carrier, Nationair, by

the early summer of 1988, had arso received permission to
offer scheduled service to Europe. rt operated on two

routes, Hamilton-London and Montreal--Brussels (ott. Àirtine
Guide March 1988, 1458-1504, 532) 

"

rn 1978 KLM introduced a nev¡ concept into service, the
provision of extra facilities for full-fare economy passen-

gers. Àt this point, however, no changes in seating condi-
tions h,ere provided. on october 26, 1980 cpÀ introduced a

similar provision for ful1-fare economy passengers on both

its transcontinental- and internationar service, "Empress

crass" (Bain 1987, 38-39). That same year Air canada intro-
duced "Connoisseur Service" (ennual Report 1980, 9).

The idea of special service for passengers between first
crass and promotionar fares continued to evorve and the

three-crass cabin aircraft made its appearance with special
seating for the "business" traveller. cpÀ met this in 1993

when it introduced "Royar canadian Business cl-ass" to its
internat ional f1 ights. First class nov¡ received ful1y
recrining "sleeperette" seats while the business cabin had

former first class seats with their greater hip room (gain

1987, 39).
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Air canada arso introduced different seating for its
"business traveller" in 1 983, its "rntercontinental service"
with three levels of improved service: First class, Execu-

tive crass, and Hospitality service (Ànnual Report 19g3,

10)" rn 1982 Air canada had converted 6 L-1011s and 4 Boe-

ing-747s to the ne$¡ configuration. First class received
fu11y recrineabre "sreeperettes", Executive crass received
former First class seats, and Hospitality service provided

special consideration for the fu11-fare economy passenger.

All three options provided advance seat seLection, enhanced

meaf and service standards, and complementary head sets and

beverages (Ànnua1 Report 1982, 15).

When Wardair became a scheduled carr ier on the North

to meet this com-

introduced a "Big

in which no smok-

Ànother form of competition for the business travelrer to
emerge in the 1980s were "freguent fIyer" programs. rn 1gg4

cPÀ, followed by Air canada, introduced such a program (sain

1987, 39)" Àlthough intended for the system as a whole, the
programs also applied to the North Àt1anLic" Since both

carriers offered them, the programs tended to cancel each

other but gave both carriers an advantage over wardair.
wardair has endeavoured to respond with what amounts to a

rebate program.

Atlantic and domestically, it felt it had

petition in service leveIs. In 1986 it
Seat Class" with its own cabin compartment

ing was permitted (annual Report 1986).
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Both of canada's two main carriers continued to be

involved in services beyond the simpre provision of air
transport. Àir canada's venturex became Touram" cpÀ had

its traver subsidiaries" rn rate 1983 cp bestowed its hotel
chain on cPÀ which ran it. as a separate division from Janu-

ary 1984 (sain 1987, 38). Air Canada acguired a share of
the aircraft holding and rental company Guiness peat Àvia-
tion in 1980 (Àc Horizons June i3 1980 no.5s3, 1). rn 19g6

Àir canada r{as associated with Global- Traver computer Hold-
ings as well as Touram (Ànnual Report 1985). In 1981 CPA

created a company in the uK, cp Air Holidays (u.tt. ) , to han-

dre its ABcs and rrcs to North America (canadian pacific
Ànnual Report 1981).

wardair also continued to be invorved in providing servi-
ces beyond that of air transport (Ànnual Reports , 1975 to
1983). rn 1975 it created wardair Jamaica Ltd. to operate
the Trerawny Beach Hotel and in the same year rntervac
expanded its concerns by acquiring Travel Fun Tours. war-
dair did no better with its caribbean acquisition than had

Àir Canada and sold it the next year. Not discouraged by

its experience in Jamaica, Vlardair then established "I^Tardair

Hawaii" in 1976 and in 1977 negotiated to acquire a one hun-

dred ten condominium apartment comprex. wardair Hawaii did
not begin operating tilI 1980 and even then rost money. The

canadian experience would seem to indicate that airlines
shourd leave the operation of resorts to speciarists in that
f i eld.
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Both major canadian carriers have interrine agreements in
areas that they are not serving. rn 1996 Àir canada had

what it termed a "commercial alriance" with cathay pacific,
Air New zealand, and Malev (ttre Hungarian carrier) (annual

Report 1986). rn 1987 it had interrine pacts with cathay
Pacific and Japan Àir Lines (Annual Report 19g7). rn 1gg7

CPÀ had one with BOAC (feldman 1987). One interesting exam_

pre of cPA's co-operation with other airrines was its sare
of joint around the world rickets in the 1990s with 6 dif-
ferent carriers: cathay pacif ic, south Àfrican Àirways,
swissair, Àlitalia, singapore Àirrines, philippine Airrines
(cpe July 1986b).

on January 12 1986 cpÀ reverted to the name used prior to
1968, canadian pacific Àir Lines (gain 1997, 40). Then at
the end of 1986 it rras announced that cpÀL was to be pur-
chased by Pacific western Àirlines, a regionar canadian car-
rier, with the transfer of ownership occurring in 1gg7 .

(gain 1987, 42) The new company was to be knov¡n as canadian
Àirlines International.

cAI and Àir canada worked out an exchange of routes under
government authority, as set out in chapter v. rn line with
this agreement, in 1988 Àir canada is to cease operating
from western canada to Frankfurt and to cease its operations
to Munich while cpÀ is to cease its operations to Lisbon.
These routes will then be operated by the other carrier
(rnformation No. 248/87 for rerease october b, 1gg7, z).
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Air canada intends, by the beginning of the summer in 1ggg,

to begin service to Lisbon, Madrid, Àthens, cairo, and cara-
cas. rt wirl probabry arso begin service from vrestern cana-

da to Ðusseldorf to replace its service from western canada

to Frankfurt. cÀIr oD its part, expects its service to Ger-
many to increase service through its Amsterdam hub (winnipeq

Free Press October 6 1987, 12) 
"

6.'1 " 5 Conclusion

canada's carriers have displayed theír own different sty-
Ies, particuJ-ar1y during their periods of expansion, as they
contributed to the development of a canadian operated net-
work of services across the North Àtlantic. Air canada has

followed a policy of careful expansion where services were

opened only in circumstance where it was believed they would

show a profit within a reasonable time. rts management has

displayed a witringness to reduce services and eliminate
destinations which prove not to be economic. rt has been

technologically progressive, has been aggressive in market-
ing, and has disprayed considerabre wirlingness to enter
co-operative agreements with foreign carriers to avoid head

to head competition and secure improvements in scheduling
and load factors. Its attention to "the bottom Iine" has

resulted in it seeing its original monopory position srowly
whittled av¡ay.
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cPÀ, under the leadership of Grant Mcconachie, used its
network on the pacific and in south Àmerica to back its
apprications to serve destinations in Europe which TcA/Àir
canada was not serving because it did not consider it eco-
nomic to do so. cPA was willing to act outside government

channels, whether with Mexico or Italy, to improve its own

position and/or to "throw up roadblocks" for its Canadian

rivar" once the company had deveroped its basic route sys-
tem with access to northern and southern Europe, and after
it passed into other hands than those of Mcconachie, it
became much more concerned with "the bottom 1ine". During

the crisis of the late 1970s and early i9B0s, when the com-

pany vras fighting for its continued independent existence,
it proved willing to abandon the peripherar parts of its
system in adverse economic circumstances. The company was

hampered in its competitive efforts by its smal_Ier economic

resources which, on more than one occasion, forced delays in
modernization plans. In part it suffered restrictions on

its growth in canada's domestic market, but it shourd arso
be noted that its aggressiveness in the pacific vras not
without its costs. rt had two "fronts", one facing Europe

and one facing Àsia, when decisions had to be made about the
deployment of new aircraft. The existence of CPA yras a

testament to the desire on the part of canadian pacific,
until very recently, to have a share in arr the transporta-
tion services which affected canadians, whether they were

railroads, ships, airlines, or were erectronic in nature.
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urtimately, when Lhat will failedr so did cpÀ and it. passed

int.o other hands. rts successor inherited an ext,ensive sys-
tem on the verge of constructing a worrdwide network, which
needed modernization.

The two most recent entrants came by different routes.
wardair took advantage of a change in government attitude to
convert an existing system which calred itself charter into
a system which calls itserf scheduled. Nationair took a

leaf out of the early approach of cpÀ and appli.ed for
routes' Montreal-Brussers (which Àir canada has twice sus-
pended), and Hamilton-London, which no one else particularly
wanted.

The next section witl examine one very important aspect
carrier policy, the development of pooring on the canadi-
North At1ant ic .

6.2 POOLING ON TI{E CANADIAN NORTH å,TLAIüTIC

rn one respect the evorution of the structure of the can-
adian North Atrantic market has been compretery different
from the evolution of the market for air travel between the
u.s.A" and Europe. This is in the role that pooling has

played in the canadian North Àtlantic market from the time
that BoAc got access to Toronto until the '1ggos.

The American cÀ8, although able to approve international
inter-carrier agreements where these v¡ere not adverse to lhe

of

an



public interest, has almost never done so.

been considered as being of such a compet

nature that they were against the public
1 980 , 612-613) 

"
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They have always

ition resLricting
interest (l¿ccitt

rn Europe, the air transport industry was expricitly
exempted from the possibre operation of any anti-trust pro-
visions of the Rome Treaty of 1957 for an indefinite period
in 1962. European carriers have chosen to use the pooring
mechanism more than any others in the world with the resurt
that almost all intra-European routes are poored (¡¿ccitt
1980, 614, 629). They were thus abre to contemprate the use

of pools on the North Atrantic but, in the Àmerican case,
were blocked by the attitude of American regulators.

rn canada there has never been any attempt to challenge
any of the pooring agreements legalry entered into interna-
tionally by one of canada's schedured carriers. Air servi-
ces were brought under canadian combines Iegislation when

the combines rnvestiqation Àct was amended in 1975 to
include services. This Àct had permitted agreements which

were t'reasonablet'. Àgreements between companies are only
illegar where they involve an "undue" lessening of competi-
tion. rf a pooring agreement made by a canadian carrier vras

challenged in court it would not have been unlikely that, in
the light of canadian 1ega1 precedent, the agreement v¡ourd

be found to be "reasonabre". rn addition, the airrine
industry was regulated by a federar regulatory agency, the
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As a result it rvas guite like1y that the
entire industry would have been interpreted in the case of a

legal charlenge as falring outside the purview of the act.
At the very least r âny agreement which was not chalrenged by

the cTc would have been like]y to be held reasonable (tuccitt
1980, 611-612) " There were thus no legal impediments to the
introduction of pooling and Lhe crc turned a benign eye to
the development. In severar cases pooling has either been

mandated or expliciti-y permitted in the international bilat-
eral agreements under which service vras inaugurated, These

were with rsrael, the ussR, the Netherrands (in respect of
its route to Montreal_ and/or Toronto), Australia, and Mexico
(l¡ceitt t98o, s53, 554).

Pooling began on the canadian North Àtrantic in 1960 in
response to BoÀc getting access to Toronto in that year.
Prior to that time BoÀc "had been receiving from TCÀ onry
polite murmurs to their suggestion of a pooring arrangement
on the Àtlantic, but this plan assumed a comperling attrac-
tion as a means to minimize the revenue diversion now

expected" (t'tcGregor 1980, 116). Under this pool, the rev-
enue of the traffic was pooled, there was a joint and united
selling appear to the market, and an exchange of handling
and other services. The two carriers jointly determined
what the Lotar traffic potentiar was and what the best
schedule to serve the public vras. when one of the carriers
found itserf with a greater demand for its f1ight t.han it
had seats it directed that traffic to the other. In the
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opinion of TCÀ's president, the concern Lhat, with a poor,
there would be a reduction in the incentive of Air canada to
promote its o$¡n service, proved unfounded (Mccregor 19g0,

222-223) 
"

The next pooling arrangement was between Àir canada and

Äeroflot, the soviet carrier which began operations in 1966.

rn this case the bilateral agreement itserf required a pool
(uccitt 1980, s53).

rn 1967 Àir canada and Àerl-inte signed a reciprocal
agreement to take effect May 1 1967 " The two carriers were

each to provide half of the capacity, three flight.s in peak

months, and two in the other months. The carriers would

review the agreement twice a year examining the flight
schedules and advance bookings. Àir canada became

Àerl-inte's agent in canada (ac uorizons March 1967 no.
1)"

303,

In 1969 Àir Canada signed a reciprocal service agreement
s¡ith csÀ for MontreaL-prague. provision was made for both
carriers to operate by intermediate points or to points
"beyond" (Àc Horizons Aprir 1969 no. 32g, 1). rn the case

of czechoslovakia, the bilateral itself onry reguired an

interline agreement on capacity, subject to government

approval, but a pool was pref erred by the carriers (¡,tccilt
1 980, 553 ) .
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In 1969 Air canada, which had ceased operations to Brus-

sels in 1962, resumed this service to Brussels. A poor lras

formed by Air canada and sabena" The pool remained in force
when Ài r canada' s service r¡¡as again suspended in earry 1977 

"

rn 1978 sabena used joint Àc/sN fright numbers between Mont-

real and Brussels (t'lcCitt 19B0r S4Z)"

In 1969 Iberia extended its operations to canada (rete
1976d, 12) " Iberia operated not under a bilaterar but under

a permit which incruded fifth freedom rights between Montre-

a1 and Mexico city" The canadian-Mexican bilateral provided

for pooling between Mexican and foreign air carriers operat-
ing between Mexico and canada and reguired that the aeronau-

ticar authorities be notified where pooring occurred. when

rberia and Mexicana concluded a pool it thus came under this
Canadian-Mexican bilateral. I nterest ingly , CPA was not

pooled with either of these carriers (l¿ccitt l9g0 , 544, 619,

629) "

In 1971 a canada-rsrael bilaterar v¡as signed allowing cpA

and El À1 to begin operations. The bil-ateral itself
required pooling by the two designated carriers under gov-

ernment approvar (McGi11 1980, 553). This was cpA's first
Àtrantic pool. It had been poored with eantas on the pacif-
ic since the end of the 1940s, arso under a birateral
explicitly dealing s'ith pooling. The Àustralia-Canada

bilaterar rnandated that, where pooling occurred, it was to
be rec iprocal (tlcCi tl 1 980 , 554 ) .
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rn 1973 two new major pools were formed on the canadian
North At.lantic" The firsL was between Àir canada and Àir
France. This pool covered not onry scheduled services
between canada and France but also charter services to the
French Caribbean and any subsequent scheduled services that
would be introduced (ec Horizons Àprir 3 1973 no. 3g5, 1-2).
The second pool vras with Lufthansa. rt initially covered
only scheduled traffic but v¡as intended to be extended ]ater
to cover charter and air freight services. It v¡as to come

into effect on May 1, 1973 and was intended to produce a

better distribution of flights during the week through co-
ordinated scheduling (Àc Horizons May z 1973 no. 1, 1). The

Lufthansa'poo1 agreement coincided with that carrier secur-
ing entry to Toronto in the canada-west Germany birateral
dated March 26, 1973 (Treatv series 4/1973) " The bilateral
itsel-f mandated an intercarrier agreement on capacity which
was not to be subject to government approvar (irlce itt 1980,

533).

The next pooring agreement was again the resurt of a

bilateral in which another major carrier secured access to
Toronto" À new bilateral with the Netherrands was agreed
June 17, 1974 (Treaty series 197s/19) " The Dutch received
entry to Toronto in exchange for a bilateral provision that
the route may only be flown in a pool with cpÀ. The provi-
sion was included at the insistence of the canadian govern-
ment to protect cpÀ's revenue (uccitt 1990, 619) " As noted
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in the previous secLion, cpÀ was arready rosing market share

before the agreement. permitting KLM access to Toronto was

signed, because it had not matched the introduction of wide

bodied aircraft "

on February 20 1975 another birateral was signed, this
time with switzerland, giving its carrier, swissair, access

to Toronto (rreaty Series 1976/13). This route ,r¡as also
pooled between Àir canada and swissair (l'lccitt 1990, s44).

The revision of the Canada-France bilateral
led to a revision of the Àir Canada-Àir France

new pool covered schedul_ed passengers initially,
to folIow in a year.'s time. The pool was to
became effective on the day Àir France began

Toronto (¡C Horizons April 30 1976 no. 459, 1).

in 1976 also

pool " The

with cargo

be 50/50 and

service to

rn 1976/77 two more bilaterals vrere signed which red to
the creation of poors between Àir canada and the carrier of
the other state. These biraterals did not, however, involve
Toronto, but v¡ere made with states whose airlines wished to
secure entry to canada but to which Air canada did not wish

to begin service. The bilaterar v¡ith porand was signed May

14, 1976 (Treaty Series 1977/31) and with Finland was signed
May 16, 1977 (Treatv Series 1977/32)" Both included provi-
sions requiring a government approved inter-carrier freguen-
cy and capacity agreement. Àir Canada tvas thus able to
secure commerciar agreements, "dormant poors", in which it
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was able to secure a share of t.he revenue v¡ithout being
required to begin service (¡lcCitl 1990 , 619) .

By the end of the 1970s, almost alr routes flown on the
canadian North Àtlantic vrere poored. À pool or "dormant
pool" existed between Àir canada and BoÀc, Àir France, sabe-
Dâ, Lufthansa, swissair, Finnair, csA, Lor, and Aerofrot,
one had existed with Àerlinte but is not mentioned in the
McGill survey of pooling agreements (Mccilr 19g0, 542-s4s).
Àt the beginning of the '1980s, both Äerlinte and sAS sus-
pended service to canada, and all schedured service to both
Eire and copenhagen ceased completely by the mid-'l9g0s. cpA

had pools with KLM, ÀlitaIia, and El À1.

Roya1 Àir Moroc, Iberia, and Olympic.

Greece, service v¡as suspended for some time by both carri-
ers, before olympic restored it on gaining access to Toron-
to. rn the case of spain, cpA withdrew but rberia, buoyed

by its fift.h freedom traffic between canada and Mexico,
remained. cPÀ arso withdrew from rsrael but, thanks to the
bilateral between canada and rsrael, continued to enjoy a

share of the revenue generated by traffic between canada and

I srael.

In 1980 there was a significant change to this pattern.
on october 31, 1980 the Àir canada-Lufthansa pool was termi-
nated (Ac Horizons December 1 1980 no. 564, 1) although the
bilateral requirement of carrier agreement on capacity and

frequency remained" Lufthansa v¡as unhappy with the stagna-

It did not with

In the case of
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tion in its canadian North Àtlantic market and soughL access

to west.ern canadian points (rinanciar post Jury 15, 1981 ) .

rn 1981, to put pressure on Àir canada, it used the require-
ment that carriers agree on frequency and capacity changes

to deny Àir canada a change in its schedure "at the last
minute". Àir canada was forced to re-route more than 11r000

passengers (ec Horizons March 31 1981 no. 371, 1)" when the

canada-west Germany bilateral v¡as revised, the requirement

of inter*carrier agreement on frequency and capacity was

removed along with the restrictions on the fifth freedom

rights granted to canada's designated carrier. Lufthansa

received access to western canada (AC Horizons February 1

1982 no" 590, 1).

rn conclusion, pooling has played, and continues to play,
a large part in canadian North Àttantic operations. rt has

usuarly acted to the benefit of canada's carriers and has

provided the world's citizens with a greater choice in the

number of carriers serving Canada.

6.3 PERFORMANCE OF CANADIAN CARRIERS

canada's carriers have generally been effective and effi-
cient carriers in the canadian North Àtlantic air transport
market " overall they have been able to keep a joint market

share from the 1 960's to the mid 1 980s of between 40 and 50

per cent, usuarly above 45%, and they have arso generally
maintained their load factors above that of most of the
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major carriers operating in the entire North Àtlantic trans-
port market.

when Air canada, then TcÀ, entered the canadian North
Atlantic air transport market it possessed armost the entire
market in 1947. However, as foreign carriers entered the
market and were able to expand their operations as they
expanded their freets, TcA's market share declined. rn 1g4g

and 1950 it even witnessed a decline in the number of pas-
sengers it carried on the North Atlantic, as discussed in
Section 6.1 

"

By 1950, TCA's market share had fallen to between 55 and

70 per cent. statistics exist giving the North Àtlantic
passengers using the Montrear gateway in 1950. rt was then
served by Àir France, KLM, BoÀc, and TcÀ. These carried
respectively: 1,028, 819, 61038, and 7 1133 for a total of
15r018 passengers (nailwav ç shippinq May 5 1952 no. 3,
178) " under Lhe licences that existed at Lhis time, sabena,

sÀs, BoAc, and Àir France also could serve Gander raising
the total passengers carried by foreign carriers above the
7 1885 carried through Montrear. (rne year 1950 also was the
first year that a charter carrier prayed a major role
between canada and Europe, other than as a carrier of immig-
rants. The curtis Reid frying service vras licensed and

began operating on April 3Oth. unfortunatery its single
DC-4 crashed in the ÀIps after 30 flights)" Montreal in
1 955 was viewed as providing about 50 percent of canadian
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North Àtrantic traffic which suggests the totar for sched-

uled North Atlantic passengers might have have been as high
as 30,000 (Railwav ç shippinq May 3'1 & April 1 '1955,

324-325) " TcA itself transported another 1o,zo7 over and

above its Montreal passengers for a total of 17 r3qo passen-

gers on the North Atrantic. The rowest rimit for the number

of transatlantic passengers is thus 25rZZ5.

Àlthough its market share declined, TCA's load factor
rose during 1948-'1950. The load factor can be calcurated by

using the number of scheduled flights made by TcÀ, a capaci-
ty for the DC-4Ms of 40, and the number of schedured passen-

gers carried on the North Atlantic (rca 1g4g; 1g4g; 1g50;

1 951 ) . rt rose from about 44 per cent in .ghg to abouL 64

per cent in 1949 and to about G7 per cent in 1950.

During the 1950s TcA enjoyed a steady increase in the
number of passengers iL transported on the North Atlantic.
this amounted to more than a three fold increase between

1950 and '1958.

It is possible to compare the number of weekly flights
offered during the summer of .1955 by the major carriers
between Europe and canada. TCÀ and BoAc both offered eight
flights, Àir France offered five, and KLM offered three.
CPAL began service with one weekly fright that year but it
did not appreciabry change the share of the market herd by

canadian carriers (Railr*av & Shippinq no. 1 1956, s6), sabe-
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na and sAS stirr did not serve Montreal but continued to be

licensed to serve Gander through their New york Europe

frights" Knowredge of the number of flights offered cannot,
however, give a crear picture of the barance of passengers

carried since many of the transatlantic flights of foreign
carriers continued on to points in the united states.

rn 1 958 canadian carriers frew 53 per cent of passengers

on the canadian North Atrantic but this fel_l berow half in
1g5g to 48 per cent (Rairwav & shippinq March 30 1960, 301,

302). The situation did not improve in the early 1960's as

more overseas carriers entered the market.

of tremendous long-term importance in determining TCÀ's

competitive position vras the entry of BoAc into Toronto in
1960 and the resulting pooring agreement. The pooring
agreement gave TCÀ a very strong base from which to operate,
especially since many of its frights to the u.K. continued
on to continental destinations

In late 1962 it is again possible to compare weekry the
flight frequencies being operated by various carriers on the
Canadian North Àt

flights with DC-Bs

lantic " TCÀ vras offering twenty weekly

seIs. BOAC, which

and had just suspended service to Brus-

vras pooled r+ith TCA, offered fourteen

Britannias and Boeing 707s" Air Franceweekly flights with

had ten flights usi

Chicago (and it had

ng Boeing 707s of which four continued to
fifth freedom rights on this 1eg) while
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four went on to Los Àngeles and the rast two to san Francis-
co" KLM had nine flights, three continuing Houston and Mex-

ico ci.ty and one continuing just to Houston. Lufthansa had

four, afI continuing on to san Francisco. Àlitalia had

three, arr continuing to chicago. sabena and swissair v¡ere

also offering services to canada as part of their services
to North America, and cpAL vras offering services to the Med-

iterranean and to Àmsterdam (can. Àv. Dec 1962, zz).

This exampre makes clear how carriers interwove their
route systems at this time to enable themselves to offer
reasonabry frequent service to more destinations than they
could have if they just had used a point to point system.
European carriers took advantage of the fact that Montreal
lay between Europe and rarge traffic generating points in
the Àmericas to use it as a topping up poinL to raise road
factors over the Atlantic and to provide much more frequent
service to canada than wourd otherwise have been possible.
TCA and CPAL both did the same thing v¡ith regard to many

European destinations with the same aircraft serving more

than one destination,
Rome for example 

"

both Paris and Zurich or Madrid and

The net result was more European aircraft would enter
canadian gateways than canadian aircraft would depart from
them for Europe. This wourd seem to put the canadian carri-
ers at somewhat of a disadvantage in competing for market
share. on the other hand, a traverler to canada with a des-
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tination other than a gateway designated as being open to a

European carrier, or a traveller sLarting from a point in
canada which was not a designated gateway, would likely find
it more convenient to remain with a canadian carrier than

switch mid-route to a European carrier.

TCÀ's load factor fel1 from the rate 1 950s to the early
1960s" rn 1958 TCA's load factor was a high 73"1 per cent,
and in 1959 it was 71.0 per cent (Rairwav ç shippinq no.3

1960, 352-3). In 1962 it had fatren to 53.9 and in .1963 ir
was 53.4 (standinq committee on Railways, canars, and Tele-
qraph Lines of the House of commons June 23 1964, 349). The

lower load factors, however, v¡ere not unique to TCÀ.

rn 1962 and 1953 the overarr load factors for rÀTÀ carri-
ers v¡ere onry 52 per cent and 49 per cent respectively
(rabte 6.5). TCÀ's road factors v¡ere both greater than the

average rÀTÀ load factor and greater than firted capacity
based on passenger seat miles offered by both canadian car-
riers, 49.3 and 48.4 in 19G2 and 1963 respectivery. The

opening of the jet age was giving all the North Atl-antic
carriers indigestion.

Between 1964 and 1975 the share of the canadian carriers
in the canadian North Atl,antic market fluctuated between

40.3 and 51"5 percent of the market, according to rATÀ data,
with the minimum occurring in 1 965 and the maximum in 1g7o

(table 6"6). The statistics canada data for the same period
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North

TABLE 6.5

Àtlantic Load Factors 1 960-1 986

Year L.F" L.F"
IATÀ ÀC

Rank
Àc

N"Am" All

L.F" Rank
CPA CPÀ

N"Am. À11

L.F
Can
Car

62 "7
51.0
a.q ?

48"4
61 .3

4/te 60.8
59.0
57 .911/zo s1"4

13/20 48.7
14/21 s3.8
3/21 48.7
1/Zt 67.5

64.7
5/21 64.2

7&8/20 58.1
1Z/21 61.0
4/Zt 63. s
4 / 20 62.5
2/ZO 66.2
6/20 68.2
1/20
3/20
2/zo
3/20
3/20
4/zo

1 960 64 "21961 s1 .2
1962 s1 .6 53.8
1963 49 "1 53 " 41964 57.5
196s 57.1 65.7 1/q
1966 s8.8
1967 57.5
1 968 s3.3 s3.8 1 / A
1969 54.4 s1.s 3/4
1970 s5.3 57.4 1/4
1971 s0.4 48.s 4/4
1972 59.6 69.3 2/q
1973 57.8
1974 58.2 66.9 1/q
1975 57 .4 59.1 2/q
1976 60.8 68.9 1/4
1977 60.7 63 .8 2/ q
1978 66.0 60.7 4/5
1979 67 "4 64.3 4/S
1980 66.8 66.9 5/7
1 981 69.3 69 .1 3/ 6
1982 67 .4 66. s 5/6
1 983 69.8 70 .6 3/ 6
1984 70.9 74.7 3/6
1985 67 .7 73.0 3/8
1986 62.5 68.8 2/e

2/ 18

4/20
4/21
4/zt

10/21
2/21

3/21
10/20
2/ zt
6/21

17 /zo
18/20
13/20
12/ zo
14/zo
13/20
6/20
6/20
6/20

60 "2

tra A
JL.Z,

49.9
52.7
55.2
70.6

64.4
61"8
61 .4
65.4
68. 9
7 4.8
71 "780.7
79.4
81.6
79.3
7 6.6
71 .2

2/4

L/a.
4/4
4/4
1/4
1/a

2/4
1/q
2/+
1/4
2/s
1/s
2/7
1/ø
1/s
1/6
1/ø
1/e
1/a

sources: canadian carrier load factors are from Stat.can- series 51-002, load factors and rankings for Air
canada and cPÀ prior to 1978 are from an ãnnuar series of articles on the North Atrantic in eviation
1""1. and space Technoloqv which reproduced 1¡f¡1ffiistics, and the remaiñìng data arã from rÀTA's worldAir lrelnsport statistics (various years) and N#8"Àtlantic Pqssenger Reports (various years)"
NoÈe: In 1986, Wardair's first fulf year of opera-tions, wardair had a load factor of 72-.0 but diA notappear in the top twenty airlines in terms of traf-fic volume.
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Canadian Scheduled Market Share 1957-1986

In Percentages

Year (stat. can.) (r¡re)
Can. Carriers ÀC CpÀ Wardair À1I

1 957
1 958
1 9s9
1 960
1 961
1 962
1 963
1 964
1 965
1 966
1 967
1 968
1 969
197 0
197 1

197 2
197 3
197 4
197 5
197 6
197 7
197 B

197 9
1980
1 981
1982
1983
1 984
1985
1 986

55.2
tr? E

48. 1

A.q ¿.

41 .6
44 .1
Lq ¿.

43.8
46.3
45.5
42.2
s0.0
52 .6
û.-t )
s0.8
50.3

34 .1
28.0
34.0
31 .1
35.8
30.8
36 .4
32.3
36.3
35.4
32.5
30 -2

11 45
40
47
44
50
45
5'1
46

12 .3
13. 5
13. 0
14 .6
14 .9
15.1
14 "5
12"1
10.9
12.4
13"0
12 .0
12 "0
12.2

1

4
7
5
I

47
46
44
44
47
44
46

9
I
6
I
5

33
32
32
35
35
a)
JJ

34
32
33

29

2
2
I
3

48 .4
46.3
44 "943.2
45.2
44.2
45.0
46.7
48.6
47 .1
48.7
L't tr

48 .6
48.0

6.1 50.5

48. 6
47 .3
s1 .9
47 .9
49 .4
48 "7
51 .'l

7
6
2
3

11.3
13.1
11 

^rJ.=
14"1
15.3
1s.3
14 .9
14 .7

Sources: Statistics Canada materials series S1-201
and 51-002, unreleased material from the ÀviationStatistics Centre, Transport Division, Statistics
Canada and IÀTÀ (1976d) and rÀTÀ (198Ob; 1984b;
1 986b).
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record shares of between 42"4 and s2.6 percent with the min-
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imum occurring in 1967 and the maximum in 1969 respectively"
There are a number of differences in particulars between the
two sets of statistics. The two series agree, however, that
1967 was a relatively poor year for the market share of. can-
adian carriers. Both carriers r.¡ere suf f ering delays in air-
craft delivery at a time of exceptionarly high demand. They

also agree that 1 968 Lo 1972 were good years for the market
share of canadian carriers. rÀTÀ records three years with
the canadian share over 4B percent and statistics canada

records four years \{ith a market share over 50 during that
five year period.

Both the series based on rÀTA and statistics canada

material agree that there was a decline in the share of can-
adian carriers from 1972, the rast year before the first oil
crisis, to 1975. They also agree that the years 1g7g-19g0

$¡ere a period of recovery" During 1991-1996 they agree
that, except for a slight and brief decline in 19g1, canadi-
an carriers retained the gains made in 197g-1990 and have

herd close to 50 per cent of the scheduled North Àtlantic
market" rn 1986 the entry of wardair pushed the market
share of canadian carriers clearry over 50 per cent of the
market.

During the entire period 1957-

generally been able to maintain a

According to Statistics Canada da

tained a consistent share of over

1986 Canadian carriers have

share of over 45 per cent.

tê, Canadian carriers main-

45 per cent period except
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during the years 1961-1967 and 197s-197g. According to rATA

data, which is onry availabre from 1964, canadian carriers
maintained a consistent share over 4s per cent except during
1964-1967 and 1974-1977. Ðuring 1961-1g67, canadian carri-
ers v¡ere initialLy adjusting to the introduction of jet ser-
vice and then rdere suffering derays in aircraft derivery.
The second period tends to correspond with the period of

TABLE 5.7

Ac and cPÀ vs" their Regional competitors 1964-1g7s

Percentage Market Shares

Year CPÀ AC

1 964
1 965
1 966
1 967
1 968
1 969
197 0
197 1

197 2
197 3
197 4
197 5

47 .5
s1.6
53.8
s6.4
59.7
55.5
53.8
48.7
45.2
37 .4
39.2
41.0

44.8
36.8
45.3
40 .4
47 "442.1
50.6
46.0
49.5
49.9
47 .6
44.7

Source: IÀTA ( 1 976d) 
"

adjustment to the oil crisis.
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rn Table 6"7, it is possible to follow the share that cpÀ

and Àir canada each had in their o$rn market sectors for the
period 1964-1975. cpÀ, À1ita]ia, Er A1, rberia, KLM, olym-
pic, and TAP are considered to form one sector.

Â'ir canada and the other airlines serving canada on the

North .Atl-antic are considered to f orm the other sector.
During this period Àir canada kept a fairly consistent mar-

ket share. The yearr 1965, shows up strongly as a trough in
Àir canada's sector share, but there is a disagreement
(rable 6.6) over the market shares herd by canadian carriers
between IATA and stat. can" statistics. If this year is
omitted as subject.to dispute, there remain only tvro years

showing major troughs, 1967, EXPO year, and 1969, during
which Àir Canada suffered a major strike. Otherwise Àir
canada kept between 44.7 and 50.6 per cent of its market

sector and in the period 1 968 to 1973 held between 46 and b1

per cent.

cPA did much better than Air canada during the first part
of the period, to 1971, but worse than Àir canada following
1971. During the latter period it was using narrow-body

aircraft to compete with wide-body aircraft and had suffered
the entry of four more competitors into its market segment.

During 1964 to 1971 cpA enjoyed between 47.s and sg,7 per-
cent share of its market sector but from 1g7z to 1975 that
share fluctuated between 45.2 and 37.4 percent. In
1973-1975 cPÀ herd a share of only betv¡een 37"4 and 41.0

percent of its sector.
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After 1975 it is onry possible Lo follow Àir canada's and

cPÀ's shares of Lhe total market. Àir canada has consis-
tently herd about 33 per cent of the market. rn the ereven
years, 1976-1986, it held between 32 and 34 cent of the mar-
ket in eight years. rt's share has shown no particurar
trend, reaching it's high at 35"3 per cent in 1g7g and it's
low at 29"7 per cent in 1986. CPÀ has held between 12 and
15 per cent of the total market. Àfter holding only about
12 per cent of the market during 1g74-1g7g it began to
improve in 1979 and 198o and during 1gg2-19g6 it hetd
between 14"1 and 15.3 per cent of the market. In 19g3 and
1984 it held its largest share of the North ALlantic market
during the entire period 1964-1 9g6 r passing its previous
high of 15.1 per cent in 1970.

During recent years, canadian scheduled carriers as a

group have crearly outperformed American carriers as a group
in obtaining market share on the North Àtrantic. since 1g7g

canadian carriers have had up to a nine percentage point
greater share of the canadian North Àtrantic market than
North American carriers as a group have herd of the North
Atrantic market as a whole, and the difference has never
been less than 2 percentage points.

The statistics canada load factors and the IATA load fac_
tors (rabre 6.5) are not strictJ-y comparabre because Èhe

former is calculated on passenger mil_es vs seat miles
instead of on seats and passengers. The former is rikely to
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TÀBLE 6.8

Scheduled North Àtlantic Market Share

Canadian Share On the Canadian North Atlantic
VS

North American share on the overarr North Atlantic

Yea r Canad ian
Carriers

North Àmerican
Carriers

197 8
197 9
1980
1 981
1 982
1983
1 984
198s
1 986

44.7
46.6
48. 6
47 .3
s1 .9
¿.1 q

49 .4
48 "7
51.1

39 "7
41 .2
40.8
40.2
42 .9
A.û. )
46.1
46.6
44-2

Sources: Tab1e
Table E4.

6 6 and IATÀ (1986b),

be somewhat lower. À passenger may cross the Atrantic on a

flight and may have joined the aircraft at an intermediate
point r ân eastbound passenger may board in Montreal on a

Toronto or vancouver originating flight. He may also disem-
bark at an intermediate point instead of at the final desti-
nation, e.g" in London instead of Frankfurt.

The average load factor of rÀTA carriers on the North
Àtlantic, and the load factor for all canadian carriers,
show similar trends during the period 1960-1979. Both

experienced a steep decrine following the inLroduction of
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jet aircraf t in the early 1960s. Bot.h recovered considera-
bly for 1964-1967. There was another drop in 1969-71, and a

recovery in 1972 that lasted past 1980. canadian carriers
had lower load factors in 1 960-1 963 , 1 968- 1971 , and

1978-1979 " They performed better in 1g6e-1967 , 197z-1977,

and 1980" They performed remarkably better in 1972-1974.

overal1, canadian carriers performed better in 1 1 of the 2j
years, considerably better in three of them, and considera-
bty worse in only one, 19G9.

Àir canada/tca has usuarly performed better than the
average rÀTÀ load factor throughout the entire period
1960-1986 (ta¡le 6.5). The only years this was not true
rìrere 1969 and 1971 at the end of '1 960s and start of the
1 970s and 1978, 1979, 1981 , and 19Bz at the end of the 1 970s

and start of the 1980s. rt was more than five points higher
than the rÀTÀ average in 1965, 1972, 1974, 1976, 19g5 and

1985"

rt is also possible to rank Àir canada and cpAL /cpe with
Lhe major air carriers on the North Ätrantic in a number of
periods since the mid '1 960s: 1965, 1968- 1972, 1974-1977, and

1978-86. rn 1965 Air canada and cpÀL ranked first and sec-
ond of the four North Àmerican carriers operating on the
North Àtrantic, the other two being pAA and TwÀ, and second

and fourth of the 18 major IATA carriers on the North Àt.lan-
tic. rn 1968-1972 Air canada's rank amongst North American

carries on the North Atlantic fluctuated, but was first in
two out of the five years and second in another year. In
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the wider context, of the 20 to 21 major rÀTA carriers on

the North Àtrantic Air canada did consist.entry wel1, ranking

fourth from 1968 to 1970, farling to tenth of 21 in 1971,

and recovering to second in 1972" cpA did poorly from 1968

to 1970, ranking last amongst the North American carriers
and in the bottom harf of all carriers, but improved dramat-

ically for 1971 and 1972 ranking first amongst all North

Àmerican carriers in both years and third and then first
respectively of all carriers.

rn 1974 to 1977 Àir canada and cpÀ did very welr. They

ranked first and second of the four North American carriers
throughout, each being first twice. Àir canada was in the

top t.hird of major carriers for three of the years, and in
the top half for the fourth. cpÀ was in the top half for
three of the four years.

cPÀ did superbly from 1979 to 1986. rt ranked first of
the major North American carriers in every year except 1980"

It also did well overarl, ranking fourth or higher except in
1980 when it felI to sixth. It v¡as first in 1981 and second

in 1979 and 1983"

Air canada does not show up particularly welr- during the

early part of the period 1979-1996, though its performance

improved later. It ranked fourth and fifth of the American

carriers in 1g7g and 1980, and was behind both pÀA and TWÀ

in 1979 and PÀÀ in 1980" In 1982 it arso ranked fifth, oth-
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erÌrise it has ranked third or f ourth except in 1986 '¿hen it
rose to second. Its ranking overarl was arso guite poor

until recently" rt was in the bottom hatf of major rATA

carriers until- 1984, but in 1984-1986 it achieved the posi-
tion of sixth out of twenty.

rn 1986 wardair had a road factor of 72"0 per cent, above

that of both Àir canada and cpA, but it v¡as not one of the

top twenty carriers in size and so is not ranked in Table

6.5. rn 1986r oD the basis of the first eleven months of
operation, wardair ranked second of the top thirteen North

American carriers with a load factor of 72.1 with cpA and

Air canada following immediately behind with road factors of
7 1 .3 and 68 . I respect i vely . Out of the top thirty*five
major carriers it ranked eighth, with cpÀ ranking ereventh
and Àir canada ranking fourteenth. Many carriers, which are

below the top twenty in size and which have high load fac-
tors, are either airlines of communist countries or operate

only on one or two city pairs which have a very high demand

(aviation Ï^leek and space Technoloqv March g 1gB7 , 2oB) 
"

rn conclusion, canada's schedured carriers have performed

well both in keeping close to harf of the canadian North

Atrantic in canadian hands and in keeping their load fac-
tors, which reflect their ability to use their resources

effectively, at close to, or a 1ittle above, industry stan-
dards for major carriers. Air Canada performed relatively
well in regard to its load factor compared to other carri-
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ers, except during the period 1978-1983" CpA general).y per-

formed adequat.ely, except briefly in the mid 1970s, and has

performed very werr since 1977 " t/¡ardair, only a schedured

carrier since late 1985, is performing very well but this is
not surprising since it remains predorninantty a charter car-
rier with the flexibility that implies, and, in fact, its
scheduled services are to an area that it was serving on a
relatively regular basis as a charter carrier.

6.4 CONCLUSTONS

canada has benefitted from the fact that its two major North

Àtlantic carriers evolved v¡ith different institutional bases

and business philosophies during their early years. Both

carriers later showed flexibility in changing their route
patterns in response to changing economic circumstances.

canadian carriers have demonstrated technorogical progres-

siveness when that is economically possibre. They have also
shown a willingness to initiater copy, and deverop new mar-

keting strategies when appropriate. The wirlingness of both

carriers to use pooling agreements has prevented wasteful

competition and provided a wider range of transatJantic des-

tinations served by direct flights than might otherwise have

existed" overall, canada's carriers have ensured that close

to half of aIr transatrantic schedul-ed passengers travel on

canadian aircraft and in doing so have generarly been able

to keep their load factors near or above the industry aver-
age for major carriers. The next chapter wil-l rook at the

rol-e of the charter market on the canadian North Àtlantic.



Chapter VII
THE ROLE OF 1T{E CHARTER MARKET

charter traffic vras very favourably praced to take advan-

tage of the high income erasticity of demand for air trans-
port on the transatlantic routes, the high price elasticity
of demand for discretionary travel, and the affinity of the

popurations. Further, it was also to be the beneficiary of
aircraft and marketing innovations.

This chapter is composed of three sections which examine

the evorution of charter traffic between canada and Europe.

the first section outrines the history of the market. rt
will primarily study the period since the early 1960s when

this form of travel became important on the canadian North

Àtrantic and will onry comment briefly on the earlier peri-
od. The second section examines the role that canadian car-
riers have prayed in this development, concentrating on war-

dair" The third section looks at the explosion in rncrusive
Tour charter (rrc) travel, which occurred at the end of the

1960s and in the 1970s, and its implications for the North

Atlantic market.

272
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7 "1 rHE HISTORY OF TI{E E}IARTER MARKET

The passenger charter market on the canadian North Àtran-
tic came into existence in the same year as the scheduted

market. Àfter a brief period of importance in assisting
immigration to canada following the second worrd war, it
dwindred al-most to nothing until the arrival of the jet age.

During the 1960s and earry 1970s it grew in importance, Àt

the start of the 1970s it reached about 40 per cent of total
traffic on the canadian North Atlantic. By the mid-1990s,

charter traffic had declined somewhat in relative impor-

tance. It, nevertheless, continued to provide abouL a guar-
ter of the totar market for passenger services on the cana-

dian North Atrantic. rt has not dwindred into rerative
insignificance as has happened generarly on the North Àtran-
tic.

7"1"1 The 1940s and 1950s

The charter traffic between canada and Europe was quite
different in the late 1940s and early 1950s than it v¡as rat-
er- À large proportion of charter passengers during the
earl-ier period vrere part of post-war immigration to canada

from Europe and their flights were organized by either the
canadian federal- or a canadian provincial government. In

the later period most of the charter passengers were tou-
rists.
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In the ]ate 1940s and early 1950s, TCÀ was active on the

North Àtlantic as bot.h a major schedured carrier and a major

charter carrier" rt þras particurarly active in 1947-1949

and 1951-1952. In 1947 the province of ontario began a pro-
gram of chartering flights for immigrants from the united
Kingdom and the contract was Laken up by the Dominion gov-

ernment in 1948 (ennual Report 1947, 9i 1948, 11)" This

first program of government chartered immigration frights
ended in 1949, but in December 1 950 a nevr federal program

was begun to carry 10r000 immigrants from the uK to canada

in 1951-1952" The rast 3,000 travelled in the first four
months of 1952 (Annua1 Report 1952, 8). The end of this
program r1'as the end of large scale charter traf f ic by cana-

dian carriers on the canadian North Àtl-antic for a decade.

TcÀ (etlantic) Ltd.'s operations are summarized in Tabre

7.1 " Having insufficient aircraft in 1947, TCA was forced

to subcontract a considerable amount of charter traffic to
Transocean Àir Lines" After 1947 it did not need to do so,

having expanded its fleet. charter traffic, as shown, com-

posed a sizeable, if variabre, proportion of its services.

canadian Pacific Àir Lines vras arso deepry involved in

charter traffic from 1951 to 1954, In 1951 the total of

CPÀL's revenue passengers increased from 4r752 to 11 r679
(Stat. Can. 1951e). This increase of 146 per cent was pri-
mariry due to charter traffic and it was not until 1954 that
its total of passengers travelling on unit totl fares,
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TCÀ

TABLE

(atlantic ) Ltd.

7 "1

Tra f.t ic 1947-1951

Year Àtlantic Caribbean TotaI Atlantic
Scheduled Scheduled Scheduled Charter

1 947
1 948
1 949
1 9s0
1 951

14 ,393
23,429
21 ,87 2
17 ,340

(21 ,200)

2,951
11 ,543
14,952

(21,100)

14 ,393
26,390
33,4i5
32,292

(42,300)

1 ,422
6 r441
3 1097

409
7 ,611

4 ,450*

Subcont rac ted To Transocean Air Lines

Source: TCÀ
est imates

(1947-1951) The
based on stated

bracketed figures are
rates of change.

141334, passed the number travelling on burk fares, 9r393
( stat . can. r954e ) . cpAL' s focus , however , was on the
Pacific rim where it v¡as involved in the movement of Àmeri-
can military personner due to the Korean war. cpÀL's entry
into the North Àtlantic market in 1955 occurred in the same

year that it faced a dramatic drop in its charter traffic,
from 9,393 to 2,577 passengers (stat. can. 1955e). cpÀL, in
spite of the regurations then in force regarding charter
carriage, had been allowed to mix scheduled and charter pas-

sengers on its North pacific frights because of the impor-

tance of its services to the united Nations/Àmerican miri-
tary effort.
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During the 1950s, there v¡as one attempt by a Canadian

carrier to start what, for the time, was a major charter
service between canada and Europe. The curtis-Reid rrying
service acquired a Dc-4 and began offering charter services
on the North Àtrantic on ApriJ- 30th, 1950. This ended, how-

ever, after 30 flights when its Dc-4 crashed in the Alps
(Can. Àv. 50th Ànniversary Issue, p" 27) 

"

Às can be seen in Table 7.2, after the sizeable charter

BuIk Traffic
TÀBLE 7 "2

carried by Canadian
1952- '1 9s9

and Foreign Carriers

Year Fore i gn
Carriers

Canad ian
Carriers

TCÀ CPA Total

1952
1 953
1 954
1955
1 956
1 957
1 958
1 959

7 ,054
5 r437
5 r412
4,006
2,652
2,663

814
717

9,934
9,705
9,929
3,305
1 ,671
2,471
2,666
3,858

160
123
536
728
696
595

'1 ,040
2,522

9,774
9 1582
9,393
2,577

975
1r976
1 ,626
1 ,336

'16, ggg
15 ,1 42
1 5. 341

7 ,311
4,323
5,134
3 ,480
4,575

Source: Stats. Can. series 51-202

movements at the

charter activity
not possible in

start of

on either
Canadian

the 1 950s,

the Àtlant
government

there was

ic or Pacif

stat.istics

very little
ic. It is

to isolate
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Lhat occurring on
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the North

the Carib-

on

to

charter traffic began to increase in 1960. The number of
charter passengers carried by foreign carriers rose from 717

in 1 959 to over 1 0,000 in 1 960 (stat. can. 1 960e ) . This
rise occurred as piston aircraft began to be replaced by jet
aircraft on the North Àtlantic.

The above totals for bulk passengers shourd be treated
with considerabre caution since they record only those fl-own

by a limited number of carriers. They serve, nevertheless,
to indicate trends. During this early period, when the num-

ber of airrines active on the North Atlantic þras Less than

in later years, and when most charter passengers $¡ere sti1l
carried by schedured rÀTA carriers, these statistics are

more likery correctry to indicate trends than later corre-
sponding f igures.

7 "1 "2 The 1960s

The 1 960s witnessed the steady growth of the new tourist
oriented charter market. By 1961 there were 42 r4s3 passen-

gers flying charter travel between canada and Europe produc-

ing a revenue of cdn $5.3 million (saarty 19G9, 292). There

had arready been a dramatic increase in traffic from 19b9

when almost no charter traffic v¡as recorded" The canadian
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than tenfold to
gers crossings

increased very
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charter market continued t.o expand rapidly
1 960s " By 1969 revenue had increased more

$55.8 million and close to 600r000 passen-

r,rere f lown on charter services. Traf f ic
rapidly in 1961-1964, slowly in 1964-1965,

TÀBLE 7.3

Charter Revenue and Traffic on the North Atlantic

1 961 -1 969
Revenue in gCdn Millions, passengers in Thousands

Year Revenue
Tota1 Can.

Orig.

Pa ssenqe r s
Total Can.

Orig.
1 961
1962
1 963
1 964
1 965
1 966
1 967
1 968
1 969

5.3
8.5

12.9
18 .8
21 .5
27 .0
31.3
36.7
s8.6

42 "5
67 .9

113.2
158.9
174"6
219 .4
265"6
353"2
593.0

(163)
( 170 )
(212)
(2s2)
(3s2)
(s75)

15
17
26
41

3
7
3
6

40.5
60.0
94"9

126.8
139.4
163"2
147 "7
229 .1

Sources: The totals for revenue and passengers for
1961-1968 are from saarry (1969) p. 292" The biacketedtotals are from rATÀ (1976d). The figures for canadianoriginating revenue are canadian government figuresguoted in Wardair (1966, 1967, 19G8,-1969). The 1969
totals for revenue and passengers are canadian govern-
ment figures guoted in Edwards (1970)"

and then rapidly in 1965-1969 (rabte 7"3).
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canadian originating passengers provided the largest pro-
port.ion of traffic during the period. Their share, though,
gradually declined from about 95 per cent in 1961 to about

75 per cent in 1966. rt dropped sharply in 1967, as canadi-
ans stayed home and Europeans came to experience Expo 67 and

other centennial celebrations, but then recovered to about

two-thirds of the market in 1968" The proportion of revenue

suppLied by canadian travellers remained about the same in
1969 as in 1 968.

During the 1960s, the nature of the carriers providing
charter services on the North Atl-antic changed. The canadi-
an market followed the generar pattern for the entire North

Atlantic charter market between North America and Europe, as

shown in Table 7.4" rn 1964 about Bo per cent of both the
canadian and the entire North Àtrantic market h'ere carried
by ÏATA, that is by schedured carriers. By 1969 the propor-
tion in both markets was onry 37 per cent. During the peri-
od 1964-1969, the percentage carried by rÀTÀ carriers in the
canadian market tended, however, to be rower than in the

entire market and it was also more volatile.

rn 1961, when there were 42 thousand charter passengers

on the canadian North Àtrantic, charter passengers formed

about 12 percent of the totar of all air passengers on the

canadian North Atlantic. By 1964 rATA statistics indicate
that al-most 28 per cent of the traf f ic on the canadian North

Atlantic was travelling by charter (rabre 4, Appendix).
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TABLE 7 "4

Percentage of charter Traffic carried by rATA carriers

1 964-1 97 5

Yea r Canadian North
Atlant ic

À11 North
Atlantic

1 964
1 965
1 966
1 967
1 968
1 969
197 0
197 1

197 2
197 3
197 4
197 5

80.4
67 .6
tr? 2

40"5
29 "0
37.0
35.0
38.4
40.0
39.6
31 .4
35.8

80 " 9
71 "5
62.7
50.0
40.0
37 .1
33.6
1a 1

41 "245.5
37.0
40.1

Source: IÀTÀ (1976d)

This percentage vras lower in 1965-19G7 but regained that
level in 1 968 and vras well over a thi rd of the market ,

approaching 40 per cent, in 1969.

The charter market became more important to traverlers in
the canadian North Àtlantic market than in the entire North

Àtrantic market by 1962. Between 1963 and 1969, the per-
centage of arr air passengers travelling charter was consis-
tently 5 to 12 points higher in the canadian North Àtlantic
market than in the total North Àtlantic market.
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7 ,1 .3 The 1 970s and 80s

The volume of charter traffic on Lhe Canadian North

Atrantic showed considerabre instability during the 1970s.

Statistics Canada data shows increases in four years,

decreases in five, and approximately no change in one.

Traffic peaked in 1975, but the volume of traffic in 1990

was only slightly larger than that in 1971"

The decrine in charter traffic in 1972 corresponds to an

increase in scheduled traffic on the Canadian North Àtlantic
of approximately 40%, Both events are explained by the fact
that in 1972 the index of the average schedured fare on the

North At1antic, as calculated by IÀTÀ, hit its l-owest point
ever (ret¡ 1975c) 

"

The next decline in charter traffic vras in 197Q, during
the first oil crisis" Nevertheless, both the volume of

scheduled traffic and total traffic increased this year. rn

1975 the roles of charter and scheduled traffic were

reversed, with scheduled traffic decl-ining and charter and

total traff ic increasing.

Àccording to Statistics Canada data, a period of decline
began in 1976 and lasted through until- 1980. OnIy in one

year, 1980, was there also a dectine in total canadian North

Àtlantic traffic. rÀTA data, however, note a brief rebound

in charter traffic in 1979"
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TABLE 7 "5

Charter Passengers on the Canadian North Àtlantic

1 97 0-1 986

Year Canadian Or iginat ing
'000s %

European
'000s

Originating
o/
/o

197 0
197 1

197 2
197 3
197 4
197 5
197 6
1977
197 8
197 9
1980
1 981
1 982
1983
1 984
198s
1986

434
s19
463
442
396
575
540
510
471
431
30s
291
427
s83
610
758
587

66.5
67 .3
64"3
53.'1
5i.8
59. B

57 .6
54. I
53.7
49 .2
40.0
38.0
48 .7
63.7
64. 3
71.4
63. B

219
252
257
260
370
387
441
421
405
445
458
474
450
332
337
304
333

33.5
32.7
35.7
46.9
48.2
40.2
42 .4
45.2
46.2
s0.8
60.0
62.0
51.3
36.3
35.7
28 .6
36.2

Sources: Stat. Can. 51-207

The relative importance of canada as a prace of origin
for charter travel-rers on the canadian North Atrantic
declined during the 1970s (Table 7"s). In 1973 there was a

sharp drop in the percentage of those travetring charter on

the canadian North Àtlantic who $¡ere of canadian origin.
This was primarily due to a farr in canadians travetring
charter rather than to an increase in Europeans. The 1973

decline in canadians travelling charter lras not, however,



due to any overall- decline

Europe. There was a 23 per

ber of Canadians travelling
Àppendix).
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in Canadians travelling to

cent increase in the total num-

to Europe that year (tab1e 11,

A further decline in the percentage of Canadian origin
occurred in 1974, when an I per cent farr in canadian and a

42 per cent rise in European charter passengers occurred.

The percentage fa11 in canadians traverling charter vras

larger than the percentage fatl in canadians visiting
Europe. The increase in Europeans travelling charter was

considerably higher than the overall 1 0 per cent increase in
direct European visitors.

rn 1975 there was a large scale return of canadians to
charter carr iers , but thi s proved temporary. Dur ing

1976-1981 there vras a decrine in the volume of canadian ori-
gin charter travellers. The total number, however, of Cana-

dians visiting Europe continued to rise until 1977 and after
1977 the decrine in the number of canadians travelling char-
ter r.¡as steeper than the overall decrine in number of cana-

dians visiting Europe, through to 1981"

European origin charter traffic tended to move in rine
withr oF somewhat below, the number of European visitors
arriving directly during the second half of the 1970s. It
was distinctly lower in 1978 and 1979. rn 1978 European

originating charter traffic fe11 four percent while the num-
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ber of Europeans arriving direct rose 10 percent. In 1979

European charter traffic rose 10 percent at the same time as

direct European arrivals rose by 18 percent.

European charter travellers passed canadian charter trav-
ellers in absolute importance in 1979 and remained in the

lead for four years. The increase in the absolute number of

Europeans travelling was insufficient to make up for the

decline in Canadian travellers.

In summary, during the 1970s Canada became 1ess impor-

tantr rêlative to Europe, as an origin for charter passen-

gers on the canadian North Àtlantic. There was also a trend
among canadians avray from charter traver during the entire
period. rn the first half of the 1970s there was a move by

Europeans toward charter travel, particularly in 197q. In

the second hal-f of the 1970s there tended to be a move by

Europeans away from charter travel to Canada.

rt was during the period, 1977-1982, that canadian carri-
ers gained control of this marketr âs discussed in section
1)

I n the '1 980s , according to the stat i st

tics Canada, there vras a steady increase

1CS

in

kept by Statis-
the total number

of charter passengers from 1980 to 1985, with a decline in
1986. rATA statistics tel1 a different story (rable 3,

Appendix). They record an increase in charter traffic for
the period 1980-1983 and a steady and strong decrine in the



period 1984-1986, Since the number of scheduled

in the two series continue to move together, this
cannot easily be explained. During the period

the Statistics Canada data will be preferred, on

tion that the Canadian government is in the best

keep track of Canadian arrivals and departures.
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passengers

di vergenc e

1 984-1986,

the assump-

position to

Following the figures produced by statistics canada, the
proportion of passengers who rvere of canadian origin, which

decrined during 1975- 1 981 , increased during 1 981-1 985,

though it again declined somewhat in 1986. The number of
passengers of European origin rose in 1980 and '1981 , f er1 in
1982 and 1983, rose srightly in 1984, fe11 in 1985, and rose

again slightl-y in 1 986.

rn the four years from 1982 to 1985 inclusive, there v¡as

a marked return of the popurarity of charter services
amongst canadians visiting Europe. The increases for the

number of canadians travelling to Europe v¡ere 2 per cent, 17

per cent, 18 per cent, and 16 per cent, respectively while
the percentage increases for charter passengers of canadian

origin were 46 per cent, 36 per cent, 5 per cent, and 24 per

cent" During 1982-1985, there was thus a 6G per cent rise
in the number of canadians visiting Europe and a r60 per

cent rise in the number of charter passengers to Europe of

Canadian origin.
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rn 1986, the number of canadian-origin charter passengers

fell despite a rise in canadian traverrers to Europe. This
rr¡as also the year that wardair f or the f irst time could ser-
vice its main transatlantic destination, Great Britain, as a
schedul-ed carrier for the entire year rather than as a char-
ter carrier" No concrusions as to continuing popurarity of
charter with canadian travellers to Europe, therefore, can

be made on the basis of 1986,

Between 1976 and 1985, there were relatively few years

that the percentage change in the number of Europeans

directly visiting canada, and the percentage change in num-

ber of European-origin transatlantic charter passengers, did
not correspond to within three percentage points. Excep-

tions $/ere 1978, 1979,1983, and 1985. rn 1g7B there was a

10 per cent rise in directly arriving European visitors
while European charter passengers declined by 4 per cent.
rn 1979 European direct arrivars increased by 1g per cent
while European charter passengers increased by onry 1 0 per

cent. In 1983 direct arrivals decrined 1z per cent while
charter passengers decrined 16 per cent. rn 19gs direct
arrivals decrined 3 per cent while charter passengers

declined 10 per cent. overalr there vras thus a continued
overall trend by Europeans away from charter.

In 1986 the number of

sengers increased, unlike
ing passengers, despite

European originating charter pas-

the picture for Canadian originat-
the faIl in the overall charter
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capacity being offered" The 1980s thus sa$¡ a continuation

of the trend away from charter by Europeans with the trend

by Canadians avray from charter showing some reversal.

Charter, up to the end of 1986, retained at least 25 per

cent of the total market for air transport between Canada

and Europe while the share for the entire North America to
Europe market has fallen to below 1 0 per cent (tab1e 7 "6) .

The pattern of destinations for Canadian charter travel-
lers to Europe was fairly constant during the later 1970s

and the early and mid 1980s. So was the pattern of coun-

tries of origin for European charter travellers to Canada.

For Canadians travelling charter to Europe from 1975 to
'1 985, the principal destinations were in North Europe (table

7.7). The total percent of those visiting the United King-

dom, Holland, France, and Germany ranged between 71 and 87

percent and in all but two years fell between 77 and 84 per-

cent.

The most important single destination vras the United

Kingdom, which was the destination for between 56 and 65

percent of Canadian charter travel-Iers to Europe during

1975-1985" In 1986, the importance of the United Kingdom as

a destination showed a major decline, when many of Wardair's

passengers fe11 into the scheduled rather than the charter

category following its designation as a scheduled airline to

that country"



TÀBLE 7 "6

Importance of Charter on the Canadian North Àt.lantic
1961- 1 986

Shown In Percentage Terms

Canadian North Atlantic Total N. Àt.
Year (stat" can. ) (¡ere) (IÀTA)

1 961
1 962
1 963
1 964
1 965
1 966
1 967
1 968
1 969
197 0
197 1

197 2
197 3
197 4
197 5
197 6
197 7
197I
197 9
1 980
1 981
1 982
1983
1 984
1985
1986

11.8
16.6
24 .6
26.7
24"4
23 .1
22.2
27 .9
38.7
36.2
40.7
31 .1
30.6
26.9
32.7
30.8
to o

27 .8
26.7
25.1
25.9
29.5
30. 1

28.3
28.7
25.2

27 .7
24 .1
23 .6
21 .6
28 .4
37 .5
36.2
40 "7
31.0
31.0
27 .5
32.5

28.2
27 .3
25 .6
26.2
29 "829.5
25.8
23 .6
17.1

21

11.8
12.2
15.9
15.8
15.3
15 .7
16.6
'1 8.8
25 .6
)L '1

28.9
24.8
26 "3
24 .6
26.2
26.6
29.2
.6/ 21
14.8
10"4

q¿,
11.8
12 "011.3
9.8
6.4

Sources: The Canadian North Àtlantic percentages are
based on Table 4.3 and the IÀTA percentages for the
North Atlantic are from IATÀ (1986b).
Note: In 1978 IATÀ began to include Miami traffic in
their definition of North Atlantic traffic. The Iarg-
er figure to the left of the slash is from the series
that excludes it and the smaller figure on the right
is from the series that includes it.

Tn
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the period 1984-1986, France became i nc reas i ngly
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TABLE 7 "7

Charter Canadian Destinations and European Origins

In Percentages

Canadian Destinations European Oriqins
Year UK HoI. Fra " Ger. Other UK Hol. Fra. Ger. Other

197 5
197 6
197 7
197 8
197 9
1980
1 981
1 982
1983
1 984
1 98s
1 986

62
56
63
57
65
64
65
59
65
59
56
40

86
97
55
55
43
81
921
761
37
4 10
5 14
324

6
5
tr

4
6
1

I

1

9
6
6
6

18
23
22
29
22
20
13
17
'16

21
19
27

66
64
68
61
65
70
67
66
55
60
62
56

14
12
tt
13
I

10
I
7
7
7
7
L

2
5
3
J
5
4
B

6
6
I
I
3

I 10
9 10

11 7
13 10
175
13 3
15 2
174
14 I
15 10
14 9
14 12

Source: Stat. Can. series 51-207.

important as a charter destination both in percentage and

absolute terms" It reached armost a quarter of the total in
1986.

Europeans traverling charter to canada came armost

entirery from these same four countries. Between 197F and

1 980, 90 percent or more of European charter passengers to
canada did so. Between 60 and 70 percent of the total usual-
ly came from the uK. only in 1986, with wardair a year-

round designated schedured carrier to that country, did the

percentage coming from the uK fa1] below 50, The second most
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important country of origin was Lhe Netherlands in the mid

1970s, but after 1978 it was replaced by West Germany.

'1 ,1 ,4, Frof ile of the Bdorth À,tlantic Charter Traveller

Although the appearance of large scale charter travel had

an important role in encouraging the development of lower

fares, it did not have a major role in transforming the

nature of travellers on the North Àtlantic. The Àppendix to

the North Àtlantic Charter Studv carried out by IATA

includes the results of several surveys that support this
argument. These surveys are: a comparison of scheduled and

charter passengers who were US residents travelling to vaca-

tion or to visit friends/relatives during summer of 1974 on

the New York/Amsterdam route; a study of charLer passengers

to Europe in August-September 1969 carried out for PÀÀ; and

a survey of advance booking charter passengers from the UK

carried out for the USTS following the introduction of ABC

fares in the early 1970s.

The New York-Àmsterdam survey in 1974 found there was no

statistical significance in the breakdown of travel in the

previous three years between scheduled and charter travel-
lers neither in the number of trips made, nor sex, nor age"

In the field of income the only possible slatistically sig-
nificant difference vras in the category of an income between

920-24,999 and even here the probability that the samples

for the charter and scheduled travellers came from the same

population Ì{as 88 per cent (rare 1976d, 70-73) 
"
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The study of charter passengers to Europe carried out for
PAÀ developed the forlowing profile of a charter passenger.

The traveller r,Ias affluent Qo per cent had an incorne over

$10,000us versus 29 per cent for the total popuration of the

U.S"), well educated (65 per cent with some college vs. 2g

for the total), a professional, white colIar, or executive
(65 per cent), had flown before (gs per cent), had flown

outside the us in the last five years (55 per cent), had

used schedured frights for trips outside the u.s" (sl per

cent), and had previousi-y visited Europe (68 per cent, with
half of those who had done so having travelled in the last
two years, mostly on schedured airrines) (reta 1976d, 79,

83, 84)" out of the charter passengers, two out of three
had definitely planned to go to Europe irrespective of how

they got there with another 14 per cent stating they had

probably decided to go irrespective of the type of flight,
making four out of five overall (rate 1976d, 90).

The survey of advance booking charter passengers from the

uK also developed a profire for a representative traverrer.
The traveller was over 34 years old, married, with an income

per household of over f3,000 ( EZ, t 82) , residing in the

southeast of the uK, who was generarJ-y visiting relatives or

a friend, usuarry in the northeast or southeast of the usÀ,

and who planned on a visit of three weeks. Their decision
to travel had in only 22 per cent of cases been taken

because ABc fares were availabre. À smaller proportion than
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in the case of the united States had made a previous trans-
atlantic trip, 43 per cent (f¡te 1976d, 118).

The prosperous, older, educated person on either side of

the Àtlantic was the naturar market for air traver for
pleasure to the other side of the ocean, whether or noL it
was on a charter or scheduled carrier. It is, however, pos-

sible that the impact of easily available charter services
had more effect in Great Britain and Europe than in North

America. PAÀ's above-mentioned study found that two out of

three of its subjects had definitely pranned to go to Europe

irrespective of how they got there and that most of those

who had already travelled to Europe had done so on a sched-

uled carrier. The situation r,ias dif f erent in the study of
British travellers using advance booking charters to visit
the united states. Not onry had fewer of them in percentage

terms made a transatrantic journey prior to their current
one, 43 per cent compared to 68 per cent, but most of those

who had made a previous trip had used a reduced price air
fare, 58 per cent, while 33 per cent had used a full price
air fare and nine per cent another means of travel.

7.1"5 Summarv

After the re-emergence of charter travel at the dawn of

the jet a9ê, charter travel on the canadian North Atrantic
initially showed a similar pattern to the generar one on the

North ALlantic, but it developed more rapidly and by 1962
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charter $ras more important on the canadian North Atlantic
market than on the entire North Atlantic market. In both

the canadian North Àtlantic market and the overall North

Atlantic market the relative importance of charter services
reached their peaks in rerative importance at the start of

the 1970s. Their development diverged in a major way in the

rate 1970s. The charter market remained very important on

the canadian North Àtlantic market, unlike the situation on

the North Àtrantic as a who1e. Initially canadians provided

the greatest impulse in the development of the canadian

North Àtrantic charter market and it was not until the 1970s

that Europe approached equarity in importance as a source of

traffic. canadian North Atlantic charter traffic Ì{as con-

centrated almost entirery on northern Europe with the uK

providing both the main destination of canadian charter
travellers and the main point of origin for European charter
travelrers to canada" while it is unlikely that. the intro-
duction of easily avairabre charter travel had much impact

on North Àmerican travellers to Europe, it may have had a

significant rore for gritish and other European travelrers.

7 "2 ROLE OF CÀNADIÀN CARRTERS

After the re-emergence of charter traver on the canadian

North Atlantic at the beginning of the 1960s, canadian car-
riers proved effective cornpetitors and, Ied by Wardair, they

ultimately secured a clearly predominant market share.
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theAlthough Canadian carriers would come to dominaLe

TÀBLE 7 "8

Revenue Shares in Can" North Àtlantic Charter Market

1961-1968 (rn percentages)

Year Foreign Wardair Other Canadian
Carriers Carr iers

1 961
1 962
1963
1 964
1 965
1 966
1967
1 968

82
53
32
33
35
57
68
58

2
6
7
B

13
14

18
45
62
60
57
30
.18

Sources: The totals for foreign carriers for
and 1968 are from Saarty (1969) p. 293 while
lng values for 1961-1967 are from a graph
(1967 ) based on ÀTB data.

1963, 1967
the remain-
in Vfardair

market, they goL off to a slow start. In 1961 they had only
18 per cent of the market (rabre 7.8 ) . This soon irnproved

and during 1963-1965 canadian carriers herd between 65 and

68 percent of the market. A steep decrine in market share

began in 1966 and by 1967 the canadian carriers' share of
revenue had fallen to onry 32 percent of the market, but the

next year the revenue share of canadian carriers started to
rebound, reaching 42 per cent. The reason for this becomes

clear when Table 7"9 is examined" In 1963-1965 canada's
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TABLE 7 .9

Canadian Carriers in the Charter Market 1962-19G9

In Thousands

Statistics Canada Data
Year AC & Other Can. À11 Can.

( share ) CPÀ Carriers Carr iers
1 962
1963
1964 59
1 965 43
1966 35
1967 23
1 968 30
1969 64

28 87
25 68
13 48
124
1 31

48 112

(53 "4%)(40.0%)
(22.6%)
( 9.5%)
( 8 .8%)
(1e.s%)

22
70
84
70
48
29
20

111

32
37
2B

109
138

102
85
57

129
249

Sources: IÀTA (1976d) and Stat. Can. series 51-201

scheduled carriers, Àir canada and cpÀL, v¡ere abre to commit

a considerable volume of seats to this marketr cârrying 7o

to 84 thousand passengers combined. rn 19G6-1968, however,

the two main canadian scheduled carriers committed suffi-
cient capacity to only carry 20 to 48 thousand passengers.

Both were invorved in experiencing derays in expanding their
fleets to meet scheduled traffic demand.

Along with air canada and cpÀL, other canadian carriers
entered the canadian North Atlantic charter market. cana-

da's regional carriers became invorved in this charter mar-

ket, including PwÀ, Nordair, and Transairr âs did the char-
ter carriers World Wide Àirlines and Wardair.
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Wardair entered the market for summertime charter service

on the North Àtrantic in 1962 with reased equipment and in
1963 was operating two DC-6Bs seating 88 passengers. It
planned 40 trips out of western canada during the summer of

1963" Its average load factor vras 85 percent, compared to
an average of 49 percent for IÀTÀ scheduled carriers. War-

dair tapped the large pent up demand for charter services in
western Canada at this time. This was rooted in the post-
vrar immigrant group which had "made good" and provided three
out of four of wardair's passengers. rn 1963 canadian Àvia-

tion estimated that there was sufficient demand for charter
flights on the North Atrantic out of Edmonton, that in addi-
tion to the 40 flights by Wardair, the one by Air Canada,

the six by CPÀL, and the three by Lufthansa, both Àir Canada

and CPAL could have offered 25 more flights (Can. Àv. Sept.

1963,47).

In 1964 on the Canadian North Àtlantic Àir Canada offered
199 charter f lights, CPÀL 1 10, Wardair 54, pWÀ 44, I.?orld

wide Airways'7, and Nordair 6. pwÀ entered with its pc-7cs

acquired the previous winter. Nordair also entered with
Douglas aircraft, a DC-68 and DC-7C; it woul-d subsequently

use L-1049Hs which it initially used to the Caribbean" Sup-

ported by canada's two scheduled airrines, canadian carriers
carried the bulk of charter passengers at this time (can,

Av. June 1965, 18) 
"
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In 1966, which sayr participation by both Air Canada and

CPAL down considerably to 35r000 and 13r000 passengers

respectively, Wardair made a dramatic improvement in its
service by offering jet service using a Boeing-727, stretch-
ing the range of that aircraft to its limit to reach rce-
land. wardair carried over 23,000 international charter
passengers making it the second-largest canadian carrier in
the North Atlantic charter market (fab1e 7.10). CPAL now

ranked third. It had disposed of its 5 Bristol Britannias
and had rost both a DC-B and a Dc-68 leaving a fleet of only

6 ÐC-8s, 5 DC-68s, and 3 DC-3s. In 1967 and 1968 it would

withdraw almost completely. The other canadian carriers
continued to operate propeller-driven aircraft: Transair

entered with a DC-7c, PwÀ operated a Dc-7c, and Nordair used

a super constellation. Transair withdrew in 1967 to use its
DC-7C el-sewhere (Can. Àv. June 1966, 19-20; June 1967, 49).

In 1 968 Wardair took another step forward when it
received its first long-range jet aircraft, a Boe-

ing-707-320c convertible passenger-freighter aircraft. The

choice of a convertible aircraft was made to provide the

greatest possible fl-exibility rather than in the expectation
of using it to carry freight. To finance this acquisition
wardair had become a public company in 1967 " The expected

expansion of 160 percent in passenger mile capacity on

derivery of the Boeing-707 had permitted wardair to expand

out.side of western canada" rn 1967 offices !¡ere opened in
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TÀBLE 7 "10

Wardair Operations 1966-1986

Year International Charter North Atl-antic Scheduled
Charter

1 966
1967
1968
1 969
197 0
197 1

197 2
197 3
197 4
197 5
197 6
1977
197I
197 9
1 980
1 981
1 982
1 983
1 984
1 985
1 986

23,593
26,797
65,340

106,830
1 49 ,968 / 1 67 ,359
187 ,665/ 194,678
205,677 / 192,g39
273,677 / (289,000* )
350 ,457 / 351 ,660
527 ,070/ 527 ,065

545 ,258
633 ,911
759,009

1 ,107 ,696
1 ,204,325
1r132,917
1,167,992
1 ,1 69 ,415
1,231 ,381
1 ,260 1902c4e 869

1 53,1 30
'l 53 ,931
1 13 ,923(145,000* )
1g2,5gg
265,947
272 ,7 64
298,041
328,945
469,545
414,790
47 4 ,642
507 ,394
452,907
493,079
509 ,055
296 ,7 44

16 ,663
61 9 ,434#

Estimate based on first three quarters.
Includes domestic scheduled traffic.

Sources: The right hand column of total charter statis-
tics is from various annual reports of Wardair. The
remaining statistics are from Stat. Can. series 51-207
and 51-202.
8{ot,e: In 1986 164,000 of I^Jardair's scheduled passen-
gers were carried on the North Àtlantic.
( rara 1 9B6b)

Toronto and London, Engrand and in 1968 three more offices
in eastern canada opened and there r.rere 22 planned charters

originating in the united Kingdom and Europe. wardair thus
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took its first tentative steps towards becoming a truly
internationar airline (Annual Report 1967), Between lgïz
and 1968 vlardair enjoyed steady growth in the percent of the

revenue generated by the canadian transatlantic charter mar-

ket that it received, and in 1968 passed the combined totar
for other canadian airlines operating in that market (table

7"8) 
"

Tn 1968 the other two remaining canadian carriers partic-
ipating in the North Atrantic charter market moved to jet-
aircraft. PwÀ used a Boeing-707-'1388 acquired from eantas
in the winter of 1967-68. Nordair used a teased convair
990À but in 1969 withdrew from the market and returned its
airplane to Modern Air Transport.

By 1970, âlthough the volume of internationar charter
passengers carried by wardair had continued to grovr (table
7.10), its market share had dropped to 23"4 percent as shown

in Table 7 .11. This decline v¡as due to the return of CpÀ

and Àir canada as sizeable players in the North Àtrantic
charter market once their capacity shortage was corrected by

the arrivaÌ of new aircraft" This return, ãs shown in Table

7 .9, had begun in 1969.

In 1970 the North Àtlantic stiIl comprised over 90 per-
cent of wardair's international charter passenger traffic
(tabte 7.10)" The need to provide year-round employment for
its aircraft, however, already had begun to encourage its



TABLE 7 "11

Canadian Participation in the Charter Market
1970-1 986

In Percentages

AC CPÀ
Year

Ward- Wrld-
air wys

Ntn- All
air Can.

Qbc-
air

197 0
1971
197 2
197 3
197 4
197 5
197 6
197 7
197I
197 9
1980
1 981
1982
1983
1 984
198s
1 986

48 "9
46.3
37 .9
39.0
36.3
50.8
51.5
62.5
67 .1
83.1
86.0
84"1
93.2
78.7
72.4

5.0 79.8
1 1 .8 86.4

13.9 6"
15"3 6.
14"9 3"
13.0 4.
10.3 0.
14.8 3 .
8.1 6.
6.0 11.
5.3 13.
0.6 14"
3"0 20"
0.0 20.
0.2 24.
1.1 21 .
4.3 0.
3.1 1.
1"6 1 .

9
7
J
3
0
I
3
0
3
7
4
2
I
0
2
2
1

23 .4
20.0
1 5.8
17 .4
23.9
27 .7
28 .9
31.8
37.3
53. 3
54 .4
62.1
57 "7
49 .4
52.0
47 .8
32 .0

1.7
10.4
/.¿

11 .2
12.0
19"8

2.8
2.6
3.1
Å.)
4.2

¿" '7

9.7
8.5

Sources: IATÀ (1976d)
51-003, and 51-207 "
Sdote : Only the ma j or
so the total 0f the
will often be less
Canadian carriers.

and Stats" Can" series 51-002

Canadian carriers are listed
individual carriers presented

than the toLal given for all

diversification into
demand season did not

1 968 that the charter

revenue and in 1969

and Hawaii vrere up 50

300

other tourist markets where the peak

falI in the summer. Wardair noted in
market for tours had increased winter

that winter inclusive tours to Mexico

percent 
" In 1970 its inclusive tour



operations, especially those operat.ed by

national Ltd., proved successful beyond

jected (AnnuaI Report 1968; 1969; 1970)

three years the role of the North Atlanti
dair's international charter passengers

50 percent.
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Fun Seekers Inter-
what had been pro-

. During the next

c in providing War-

would faIl to about

In 1969, along with its use of the winter tour market to
supplement its North Atrantic summer revenues, wardair arso

used the convertible feature of its ner.¡ Boeing-707s to enter
the freight market (Annual Report 1959)" The subsequent

expansion of "fun in the sun" winter traver after that year

provided sufficient employment during the winter seasons

that such an action became unnecessary later.

Wardair's 460 per cent growth between 1967, s 26 ,797

international passengers and 1 970's 149 r9GB passengers v¡as

due to its fleet expansion program taking it from one Boeing

727 to a fleet of two Boeing 707s and one Boeing-727. To

avoid indigestion, the Boeing-727 was dry leased to Braniff
in 1969 for the first year after the second Boeing-707 was

delivered. The operating jet freet thus went from one 727

in 1967, to one 727 and one 707 in 1968, to two 7o7s in
1969, to one 727 and two 707s in 1970"

The early 1970s witnessed a tendency for the share of the

canadian North Atlantic charter market herd by canadian car-
riers to decline" From 1970 to 1974 the total number of
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charter passengers carried by Canadian carriers fluctuated
between 278 thousand and 357 thousand carried white the

total market fluctuated between 653 thousand and 833 thou-

sand. Vlardair led throughout in volume carried, followed by

Air Canada" CPÀ's share trailed that of each of the first
two considerably and it withdrew entirely from this market

in 1974, though it would return in a minor way the next

year. PWÀ, alone among the regionals, remained.

During the early 1970s, I.Tardair's energies were concen-

trated on adapting to the changing institutional and techno-

logical environment in which it operated. The development

of the "fun in the sun" market for winter travel saw the

relative importance of the North Àtlantic to Wardair in pro-

viding passengers decline until it provided only about one

half of Wardair's total international charter passengers.

The longer distance to Europe compared to many winter desti-
nations meant, however, that the decline in the proportion

of the total revenue contributed by the North Àtlantic char-

ter market was less than the proportional decline in passen-

gers. The flexibility provided by Wardair's participation
in different markets is illustrated by events in 1972. The

Fal1, Winter, and Spring tours vlere increased by 100 per

cent to offset the decline in traffic on the North Àtlantic
in 1972. This decl-ine was attributed to the increased use

of excursion fares offered by schedured carriers (An¡r¡al

Report 1972) 
"
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In the early 1970s, Advance Booking Charters (anCs), were

introduced on the canadian North Àtlantic to replace affini-
ty charters. To deal r+ith this change wardair created a

who1Iy owned subsidiary,

sub-market in Canada. To

Intervac, to compete in the ABC

reflect the growi.ng importance of

traverlers from the other side of the Atrantic, it created

the canada-united Kingdom Traver centre to deal with the

charter traffic originating in the United Kingdom"

The early 1970s also the saw appearance of the Boeing-747

aircraft in operation on the worrd's air routes. rn 1972

wardair announced that its first Boeing-747 would be deliv-
ered in the spring of 1973. The Boeing-7?7 in the fleet vlas

sord to an airline in south America with derivery farring a

fev¡ days after Wardair received its Boeing-747 
" À second

Boeing-747 joined wardair's fleet in December of 1974. The

addition of Boeing-747s to its fleet arlowed wardair to
offer service competitionr âs well as price competition, to
rival scheduled and charter carriers" The financiar ten-
sions created by the need to finance the giant Boeing-747

led wardair in 1972 to attempt to seII one-third of the com-

pany to Air Canada, but the sale ultimately fel] through in
1974.

wardair responded to IÀTA's attempt to expand its influ-
ence by opening its doors to charter carriers. wardair
joined in 1971 onry to withdraw in 1974 when it considered

the proposed fare increases on the North Àtlantic to be too
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large. Wardair also sought to improve its circumstances by

lobbying the Canadian government. In 1974 iL v¡as already

seeking the right on a flight to combine ABC and ITC passen-

gers and to combine Canadian and European originating pas-

sengers.

Àt the beginning of the 1970s, the onl-y regional Canadian

carrier still involved in the North Àtlantic market was pWÀ,

and it would remain so until. 1974" It sras not until 1975

that other regionals began to re-enter this market with new-

Iy acquired long-range jet aircraft.

Àfter the decline in the first half of the 1970s, the

share of the charter market held by Canadian carriers began

to increase from 1975. In 1975 the market share held by

Canadian carriers jumped from just. over a third to slightly
over a half and by 1978 had risen to two-thirds" The share

held by the two Canadian scheduled carriers fluctuated
between 18.6 per cent and 14 per cent and showed no overall
tendency to increase. The shares of the Canadian North

Àtlantic charter market held by Àir Canada and CPÀ, however,

traded places. Wardair's share of the charter market rose

steadily, moving from slightly under one quarter in 1974 to
well over one third in 1978. The most dramatic development

in Canadian participation in the Canadian North Àtlantic
charter market came from the regional carriers.
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Between the end of 1973 and the end of 1974, three more

regional carriers acguired long-range aircraft and became

potential competitors in the North Àtlantic charter market.

These vrere Transair, Nordair, and euebecair. Transa i r

acquired a Boeing-707 at the end of 1973 with the intention
of using it for charter operations, but it did not enter the

North Atrantic charter market untir 1975 when it carried
1,719 passengers. Transair remained in the market in 1976,

carrying 12,947 passengers (Stat. Can. 19759; 1976g), but it
reft the market late in 1976 and disposed of its Boeing-707.

Nordair acquired a Dc-8-61 late in 1974, to which it added a

Dc-B in 1978. rt entered the North Atlantic charter market

in 1975, carrying 1 ,424 passengers. rn 1976-1978 it annuar--

J-y carried between 28 and 43r000 NorÈh Atrantic charter pas-

sengers. Quebecair was the most ambitious of the three, and

acquired two Boeing-707-1238s, including one on lease, âL

the end of 1974. Quebecair also entered the market in 197s

and in the period 1975-1978 annually carried between 23 and

38 ,000 passengers ( Stat . Can. 1 97S- 1 97Bg ) " PWÀ also

acquired another long-range jet in 1973 which entered ser-
vice l-ate that year. It was, however, a Boeing-707-320]

freighter so PWÀ continued to operate only one long-range

passenger jet 
"

The first of the regionals to withdraw after entering the

charter market with jet aircraft v¡as Transair" unlike Nor-

dair and Quebecair it was located in western canada, war-
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dair's heart land, instead of in eastern Canada. pWA was

much larger than Transair" rn 1974 it had three times the

personnel (ICÀO 1974b), and it had been operating a long-
range jet aircraft in the various charter markets ever since

1968"

During the mid-1970s, wardair continued to be concerned

v¡ith expanding its fleet and its services" The relative
importance of the North Àttantic to wardair declined slight-
Iy as the per cent of its internationar charter passengers

which were carried on the North Àtrantic slowly declined
from 50 per cent to 43 per cent. The actuar voLume carried,
however, continued to climb as wardair continued to expand

its North Àtlantic services. In Wardair's Ànnual Report

1976 it stated it planned to add London (ontario), saska-

toon, and Ottawa, to Vancouver, Edmonton, Calgary, Winnipeg,

Toronto, and Montreal as points of origin for canadian

flights. A year rater it noted the continued growth in its
services originating in London (ux), prestwick, and Manches-

ter. In 1976 it announced its expansion plans for its fleet
in 1978 which were carried out. rn 1978 its two Boeing-707s

h'ere repraced by two Ðc-i0s and it acquired the first of two

additionar Boeing-747s. rn the intervar untir the Boe-

ing-707s were disposed of, they were used to provide service
to Europe from low density areas of canada and to deverop

new sunspot destinations (Annual Report 1976; 1977) 
"
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The environment in which wardair and other charter carri-
ers operated continued t.o evolve. rn 1977 and 1978 there
vrere more relaxations in canada's charter restrictions.
These relaxations included permission for charter services
to offer variable return dates, children's fares, and the

carriage of both canadian originating and foreign originat-
ing passengers on the same flight (Annuar Report 1977;

1978) 
"

At the end of the 1970s and the beginning of the 1980s,

canadian carriers completely dominated the canadian North

Atlantic charter market. During the period 1979-1982, cana-

dian carriers carried between 83 and 94 percent of this
traf f ic (rable 7 .11). rt was al-so during this period that
the behaviour of canadian North Àtrantic passengers in
choosing between charter and scheduled carriers diverged
dramatically from the behaviour of North Àtl-antic passengers

in general. unlike the general picture on the North Àtlan-
tic where charter traffic feII to about 1o per centr oD the

Canadian North Àtlantic charter traffic remained between 25

and 30 per cent of the market (tabte 7 "6). Throughout this
period, one carrier (wardair) controlled between one-harf

and two-thirds of the Canadian market.

This strong showing by canadian carriers occurred at a

time of general withdrawar from the charter market. This
withdrawal did affect the canadian regional carriers which

had recently entered the North Atlantic charter market.
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The forces behind this withdrawal of many carriers can be

summed up by comments made by two airline heads at this
time. Speaking at the Conference on Tourism and Air Trans-

port held in Mexico in 1978, Claude Taylor of Air Canada

recarled "British Àirways and Air canada had seen its rnarket

devastated in one season (by supplemental low-cost carriers)
- we responded to it and now have market fares which are

competitive to the supplemental" (Internationat Conference

on Tourism and Air Transport 1978, 317) " Àt the same con-

ference Adam Thomson, chairman of gritish Caledonian, said

"our decision to swing entirely out of long-haur passenger

charters six months ago (prior to ÀpriI 1978) was purely a

result of the hopelessly unprofitable future we foresaw for
that activity." He arso noted, "of the seven eritish char-
ter operators on the North Àtlantic in 1972, two have gone

to the waIl, three have pulled out of the suicidar market

including British Caledonian, and only two are left, one of

which is the state airline" (rnternationar conference on

Tourism and Air Transport 1978, 255, 259).

By 1980 the regional- carriers all withdrew from the Cana-

dian North Àtlantic charter market. The opening of the

domestic market to internal non-affinity charters in 1979 by

the crc had not helped them since they made littre penetra-

tion in the face of the schedured carriers' row fares for
long-haul tr ips ; Ài r Canada' s "charter class " and " seat

sales" and CPÀ's "courier fares" and "skybus", Faced with
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the canadian Lrunk carriers offering low fares to southern

and overseas destinations, and foreign competition, they

were forced out of the charter market (Can. Av. Nov. 1979,

36). Transair had been the first to leave back in 1976.

Pacific Western disposed of its passenger Boeíng-707 in 1978

and its cargo Boeing-7}7 in 1979 (rcao 1978b & 1979b). eue-

becair lost one Boeing-7?7 in an accident at St" Lucia
(involving no loss of life) in 1978 and planned to give up

its second at the end of its leasing period in December,

1979. Nordair would retire its two DC-Bs by Àpril 1980

(Can. Av. Nov. 1979, 31 -33 ) .

rntensifying the whole level of competition on the North

Àtlantic was the attempt by Laker to establi;h,,Skytrain,,
between London and New York with its wal-k-on fares. The

attempt lasted from 1977 to the beginning of 1982 when the

hostility of the schedured carriers on the North Àtrantic
resulted in the company being unable to find adequate

financing to continue operations"

Àfter 1978, Air Canada withdrew almost completely from

the North Atlantic charter market. CpA, however, expanded

its operations sufficiently that the percentage of the

reduced market occupied by scheduled canadian carriers actu-
ally increased, Arthough Àir canada withdrew from the North

Àtlantic charter market, preferring to concentrate its sum-

mer energies on the scheduled market, it remained active in

other charter markets at about the same level as previously,
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except in 1982 when it greatly expanded its non-Atrantic
activities. cPÀ expanded both its North Àtlantic and other

charter activities and its North Àtlantic activities formed

about half its total"

During the years 1979-1982, wardair occupied over harf of

the canadian North Àtrantic market, with its share rising in
1 981 to 62 " 1 percent " Thi s v¡as a dramat ic increase in per-

centage terms from the previous period when it had usually
occupied between a guarter and a third of the market. Àt

the same time, however, its North Àtlantic activities pro-
vided it with onry between 34 and 44 percent of its passen-

gers (table 7.1 0 ) . These were not financially good years

for wardair. canadian Aviation in November 1979 noted that
wardair had been suffering rosses (can.Av. November 1979,

36) and, although wardair's annual report in 1980 recorded a

profit, sizeable losses occurred in 1981 and 1992. In 1981

wardair added one DC-10 to its fleet but the company did not

proceed with the freet expansion plan of 1980, which had

foreseen the addition of six À-310 Airbuses beginning in
1983.

rn 1979 the institutional environment continued to
change" rt became permissible to mix ÀBC and rrc passengers

on the same aircraf t. Flights r.¡ere allowed two pick up and

tvro drop off l-ocations. "Topping off" was alrowed for up to
40 seats up to seven days prior to the flight. "Open jaw"

ticketing vras permit.ted along with fees for changes in
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flight dates and for open returns. rt r{as with considerable
justice that llardair decrared "charter is obsolete" (Ànnual

Report 1980)"

The proportion of Wardair's passengers originating in
Europe reflected the changing nature of the market as

exchange rates varied" rn 1980 its annual report noted that
the number of European originating passengers on the North

Atlantic had passed canadian originating passengers.

Reflecting the increased importance of Europe, new ticket
offices r.¡ere opened in Paris and Frankfurt. wardair noted

in 1982 that these new offices were functioning well but

that they had been hurt by the decline which had set in for
Euro-currencies rerative to North American ones. European

originating passengers continued, however, to make up about

harf of its North Àtrantic passengers (Annual Report 199Ð.

Ðuring this period two other canadian carriers were

active in the canadian North Àtl-antic market. rn 1979 and

1 980 Ontario WorId Àir flew 30,000 and 62 ,000 passengers

respectivery (stat. can . 19799; 1 980g) . ontario world Àir
had been launched at the end of 1978 with a single Boe-

íng-707 " rts handling was done by Àir canada and its main-

tenance by cPÀ. It lras created explicitly to compete in the

long-range charter market. rn 1980 it expanded to two Boe-

ing-707s with CTC permission (Can. Av. Nov. 1979, 32), but

ceased operations suddenly at the end of 1980. The assets

of the bankrupt f irm v¡ere acquired by worldways with ¡+hich
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it had had management personner rinks (conversation r¿ith Mr.

Hunter of Transport canada Jan. 5 1988). worrdways entered

the North ÀtlanLic market in a small way in 1981, carrying
121850, and this increased to 91,314 in 1982 (Stat. Can.

19819 ; 19829) " At this time its f leet rr'as two Convair-640s
(which it would dispose of by 1 983 ) , and three Boe-

ing-707-320s (Can" Àv. April- 1982, 88).

In 1983-1985 Canadian carriers occupied a smaller propor-

tion of the market than they had during the 1979-1982 peri-
od, but increased theír share again in 1986 (fab1e 7.11).
During 1983-1985, according to Statistics Canada figures,
the total number of charter passengers on the canadian North

Atlantic was considerably higher than in the preceding peri-
od and the 1 986 increase in market share occurred in a year

showing a decrine in the total number of charter passengers

from the previous year (tab1e 3, Appendix).

The role of Canada' s schedul-ed carr iers was minimal dur-
ing this recent period (rable 7.11). Àir canada remained a

peripheral player in this market and, after 1983, CpÀ also
withdrew armost entirely. rn 1 983 cpÀ seriously modified

its fleet composition having lost ç23 million Cdn in 1981

and $39 million Cdn in 1982" It exchanged three of its
long-range DC-10s for short range versions with United Àir-
lines for two years, with a two year extension possible, and

sold seven aircraft, of which two were stilL in service.
These seven included its last four long-version DC-g-63s.



These wenL to Worldways and would form the

vùays f leet in the mid-80s.
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heart of World-

Wardair's market share fe11 slightly in 1983-1985 and

dramaticall-y in 1986 (rab1e 7"11). The 1983-1985 period sav¡

onry a slight decrine in North Àtlantic charter passengers

carried and a miniscule decrine in the relative importance

of this market to Wardair (table 7.1 0 ) . The large 1 986

decrine in its participation in the North Atlantic charter
market was due to the introduction by wardair of scheduled

service to Great Britain during the entire year.

The initiar 11 per cent decline in North Àtrantic charter
vol-ume corresponded to a move by wardair to reduce capacity

by 23 per cent. This decision v¡as due to the rise in the

canadian dolrar which caused a decline in European originat-
ing traf f ic (r^Iardair 1983 ) . tlardair received another source

of revenue for at l-east some of its transatlantic frights
v¡hen it received permi ssion to carry cargo on charter
flights to Amsterdam, although still not to other European

destinations. wardair r.¡as then serving London, Manchester,

Belfast, Birmingham, Newcastle, Liverpool, Cardiff , prest-

wick, and points in Germany, France, and HoI1and (Annual

Report 1983).

In 1984 wardair received as its first designation as a

scheduled carrier, Montreal/Toronto-puerto Rico. It began

operations on November 5, 1985 with a winter-onIy service,
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wardair r.{as designated by the Government of canada on

May 9 1 985 as the second canadian scheduled carrier to the

United Kingdom. Under the bilateral agreement, Canadian

carriers could serve Manchester, Prestwick, and London from

ten canadian cities. service to London and Manchester began

late in '1985 " wardair also received permission to operate

schedured services in canada and by 1986 canadian scheduled

domestic routes represented 28.9 per cent of seats and 23"9

per cent of passenger revenue (Ànnual Report 1986). whire

tlardair's concerns continued to include the North Àtrantic
charter market, in 1984 it added charter flights to rtaly,
the emphasis continued to shift to other markets.

In response to its ner¡ opportunities wardair began a

major modi.fication of its freet. rt acguired three Àir-
bus-300s on a temporary basis in 1986, one for one year and

the other two for three years, and it repraced one of its
Boeing-747-200s with a Boeing-747-100" The ultimate pran to
be completed by september 1988 foresaw three Boeing-747-100s

and twelve Airbus 431 0-300s replacing its two Boe-

íng-747-100s, two Boeing 747-200s, and three DC-10s of 1985

(ennuar Report 1986)" wardair's continuing interest in the

North Atlantic, though not now as a purely charter carrier,
vras demonstrated by the 4310-300 which was chosen because it
provided adequate range to serve London or Frankfurt-am-Main

from Vancouver. wardair's 1986 report also noted the con-

tinuing increase in importance to wardair of cargo as it
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expanded its scheduled services, The North Àtrantic charter
market had moved from being the heart of wardair's operation
to being increasingly an escape valve for excess capacity.

At the same time as canada's major schedured carriers
withdrew from the canadian North Atlantic charter market,

and wardair became increasingly drawn to other markets, oth-
er canadian carriers have moved into the North Àtrantic
charter market. These are worldways, Quebecair, and Natio-
nair.

Worldways !¡as the earliest of these three to enter,
repJ-acing ontario worrd Àir in 198'1 . rn 1982 its f leet con-

sisted of two turbo-prop convair 640s and it had three Boe-

ing-707cs. The convairs were dropped in 1982 and in 1983

two of the Boeing-7O7s were replaced in May and June by

cPÀ's remaining four DC-8-63s. The fleet added two L-i011s

by early 1 986 which served to replace the remaining Boe-

íng-707 which had left the fleet by early 1987 (Can. Àv.

April 1982-1987)" worldways' expanded freet saw it capture

armost 20 percent of the canadian North Àtlantic charter
market in 1986 compared to wardair's reduced 32 percent.

Worldways is based in Toronto.

Two "narrow-body" carriers based in Montreal have also
entered the canadian North Àtlantic market" The earlier to
enter s¡as Suebecair which returned to the market in 1984,

having acquired two DC-8-63s during that year. From about



five per cent in 1984, Ouebecai

ten per cenL of the market in

1986 over half of Quebecair's

France and over 75 per cent of

Canada (Stat. Can" 1984-1986g) 
"
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r was able to capture nine t.o

1985 and 1986. In 1985 and

European services !{ere to

its passengers originated in

The more recent carrier was Robert Obadia's Nationair"
Robert Obadia left his position as vice-president of euebe-

cair in 1980, the year after euebecair initially withdrew

from the North Àtlantic charter market, to Ìaunch Nationair,
a long-range charter carrier. The CTC initially rejected
his application and it was only after a successful appeal in
September 1 983 that he was able to proceed. He began opera-

tions on December 19 1984 with two DC-8s. By October 19

1985 his freet had risen to four Dc-Bs (Montreal Gazette

Oct. 3, 1985). By early 1987 Nationair's fleet held six
DC-Bs compared to Worldways four DC-8-53s and two L-'1011s

(Can. Àv. ÀpriI 1987, 25, 29\. Nationair's market share of

the canadian North Atlantic charter market rose from five
percent in 1985 to twelve percent in 1986 (rable 7.11).

Long-range charter is only part of euebecair's operations

as a major regional Canadian carrier. It is, however, cen-

trar to the existence of the other two. The North Àtlantic
charter market is a critical part of both Worldway's and

Nationair's operations. In the case of Worldways, it sup-

plied 35% of. its passengers in 1985 and 34 percent in 1986.

For Nationair, it supplied 25 per cent of its passengers in
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1984 and 34 per cent in 1985. wardair in comparison found

that, excluding all its scheduled operations to the u.K" , to
Puerto Rico, and in canada, the North Àtlantic charter oper-

ations provided 31% of its passengers in 1986 (stat. can.

1984-1 986s) .

The long-range charter operations of art three of these

more recent carriers on the North Atrantic were made possi-
ble when large numbers of narrow-body jet aircraft, Do long-
er economic for schedul-ed operations, came on the market.

Their continued existence requires the absence of any fur-
ther oil crises until they acquire their next generation of
more fuel-efficient aircraft.

canada's carriers have performed well in the charter mar-

ket. since its revival in the early 1960s, they have domi-

nated it f rom 1963 to '1965 and f rom 1977 to the present, and

except in 1961, 1971, 1972, and 1973 have herd at reast 40

per cent of it. Their final rise to dominance was due to
the staying pos¡er of wardair with its diversified charter
interests. wardair's great strength was based on its main-

tenance of a freet of aircraft that was equivalent techno-
1ogically to most long-range scheduled carriers and on its
success in constantly seeking out and developing new mar-

kets. As wardair began to shift its interests to scheduled

markets, new canadian carriers entered the rong-range char-
ter markets, including the North Àtrantic charter market.

These new entrants seem to be doing werl but are at risk
should jet fuel again rise in price.
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7 "3 ThTCLUSTVE TOT'R CHÀRTERS

The behaviour of Canadians travelling charter has been

transformed since the appearance of the rnclusive Tour char-
ter in the late 1960s" rrcs required the person purchasing

the charter ticket also simurtaneously to purchase some oth-
er service, such as accommodation on arrival. persons trav-
elling in winter, for pleasure and to escape cold weather,

only required a place to stay on arrival and were quite
willing to purchase both their airfare and their accommoda-

tions simultaneously. rrcs were effective as the arterna-
tive forrn of charter available at the time of their intro-
duction r,ras affinity charter which was not particularry
practical since it required that the purpose of the organi-
zation purchasing the charter be other than that of provid-

TABLE 7.12

Increase in ITC Flights Àuthorized by the CTC
1968-1970

Year ITC North Àtlantic All Charter
Flights Charter Fights Flighrs

1 968
1 969
197 0

169
649
644

1 ,425
2,132
2,656

2 ,109
3,200
4 ,113

Source: Transport Canada (1968-1979)
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Table 7 "12 shows that
284 per cent in 1969 over
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ITC flights increased

total vras relatively

author i zed

1 968 " The

Growth

TÀBLE 7 "13

of ITC Market 1970-1977

In Thousands

Yea r ITC Passengers ITC Passengers
of À11 Charter

Às Per Cent
Passengers

197 0
197 1

197 2
197 3
197 4
197 5
197 6
1 977

62
155
309
563*
754
973

,041
,124

7 "4
14 .7
25.5
37.0*
46.0
47 .6
48.2
49"1

*Estimate based on first three quarters of 1973.

Sources: Stat. Can "1974"
series 51-003 pre 1975, 51-207 post

stable in 1970. In 1971 rapid growth resumed with a 150 per

cent increase in the number of passengers traverling on ITCs

(rabre 7.13). Rapid growth continued untir 1975 by which

time there had been almost a fifteen fold increase over

1970. The percentage of those flying on rrc tickets of all
charter passengers had risen from 7 "4 per cent to over 47



per cent" During this period of rapid
percentage of charter travellers going

over 70 per cent to about 30 per cent

transformation of the market provided

demand for charter travel over the year

for a continuing growth of charter
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growth for ITCs, the

to Europe felI from

(rable 7.14) . This

a much more even

and provided a basis

travel as a vrhole.

TABLE 7 "14

The Canadian Charter Market 1970-1986

In Thousands

Yea r Can. Charter
Pa ssenge r s

Can. Charter
Passengers to Europe

Per Cent
to Europe

197 0
197 1

197 2
197 3
197 4
197 5
197 6
1977
197I
197 9
1980
1 981
1 982
1983
1 984
198s
1986

603
776
921

1 ,210*
1 ,241
1,610
1,679
1 ,826
'1 ,955
2 1041
2,047
2,104
2 r408
2,724
2,928
3,368
3.177

434
518
463
53 9'k
39s
574
498
510
470
431
30s
291
427
s83
510
758
587

irst three quarters

72.0
66.8
s0.3
44.5*
31.8
35.7
29.7
27 .9
24.0
21 .1
14.9
1 3.8
17.7
21 .4
20.8
22.5
18.4

estimate based

Sources: Stat. Can" series 51-003 pre 1975 and 51-207post 1974 
"
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Àpparentry, however, Europe had acquired a major rivar for
those willing to vacation a rong distance by air from cana-

da. The decrine in Europe as a charter destination, rela-
tive to other charter destinations, proved to be a continu-
ing trend even after rrc's period of most rapid growth and,

by the 1 980s, Europe had fallen to between a sixth and a
fifth of the charter market"

Àlthough the development of the rrc market transformed

the behaviour of canadian charter travelrers, it did not

have that large an effect on the overall behaviour pattern
of canadian travellers. Tabre 12 of the Appendix forlows
the behaviour of canadian traveLlers, excluding those visit-
ing the u.s.À" , since the late 1 950s. It indicates that,
since the end of the 1950s, the proportion who chose to vis-
it Europe decl,ined, though with occasional ralries. From

1958 until- 1966 about tr,¡o thirds visited Europe. Between

1967 and 1979 about 55 to 60 percent visited Europe. During
the 1980s about 50 per cent visited Europe.

The canadians who visit Hav¡aii and the southeastern unit-
ed states are predominantly escaping canada's cold winters.
Table 7 "15 adds these to the totar of canadians who tra-
velled overseas as an estimate of the part of the "Fun in
the sun" market which is composed of canadian travelrers to
the USÀ. The Tab1e then examines the role in this more

widely defined market played by canadian travelrers to
Europe. The s.E"u.s. corumn of Table 7 "1s shows the number
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TABLE 7.1 5

À More WideIy Defined Market

Canadian Travellers to Europe As part of a Travel_
Market that Includes "Snow Birds" to the USA

In Thousands

Year S.E.U. S " Haw. R.O"W. TotaI Europe

1 967
1 968
1 969
197 0
1971
197 2
197 3
197 4
197 5
197 6
197 7
197 8
197 9
1 980
1 981
1982
1983
1984

936
936

1 ,297
1r179
1 ,286
1 ,305
1 ,322
1 ,203
1 ,603
2,027
2 ,107
2,260
1 ,281
1,353
1,429
1,416
1,379
1 ,423

30
29
29
35
53
47
68

122
134
18s
263
338
320
330
253
292
260
309

492
609
823

1 ,064
1 ,154
1,096
1 ,292
1 ,312
1,420
1 ,582
11777
1,809
1,757
1,585
1r478
1 ,489
1,752
2,012

1,459
1r574
2 ,139
2,278
2,493
2,448
2,682
2,637
3,157
3,794
4 ,147
4 r407
3,358
3,268
3,160
3 ,197
3,391
3,744

300
490
504
612
642
667
827
823
852
919

1 , o69
1,212

934
788
743
761
894

1 ,058

20.6%
31 .1%
23.6%
26.9%
25.8%
27.2%
30.8%
31 .2%
27.0%
24.2%.
25.8%
27 .5%
27.8%
24.1%
23 .5%
23.8%
26 .4%
28.3%

Sources: Stat. Can . 66-201, 66-202, and 87-401.

of canadian travellers to the south Atrantic, central south

west, and central south east united states. "Haw." shows

the number of Canadians visiting Hawaii, and "R.O.w," shows

those visiting destinations other than in the united states.
There is no readily definable trend in the proportion of

canadian travellers choosing to travel to Europe. it would

seem, therefore, that the explosive development of the rrc
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market prirnarily affected only the charter market and there
v¡as no immediately obvious effect on the overall behaviour

patterns of canadians travelling to Europe or to escape can-

ada's winLers.

The development of the ITC market, however, did support

the growth of wardair into a major carrier, and wardair's
size, together with the seasonal traver patterns of canadi-
ans, kept wardair in the North Àtlantic charter market at a

time of generar withdrav¡ar from this market. Às a result,
Canadians enjoyed the presence

scheduled carriers $¡ithout

occurred in the uniLed states. Furthermore, this alterna-
tive h'as one predominantly conLrolled by canadian business.

wardair was very active in promoting the development of
the rrc market. Its annual reports chronicled its success.

r n 1967 i t noted the rrc market vras di sappoint ing , in 1 969

that it increased winter revenue, in 1969 that winter ITCs

to Mexico and Hawaii were up 50 per cent, in 1970 that rrc
operations, especiarly "Fun seekers" vrere successful beyond

projection, in 1971 that ITC revenue was up 114 per cent,
in 1972 that a fall in North Àtlantic traffic was offset by

a 100 per cent increase in FaII, Winter, and Spring Tours,

in 1973 that while the North Àtlantic service had grown to
five months from two in 1962 there was now also a four month

sunspot package horiday destinations service, and in 1974

thaL the number of passengers on rrcs had passed the number

of

the

an effective alternate to

need of deregulation as
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almost entirely Lo Europe, foron ÀBC tickets,
the first time.

which v¡ere

rt is interesting to note that the rapid growth of rrcs
from canada to destinations in the united states was so dra-
matic that it affected canada's relations with the us. can-
ada's 1974 air bilateral with the us stated that American

carriers courd provide up to 2s% of canadian originating
charter traffic to Har+aii and Florida and up to 40% of. other
Canadian charter traffic to the United States.

In conclusion, ITCs are an important phenomenon which

had unexpected imprications for the North Àtlantic market.
They emerged at a time when the capacity of long-range air-
craft had greatry increased with the introduction of the
wide-body jets. They provided charter carriers like wardair
with a means of profitabry emproying their excess capacity
during the winter low season and were encouraged for that
reason. They arso helped perform a simirar function for
scheduled canadian carriers with intermediate and long-range
aircraft" They supported wardair's expansion and enabled it
to grow to dominaLe the North Àtlantic charter market at a

time when many carriers were being forced to pulr out of the
North Àtrantic charter market. The very hearthy canadian

North Àtlantic charter market provided useful competition to
the scheduled market, especiatly when low fare scheduled

carriers were not created on the canadian North Àtlantic
market as they were in the overall North Atlantic market.
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There does noL seem to be any direct proof that they have

affected overall patLerns of Canadian vacationing.

7 "4 coNcLusroN

From the mid 1960s to the present, charter traffic on the
canadian North Atlantic has played a rarger role proportion-
ateJ-y in providing transatlantic transportation than it has

on the overall North Àtlantic. charter traffic provided,
and continues to provide, an important 1ower priced arterna-
tive to schedured services. canadian demand initiarly domi-

nated the development of this market but by the mid 1970s

European demand was also of cruciar importance. canadian

carriers, led by wardair, have performed werr and have come

to completery dominate the market. They accomprished this
at the time when many carriers r{ere withdrawing from the
North Àtlantic charter market. wardair has been able to
play its pivotal role because of its freet of excelrent air-
craft and the carefurly developed network of markets that it
created from its initial base on the North Atlantic. The

development of rrcs has greatly assisted canada's charter
services in employing their freets year round and the rrc
market is vital to their health and thus is vital to their
performance in the North Àtlantic charter market. ÀIthough
rrcs appear to provide an important alternative to North
Àtlantic travel they do not seem to have had a crear impact

on the evolution of demand on the North Atrantic. The
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importance of Europe as a destination rela-
destinations predated the creation of ITCs and

after the period of ITCs most rapid growth.



Chapter VIII
TNTERRELATIONSHIPS OF TI{E B{ORTI{ ATLAI{TIC WTTT{

OTHER MARKETS

The North Àt1ant

carriers in a vacuum

er markets" It has

nate from the point

seasonal imbalance

feature of this ma

three of the major

the North Àtlantic,
i nterrelat ionships

ter illustrate the

craft and personnel

tem planning"

ic market is not operated by Canadian

but rather in the context of their oth-
one characteristic that is very unfortu-
of view of carriers. This is the marked

in denand which has been a continuing
rket. This feature has concerned all
Canadian carriers which have operated on

Àir Canada, CPÀ, and Wardair. The

among the markets discussed in this chap-

economics of airline utilization of air-
in the context of overall route and sys-

8"1 INTERACTTONS BETWEEN AIR CANADAIS MARKETS

TCÀ's "southern" operations, i.e., those to countries in
the Àmerican hemisphere south of the us, began in response

to a poricy decision taken by the Minister responsible for
TcA, c. D. Howe. service to Bermuda was begun on May 1 1948

from Montreal and from Toronto. service l¡as opened on

December 2 of the same year to Nassau in the Bahamas, King-

ston, Jamaica, and Port of spain, Trinidad from Montreal via

-327-
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Toronto" Barbados in the windward rslands råras added by TcÀ

on December 2 1949 as a stop on a service from Bermuda Lo

Port-of-spain (stroud 19G2, 426-428). The service betr¡een

Jamaica and Trinidad was simultaneously withdrawn; this did
not harm revenue as inter-island traffic rights vlere then

held only to and from Bermuda (Rairwav e shippinq Àpril 3

1950 no. 5, 285,365).

TCÀ's President and its management were well aliare of the
likely importance that the west rndies would have "in count-
er-balancing the seasonal differences we (rce) suffered,
since peak traffic periods would occur during the low peri-
ods of Atlantic and transcontinental operations, and srack
time for equiprnent and flying personner courd be put to
prof i tabre use " (tøccregor 1 980 , 31 ) " They had di sagreed

only on the question of timing since McGregor had fert that,
in the environment of the day, service would only be prof-
itable if fifth freedom rights were obtained between u.s.A.
and caribbean points. rn september 1948 McGregor had warned

Howe that service to the caribbean could add a half a mil-
lion dollars to TCÀ's deficit. The Minister replied "r have

been well aware that profitable business does not exist at
the moment, and that the hope for the route is that tourist
business from canada can be buirt up to a profitable revel,
particurarly during the winter months. canada desires to
offer an outlet for canadian tourists in sterling areas,
and, for that reason, r think that the route should be oper-
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ated in the nationar interest. you may be surprised at the

amount of business that can be developed by active promo-

tion. In any event it will take off the pressure for
improved boat service between Canada and the Islands

Therefore, please get this service under vray as soon as pos-

sib1e" (P. Smith 1986, 140). The "boats" to which Howe

referred v¡ere the CN steamships which, before the War, had

maintained canada's traditionar connection to the area car-
rying cargo and'showing the flag'. rt was intended that rcÀ

supplement and replace this service (n. & S. Àpri1 3 1950

no. 5, 360).

TCA's initial traffic was a mix of "luxury, smal1 busi-
ness, and medical" traffic. It had no competition and set

its f ares by IATÀ rul-es (nailwav & Shippinq Apri I 6-7 1949,

312-314) " By 1949 TCA, also was carrying some traffic onward

to the UK (Railv¡av e Shippinq April 3 1950 no. 5, 285) .

rn 1950 a "transborder" addition r{¡as made to TCÀ's route

system which r.¡as really part of its "southern" services,
although it appears as part of its transborder operations.
As a resurt of new bilateral negotiations following the

entry of Newfoundland into the canadian confederation, cana-

da received from the us the right to operate Montreal-New

York , Vancouver-Hawa i i -Àust raI ia , and Canada-Tampa/St.

Petersburg-Bahamas. Às a result of negotiations with the uK

Canada received Vancouver-AIaska-Aleutians-Japan-Hong Kong-

china*Beyond, the addition of Fiji to the Australian ser-
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ish Guiana (Debates 1950 VoI. I
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Barbados, Àntigua, and Brit-
II May 11, 2408-2411).

During the 1950s three more additions were made to TCÀ's

"southern" services, A second destination in Jamaica, Mon-

tego Bay, Þras added Dec" 17, 1953" Àntigua was added Dec.

15, 1958; it was initiarly served via Bermuda. rn addition,
from January 16 1954 to November 1 1955, TcÀ served ÞIexico

city from Toronto" This last route was then exchanged by

the company with cPÀ in return for services in euebec on the

North shore of the saint Lawrence and from euebec to the

Maritimes (Stroud 1962, 430-432, 434).

TcÀ faced some competition on its "southern services"
from the end of the 1940s but it r.ras not significant until
the mid or even later 1950s. By 1949 KLM had a ricence from

canadian aeronautic authorities to operate both Amsterdam-

Montear and Montreal--willemstad, curacao in the Dutch

Ànti 1Ies (Can " Yrbk 
" 1951, 783-4). In 1952 BOAC held a

ricence to operate from London to Gander and then to Bermu-

da, Nassau in the Bahamas, and Montego Bay on Jarnaica (cana-

da Yearbook 1954, 851), but in 1953 it vras reduced to Gan-

der-Bermuda (Can . Yrbk " 1 955, 900 ) " By the end of 1 958 ,

BoÀc had two "southern" route licences from canadian aero-

nautical- authorities: the old London-Gander-Bermuda route

and a London-Montreal-Nassau route (can. yrbk. 1gs7 -1 9sB ,

872). rn 1958 the Gander-Bermuda service was suspended and

the Nassau-Montreal service no longer continued on to London
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In 1959 the route changed again,
London-Montreal-Jamaica replacing Nassau-Montreal_. Eagle

Àirways (Bermuda) made a brief appearance with a Bermuda-

Montreal I icence. KLM replaced its Montreal-Willemstad

licence with an Àmsterdam-Gander-New york licence (can.

Yrbk. 1 960, 873) . rn 1 960 BoAc moved to considerabry

improve its "southern" services and the licence now read

London-Montreal-Bermuda-Bahamas-Jamaica (can" yrbk. 1961,

839). By the end of 1962 the licence also incruded Barba-

dos, Àntiguêr and Trinidad (Can. yrbk. 19G3-64, B0B).

Àfter their initiation, TCÀ's "southern services" rapidry
became an important part of TCÀ's international operations.
Starting in 1948 at about 1 /8 of the North Atlantic's volume

it rose to 1/z its volume during its first futr year of
operation and, by 1951, was approximately egual in vorume to
the North Àtrantic. During the years 1952 to 19s4 it out-
stripped the NorLh Àtlantic in volume in terms of passen-

gers, fe11 behind briefry in 1955, and thereafter remained

ahead into the 1960s (tabte 8.1). By 1gs4 the importance of
the caribbean as a horiday destination vras crearly estab-
lished with the burk of traffic to the caribbean islands and

Bermuda known to be vacation traffic (nairwav q shippinq
March 1 9-31 Àpri1 5-6, 1 986 ) .

Àlthough its southern services carried a sizeable vorume

of traffic in the'1950s, TcA v¡as not particularry happy with
them. In 1954 it pronounced the service as being "fairry"
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TABLE 8.1

TCÀ's Int.ernational Scheduled Traff ic 1947-1962

In Thousands

Year North Àtlantic
Services

Southern
Servi ces

1 947
1 948
1 949
1 950
1951
1952
1 953
1 954
1 955
1 956
1 957
1 9s8
1 959
1 960
1 961
1 962

14
23
22
17
21
23
25
29
34
40
48
61
64
83

104
114

0
3

12
15
21
30
30
32
31
46
58
72
87
88

110
137

Sources: TCA (1947-1953), Davies (1964) p.a26 for TCA's
North Àtlantic services" The figures for the southern
services were obtained by subtracting the figure for
the North Atlantic from the total of scheduled passen-
gers carried by TCA, excluding those carried on its
transborder services, as presented in Stats" Can. ser-
ies 51-202 and IATÀ (1957-1962c).

unprofitable because of its seasonal nature and pointed out

the load factor on its Bermuda and Caribbean services r¡¡as

only 58"5 per cent versus its system figure of 72"3 per cent
(Railway & Shippinq March 31 April 1 no. 4 1955,326). It,
tl¡ereforer wâs not encouraged to embark on a major expan-

sion of its services. The resul-t was that in the rnid-1950s
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there r{as virt.ually no change in Lhe number of passengers

carried from 1952 through t.o Lhe end of 1955. The great

increase in passengers from 1956 on corresponds to the arri-
var in TcÀ's fleet of the vickers viscount. rts range, with
a maximum payload, was 21775 km. (Green and Swanborough

1982, 188) while the stages on TCA's southern services were

all under 21300 km.: Toronto/Montrear-Bahamas/Bermuda/Tam-

pa, Bahamas-Jamaica, Bermuda-Barbados, and Barbados-Àntigua/

Trinidad. As a result, the southern services could now be

developed independently of the need to use rong-range air-
craft suitable for the North Atlantic, while the long-range
aircraft could still be usefulry employed on the caribbean

services during the low season on the North Atrantic. of
TCÀ's subsequent acquisitions, the Vanguard, Dc-9, and Boe-

íng-727 were all suitabre for operation on one or more of
TcÀ/Air canada's "southern" routes as werr as the DC-g, Boe-

ing-747, and other long-range aircraft emproyed on the North

Àt1ant ic .

At the meeting of the standing committee on Railways,

canals, and Telegraph Lines of June 2 19G4, it vras again

stated that the fact the caribbean's peak traffic period was

out of phase with the transcontinental and transatlantic
routes gave it particurar value as it arrowed for better
utilization of staff and equipment (Railways & canars Ê Ter-
eqraph June 22-23 1964 no, 3, 322).
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TÀBLE 8.2

AC's Southern Services 1964-1986

In Thousands

Year ÀC's N"At
Services

ÀC's Southern
Servíces

Canadian Carriers'
Southern Services

1 964
1 96s
1 966
1 967
1 968
1 969
197 0
1971
197 2
197 3
197 4
197 5
197 6
1977
197 8
197 9
1980
1 981
1982
1983
1 984
198s
1 986

145
150
232
285
317
294
414
372
585
655
683
601
658
739
737
850
801
739
714
690
811
876
799

150
180
215
255
330
350
235
290
295
365
370
350
330
365
405
460
505
455
390
360
405
450
380

189
226
268
320
416
440
297
360

(370) 540
( 456 ) 655

460
437
349
428
476
542
59s
478
413
376
425
476
400

Sources: AC's North Àtlantic traffic is from Table
6.4. The totals for Canadian carriers southern
services are based on Stats. Can. series 51.002.
In 1964-1969 the figures are estimates based on
totaL passenger revenue miLes as are the bracket-
ed figures for 1972-1973. The totals for AC's
southern services are estimated from these totals
using data from ICÀO's Traffic Flow and Traffic
ÞI Fliqht Staqe series. (wtren cpe-iFoffiatfng a
service to Mexico from eastern and western Can-
ada, ÀC is assumed to supply 80 per cent of Canad-
ian southern services, when it operates from one
coast, AC is assumed to supply 85 per cent, and
when CPA operates no service to Mexico, ÀC is as-
sumed to supply 95 per cent. The totals are
rounded to the nearest five thousand")
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Unt i 1 the start of t.he 197 0s , Ai r Canada ' s scheduled

southern services carried more passengers, if for a shorter

distance, than Air Canada carried on the North Àt1antic.
After 1969 Air canada's schedured southern services became

less important in terms of passengers than its scheduled

TÀBLE 8.3

Caribbean Traffic 1 965-1 986

Carried by

in

Canadian Carriers

Thousands

Year Scheduled Charter Total

1 96s
1 966
1 967
1 968
1 969
197 0
197 1

197 2
197 3
197 4
197 5
197 6
1 977
197 B

197 9
1 980
1 98'1
1 982
1983
1 984
1 985
1 986

226
268
320
416
440
297
360

( 370 ) s40
( 4s6 ) 5s5

460
437
349
428
476
542
cotrJJJ

479
413
376
425
476
400

6
I
6

14
23
69

139
285
378
s09
570
568
545
644
554
470
406
386
540
750
758

1054

232
276
326
430
463
366
499

( 6ss ) 82s
(834) 1,033

969
1007

917
973

1 120
1 096
1 065
88s
799
916

117 5
1 234
1 454

Source: Table 8"2 and Stat" Can" series 51-002.
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The 1 970s saw a com-

plete transformation in the nature of the service offered by

canadian carriers on the "southern services" with charter
traffic rising from perhaps 3 per cent of the total in 1965

to over 50 per cent by 1974 (fabIe 8"3). This development

meant Àir canada faced much more competition for southern

passengers and helps to account for the proportion of pas-

sengers carried in the two markets.

8"2 INTERACTIONS BETWEEN CPA'S MARKETS

CPA's southern services played a different role than did
those of TCÀ/Àir Canada. CPA saw these services, along with
its Pacific services, as providing a source of passengers

for the transatlantic services it wished to offer. It thus

cal-Ied on its service to Àustralia to support the estabrish-
ment of its service from Vancouver to Amsterdam, and on its
operations to Mexico and south Àmerica to support the estab-
lishment of its operations to Portugal and Spain.

The seasonal imbalance of the North Àtlantic operations

made it very desirable for CPAL: âs for all North Àtlantic
carriers, to have another part of its system that could

absorb North Atlantic eguipment during the r"inter low sea-

son" tnitially this was availabre from its southern pacific

operations to and through Hawaii. In January 1956 CPAL

increased its operations on vancouver-Hawaii to three Dc-68

flights a week, all weekend departures, for the winLer. It
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also increased its new Mexico city-Toronto operations from

its initial weekly service at the start of '1 956 " Then f or

the summer of 1956 it reduced its Hawaii operations from

vancouver to twice per v¡eek. Its operations vancouver-Àm-

sterdam were, however, increased from its initially weekly

service to thrice weekly. Then after high season its
Amsterdam services were reduced to twice weekly for the win-

ter of 1956/57. rts operations to Hawaii from western cana-

da, however, rose from twice per week to six times per week,

five from vancouver and one from cal.gary. Then for the sum-

mer of 1957 it increased its Àmsterdam operations to four
while starting a bi-weekry operation to rberia from eastern

Canada, but its western Canadian-Hawaii flights were again

reduced to twice weekly.

1956,1957,1958).

(Can. Av. various issues 1 955,

CPÀ's system became more complex, as time passed, but its
seasonal pattern of operations remained the same. In 1970,

cPA's summer-season route pattern resulted in the month of

september in 196 flights with Dc-8 and DC-8s aircraft on the

North Àtlantic (+c Dc-8s, 57 Dc-B), 17 Dc-8s frights on rhe

North Pacific, 25 frights on the south pacific and to Hawaii

(lO DC-BS, 15 DC-B), 30 ftights ro California (9 oC-eS, 21

Dc-8), and 21 Dc-B flights to Þtexico and south Àmerica (rc¡o

September 1970d, TabIes 42-44). In December 1970, when

cPA's winter route pattern was in ef f ect, there $¡ere 191

frights to those destinations, There Ì,¡ere four more Ðc-Bs
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flights but nine less Dc-B flights so the totar of seats

offered to points abroad with these aircraft þ¡as almost t.he

same as in September" Europe received 22 DC-BS and 40 DC-B

flights, the North Pacific received 18 Dc-8s flights, Hawaii

and the south Pacific received 31 Dc-8s and 14 Dc-B flights,
california received 16 Dc-Bs and 16 Dc-B flights, and Mexico

and south America received 34 Dc-8 frights (rcAo December

1970c, Tables 36-39)" In all, a little over 7r000 seats

vrere redislributed away from Europe with Hawaii and the

South Pacific picking up the bulk of them, about 4,000, with
a little under 2,000 going to the southern services, and

most of the remainder to California.

cPÀ thus offered about 40 per cent fewer seats to Europe

in winter than summer but almost 1 00 per cent more to
Hawaiir 60 per cent more to the South, and 15 per cent more

to California" The service on the North Pac i f ic v¡as not

altered, presumably because it was not yet regarded as a

tourist destination with the seasonal pattern of demand that
this usually impries. rn fact, there v¡as a reduction in the

totar number of seats offered to california by cpÀ. cari-
fornia, unlike the other destinations discussed above, was

served by a mix of aircraft which incruded some unabl-e to
operate to Europe" These were ignored in the above review.

some long-range aircraft dispraced from Europe in turn dis-
placed some of the shorter range aircraft serving califor-
nia. california received 10,427 seats in total in september

and only 9,929 in Ðecember.
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8.3 INTERACTTONS BErWEEN ç{ARDATRIS MARKETS

Canada's third major carrier, Wardair, began its interna-
tional operations on the North Àtlantic and immediately

encountered the seasonality problem which is even more

severe in the charter market than in the scheduled market.

wardair's solution eventually resul-ted in a transformation
of the entire emphasis of its operations. In 1962 it had

operated for only two months of the year (Ànnual Report

1973) with a leased aircraft. I ts f i rst long range a i r-
craft, a DC-58 v¡as not purchased tiIl 1963 (Annual Report

1967). By the time Wardair went public in 1967 to finance

the purchase of a Boeing-707, it v¡as operating a Boeing-727

and Max l.Iard was looking f or winter employment f or his air-
craft but found the new ITC market "disappointing" (Annual

Report, 1967)" As discussed in Section 7.2, Wardair then

became actively involved in promoting the new ITC market.

Às shon'n in Table 8.4, the North Atlantic sti11 provided

over 90 per cent of Wardair's international charter traffic
in 1970. This was soon to change as winter traffic contin-
ued its rapid expansion. In 1971 its revenue from ITC traf-
fic rose by 114 per cent (Annual Report 1971) and this year

the Àtlantic market only provided 79 per cent of the passen-

gers carried internationally" By 1973 the North Àtrantic
provided only a litt1e more than 50 per cent and in 1977 it
woul-d f all to 47 per cent. By the 1 980s the North Àtlant ic ,

the market for which the international operations of the
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TÀBLE 8"4

Importance of Wardair's Charter North Atlantic Traffic

As a Percentage of wardair rnternationar charter Traffic

Year
197 0
197 1

197 2
197 3
197 4
197 5
197 6
197 7
197 8
197 9
1980
1 981
1982
1983
1 984
1985

Per Cent
91 .6
79.0
s9.0
50.2
s1.9
50.4
50 " 0
47 .0
43 .4
L) A.

34 .4
41 .9
43 .4
38.7
40.0
40 .4

Source: Based on Tab1e 7"10.

airrine had been set upr was providing only about 40% of. the

traffic carried while the traffic to other destinations,
originalry sought as a means of helping the airrine to make

it through the lean winter on the North Àtrantic, was pro-
viding about 60% of. the traf f ic"
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Chapter IX

THE TNSTITTIrTO!{AL STRUCTI'RE FOR RATE-MAKTbTG

Since the beginning of air passenger travel on the Cana-

dian North Àtlantic after Wor1d War II, a single institu-
tional structure has played a strategic role in the evolu-
tion of fares. Scheduled fares have normally been

determined by the schedured carriers through their organíza-

tion, the International Air Transport Àssociation, subject
to government approval. When the scheduled carriers have

not been able to come to a joint unanimous decision they

have filed their fares individually, subject to government

approval. charter fares have been determined individually
by the carrier offering the charter flight, in response to
its own costs and in the light of fares being offered by its
competitors, again subject to government approval.

This institutional structure has, itself, evolved" The

most important change occurred in 1978, prior to that year

the scheduled fares on the canadian North Atlantic were

determined jointly with the scheduled fares between Europe

and points in the United States north of Miami through a

single traffic conference of IATÀ" Àfter that year, the

fares on the Canadian North Àtlantic vrere stiIl determined

by an IATA traffic conference, but no longer joinÈly with
fares between Europe and the United States"

342
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This chapter is divided into several sections" The first
outlines the method by which scheduled fares v¡ere determined

prior to 1978. The second discusses the strains on the sys-

tem in the earry 1970s" The third follows the build up of

US deregulatory pressure on IATÀ. The fourth outlines the

resolution of the crisis and resurting restructuring of the

rate-making system.

9.1 THE ORIGINAL IATA STRUCTT'RE FOR SETTING SCHEDT'LED
RÀTES

The bilateral agreement which created the "de facto" pat-
tern of agreements for internationar aviation between west-

ern countries v¡as the "First Bermuda Agreement', signed

between the united Kingdom and the united states of America

in 1946. This agreement deregated to the rate making

machinery of IÀTÀ the task of setting fares and rates
between the two countries, subject to the approvar of their
aviation authorities. This agreement also provided for the

ex post facÈo review of capacity by both parties. Most

bilateral agreements on the North Atrantic tended to folrow
this pattern, either explicitly or implicitly.

IÀTÀ v¡as founded in Àpril 1945

Transport Operators Conference" at

rated under Canadian law r,¡ith its
Canada. Membership in IÀTA lrras

scheduled carriers but was opened

at the "International Àir
Havana" It was incorpo-

headquarters in Montreal,

initially restricted to

to charter carriers in the
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practice, membership has been made up

scheduled carriers and has included t.he

vast majority of air carriers which engaged in internationar
scheduled services. In 1980, about three-quarters of the

world's totar scheduled international passenger and cargo

air traffic Ì¡as flown by rATÀ member carriers (Haanappel

1984, 72) 
"

rÀTA divided the world into a number of geographic areas

which it carred Traffic conferences, initially nine, later
three (Haanappel 1978, 71). À carrier was a voting member

of a Traffic conference if it operated a scheduled commer-

cial internationar air transport service between any two

points within the Traffic conference and courd be a voting
member if it operated such a service to a point in the Traf-
fic conference (Haanappel 1978, 58)" The Traffic conferenc-

es were to meet at least once every two years and special
meetings were to be held to determine fares, rates, and

related matters between points in two or more Traffic con-

ferences. For practical purposes there h'ere, therefore,
seven Traffic conferences: Tc 1, which covered all the Àmer-

icas; Tc 2 which covered Europe; Tc 3 which covered Àsia and

the Pacific, except Hawaii which was in TC 1; TC 1 Z which

covered operations affecting the Àmericas and Europe; Tc 1 3

which covered operations affecting the Àmericas and Asia; Tc

2 3 which covered operations affecting Europe and Àsia; and

Tc 1 2 3 which covered operations throughout the worrd (t¡aa-
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nappel 1978, 59r 71). After 1964, separate conferences r{ere

organized for passenger and cargo subjecLs (Haanapper 1978,

59). only scheduled tariffs were dealt with in a Traffic
Conference (Haanappel 1978, 61 ).

Resolutions which Ìrere passed at individual or joint
meetings of Traffic conferences were binding on the members

of the Conference" À Resol-ution, however, could be passed

only by the unanimous affirmative vote of alr the members at
a meeting, arthough under certain circumstances a vote by

mail was possibre. This unanimity rule gave each member

airline an effective veto over Resorutions and made the set-
ting of tariffs the result of a bargaining process. It is
noteworthy that this unanimity rure biased fares in an

upward direction because of the leverage it gave high cost

carriers. when it proved impossible to reach agreement, or

when the agreement was subsequentry disapproved by one or

more governments, what was called an "open fare" or "open

rate" situation arose in which any provisions in the rere-
vant bilateral air transport agreement became applicable
(Haanappel 1978, 60 ) .

when an open rate situation Ì^ras in ef f ect, the usuaL

practice of carriers vJas to extend the previous rates
(chuang 1971, 73) " while this !¡as the usual practice, what

was possibre depended on the actual provisions of the birat-
erals of the countries invorved. canada's bilaterars appli-
cable to the North Atrantic have generally made provision
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that, in the case of a conflict over fares, capacity, eLc.

which cannot be resolved by the parties themselves, the dis-
pute is to be referred to an arbitration tribunal involving
the IcAo. Prior to the resolution of the dispute, new fares
require the approvar of both governments, otherwise the oId

fares continue in effect" under Bermuda r between the unit-
ed states and Great Britain, it v¡as provided that in certain
circumstances a tariff could come into force, despite the

objection of one country, as long as the airrine proposing

the tariff had the permission of its ovln government, until
such t ime as the di spute t¡as resoLved. The United States

congress, however, never passed the reguired regisration
regarding the cAB which woul-d have made the clause effective
(Haanappel, 29-32) 

"

IÀTÀ established an enforcement mechanism for Resolu-

in certain
IÀTA (Chuang

1971, 99) " rt could not enforce a Resorution, however, if
it v¡ere broken by a carrier on the instructions of its gov-

ernment. The dispute then likery became an issue between

governments (Chuang, IATA, 97) "

tions. The possible penalties v¡ere fines ot,
circumstances, expulsion of the offender from

Until 1978, the fares between

Europe v¡ere determined in TC 1 2

Lhe United States and Europe.

move out of line, since any such

led to a diversion of traffic to
Canadian-Àmer ican border "

Canada and destinations in

, along with those between

They were never allowed to

movement would rapidly have

one side or other of the
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Despite the strains on the system, which are discussed in
the next section, this method of setting fares prevaired on

the North Atrantic from 1946 until 1978. The ]ATA fare con-

ference system had gained its authority when rate-making was

delegated to it in the Bermuda I agreement and was further
confirmed by other birateral agreements between governments

which followed.

9 "2 THE SYSTEM T'I{DER STRÀIN

By the early 1970s, the rÀTÀ system for establishing
fares on the North Àtrantic was coming under strain as the

share of the North Atrantic passenger traffic held by the

low-price charter carriers rose above one guarter of the

market (rable 1, Àppendix). Then, in June 1972, the CAB

disapproved rÀTA Traffic conference Resorution 045 ('passen-

ger charters') (Haanappel 1984, 129). This was forlowed by

the "Ottawa Declaration" by Canada, the US, and the ECAC

(European civil Aviation conference) member states in octo-
ber 1972. This announced that, by Àpri1 1973, non-affinity
charter fi-ights, advance booking charters in canada and

Europe and travel group charters in the united states, wourd

be avairabre on the North Àtrantic (Haanappel 1984, 130).

Before this armost all charter flights were affinity char-
ters.

The initial response of charter and schedured carriers
was to attempt to set minimum charter fares. The trade
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association of the five largest Àmerican supplemental carri-
ers, t.he Nat.ional- Àir Carrier Àssociation (UaCa), f iled an

application to hotd such negotiations, either simul-taneously

with the IATA lraffic Conferencer or separately, with the

CAB on May 9, 1973 
" The latter was approved. Several

rounds of negotiations were held in 1973 and 1974 but it
proved impossibre to reach any agreement and no further
talks were held after october 8, 1974. wardair was invorved

in these talks and its withdrawal along with three Àmerican

charter carriers, claiming that the proposed charter fares
were too high, destroyed the tentative agreement reached in
September 1974 (Haanappel 1978, 119-120),

In the face of failure by the carriers to agree, the gov-

ernments moved to set minimum charter fares. canada's crc
set them unilaterally in 1973. The ECÀC recommended a set

of minimum fares to its member states in June 1973. These

r¡ere followed by ereven of its eighteen member states. rn

1974 at metings in May and september, Àmerican representa-

tives agreed with those from canada and Lhe EcAc that gov-

ernmentar action was needed if the carriers could not agree.

on september 7 the cÀB announced proposed guiderines for TGc

and affinity group charter fares and these were made effec-
tive on october 21 1974" The cÀB's 1egal power to issue

such guidelines r'Ias questioned by the Ànti*trust Division of

the us Department of Justice and on February 11 1975 the cÀB

voLuntarily withdrew its guiderines onry three days before
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the matter was to go before the us court of Appeals for the

District of columbia. The reason given vras that the generar

validity of the data suppried by the airrines was in gues-

tion and that the different rates for different types of
equipment could not be resolved. The cÀB arso noted that
the guidelines had been issued too rate since many charter
contracts to the public v¡ere concluded for the 197s season

and sares to the public had begun" The cÀB's proposed fares
had been lower than those recommended by the EcÀc for its
members (Haanappel 1978, 114-1i7) " No "guídelines" were

again to be issued by the CÀB on charter fares.

canada set minimum charter fares for the North Àtrantic.
some European countries continued to do so but others did
not and, indeed, those that entered "ribera1" biraterals
with the uníted states, including the Netherrands and Belgi-
umr had to give up almost all forms of control on charter
fares to the united states" unlike ABCs and Àmerican public

charters, ITcs and orcs generally have been affected by gov-

ernment regulations but these are relatively unimportant on

the North Àtlantic (Haanappel 1994, 136).

The second response of the

growth of charters v¡as IÀTÀ's

ipation of charter carriers.
Ànnual General Meeting of IÀTA

charter carriers and to enable

charter fares on the North At

air transport industry to the

attempt to attract the partic-
In September 1974 the 30Lh

decided to open membership to

them to vote on questions of

lantic, although not on gues-
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tions involving scheduled fares (Haanappel 1978, 61-62) 
"

This attempt to incorporaLe charter carriers completely

fa i led.

On June 22 1976 the United Kingdom, which v¡as unhappy

with the market share held by BOÀC, denounced Bermuda I

which therefore expired in one year's time (Haanappel 1984,

40). In the resulting negotiations, the UK sought to set

capacity at a predetermined basis, to secure higher fares,
and to limiL US airlines' "beyond" rights from British
points. In the new agreement of July 23 1977, only the lat-
ter \,¡as achieved. The United States and Britain also agreed

to have a dual designation of airlines on two routes. Four

new American cities were added to points that could be

served from London by a carrier of both countries; ÀtIanta,
Oallas/Fort Worth, Houston, and San Francisco, and a BriLish
carrier received the right to operate Seattle-London. Bran-

iff would begin service from Dallas and Derta from Àtranta.
National had already begun service to London from Miami in

early 1976 (Cidwitz 1980, 62) 
"

The decision to include the two city pairs wíth dual des-

ignation rr'as at least partry the result of a decision of Lhe

Court of Àppeal in the UK in which Lord Denning found the

minister did not have the right to de-designate Laker Àir-
ways between London and New York. Peter Shore, the Secre-

tary for Trade, had overruled the gritish CÀA following the

return of the Labour Party to power and had cancelred Laker

Airway's permission to operate (Sampson 1g84, 14g-150).
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Although capacity control was not achieved, the British
did secure some safeguards on capacity" The governmenLs

were to receive forecasts of traffic and proposed schedules

of service from the carriers and if there was a disagreement

the governments would confer. where no agreement was

reached the carriers would operate the average of their
forecasts "

In the area of tariffs, it was agreed that in an open

rate situation both governments would need to give permis-

sion f or the implementation of ner.r f ares, and a timetable
was laid out for the submission and approvar of fare firings
(Ooganis 1 985, 56-57 ) .

The birateral also expricitly included provisions on

charter services. The existing us-uK Memorandum of under-

standing on Passenger charter Air services of ÀpriI 1977 v¡as

inserted into the new official bilateral air agreement (tiaa-

nappel 1984, 41 ).

Although initiarry hailed as Bermuda rr, this birateral
did not, however, become the pattern for subsequent bilater-
als on the North Àtrantic because of new developments in the

united states. There v¡as arso soon pressure from the Àmeri-

can government for amendments to be made. Its most impor-

tant infruence on the North Àtlantic, and on the evolution
of fares, was that it t¡as under its provisions that several
nevr carriers, including most importantly Laker Àirways,

secured their entry into the North Àtlantic market.
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9"3 US ÐEREGT'LATORY PRESST]RE ON TATA

A new administration took office in washington under

President James Carter at the beginning of 1977. This

administration encouraged the deregulation of the domestic

airline industry and sought to ensure that Àmerican carriers
enjoyed an international environment which was as free as

possibre from government reguration or apparent cartel
structure. To accomprish this, the carter administration
negot iated a ser ies of I iberar bi laterars , severar wi th
European countries, and appointed Àlfred E. Kahn as cÀB

chairman, along with other members favourable to deregula-

tion" under their auspices, rate making between Europe and

the united states was withdrawn from the rÀTÀ traffic con-

ferences and the entry into the North Àtrantic market of a

number of new carriers was authorized, incruding Laker Air-
brays. Their efforts v¡ere assisted by the relatively fav-
ourabre industry and economic climate (Haanappel 1984, 1q1)

that had folIor+ed the recovery from the First oir shock.

Shortly after his appointment in early 1977, A. E. Kahn

granted Laker his permit, seeing "a golden opportunity to
encourage imagination and innovation in the North Àtlantic
air travel- market" (sampson 1984, 150)" onry three years

earrier, in June 1974, Laker had been refused his permit to
operate skytrain by the cÀB, and during the "oil panic" pÀÀ

and TWÀ were alrowed to negotiate with BÀ and British cale-
donian on jointry reducing their capacity to cut their loss-
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like Laker

Freddy Laker's "Skytrain" began its operations in June

1977, ushering in a period of intense price competition.

In 1978 Sky Train's one-way f are v¡as $13SUS peak/g1 1S,6OUS

basic (taneja 1 980 , 86 ) , making a price of 2 "q/2.1 cents

per km compared to a per km price of 7 "4 cents for an aver-

age normal economy fare (rCaO Bulletin, June 1980, 55).

By February 1982 Laker Airways had been driven into bank-

ruptcy. The second oi1 crisis and the following recession

had raised costs and reduced the demand for travel" The

English pound, in which most of his revenues were denorninat-

ed, had declined relative to the Àmerican dollar, in which

most of his debts $rere denominated. The schedured carriers
on the North Àtrantic showed no hesitation about engaging in

cut-throat price competition and in october 1981, despite
the severe losses that they were suffering, the Big Three on

the North Àtlantic, PÀÀ, TI^74 and BÀ, applied f or, and

received, permission to bring their minimum fare down to

$249us" rn addition, various European carriers (sritish
Caledonian, Sabena, SÀS, Swissair, Lufthansa, and UTÀ) put

pressure on McDonneIl Douglas and General Electric to cease

their financiaL assistance to Laker and prime Minister Mar-

garet Thatcher, when applied to for assistance by Laker,

decided she courd not impose an open-ended situation on her

"poor taxpayers" (Sampson 1984, 149-158).
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Figure 9. 1 : North Atlantic Fares and the Consumer price
I ndex

1976- 1 986
Note: OECD weighted composite price index for

USÀ, Canada, and Western Europe
Source: IÀTÀ (1986b) p. 35.

Laker's demise in 1982 did not signal, however, a major

rise in North Atrantic fares. Àlthough the oEcD weighted

price index for canada, the united states, and western

Europe recorded a steady rise from 1982 until the mid 1980s,

it was not until 1986 that there b¡as any sort of sizeabre
rise in the index of the average Economy fare on the North
Àtlantic (rigure 9" 1 ) "
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The agenda of President Carter's administration for
international air transport was seL out in his August 31,

1978 PoIicy Statement. These were: 1) improved opportuni-

ties for "innovative" pricing; 2) liberalization of charter
rules; 3) elimination of restrictions on capacity, frequen-

cy, and route and operating rights; 4) elimination of dis-
crimination and unfair competitive practices faced by U"S.

airlines; 5) the ability to designate multiple U.S. air-
lines; 6) authorization of more cities for direct flights
and improving the integration of domestic and international
service; and 7) flexibility to develop and facilitate air
cargo services (Haanappel 1984, 51 ). The method of achiev-

ing this agenda þ¡as to "divide and conguer" the Europeans by

concluding new bilaterals with very liberal terms with any

states that would agree, and then allowing the threat of the

diversion of traffic to force recalcitrant states to con-

clude similar liberal bilaterals (Taneja 1981,60).

The starting point v¡as the Netherlands. It was known

that the Dutch were concerned over Bermuda II and other

recent developments in North Atlantic aviation. They dis-
liked close capacity regulation and bilateral" tariff setting
which seemed to be the direction that Bermuda II was moving.

They also feared Laker Àirways might divert traffic which

would otherwise have flown KLM. In addition, Belgium had

just moved to liberalize charter services with the United

States.
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The United States invited a Dutch delegation to discuss a

new agreement providing for greater tariff and charter free-
dom (Wassenb€rg, 1978, 139). The final agreement, signed

March 1978, resulted in an agreement that: a) covered both

scheduled and charter services; b) accepted multiple desig-

nation; c) gave American carriers unlimited Fifth Freedom

rights before and beyond Àmsterdam; d) gave Ðutch carriers
the rights from the Netherlands to New York, Chicago, Hous-

ton, Los Ànge1es, and one more point to be named by Holland

and from the Netherlands via Montreal to Houston; e) had no

capacity or frequency restrictions) f) had no restrictions
on Sixth Freedom traffic; g) provided for unlimited charter
rights to any point in either country with country of origin
rules; and h) provided country of origin rules for scheduled

traffic, with governments limiting their intervention to
prevent predatory or discriminatory pricing, and requiring
that airlines set their tariffs on the basis of commercial

considerations.

Àt the time the agreement between the Netherlands and the

us was reached there r'rere negotiations ongoing with west

Germany and Belgium. These states signed basically similar
agreements with the US at the end of 1978. There was also a

"liberal" bilateral signed with Israel in 1978 rvhich provid-
ed for a "double disapproval" article on tariffs. Under

this both governments had to disapprove a new tariff pro-
posed by an airline before it could be prevented.
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The success of the united states in obtaining further
"liberal-" biraterals on the North Àtrantic for arl practical
purposes ended at this point, although in 1980 a further
liberal birateral was achieved with Belgium and one !ùas

signed with Jordan (Haanappel 1984, Àppendix III). Italy
and France both refused to sign a "riberal" bilateral. rn

1980 the bilaterar with the united Kingdom was amended, but

the us did not gain any significant concessions on Fifth
Freedom rights or tariff liberalization. It did, however,

get double designation on two routes, Boston and Miami, and

it rr¡as also agreed that up to Lwerve new gateways be opened

in stages by 1984 (ooganis 1985, 56-59)"

rn May 1982, President Reagan announced a new negotiation
policy in which the united states would emphasize partial
deals to take care of immediate probrems rather than seeking

nevr fulL-sca1e "1ibera1" agreements (Haanappel 1984, 51-52).

Arthough President carter's poricy was not successful in
helping the airlines of the united states to improve their
market share (ooganis 1985, 66), it did have an important

role in creating an environment that forced down fares on

the North Àtlantic in general. Canada's scheduled carriers
dared not allow fares between New york and a major destina-
tion in Europe, like Àmsterdam, to get out of line with that
from Toronto or Montreal because a sizeabre part of their
traffic would soon be diverted to the carriers serving New

York-Amsterdam. similarly a major European carrier courd
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not afford to let the fare from New York or any major Ameri-

can gateway to a major destination in Europe get out of line
with the fare from that Àmerican gateway to its own points

of operation " The existence of a "1ibera1" bilateral
between the United States and Àmsterdam, Brusse1s, and

Frankfurt, together with a willingness on the part of the

United States to designate low price-carriers, and the

absence of rÀTA's unanimity role on the entire North Àtran-

tic, proved sufficient to keep fares at or below their fow-

est practical Ievel.

The willingness of the United States to designate new

carriers had an important impact on prices. New American

carriers have generally used price in an attempt to carve a

niche for themselves on entering a new market, even in cases

where they are a "normal-" schedured carrier rather than a

former charter carrier or a "low-fare" carrier rike people's

Express. This use of low prices on entry is demonstrated by

the average yield per km. of the US carriers operating on

the Atlantic in 1979. PÀÀ and TWÀ enjoyed 8"27 and 7.14

cents US per km. respectively. National, which had entered

out of Miami in 1969, was at 6.12 cents; De1ta, which had

entered out of Àtl-anta, and Braniff, which had entered out

of Dallas, in 1978, were at 5"74 cents and 6"65 cents

respectively; and Northwest, which had taken up pAA's rights
to Copenhagen in 1979, was also at 5.65 cents, (Ooganis

1985, 63).
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It is also true, though, that the CÀB has on occasion

tended to grant deep discounL fares more easily to new or

potential entrants rather than to established American car-
riers. An example of this !¡as its granting of their sug-

gested nevr fares to Braniff and Trans Internationar and the

denying of TWÀ's new suggested fare in the us-France market

(raneja 1980, 69)

The purpose of these low fares by new entrants was liab1e
to be multiford. Their chance of obtaining permission from

the cÀB was improved. The lower fare might divert traffic
from other rouLes, herping the carrier to increase its mar-

ket base and make the service more economically viable.
Finally, a low fare might encourage any incumbent carrier to
withdraw. Then, once the carrier was established, it courd

raise its fare to a more economic level for the 1ong run

(raneja 1 980, 69) .

The existence of rights by the US to the multiple desig-
nation of airlines on the routes to Àmsterdam, Brussels, and

Frankf urt, and the opening of numerous ner,J gateways to the

united Kingdom, each of which might have a different Ameri-

can carrier designated on it, provided a very large number

of Àmerican carriers with the opportunity to start service.
By 1983 there were twelve American carriers operating on the

North Atlantic: PAA, TWA, Northwest, World Àirways, Ðelta,
Àmerican, Àir Florida, People's Express, Àrrow Airways,

Transamerica, Capital, and Flying Tiger (which was carrying
passengers on some of its Boeing-747 f.lights to Brussels)
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(iCaO 1983) " This, of course, excludes those Iike Braniff,
which went bankrupt, and National, absorbed by PÀ4, no long-

er operating on the North Atlantic"

Fina11y, in 1978 the CÀB under Alfred Kahn acted to begin

the process by which IATÀ was removed from playing a role in

setting fares between the United States and Europe and which

split off the formal decision making process for determining

fares between Canada and Europe from that between the United

States and Europe.

Since "price*fixing" and "common agency selling", among

other IATÀ activities, rirere i11egal under American law, it
was necessary that the participation of Àmerican airlines in

IÀTA be exempted from the Àmerican anti-trust 1aw's opera-

tion. The CÀB had approved IÀTÀ's traffic conference

machinery for setting fares on February 19 1946 for one

year. It had renewed this approval in 1947, 1948, 1952, and

1955, and in that year made the approval "permanent".

the initial decision to approve IÀTA was based on three

stated reasons: 1) since the CÀB had limited power on

international- rates in 1946, ít was not in the public inter-
est to give foreign povrers unilateral control over the rates

of U.S. carriers;2) the traffic conference mechanism could

not be considered a secret price-fixing agreement since the

rates agreed by carriers were subject to CAB approval; and

3) it provided assurance to European carriers that fares
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courd be kept at a revel sufficient to arlow the development

of their flag carriers (taneja 1980, 79).

In 1978 the cÀB's povrer to exempt American carriers was

provided by sections 412 (b) and 414 of the united States

Federal Àviation Act of 1958. This exempted airlines from

the anti-trust provisions concerning cooperative agreements

where those agreements were not "adverse to the public
interest or in violation of the Àct" (cidwitz 1980, 96).

on June 12 1978 the cÀB announced it had made "tentative
findings" and had come to a "tentative concl-usion" that its
approvar of rÀTA Traffic conference Resolutions was no long-
er in the public interest. I t, therefore, issued a Show

cause order to rÀTA and other interested persons why they

should not be made permanent. In its order the CAB made

reference to the development of international air transpor-
tation in the previous 23 years and to the change in the

rate making powers of the Board and the economic policies
surrounding the use of those povrers. It also noted the

reraxation of charter rules resurting in lower air fares.
rnterested parties were invited to comment on six specific
questions: 1) the costs and benefits of such a disapprovar;
2) the system likeIy to reprace that existing;3) the extent
and effect of us anti-trusL Iaw apprication on airrine rate-
making if approval was withdrawn; 4) the adequacy of the

Board's povrers to dear with problems; 5) the rikerihood of
reasonabry competitive pricing; 6) the possibirity that dif-
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ferent regions of the wor1d, or phases of business, or other

differences would warrant differences in poricy or treatment
(Haanappel 1984, 29, 158-159) 

"

All concerned parties were well at¡are that such a with-
drawal of immunity could affect not only American carriers
but arso foreign carriers which conferred to set tariffs on

uS-bound routes (cidwitz 1 980, 98 ) . The CÀB received a

large number of submissions in response to its action" Some

45 other countries responded through their Loreign minis-
tries or civil authorities, almost aI1 in opposition to the

cÀB position. À large number of internationar airlines also
made submissions in opposition. IATÀ was also supported by

regional governmental organizations and airline associations

along with associations of travel agencies, freight for-
wards, and others. The submission by IATÀ stressed the dif-
ferences between international and domestic aviation and

argued that the immunity granted to airlines was stilI in

the public interest. The Departments of State and Transpor-

tation urged the CÀB to act with caution" The Ðepartment of

Justice supported the CAB as did consumer groups (Cidwitz

1 980, 98-99 ) .

Even before the CÀB had issued its "Show Cause" order,

IATA had appointed a Task Force under the Chairmanship of

Air Canada's President Claude Taylor in 1977 to examine

Traffic conference Procedures" The Traffic conferences, and

particularly that for the North Àtlantic, had been having
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increasing difficulty in reaching agreement and rÀTÀ had

come under attack already from the cÀ8, from the deregula-

tion movement in the united states, from consumer groups,

and from some academics"

9.4 THE RnsoLurron oF THE cRrsrs AND rATA,,s REsrRucrltRr¡{c

only 21 days after the cÀB's "show cause" order had been

issued, a speciar IATA General Meeting was held on June 30

and July 1 1978 to approve the recommendations of the lÀTÀ

Executive Committee to restructure the Traffic Conferences

making carriers' participation in rate making activities
optional. Àfter this speciar meeting the Executive commit-

tee approved the amendments to the provisions for the- Regu-

Iation and Conduct of the IATA Traffic Conferences. They

were reviewed at the 34th Annual General Meeting in the fall
of 1978, and submitted to the CAB on November Z 1978. On

May 14 1979 they received interim approval and anti-trust
immun i ty
62-63) .

pending further proceedings (Haanappel 1984,

The approval also Iimited the questions covered by the

"show cause order" Lo the matter of the Traffic conferences.

rt sprit off the question of IATA's agency activities and

made them subject to separate sÈudy. rt also permanentry

approved some of rATA's trade association and facilitation
Resolutions (Haanappel 1984, 159).
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After a legislative hearing in Oct.ober, the CÀB announced

on December 5 1979 thaL it intended to issue an Order grant-

ing approval and anti-trust immunity for two years to the

ratemaking machinery of IATA subject to a number of condi-

tions. on April 15 1980 the cÀB made a tentative order that
IÀTA's ratemaking machinery did substantially reduce compe-

tition to the United States but international considerations
reguired that the machinery be approved for two years before

the Order became final. The two-year approval was subject

to the conditions that US carriers could not participate on

the North Àtrantic in rÀTÀ ratemaking, that representatives
from the cÀB and rATA courd attend IÀTÀ Traffic conferences,

and that IÀTÀ clarify its "innovative fare and rate" provi-
sions.

In May 1981 the Order was made final in its essentiaL

features. Its effectiveness, however, was stayed until Sep-

tember 1981, then stayed again until January 1982, and then

stayed again until March 1982. Finally, on March 12 1982

the effectiveness of the May 6 1981 order was stayed indefi-
nitely until further Order of the Board. This indefinite
stay was necessary since the US-ECÀC Memorandum of Under-

standing on North Àtrantic Àir Tariffs required that no par-

ty prevent or require the participation of a carrier in mu1-

tilateral carrier tariff co-ordination" The First
Memorandum vras signed in May 1982 and, though intended to be

effective on July 1 1982, actually went into force on Àugust

1 1982 (Haanappel 1984,161-164).
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When signed, the First Memorandum covered most, of the

countries of ECÀC; others rvere still negotiating final
"pricing zones". It provided that airline participation in

multilateral tariff talks h'as neither required nor forbidden

by the parties to the agreement as a pre-condition to the

approvar of fares. This permitted IATÀ to convene special
North Àtrantic fare conferences for both IATÀ members and

non-members (Haanappel 1984, 164) 
"

America's international carriers had withdrawn from IÀTÀ

in response to the first SCO (Show Cause Order). Some

rejoined rÀTA when the 1979 sco legitimized Àmerican carri-
ers belonging as trade association members (Ooganis 'l 985,

16s). Even in 1986, only Àmerican, Eastern, FIying Ti9êr,
PAÀ, TWA, and United vrere IÀTÀ members participating in tar-
iff coordination, and only a few more belonged to the trade

association only (rare 1 986b, 5).

In return for US actions, IÀTÀ adopted an Àddendum to
its Provisions for the conduct of the rÀTÀ conferences per-
mitting meetings of both rÀTA and non-rÀTÀ schedured air-
lines for tariff discussions on the North Àtrantic between

the U.S.A. and Europe. This Àddendum was approved by the

CÀB in September and October 1982" (Haanappel 1984, 65 )

Thus in January 1983, Àir Florida, Àrrow, Transamerica, and

world participated along with the rATÀ carriers in reaching

an agreed fare proposar on most North Àtrantic revels for
the April 1 1983-March 31 1984 period (Haanappel 1984,

16s-5).
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The Memorandum established "zones of reasonabreness" for
fares between the united states and t.he participating coun-

tries in Europe. Within these zones there was to be no gov-

ernmental interference in the fares charged by carriers.
outside the zones the relevant biraterar air agreements

applied" The zones were established with reference to the

"standard f oreign f are IeveIs" (Sf'f'r,) developed in 1980 on

the basis of US airline costs by the CAB. The SFFL was to
be adjusted every four months in l-ine with movement of costs

of carriers. The f ive f are zones $¡ere denominated B f or

economy class, A-2 for business, À-1 for first, C-1 for dis-
count, and c-2 for deep discount fares. Low season economy

fares were typicalry to have a "zone of reasonableness" of

80-120 per cent of the relevant SFFL. First class fares
normally had "zones of reasonableness" whose l-ower bound was

between 1 30 and 1 60 per cent of the sFFL and the lower bound

of deep discount fares' "zone of reasonabreness" was either
50, 55, or 60 per cent of the SFFL" The Memorandum provided

variations for peak and low season for some countries, and

for directional imbalances for some countries. The Memoran-

dum also set up two working groups, one to develop a perma-

nent agreement, and one on tariffs (Haanappel 1984, 164-166,

190-198).

Af ter the First Memorandurn expired it r¡¡as renewed on more

than one subsequent occasion. The European members of EcAc

which are signatories of the Memorandum in force have varied
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during its several incarnations, depending on the success of

the negotiators in reaching agreements beLween t.he United

States and their particular country" Although the princi-
ples of the Memorandum are agreed upon multilateraIly, the

exact reference levels and zones are agreed upon bilateral--
ly. Several countries, for example, which were not part of

the first Memorandum, joined the second" The reverse is also

true, members of an earlier memorandum have not joined a

subsequent one. Denmark, Sweden and Norway, for example,

joined the second after the USA granted SÀS new gateways in

the United States" Italy, for example, which was a member

of the first memorandum was not expected to join the second

(Haanappel 1 984, 1 65-1 66) .

Canadian representatives were active in the international
discussions that follor+ed the Show Cause Order and led even-

tually to the first US-ECAC Memorandum. In January 1980

Canadian representatives met in Paris with those from the US

and ECÀC to discuss matters concerning North Àtlantic sched-

uled and charter policy and the exchange of statistics"
They were present at the meeting in February 1981 at Wash-

ington on the North Àtlantic with US and ECÀC representa-

tives" (Transport Canada, 1979/80; 1980/81). Canada was

still part of the negotiations in early 1982 but did not

become a party to the first Memorandum or to its successors
(uaanappel 1984, 1 63 ) .
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The result r¡¡as that fares between Canada and Europe would

be decided through the IÀTÀ Traffic Conference system as a

sub-area of the North Àtlantic area while t.he fares between

the United States and Europe would be decided in terms of

"zones of reasonableness" under a US-ECÀC Memorandum of

Understanding. In the US-Europe sub-area, the fares being

charged by the airlines would sti11 be decided through rATÀ

hosted meetings but these might include non-IÀTA scheduled

carriers and might not cover all countries in Europe.

In conclusion, charter traffic was growing rapidly on the

North Atrantic at the start of the 1970s and the governments

of Europe and North Àmerica in 1973 acted to remove the main

barrier to universal access to charter travel by replacing

affinity charters with ÀBCs or similar. IATA failed to find
a way of including charter carriers in a method of estab-

lishing minimum fares on the North Atrantic. À new adminis-

tration came to power in Washington that, in the spirit of

dereguration sweeping the usÀ, wished to extend the benefits
of a dêregulated environment to the travellers and Àmerican

carriers on the North Àtlantic. As the last step in the

process, which had included the negotiation of new bilater-
al-s and the addition of new carriers to the North Atl-antic,
the usÀ moved to take the reguration of fares from the con-

tror of rATÀ by forcing the withdrawal of American carriers
from that organization through the Show Cause Order. The

result was a new system of fare negot.iation on the North

Atlantic" The Canadian and US sub-areas were split apart
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with the canadian portion remaining under a system simirar
to t.he old one and the American one becoming one "hosted" by

rATÀ but with much greater direct input by governments than

the old one, Àmerican actions arso resulted in downward

pressure on scheduled fares.

9,5 CONCLUSTON

The structure in which scheduled rates are made on the cana-

dian North Àtlantic has stood the test of time remarkably

well and is littl-e changed from what it h'as forty years ago.

rt is now sprit off from the Àmerican North Àtrantic but
continues to evol-ve more or ress in tandem with it. chap-

ter x will now examine the evorution of fares in detail.



Chapter X

THE EVOT,UTTON OF FARES

The structure and revel of air fares have changed greatry
during the decades since the late 1940s. Ðuring the 1940s

and 1950s, the farl of schedured air fares almost completery

drove the transatlantic liner from the seas. Then, during
the 1960s and 1970s, schedured air fares evorved in response

to the challenge from the charter market and to the rarge

improvements in aircraft economics. However, the rise in
fares after the earry 1970s had an adverse impact on the
growth on the North Àtlantic of traffic and the the failure
of fares to keep up with the changes in cosLs during the

period from the late 1960s to the mid 1980s had adverse

effects on airline profitabirity and the airrine industry on

the North Àtlantic. As a particularly efficient carrier,
Air canada was frequentry in the vanguard of the drive to
introduce lower fares to compete with charter carriers.

This chapter will be divided into a number of sections.
The first will fol-low the evorution of scheduled fares. The

second will look at the role prayed by canadian carriers in
several disputes in rATÀ over scheduled fares. The third
will compare fares and costs at several points in time, The

fourth will comment on the evolution of t.he fares of alter-
natives to scheduled airlines.

370
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.I0.1 
SCI{EDULED FARES OTd TT{E }{ORTT{ ATLA3ITIC 1946-1987

Until the 1978 Show Cause Order of the Àmerican CAB

caused Àmerican airlines to withdraw from IÀTÀ, the history
of the evolution of fares on the Canadian North Atlantic is
identical with that for the North Àtlantic as a who1e" It
is possible, therefore, to discuss t.he history of the former

by following the latter. Since fares on the Canadian North

Atlantic were calculated to move in tandem with that of New

York-London to avoid any diversion of traffic, it is also
possible to use such a series to follow the price movements

of fares beLween Europe, including the British Isles, and

Canada. Even after 1978, statistics relating to the level
of fares between the US and Europe remain valuable in pro-
viding a picture of the movements of fares on the canadian

North Atlantic because competition has prevented any wide

divergences occurring between the two markets for any

extended period of time"

'10.1 ,'l The 1940s and 1950s

Àir travel emerged from World War II as a single class

service" During the period of piston-driven propeller air-
craft on the North At1antic, the carriers gradually devel--

oped a range of fares. Throughout the period, and until
1963, a discount of 10 per cent remained available on a

return ticket. À return ticket was thus normally 1.8 times

the one-way fare, i . e. 1 .8 x single.
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In 1952 the first step was taken to provide a range of

fares available throughout the year when the single class

fare \¡¡as replaced by f irst cl-ass and tourist" The problems

created for the carriers by the existence of an "off season"

had already led to experimentation with the fare structure
to encourage travel during times of reduced demand" In 1948

and 1949 a 30 day excursion at 1.33 x single was made avail-
able for three months and six months respectivety. In 1949,

1950 and 1951 a 15 day excursion at 1.1 x single for North

Americans was available from January to March. In 1950 the

concept of an easl-bound off season of September to March

and a west-bound off season

duced. The resul-t was that

December to June was intro-
1 .8 x single f are l¡as avail-

of

a

able f or JuIy and Àugust, a 1"3 x single r.¡as available f or

December-March inclusive, and during the other six months a

return fare of 1.57 x single was available (r¡te Bulletin
no. 15 June 1952, 51 ). In 1955 a f amily f are sras tried"

In 1958 a third class was introduced, economy. This less

expensive fare was accompanied by Iess service, a "sandwich

type" meal rather than the full meal- served in tourist, and

a reduction in the pitch of the seats. By 1960 the 1ower

economy fare had completely replaced tourist" This had the

by-product of making aircraft whose seat configurations vrere

suitable for the North Atrantic unsuitabre for service in
North America and vice versa.
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The entry of turbo-props in December 1957 and of jeL tur-
bine aircraft in october 1958 raised the question of what

the relationship of fares between jet aircraft and properrer

aircraft shourd be. After the initial Honoluru composite

conference floundered on this question, the matter v¡as set-
tred six months later when it was decided that the basic

fare structure set by rÀTÀ for the world's trunk routes

would provide for two classes, first class and economyr otr

the basis of the use of jet aircraft. PropeIler aircraft
tariffs wourd be discounted by the allowance of lower fares
or more liberal service conditions.

During this initial developmental period of civirian avi-
ation on the North Àtlantic, American carriers, in particu-
lar PAA, !{ere central to the development of new and lower

fares. rn 1945/6 PÀÀ sought the reduction of the then basic

North Àtlantic fare of $37sus to $27sus instead of the

$325us fare finally agreed. rn 1949 it advocated the cre-
ation of tourist crass fares" rn 1956 it advocated the cre-
ation of economy cl-ass fares and at levels considerabry

below those at which they v¡ere finally introduced.

rt was also in 1956 that the first crash occurred between

the cÀB and IATÀ over fares" The rÀTA Traffic conference at
Miami in the f all of '1 955 had proposed the increase of f irst
cl-ass f ares by 1 0 percent to take ef f ect October 1 1956 "

The cÀB wished that any such increase coincide r*'ith the

introduction of a tourist type class of fares. The final
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settlement involved the acceptance by the CAB of the 1 956

increase of 10 percent, wit.h the fare package to run until
March 31 1958, ât which Lime a tourist class of fare hras to

be introduced. The tourist class fare on introduction could

not be less than $232US (HaanappeJ- 1978, 132-133)" It was

actually introduced at $252US (rable 10.1)"

The lowest regular fare available on the North Àtlantic
during high season rose faster than the U"S. consumer price

index during 1948-1951 (rable 10.2) but slightly slower than

the Canadian consumer price index. V,lith the introduction of

tourist class, the fare index feIl dramatically in 1952. It
fell- again slightly in 1953 and then remained stable until
1958. In 1958 it declined sharply again with the introduc-

tion of economy class and did not increase markedly until
the spring of 1960. Between 1948 and 1959 the fare index

declined from 100 to 77.5 v¡hile the US consumer price index

rose from 100 to 121"1 and the Canadian consumer price index

rose to 130.4 from 100.

The above discussion does not take into account the move-

ment of the exchange rate between the Canadian and US dol-
lar. The North Àtlantic fare index used v¡as denominated in

Àmerican dollars and the Canadian dollar in 1959 had risen

to 0 " 959 against the Àmerican do1Iar from 1 .000 in 1 948.

The North Atlantic fare, therefore, had fallen more between

1948 and 1959 in Canada than in the US. In the interval,
the Canadian dolLar had fluctuated between 1 " 1 00 against the
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1 959 (Canada

1987, 112).

1n

121 ;

Fares

TÀBLE 1 0.1

New York-London 1945-1964

In $US

Basic First Tourist EconomyYear

1 945 375
1946 325
1947 325
1948 April 325*
1949 333*'1950 Àpril 350
1 951 ApriI 375#
1 952 May 415
1 953 Àpri1 395
1954 April 400
1 955 Àpril 400
1 956 April 400
1957 April 400
1 958 Àpril 435
1 959 Àpril 440
1 960 May 462

July 500
1961 April 500
1962 500
1963 May## 475

JuLy 475
1964 Àpril 375

290
275
275
275
275
275
31 5 252
320 252
320 257

270Grop. 250/240**)
270 (Prop. 250/240 )

270 (Prop. 250 )
270 (Prop" 250 )
263 (Prop. 243 )
255/21Q***

* Àlthough Straszheim records these fares for the years
1948 and 1949, the IATA Bulletin states the fares moved
directly from $325 ro $350 in March 1948.
# In October 1951 the IÀTA Bulletin records the basic
fare moved to $395
## In 1962 IATÀ raised the price of a return ticket
from 1.8 x Single to 1.9 x Single from April 1 1963.** High season/]ow season fares for propellèr aircraft.*** High season/Iow season fares.

Sources:
(1964),

p. 273 of Straszheim
51 of IATÀ BuIIetin

(1969), p.
no. 1 5 June

458 of Davies
1952.p.
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10 "1 "2 The 1960s

During the 1960s scheduled fares were generally held down

and, in fact, they declined considerably in 1964" This vias

due to a combination of technological advances as jets were

CPI s

TABLE 10 "2

vs New York-London Fare I ndex

1948=100 For ÀI1 Indices

Yea r US CPI
Index Pt.

ch.

CÀN" CPI
I ndex Pt "

ch.

Fare
Index Pt "

ch"

I 948
1 949
'1 950
1 951
1 952
'1 953
1954
1955
1 9s6
1 957
1958
1 959
1 960

1 961
1 962
1 963

1 964

100.0
99. 0

'100.0
108.0
110.4
111 .2
111 .7
111.3
'1 13 .0
116 .9
120.2
121 .1
123 .0

124.3
125.8
127 .3

129 .0

-1.0
1.0
8.0
2.4
0.8
0.5

-0.4
t"/
3.9
3.3
0.9
1-9

100.0
103.0
1 06.0
117.2
120.1
119.0
119.7
llo o

121 .7
125 .6
129 .0
130.4
132 .0

133.2
134 8
137 .1

140"6

3
3

11
2

-'1
0
0
1

3
3
1

1

1

1

2

0
0
2
9
1

7
2
I
9
4
4
6

100 " 0
'1 02.5
107 "7
115.4
89.2
84. 6
846
846
846
84.6
7:',Ì.5
77 "5
79 .1M
83.1J
83. 1

83 " 1

87 .7rq
85.4J
82 " I

2,5
5"2
7.7

-26.2
-4 .6

0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

-7 .1
0.0
1.6
5. 6*
0.0
0.0
4.6
2.3*

-2.6

1.3
1.5
1.5

2
6
3

-¿

M
J
*

= May value
= JuJ-y value
versus previous year

Sources: Straszheim ( 1 959 )
K8-'18 , and Table 10. 1

p.272, Leacy ( 1983) series



introduced, over capacity in the early 1960s,

opment of a challenge to scheduled carriers f
market in the mid and later 1960s"

The 1 960s opened with a sizeable increase

fare which had remained constant since its
1958" It then again remained constant unti
1963"
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and the devel-

rom Lhe charter

in the economy

introduction in

I the spring of

At the beginning of the 1960s, the schedured airrines on

the North Àtlantic discovered that, although the introduc-
tion of jet aircraft had led to a reduction in unit operat-
ing costs, their introduction had created a serious problem

of overcapacity. American carriers favoured a reduction in
fares to attract traffic to fill the empty seats and Europe-

an carriers felt the correct option would be an increase in
fares. The Àmerican viewpoint arso resulted in American

carriers, particularry PAA, going heavily into the North

Atlantic charter market as the 1960s progressed.

In the fall of 1962 at

ence at Chandler, Arizona,

count on return tickets f
wide. On the North Àtlant
my fares but not those for
the proposed fare increase

an open rate situation on

the IÀTÀ Composite Traffic Confer-

it was decided to reduce the dis-
rom 1 0 percent to 5 percent world

ic this change would affect econo-

first class" The CÀB disapproved

and the North Atlantic moved into
April 1 1963.
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Àt thi s t ime , although the CÀB could di sapprove IA,TÀ

fares, it had virtually no control- over fares filed individ-
ually by foreign carriers. This the European carriers began

to do"

PAÀ and TWA, at the insistence of the CAB, filed the low-

er pre-Chandler fares" The governments of European coun-

tries, however, required PÀÀ and TWÀ to charge the higher

fare" rn the case of Great Britain, the travellers arriving
were charged the difference and the money was deposited in a

trust account for PÀÀ and ThIA pending the settlement of the

dispule. The sritish government arso threatened to bar pÀA

and TWÀ from its airports if they did not comply. The CÄB

and the American government reructantry permitted pÀÀ and

ThiÀ to apply the Chandler f are.

À special IATÀ Conference was convened at Montreal to
reconsider the matter. It developed a compromise package

which reduced the increase to economy fares from 4.6 per

cent to 2.3 per cent for mid-July, 1953 (tab1e 10.2) " Then

rATÀ authorized a sizeable fare reduction for 1964 in both

first class (-21 per cent) and economy (-S per cent on the

peak fare but -20 per cent on the basic fare). The overarl
result was that in 1964 the economy fare index was 0.3

points lower than it had been in 1960. In all, since 1959,

the air fare index had risen by 5.3 points while the US con-

sumer price index rose by 8.9 poinLs and the canadian price

index rose by 10"2 points (rab1e 10.2)" By 1964 the Canadi-
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an dorrar had decl ined Lo 1 "07 9 against. t.he Àmerican dolrar
(oepartment Finance June 1987, 112) which meant that in can-

adian terms the North Atlantic air fare had risen somewhat

more than is indicated in Table 10.2"

Perhaps the most important outcome of the chandler dis-
pute was that it moved the Àmerican congress and cÀB to have

a more Iiberal attitude towards charter carriers. The

growth of charter traffic encouraged the rATÀ carriers to
introduce a whole series of innovative fares. Excursion

fares were already available in 1960. In 1962 these were

joined by group fares. 1n 1966 inclusive tour fares were

availabre and in 1959 so were contract bulk inclusive tour
fares. The result was that between 1950 and 1969 the econo-

my fare fell by 13.4 per cent whire the lowest avairabte
fare fell by 54.3 per cent (rable 10.3).

The controversy over visual infright entertainment, which

began on its introduction in 1964r wês resorved in 1966 by

the introduction of a "fee for use" of $2.50us. The contro-
versy had resulted in an open fare situation when the cAB in
June 1955 rejected a fee package to which a proposar to ban

visual entertainment had been tied. IÀTA had maintained the

status quo for that summer and produced a new fare package

in the falt (Haanappel 1978, 135)"

The 1960s closed in 1969 with an increase in f irst cl-ass

and economy fares. This !'ras the first increase in these
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Return Fa

TÀBLE 1 0.3

res New York-London 1960-1969

$US

1st
Year Ct "

Normal
Econ.

Econ " Econ "
Exc " Group

Econ "IT
Econ.
CBI T

1 960 900 48s 350
1 961 900 485 350
1962 900 485 350 300
1963 902. s s00 350 31 0
1964 700 395 300 320
1 965 700 395 300 320
1966 700 395 300 245 260
1967 700 395 300 215 230
1 968 700 395 300 215 230
1969 750 420 300 175 230 1 60

Source: IÀTA ( 1 969c ) 47 
"

fares since the 1964 price reduction. It occurred in
response to build up in inflationary pressures that occurred

in the world economy in the late 1960s.

10"1"3 The 1970s

During the 1970s the scheduled fare structure had to
respond to a number of challenges" Inflationary pressures,

intensif ied by the oil crises, increased airlines costs"

The growth of charter carriers in the early 1970s, and of

Skytrain in the later 1970s, increased competition. The

introduction of ¡vide-bodied carriers increased capacity in
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the early 1970s at a time when charter carriers r^rere already

increasing compet it ion.

As the 1970s opened, t.here v¡as, as mentioned above, a

rise in inflation presures that already had led to a fare
increase in 1969 and would do so again in 1970" The situ-
ation facing the airlines was not assisted by the arrival of

the Boeing-747 in 1970 which led to a great increase in

available capacity on the North Atlantic. PÀÀ had placed

the first order for 25 Boeing-7[7s with an option on 10 more

on April 15 1966. Currency changes also began to occur to
make life more complicated for transatl-antic carriers.
Fares, however, tended to rise more sIowIy on the North

Atlantic than in some areas (Haanappel 1978, 135).

In 1971 an open fares situation occurred on the North

Àt1antic. The Belgian government did not approve the fare
package for ÀpriI 197 1-March 1972, which maintained the sta-
tus guor and instructed its carrier, Sabena, to introduce a

low Youth fare of $220US Brussels-New York return. The oth-
er carriers on the North ÀtlanLic moved to introduce simil-ar

fares of thei r ovrn, the lowest providing transatlant ic
return service at $199. IATA held a series of meetings to
develop a new package of fares and finally adopted one for
the period Àpril 1, 1972-l¿larch 31, 1973" The nev¡ package

provided for youth fares equal to the 22/45 day excursion.

A proposal during this period to introduce an APEX fare was

defeated by a veto by Lufthansa (Haanappel 1978, 135-136)"
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The charter market at this Lime was stirr receiving a great

dear of encouragement from the discrepancy between charter
fares and the schedured fare alternatives. At the end of

the 1960s a typical charter f are New york-London r,ras less

than half of even the peak 22/q5 day excursion fare (table

10.4)"

The July conference at Montreux in 1972 failed to reach

an agreement on the fare package for 1973/74. American car-
riers when filing individual fares forrowed the cÀB's state-
ment on rnternational Àir Fares of september 27 1971 which

had called for movement towards lower normal fares and high-
er excursion fares designed to cover the full costs of air
service. The fares fired by European carriers generally
maintained the existing paLtern of low excursion fares. rn

1972 the us congress had given the cÀB generar rejecLion and

suspension por.¡er over international air tariffs. using this
power granted in the nelr section 100(j) of the Federar Àvia-
tion Àct, the cÀB approved the fares filed by us carriers in
January 1973 but then disapproved those filed by nine Euro-

pean carriers, including BOÀC.

To avert the looming crisis IATA achieved a new fare
package at the London conference in March 1973. rt covered

the period ÀpriI 1 to December 31 1973, providing for a six
per cent across the board increase for fares varued in
Àmerican dorlars to reflect the then recent decline in the

American currency,
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Return Fares

TÀBLE 1 0.4

New York-London 1969-1977

$us

Fare Type 1969 1970 1971 1972 1973 1974 1975 1976 1977

F " CIass 750
Economy

Basi c 420
Shoulder
Peak 51 0

Excursion
14/17-21/28

782 782

452 452

552 550

322 322
382 382

272 272

332 332

197 197
217 217
277 277

237
302

829

479 430
484

s83 s90

342 349
405 412

288 219
240

352 31 3

209
230
294

251 241
320 304

482 584
540 626
652 764

424 509
496 594

285 363
304 393
389 493

300 366
375 462

295
309
399

584 547
626
764

541 473
63'1

363 434
432
527

388
490

295
325
410

236
299
256

241

Basic
Pea k

22 / 29-45
Basic
Shoulde r
Peak

Àffinity
Basic
Shoulder
Pea k

1+/21 rrc
Basic
Peak

APEX
Basic
Shoulder
Peak

Skytrain
(sept. )

Sup. ÀPEX
Stby/eud.

300
350

250

295

194
212
250

Àv" Charter 144 144 172 199

Sources: Adkins et a1. (1982) 11, Haanappel (1978) t36,
Cooper and Maynard (1971) Z+, 36, ICAO Bulletin (uay
1971) 21 , 26, (t'tay 1976) 41 , (t"tay 1977 ) +S, and Table
10 "17 .Note: In 1970 the discounts for First Class and Normal
Economy were discontinued. (fCAO BuLletin May 1970, 27
28)
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The cAB accept.ed this package, although it did not sim-
plify the fare structure or improve revenue as carred for in
its 1971 statement, to avert an open fare situation which it
sLated would cause travellers and air transport selrers
"considerabre inconvenience". The cAB's action was success-

fully challenged in the American court system but the deci-
sion did not read to an abrogation of the initial approval
(Haanappel 1978, 136-137) .

The IATÀ Traffic conference at Monaco in october 1973

worked out a fare package for January 1 1974 - october 31

1974 which provided for another 6% increase while maintain-
ing the basic fare structure" It was rejected by the cÀB

and revised by rÀTÀ. The youth fare between the united
states and Europe was eliminated and promotional fares were

increased. The revised package was then accepted by the cÀB

on December 16 1973.

The package as finally
ing some US originating
dent fares continued to

reinstate youth fares in

proposals by Àmerican and

137-138).

accepted had the effect of divert-
traffic to Canada where youth/stu-
be available. The CAB refused to
the summer of 1974 despite several

foreign carriers (Haanappel 1979,

In the

c ials met

making"

spring of 1974 Àmerican, Canadian

at Paris to agree on guidelines

It elas agreed that fares should

, and ECÀC offi-
for future rate-
be cost related,
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capacity ought to be brought into line more with demand, and

that charter fares ought to be settred on an inter-carrier
basis. ABC and TGC fares v¡ere arso authorized for the North

Atlantic to replace affinity charter fares.

During the summer and farr of 1974 rÀTA convened a number

of fare conferences on the North Àtrantic. At the first one

at Fort Lauderdale (rlorida) a fuel-rerated increase of five
per cent was approved for August 1 1974, which duly came

into force. During the summer IÀTA attempted to develop,
jointly with charter carriers, a single fare package for the

North Atrantic which would include minimum charter fares.
This ultimatery failed. A group of major charter carriers
from both sides of the Atrantic, including wardair along

with Overseas National, Saturn, Capitol, Spantax, JÀT, and

Transavia (eviation Dailv Sept. 24 1974 215:16, 121),

opposed the IÀTÀ proposal of a peak season charter fare of

between 2"45 and 2.55 cents(US)/tm. as too high and had

their october counter-proposal of 2.3 cents(us)/tm. reject-
ed as too low (rCaO Bulletin May 1975 30:5, 26).

As a result of the failure to obtain an agreement on a

single set of North Atlantic faresr ãD emergency package of

fares for the period November 1 1974 - January 31 1975 was

developed in october at Geneva. This maintained the exist-
ing fare structure, subject to an average increase of 10 per

cent. It arso provided that the youth student fare from

canada wourd not be available to horders of Àmerican pass-



ports unless they were resident.s of

approved by the governments and was

March 31 1975 (Haanappel 1978, 138-1
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Canada. The package r{as

subsequently extended to

3e) "

The fare package agreed upon by IATÀ in January 1975 for
the period April 1 1975 - March 31 1976 made two major

changes to the fare structure. rt reinstated youth/student

fares between the United States and Europe and provided for
the introduction of ÀPEX fares, the latter at a somewhat

lower leve1 than that suggested in 1974. It was accepted by

the governments in its entirety (Haanappel 1978, 139).

IÀTÀ succeeded in agreeing upon a fare package for the

period May 1 1976 - October 31 1976. It introduced special
fares for supersonic air services, the Concorde entered com-

mercial service that year, along with a "Super ÀpEX" fare

set at the Level of ABC fares between Canada and Europe.

The capacity limitation between the United States and Europe

for APEX fares was raised from 20 per cent to 25 per cent

and the similar limitation between Canada and Europe h'as

removed entirely. Existing fares were raised by up to 10

per cent. Àlthough the package vras approved by Canada and

Europe, the CÀB disapproved the increase in normal fares,
and all fares between Miami and London as it felt that
National Airlines was making excessive profiLs on this city
pair (ttaanappel 1978, 139)" The CAB's action resulted in

another open fare situation on the North Atlantic. The sub-

area of the North Àtlantic between Canada and Europe
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June 1 980,rema ined open unt i 1 July '1

55; June 1981, 67)"

À "limited agreement" under rÀTÀ's new Traffic conference

structure was made by IATA carriers and accepted by the cÀB

for Àpril 1 1977 - March 31 1978. rt provided fare increas-
es of 1 to 1 9 percent, moved to a two-season structure, and

repraced the 22/45 day excursion with a 1q/+s day one (Haa-

nappel 1978, 139). The cÀB's show cause order of June 1979

red to the withdrawal of the American carriers from rATÀ.

The important event of 1977 with regard to the fare
structure of the North Àtlantic was not the rimited rÀTA

agreement but the entry into service of Laker's skytrain in
september. Laker's price of $236 f or a traverler who f ler,¡

both directions on skytrain was 43 percent of the basic

economy fare (table 10.4). His fares, and those of other

neh' entrants into the North Àtlantic in the next decade,

would force fares to, and even below, break-even leveIs.

The response of the principal carriers on the North

.Atlantic was to introduce a variety of fares. pAA introduced

budget fares under which the airline would arrocate the pas-

senger a specific flight within a certain agreed period"

TI,¡A provided standby fares. BoÀc introduced a super Àpex

fare" The two former vrere $256us and the ratter was $299us"

These Ì'rere announced on August 12 1977 af ter three days of

consultation during which the carriers could not agree on a



single response (Lowenfeld 1981,

of response !¡¡as symbol ic of the

carriers would have in co-ordinat
lenges facing them and, at the

5/57). The var

difficulty that
ing a response to

same time, it
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ied nature

the major

the chal-

symbol i zed

TABLE 1 0.5

Àverage Revenue per Passenger 1968-1979

IÀTA North Àtlantic Scheduled passenger Operations

Year $US Index Change year $US Index Change

1968 190
1969 1 90
1970 178
197 1 184
1972 172
1973 184

100,0
99.5
o? a

96 .4
90 .4
96. s

9
0
0
U

6
?

-0.5
-6. 3
3.2

-6.0
6.1

197 4
197 5
197 6
197 7
197 8

224.8
251 .8
253.7
27 6.3
273.5

117.8 21 .3
131.9 14.1
132.9 1.0
144.7 11.8
143.3 -1 .4

Souree: Taneja (1980), p. 122.

their intention to meet them.

During the period 1968-1977 there was a shift away from

first crass and normal economy towards cheaper fares. Ini-
Liarly the excursion fare categories benefitted (table 6,

Àppendix), but by the end of the decade the shift was clear-
1y towards the new, cheaper, categories being developed

through IÀTÀ" The average revenue per passenger declined
from 1968 to 1972, except in 1971, but then rose consistent-
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TÀBLE 1 0.6

Average IÀTA North Àtlantic Scheduled passenger Fares
by Type and by Year: 1972-1978

( in $us)

Fare Type 1972 1973 1974 1975 1976 1977 1978

First C./Concorde

Total Economy C.
Economy normal

Excursion total
14/21 Day
2z/q5 Day

404 444 499 562 s81

159
246

150
184
140

170 208
256 287

157 191
197 231
1 48 182

233 233
315 306

212 211
262 266
206 209

636 698

253 246
327 346

236* 247*
281 285
227* 221x

APEX 184 1 84 196 201
Super APEX 152 1 86
crr 141 146 174 199 201 222 220
Àffinity/ Incentive 122 128 147 1 65 173 208 197
Youth/Student 112 129 1 50 1 95 213 242 249
Budget 142 175
Standby 1 33 152
À11 other fares 141 147 179 197 207 219 215
All promotional f" 139 149 182 205 208 224 215

Àverage (etf Fares) 173 '184 225 252 254 27 6 27 4

*These figures are reversed
source.

in 1977 and 1978 in the

Source: Taneja (1980) p.122"
Note: Promotional fares include both excursion
GIT, affiníLy/incentive, and youth/student init
and ÀPEX, Super APEX, budget, and standby when
v¡ere added.

fares "ially
they

ly from 1973 until the end of the decade (rab1e 10.5). The

increase was particularly large in 1974, 1975, and 1977 in
response to the price shocks. During the period of rising
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prices from 1972 t.o 1977 Lhe average revenue per passenger

rose by 60 per cent. This vras srightly i-arger than the

increase in revenue from first class passengers, s7 per cent

and considerably larger than the 33 per cent increase in
revenue from those flying normal economy (rable 10.6). The

peak 14/21 excursion fare rose 53 per cent in the period and

that of the 22/q5 excursion fare by 62 per cent (table

10"4)"

rn 1977/78 there vras a slight decrine in average revenue

per passenger (table 10.6), although the average revenue in
al-most every f are type rose. Thi s was due to passengers

moving to less expensive fare categories.

rn 1978/79, on the American North Atrantic, the normal

economy fare rose by f ive per cent. There \.¡as a move to
simprify the fare structure by eliminating some fares, youth

and affinity group fares, and by combining others, such as

the two types of excursion fares. "unbundred fares", i.e.
fares with a basic fare charged for point to point travel
with a surcharge for stop-overs or interrining, r.¡ere arso

being developed by airrines (rcao Bull-etin June 1990, 55).
For the period 1979/80 the normal economy fare showed a

sharp rise of 16 per cent (rCaO Bulletin June 1991, 67)"
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10.1,ê The 1gg0s

During the 1 980s the fare structure on the Canadian North
Atlantic evolved through a separate set of agreements to
the fare sLructure on the North Àtrantic between the us and

Europe. Nevertheress, the canadian fare structure remained

heavily influenced by the evorution of the fare structure
between the us and Europe. Despite the bankruptcy of Laker,
the many new entrants on the us-Europe routes put considera-
bre downward pressure on fares in that market. rn the early
1980s the high price of oil kept costs high but by the mid

1980s the fatl in price of oi1 eased the economic conditions
in which carriers operated.

rn Geneva in January 1980 a comprete fare structure for
the canadian North Atlantic sub-area, excluding Finland, was

developed, including first class, econoffiy, excursion,
advance purchase, Grr, and youth fares. This formed the
basis for an agreement in May which formarry closed the sub-

area for the period JuIy 1, 1980 - March 31, 1991 " This
agreement provided for a general 3 per cent increase (rcao

Burretin June 1981, 67) " Às a resurt of changes in the can-
adian-Àmerican exchange rate, this would have resulLed in a

total increase of about 1 /z per cent between June 30 1 9g0

and March 31 1981 in terms of the fare when translated into
Àmerican dollars" rn comparison, the average economy fare
on the North Àtlantic declined 3 per cent between september

1980 and september 1981 in terms of Àmerican dolrars (rc¡o
Bulletin July/August 1982, 36).
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cov-

ered by an IATA agreement, for the period Àpri1 1 1981 -
March 31 1982" Àt Montreux an agreement had been reached

which provided f or increases of up to 12 per cent, rt Ì4ras

also decided that the surcharge for sreeper seats on the

canadian North Atrantic would be g5Ocdn from Eastern canada

and $150cdn from western canada (rceo Bulletin June '1981,

67) " when the changes in the exchange rate are taken into
account, the 12 per cent increase is reduced to 9 per cent

in terms of Àmerican dollars. In comparison, the average

economy fare on the North Àtrantic in terms of American dol-
lars rose 12% between september 1981 and september 1982

( lcao Bullerin July 1 983 , 36 ) .

In september 1981 the "Big Three" on the North Àtrantic,
PÀ4, TwA, and British Àirways arl brought their minimum

fares down to $249us (sampson 1984, 153). Laker was bank-

rupt by the following February" The cost to the major car-
riers vras enormous, PAA was forced to serl assets of $800

million us. British Airvrays recorded a loss of 144 mirlion
pounds sterling which F" Laker attributed to the results of
eritish Airways's competition with him. sritish Airways

covered this loss onry through a government loan (sampson

1984, 159). TwÀ suffered as werl. Not only did their
attempt to drive Laker out of the North Atlantic prove very

expensive but their success was also chimerical since fares
did not recover after Laker's bankruptcy.
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The canadian North Àtlantic remained open from spring
1982 to Spring 1983. There existed, however, amongst the
carriers in this sub-area a consensus in favour of a five
per cent increase in fares. Between August 15 1982 and

November 16 1982 first class and economy fares London-Mont-

real rose 10 1/z per cent (canadian Transatrantic Fares,

c.T.c" (¡) No" 238, original- page cN-164 July 12 1gg2 and

correction no. 894 september 17 1992) " The canadian dorlar
remained reratively stabre against the Àmerican dollar. In
comparison the average economy fare on the North Àtlantic in
terms of the Àmer ican dorrar rose '1 3 per cent between sep-

tember 1982 and september 1983 (rcÀo Bulletin July 1994,

33)" The First us-EcAc Memorandum took effect in Àugust

1 982

For the period from the spring of 1983 to the spring of
1984, the canadian North Àtlantic remained open, although
agreement was reached on ApEX fares for october 1 s 1 993

April 30 1984. On June 4 1983 the first class and economy

fares Montreal-London rose five per cent and remained stabre
until November 1984 (canadian Transatlantic Fares, c.T.c.
(e) No. 238, correction no. 15613 May 10 19g3 and correction
no. 38931 September 4, 1984). By the end of this period
however, the movement of the canadian dorrar reduced thi

,

S

increase in Àmerican dolrar terms to zero. rn comparison,

between september 1983 and september 1984 there was a 5 per

cent. faI1 in average economy fares on the North Àtlantic in
terms of the American dollar.
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TABLE 10 "7

Fares Montreal-London 1 980-1987

$Cdn

1980 1981 1982 1983 1984 198s 1986 1987
June Àug. Sept " Sept " Sept. Sept. Sept. Sept.

Fares

F.Cl.**
BUS i ne S S*:t (

(

FuIl Ec . **
Other Ec. ** (

(

Excursion Pk. 938
Low

1642 1642
998 998

798 798

1467 1467
1210 1210
1171 1171

93s 935
778r,778*
658* 658*

538* 538*
898 898
798 798
698

1765 2001 2047
1 075 1218 1246
89s

973 995
857

630 630
1 397
1162
866 9sB 1026
786 8s8 919
685 759 81 3
8'1 8,t I38# 7 48#,
718* 738# 69e#

638# 648#
548#

618'k 538# 498#

Àdv. Pur.Pk.
sh"
Low

Adv. Bk.Pk.
sh.

Low
Misc. Pk"

sh.
Low

1 094

s99

763

604( s2B
(

703

1215 1414

665 767
687
676

1116 1263
1 042

847 1 008
80s

677 521
7 46 834
668 762

666

584 606
746 834
668 7 62

666

t
#

denotes One Way
denotes plus $20 on weekends
denotes plus #30 on weekends.

Sources:
Ai rl ine

C.T.C. document (e) NO. 238 and The Official
Guide, worldwide edition ( 1980 r1€8--tl .

Between September 1 984 and September 1 985 the first
crass, business, and economy fares between Montrear and Lon-

don rose by about 7 1/2 per cent as shown in Table 10,7.

Movement of the canadian exchange rate reduced this to two

per cent in terms of American funds" The average economy
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seven per cent in terms of

June 1986, 36). The Cana-American currency (ic¡o Bulletin
dian North Àtlantic sub-area was partiall-y closed after
November 15 1984. À limited agreement, which excluded Fin-
land, West Germany, Greece, and service from France and to

Morocco, came into effect for the period up to Àpril 30

1985 
"

Between September 1 985 and September 1 986, as shown in

Table 10.7, first class and business fares rose by about 13

1/Z per cent" The available economy fare split in two. The

new economy fare on which no restrictions were placed rose

13 1/2 per cent from the o1d fare. The lower economy fare,
which permitLed only one change of aircraft in either canada

or the UK, feI1 26 1/2 per cent from the old fare. An

"unbundled" fare of $600 Can. had been introduced in May of

that year and shared in the five per cent price rise that
occurred on September 27th. Unbundled fares had been

offered by individual Àmerican airlines on the North Àtlan-
tic for a considerable period and had become avai.labre out

of the United Kingdom to Montreai- in May 1983 (Canadian

Transatlantic Fares C.T.C. (e) NO" 238, correction no. 15613

May 10 1983)"

I^lhen the rise of Canadian NorLh Atlantic fares are exam-

ined in the light of the movement of the Canadian exchange

rate the 13 1/2 per cent increase falls to 11 1/Z per cent.

In comparison the average economy fare on the North Àtlantic
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rose 13 per cent in Lerms of American

JuIy 1987, 41) 
"

funds (rc¡o Bulletin

The Canadian sub-area remained partly closed for the

period May 1 1985 to Àpril 30 1986. As originally framed,

the agreement provided for a three per cent increase in

fares, up to seven per cent in some European currencies, and

had excluded Finland, Greece, ItaIy, Yugoslavia, and servi-
ces from France and to Morocco. rt vras amended in January

1986 to include Greece and to provide for youth, senior cit-
izens, and GIT fares with some ÀpEX fares also being amend-

ed" It continued to cover the same period (fCaO Bulletin
June 1986, 

.40 
) "

After the expiry of that agreement, new agreements vrere

reached which covered the period June 1 1986 to March 31

1987. Yugoslavia vras excluded. Normar fares were to rise
by three per cent, excursion f ares Ì.¡ere to f all by 25 per

cent, and promotional fares were to change by beLween minus

six and plus three per cent. Other changes, including the

above mentioned introduction of a restricted economy fare to
and from the united Kingdom and changes in currency adjust-
ment factors, were also made" In Àugust 1986 various chang-

es were made to the above, coming into ef f ect Àugust 1'1th"

These included reductions in the available Super ÀpEX of

three to 28 per cent (iCeO Bulletin July 1987, 46). In the

US sub-area the agreement effective for the period May 14

1986 to March 31 1987 salr a general increase of 1 0 per cent
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Subse-with some decreases in eastward promotional

quent events saw considerable amendment Lo,

in promotional fares"

fares "

and reduction

In November of 1986 two Iimited agreements v¡ere made,

excluding Portugal and Yugoslavia, which resulted in the

Canadian North Àtlantic remaining closed for the period

April 1 1987 to March 31 1988. Under this agreement another

adjustment in currency factors took place" The result in

local currencies vras that fares from Canada varied from ÀPEX

which remained at the status quo to normal fares which rose

seven per cent" Fares to Canada varied from promotional

fares remaining stable to normal fares rising up to 5 per

cent (rCeO Bulletin JuIy 1987, 46).

Looked at as a who1e, a number of trends dominated the

1980s. The first is that promotional fares increased at a

Lower rate than did normal fares" In fact, the lower a peak

fare vras in 1980 the less it had increased by 1987. First
class fares rose 87 per cent, economy fares rose 66 per

cent, advance purchase fares by 34 per cent, and advance

booking fares by 24 per cent (table 10.7). The second is
that Canadian normal fares improved relative to American

normal fares through to 1986 (rable 10"8)" The revenue in

$US per km for the normal economy fare in 1 980 for Montreal-

London was 118 per cent of that for New York-London. In

1 986 it had fallen to 91 per cent of that for New York-Lon-

don. By 1988, howev€rr it had recovered to approximate

equatity.
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TABLE 1 0.8

A Comparison of the Fares Montreal/New york-London

(S,56¿ km" vs 51428 km")

DÀTE FARE
New York

$us
Mont real

$Cdn $US

RATI O
Mon.
N"Y.

June 1980 F"C]ass
gcon. (H)

Aug. 1 98 1 F. Class
gcon " (H)

Dec . '1 984 F. Class
Business
Economy
Ec. (Y1 )

Apr. 1986 F.CIass
Bus iness
Economy

Feb.1988 F"CIass
Business
Economy

0.86
1.15

71
01

69
70
02
95

0.64
0.56
0.89

0.70
0.72
1 .03

1 ,094
445

1r430
552

1.929
1 ,149

676

1 ,99B
1 ,180

696

2,280
1 ,354

754

0
1

0
0
1

0

'1

1

,094
s99

,215
665

,7 14
,043
89s
832

,7 65
,07 5
857

.047
,246
995

936
512

,013
555

,324
806
691
643

,27 0
774
617

,501
975
778

i
1

2
1

Source: C"T.C.(e) No" 238 Canadian Transatlantic Fares
Correction nos. 13678, 'l 561 3 , 38931 , and The O:E:E iqial
Àirline Guide, Worldwide ndiÈion (variousJl
Note: Y1 included because in preceding and succeeding
correction nos. no Y f are vras provided.

When the proportion of travellers on the whole North

Àtrantic by fare categories are compared for 1980 and 1986

the results are not surprising. The category using ÀpEX and

super ÀPEx fares had increased and first cLass, economy, and

excursion categories had all decreased (tabre 7, Appendix).
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than the above were approxi-
percent respectively, in both

rt is interesting to note that canadian domestic fares

were lower than North Àtrantic fares over comparable dis-
tances at the end of the 1970s and start of the 1 980s when

there was such strong downward pressure on North Atlantic
fares. A Transport canada study noted that for both Decem-

ber 1979 and October 1980 "domestic Canadian fares are

consistently lower than international fares". on the North

Àtlantic this was shown to be true both for full economy and

for discount fares (Transport Canada 1981, 231, 239).

'10"1"5 Sum¡narv

rn conclusion, during the period 1946-1978 canadian fares

can be followed through the movement of fares on the North

Àtlantic as a whole" Àfter that they evolved to some extent
independently of those between the US and Europe, but have

not moved greatly out of line with those fares. During the

1 950s the fares used by the bulk of traverrers tended to
decrine as new fare categories were introduced. The 1960s

saw several disputes over fares and the continued creation
of new fare categories to respond to the charrenge created

by charter carriers. The 1970s saw the disputes over fares

become more difficult to solve because of the conflict
between upward pressure on fares from rising costs and down-
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ward pressure from the chalrenge of charter carriers" The

entry of Laker and other new carriers on t.he North Àtlantic
increased the downward pressure on fares. The fares only
reaIly began to recover in 1986" During the 1980s canadian

economy fare has tended to refLect that on the American

North Atlantic though it was noticeablel-y lower in 1986"

First crass and business fares have been noticeably rower in
the Canadian market"

10"2 ROLE OF CANADIAN CARRIERS IN IATA FARE DISPIITES

Canada's carriers, in particular Air Canada, have been a

very active force for Ìow fares on the North Àtrantic. This
was particularly true during the 1960s and '1970s.

Not until Àir canada acquired its jet aircraft in 1960

did it become furly technologicalry competitive with arI
carriers on the North Atrantic and abre to become a strong
force for lower fares. During the period preceding the

introduction of jet aircraft the carrier most responsibre

for the development of new fares vras pan Àmerican Airways

which was arready the rargest singre carrier on the North

Atlantic and which had immediate access to the newest devel-
opments of Àmerican civil aviation technology.

rn 1962 the canadian carriers, supported by the canadian

government, joined with Àmerican carriers in opposing the

increase of five per cent in the other fares which was to
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accompany the introduction of an affinity group fare at 62

percent of the economy fare" (Baldwin 1975, 185). Às

recounted above, this conflict at Chandler Àrizona ultimate-
ly resulted in the acceptance by Canada and the United

States of the fare increase"

In 1963 an IATÀ fare conference was held in Salzburg to
produce a permanent agreement following the Chandler dis-
pute. At this conference Air Canadar ês the culmination of

a three-year effort to reduce fares (galdwin 1975, 189),

proposed a one-way economy fare of $180 in high season and a

low season fare of $145. With a five per cent discount each

direction, the return fares would have been fi342 and $275.50

respectively. PAA proposed a return fare of $320 using jet
aircraft with high density one class seating, 190 seats on a

Boeing-707 or DC-8, and with no cabin service provided"

European carriers, which had met earlier at Bonn and Stock-

holm to develop a unified position, opposed both these posi-
tions as being too extreme. The CAB and American carriers
later moved to a position relatively cfose to that of the

European carriers with the one way economy fare to be

reduced Lo $230 from $263 and with an excursion fare to be

set at $300 return on New York-London. Àir Canada, however,

remained committed to its initial position. Two other car-
riers hrere also opposed to the general consensus, but for
different reasons. El À1 and Aerlinte wanted to maintain

certain special group fares that they offered which were
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opposed by the other carriers because their conditions vrere

more liberal than was customary. El ÀI's "group flight"
from New York to Tel Àviv, for example, not only offered

stopping-off privileges at various intermediate points but

also did not require a common affinity amongst its users.

At Nassau in December 1963 all carriers, except Air Cana-

da, El À1, and Aerlinte, agreed to reduce first cLass fares

by 21 percent and to create a high season economy three per

cent lower than the then current economy fare and a low sea-

son economy 21 percent lower than that economy fare, i.e.,
on New York-London the economy fare would go from fi263 to

$255 high season and $210 low season" Rather than continu-
ing the negotiation procedure, the carriers subscribing to
the nevr package moved to f ile the nevi f ares with their
respective governments. This presented the dissenters and

their governments the choice of agreeing to this package or

carrying out separate negotiations with the government of

each country that the dissenters served. The result was

that in ÀpriI 1964 a mail vote unanimously accepted the fare

structure (Straszheim 1969, 1 36) .

In 1968 there had been a move, opposed by the smaIl

national prestige carriers, to reduce excursion fares in the

face of growing charter competition. In 1969 AIitalia moved

to reduce its Rome-New York excursion fare by 25 per cent.

BOÀC, PAA, TWA, and Àer Lingus moved almost immediately to
match it" In all some 175 revised fare proposals were
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received by rÀTA. The most dramatic proposal came from Air
canada which advocated the dropping of the affinity rule for
scheduled group fares and proposed flying any 50 peopre who

"turned up in a group at the airport" f or a fare of f,102"3s"

The final agreement was fairly close to the original propo-

sar from Aritalia" À set of excursion fares hras created on

the New York-London route of î.104 winter/ Í1 1 0 shoulder/
f,123 summer" Thus, even after this reduction, excursion
fares remained about 2 3/4 times charter fares in winter and

twice charter fares in summer (cooper and Maynard 1971, 34).

rn 1969 the reputation of Àir canada as a scheduled car-
r ier in f avour of lower transatlant ic f ares r.¡as well estab-
rished. K. c. J. Pillai in his 1959 book The Àir Net: The

case Aqainst the worrd Àviation cartel recounted one story
attributing a failure of the Traffic conference to reach a

fare agreement to Àir canada's "rigid stand for lower fares"
(gardwin 197s, 195).

In 1971, Àir canada, concerned about the charter market's
growth, embarked on a dramatic strategy to secure a major

reduction in excursion fares. rn earry 1970 the firm had

developed a plan to avert the situation which had occurred

in 1963 when the threat of being by-passed had forced it
into line with the other rÀTA carriers. rt reached a tempo-

rary agreement with the rrish national carrier, Àer Lingus

Teoranta, that, if Air canada vlas by-passed, Air canada

would adopt Èhe proposed low fares itserf and fly onry to
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Ireland" It could Lap the entire North Atlantic low fare

market since it would offer a very desirable alternative to

the affinity charters which would be the only commonly

available al-ternative" Passengers could then fry onward to

other destinations in Europe on Àer Lingus Teoranta's sched-

uled services "

When it entered the Traffic Conference, Air Canada's pro-
posal targeted the 21-45 day excursion fare. Àir Canada

felt this fare provided an alternative for B0 percent of

charter travellers to charter services. rts proposal would

have allowed it to reduce that fare on Toronto-London in

summer from $400 to $250 and in winter from $350 to $200.

Àir Canada secured the greater part of the decrease it
desired. Excursion fares were finally set at $300 peak,

9232 f or a ne$¡ shoulder season (t'tay, June, September, Octo-

ber), and $210 low season on Toronto-London (naldwin 1975,

187-188)" The three tier concept was a new development of

Lhe final agreement at Geneva in December 1971. As noted

above, 197 2 saw the lowest average fare paid by IÀTÀ travel-
lers ever, and there was also a major move of North Àtlantic
travellers towards scheduled carriers"

Àir canada v¡as not the onry carrier to have attempted to
secure a dramatic change in fares on the North Atrantic to
compete with charter carriers at the series of conferences

held in 1971. BOÀC, with which Air Canada had a pooling

agreement, inÈroduced the APEX fare concept for serious con-
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sideration and at the Montrear conference secured the agree-

ment. of arl but one airline, Luf thansa. when the conf er-ence

met again in september at Àmsterdam and Lausanne, opposition
to APEX had increased and the introduction of the fare cat-
egory was delayed ultimatery until 1975" Lufthansa was arso

seeking a nevr structure for air fares. rt wanted a three

tier system of the "normal" fares, a low 14/28 day excursion

fare, and a special youth fare for those under 21"

At Monaco in october 1973 a fare package was worked out

which included provisions to increase the low economy fare
by six per cent, the shoulder economy fare by two per cent,
both excursion fares by 10 per cent in the low season and

seven per cent in the shoulder and peak seasons, and the
youth/student fare by 12 per cent. The US CÀB refused to
accept these provisions and insisted on the abolition of the

youth/student fare, a much higher increase in the zz/45 day

excursion fare, and no increases in the economy fare.
Àlthough the rÀTA Fare conference amended its proposal to
incrude the desires of the cAB on Europe-us, the original
package went into effect between Canada and Europe.

rn 1979 Àir canada introduced a new marketing strategy
into international scheduled aviation when it had its first
"seat sal-e" on the North Àtlantic. This concept of target-
ing periods with low demand with a special "sale" of the

vacant seats at marginal cost was a very valuable addition
to the options of both consumers and scheduled carriers
faced with charter competition.
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John B" Baldwin argues that, âlthough the non-scheduled

carriers played a role in Àir canada's 1963 and 1971 moves

to reduce fares on the North At1antic, the explanation of

the timing of the airrine's actions lies in changes in avia-
tion poricy that increased domestic competition which

pressed the airrine to examine the North Atlantic for profit
opportunities" rn 1958 cPÀ received its first transconti-
nentaL fright and in 1968 it had received permission to

expand its transcontinental operations to 25 per cent of the

market, which it accomplished by 1970. In 1959 Àir Canada

had begun seeking lower fares on the North Àtrantic culmi-
nating in the 1963 effort on fares and in 1971 it made its
second major effort to reduce fares.

At the beginning of the 1960s there were severe problems

for Àir canada on the North Àtrantic which provided the com-

pany with compelling reasons to seek reductions in North

Atrantic fares to increase scheduled traffic. Àir canada's

expansion to new terminals in Europe beyond Prestwick/l,ondon

had the effect of enhancing Canada's status in international
affairs and in Europe's capitars, but meant that even a bare

minimum of frequencies resurted in the route system being

over-served, particularly in winter when the number of

frights could not be reduced in line with the reduction in
traffic vorume !¡ithout seriousry impairing the service. Àir
Canada's management $¡as well a\,¡are that the problem would

become much more serious when the larger, faster DC-Bs

replaced the super-constellations then in use (Mccregor



1980, 115). In addit.ion, Lhere was the danger

dilution of traffic if CPA achieved its goals

its services to Europe"
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a further
expand i ng

Then, in the opening years of the 1960s, Air Canada went

into charter service on the North Àtlantic as a "competitive
measure". By 1963 and 1964 it would form almost 1/Z of Lhe

company's totar North Atlantic traffic, but at considerably

reduced fares" In the hope of reversing the trend and coax-

ing some of this traffic back to schedured service through a

lower scheduled fare, Àir Canada, in the words of its then

president G. R" McGregor, "kept pressure on IÀTÀ until
agreement vras reached on a much lower fare leve1 for sched-

uled services." the airline found, however, that the result
vras not the diversion of charter traffic but the development

of an "entirely ner.¡ segment of business". Àn upswing in the

canadian economy in 1965 red to a traffic boom which exceed-

ed all expectations and left the company temporarily short

of capacity when system passenger traffic rose 13 per cent

and Àtlantic traffic rose 33 per cent in the one year

(t"tccregor 1980, 150 ) .

By 1970 it was evident that a state of crisis existed for
scheduled carriers on the North Àtlantic" The charter mar-

ket had grown on the North Àtlantic as a whole from 15.8 per

cent of the market in 1964 to 26.2 per cent in 1969 (tabre

1, appendix) " In the Canadian North Atlantic market the

growth was from 15.8 per cent of the market to 25"6 per cent

of

of



TABLE 1 0.9

Ratio of Passenger Revenues to Passenger Costs

IÀTÀ Carriers On the North Atlantic 1968-1978
In $US

Year Pa s senge r
Revenues

Pas senge r
Ope rat i ng
Expenses

Passenger PR/PEC
Ec onom i c
Costs

1 968
1 969
197 0
1971
197 2
197 3
197 4
197 5
197 6
197 7
197 8

1 ,004
1 ,142
1 ,296
1,399
1 ,646
1,854
2,112
2,232
2,495
2,959
3,443

932
1,079
1 ,284
1 ,488
1 ,697
1 ,857
2,229
2,334
2,537
2,877
3 ,568

1 ,088
1 ,262
1 ,522
1,763
1 ,999
2 ,180
2,575
21740
3,031
3,355
4 ,122

0 "92
0.90
0.84
0.79
0.82
0.8s
0.82
0.8'1
0.82
0.8s
0 .84

Source: Taneja (1980), 128.

(table 3, Àppendix). rn addition
in earnings on the whole North

revenues and passenger economic

cent in 1969, from $84 million
US, and would double in 1970

10"9) 
"
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, the industry's deficiency

Àtlantic between passenger

costs had risen by 50 per

US in 1968 to $120 million
to 9236 US rnillion (rable

Although it had committed two DC 8s exclusively to char-

ter work in 1969 (p. smith 1986,305), Àir canada was armost

entirely conmitted to the schedured market. rn 1969 it herd

only 11 per cent of the charter market on the North Atlantic
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carrying 54,000 people compared t.o the 2941000 scheduled

passengers it carried on the North A,tlantic (tabtes 6"4 and

7.9), It had also.seen its load factor drop 2"3 points on

the North Àtlantic in 1969 to only 51.5 per cent (tab1e

6.5)" It did not require events in Canada to direct its
attention to the North Àtlantic and, indeed, was only one of

three major airrines to put forward dramatic new proposars

in 1971 regarding the Àtlantic fare structure.

Wardair, on at least one occasion, has played a pivotal
role in the evolution of the North Àtlantic fare structure.
This occurred at the joint conference of TÀTA and charter
carriers at San Dielo in September 1974.

On September 1 1 1974 a fairly complex formula had been

tentatively agreed by all concerned. charter rates were

estabrished for operations between the us and Europe and

between Canada and Europe for the low, shoulder, and peak

seasons. Between the us and Europe the rates varied depend-

ing on the seating of the aircraft, four sizes were defined,
and whether traffic was originating in the US or Europe.

During high season, the proposed minimum rates varied
between 3.750us per seat-mile for aircraft with over 430

seats and 4.1eus for aircraft with less than 230 seats for
traffic originating in the us, 0.150us less in each category

for traffic originating in Europe. Between Canada and the

US, the minimum was 4.1eUS per seat mile or 2.55OUS per seat

km. for any type of aircraft (eviation Dailv September 24,

reverse pages ) .
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on september 12 wardair, along with t.hree of the ma jor us

charter carriers, capitor Airways, saturn Àirways, and over-
seas National Airways, vrithdrew their agreement on the

grounds that the charter rates v¡ere too high (Aviation Dailv
september 12, 58). They later gained support of other car-
riers involved in charter operations including spantax, JAT

and Transavia (aviation Dailv september 24, 121). They made

a counter-proposal of 2"30us per km" but this was rejected
by the scheduled carriers (rCaO Bulletin,, May 1975, 26).

As noted above, after the failure of the carriers to
reach an agreement, governments moved to set minimum charter
rates. The eventual EcAc wholesale rate for 197s came in at
2.33eUS (rCeo Circular 128AT/37, 144-14b), close to the val-
ue proposed by the dissidents. unlike the rÀTA san Diego

proposal it provided a singre minimum fare and this fare was

intermediate between proposed values of 2.45 for
DC-8s/Boeing-707s and 2"25 for Boeing-747s. The CÀB's

"recommended" wholesale rates were 2.10us for aircraft with
over 229 seats and 2.550us for aircraft with less than 230

seats. This was the same minimum fare for Dc-Bs/goeing-707s

as in the san Diego agreement but a lower one for Boe-

ing-747s. This attempt by the cAB to regurate charter fares
vras, however, successfully challenged in the American

courts, as noted above, and the experiment was not repeated.
tlardair's advertised high season retail Toronto-London fare
works out to be 2.97 ocdn per km. (rable 10.19) or about



2,550Cdn wholesale. The Canadian dollar was

with the US dollar in 1974/1915 so wardair's
as it would have been under the IATA San Diego
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at about par

fare Þras same

proposal.

Àlthough in the short run only some carriers and air-
craf t, in particul-ar European carriers operating
Ðc-8s/Boeing-707s, won an inmediate right to charge rower

charter fares as a result of the action by wardair and the

other charter carriers, in the long run the effects were

profound. The setting of charter fares remained independent

of any rore by IÀTA, and in the united states it also became

practicarry independent of any government input" charter
fares vrere, therefore, free to go to as low a rever as char-
ter carriers could maintain, and, indeed, within a few years

they feII low enough to drive many charter carriers out of

the market, though not Wardair.

On the Canad.ian North Atlantic a spec ial i st 1o¡.¡ cost

scheduled carrier, such as Laker Airvrays or people's

Express, did not emerge. The true counterpart of Laker Àir-
t/AyS, etc " , in Canada was Wardair. I t developed what

amounted to a regular low

vice while not stepping

scheduled traffic and whi

cost transatlantic passenger ser-
beyond the lega1 structure of non-

1e remaining profitable overal1.

rn conclusion, Air canada has in particular been a force
on the North Àtlantic for lower fares and its motivations
$rere primarily related to events on the North Àtlantic and
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not to events within Canada. Wardair has also played a key

role in maintaining low fares on the North Àtlantic"

10.3 FÂRES AND COSTS

The North Àtlantic market brought financial difficulties
to the carriers operating on it from the later 1960s until
the mid-1980s" Already in the late 1960s the ratio between

passenger revenues and passenger costs vras only about 0"9

(rable 10.9) By 1971 it was a financial disaster having

TABLE 1 0.1 O

North Atlantic Revenues and Costs

1980-1984

Year 1980 1981 1983 1984
Ca tegory

Number of Àirlines 49 48 46 4G
Average Flight Stage 41217 4,320 4,006 3,802
Average Number of Seats 309 3'1 0 318 322
Àverage Passenger Load
Factor 66 68 68 68

Average Revenue (cents US)
per Passenger KM. 5.4 5.6 5.8 5"6

Àverage Pas, Cost (cents US)
per Passenger KM. 6.3 6"4 5"9 5"5

Revenue/Cost Ratio 0.86 0.88 0"98 1.Oz

Source: Table III.1 in ICAO Circular 171-AI/64, "Region-
al Difference in Fares, Rates, and Costs for Interna-
tional Air Transport. "
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fallen below 8"0. It recovered slightly but remained below

0.85 until after 1978. By 1980 and 1981 it had recovered to

above .85 and in 1983 and 1984 it had risen to approximately

1 ,0 (fab1e 10. 10 ) . I t r^¡as not until the percentage of Lrav-

elIers going by charter on the North Atlantic had fallen
significantly to below 15 percent that recovery really began

(tables 7"6 and 10.10),

It is interesting, but not necessarily significant, that
the year of Skytrain's demise, 1 981 , showed a noticeable

improvement" rt had been skytrain and the schedured carri-
ers' response to it that had hetped to transform travel pat-

terns back to what they had been before the mid 1960s in
terms of the choice between scheduled and non-schedured car-

North At

TÀBLE 'IO. 1 1

lantic FueI and oi Prices

Cents uS/Liter

Year 1980 1981 1983 1984

Pr ice 27 "0 28 .5 23 .1 21 .6

Source: IV"4 in ICAO Circular 171-A'f/64

r1ers.
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North Àt1ant

Atlantic was

been reached

reduce the
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break-even point vras f inalIy reached on t.he

ic in 1983, Lhe average load factor on t.he North

approximately 69 percent. This load factor had

in 1 981 but it took the fall in oil prices to

break-even load factor to this leveI (fable

TABLE 10.12

Variation of Revenue/Cost Ratio Àmongst Àirlines

On the North Àtlantic

Year 1977 1 980 1 981 1 983 1984
Cost/Revenue Ratio.

Ratio below 0"7
" 0.7-0.9
" 0.9-1 "1" 1.1-1.3
" above '1 . 3

Àverage Ratio
Number of Àirlines

6 15
56
56

81
12 i'1
6 12

3

.85 1.0
26 27

1

11
12

5

1.0
29

.90
16

.85
27

Source: TabIe
Taneja (1980)

III.3
p" 133.

in ICAO Circular 171-AT/64 and

10.11).

Even in 1977,

somewhat from the

about 1 /l of 1 6

responded to an

(rabre 1o "12) .

the revenue/cost ratio had improved

days of the early and mid 1970s,

ines on the North Àtlantic which

study were close to breaking even

980 and 1981, 27 and 26 airlines

when

blea k

airl

r cÀo

In 1



airlines in totar which ï¡ere crose to the break even point

had remained close Lo the figure in 1977, six instead of

five, comprising a Iittle under one quarter of the respon-

dents. The number with a rat io between 0 "7 and 0. 9 v¡as also

close to the same in 1980, again six instead of five, again

a little under one quarter of the respondents. Over half of

the respondents had a revenue/cost ratio below 0"7" In 198'l

the 0 "2 cents increase in revenues per passenger km. , com-

pared to the 0.1 cents increase in costs per passenger km.

(tabre 10.10), was sufficient to move a considerabre number

of airlines from under a truly disastrous ratio of under 0.7

to one between 0.7 and 0.9. It did not, however, help any

to move up out of the 0.7-0.9 group" In the relatively
prosperous years of 1983 and 1984, a smalI group of air-
lines, three in 1983 and five in 1984 were doing appreciably

better than their peers and made a clear profit. The group

respectively responded to the ICÀO.

below a ratio of 0"7 had fallen to only one. I

esting to note, however, that stilL over a third
riers operating had a revenue/cost ratio below

415

In 1980 the number of

is inter-
the car-

" 9. The

t
of

0

continued presence of a large number of carriers on the

North Àtrantic cl-earIy continues to be due to something oth-
er than profit.

The operating cost of narrow-bodied long-distance airlin-
ers remained appreciably higher than that for wide-bodied

aircraft in terms of seat/kilometers as the mid 1 980s
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Wide-Bodied

Compar i son

TABLE 10"13

vs Narrow-Bodied Àircraf

À of Operational and Cost Data

Year
Category

1 980 1 98 1 1 983 1984

Narrow Bodied Àvge. Seating
N.B" US Cents per seat Km"

wide Bodied Àvge. Seating
l^7" B. US Cents per seat Km.

161
3.0

331
2.4

'163

3"0

327
atlL.+

164 163
2"5 2"4

329 328
2.1 2.0

Source: Table IV.1 in ICAO Circular 171-AT/64

approached (table 10.13). The difference, however, had

fallen from 25 percent higher per seat km. in 1980/81 to Z0

percent in 1983/gq" This is of great importance to the nev¡

canadian non-schedured carriers operating narrow-bodied air-
craft" Because most travellers appear to prefer wide-bodied

aircraft the new charter carriers must use price competition
when they are competing on routes with other charter carri-
ers, like Wardair, which use wide-bodied aircraft.

In June 1983 Regent, a traveL agency in Toronto, ran a

series of advertisements in the Grobe and Mail announcing

wide-bodied charter fares for Toronto-London from g639Cdn.

and DC-B charter fares for Niagra FaIls-Gatwick from $499 to
g599cdn. In June 1984 worldways, a narrow-bodied canadian

charter carrier, had ads in the Globe and Mail announcing
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charter fares of $579, $599, and g629Cdn. to London at the

same time as I.Tardair was advertising wide-bodied charter
flights from Toronto to London (stanstead) for g698cdn"

Ieaving during the period July 9-Àugust 16. Because the

difference in aircraft operating costs have decrined the new

carriers have a beLter chance of making up the difference by

saving in other areas, such as the use of airports and times

with lower charges, and in marketing"

In conclusion, revenues did not keep up to costs during
the period that scheduled airrines were faced r¡ith competi-

tion from charter carriers on the North Àtlantic. profit-

ability only tended to recover when the pressure from the

charter market and the price of fuel oil fell. The decline
in the price of fuel after the early years of the 1980s has

made the canadian charter market more competitive by assist-
ing the nev¡ narrowed bodied carriers which entered in the

1980s.

.I0.4 ÃLTERNATIVES TO SCHEDT'LED TRANSATLANTIC AIR SERVICE"

This section will look at the evorution of schedured

fares in reLation to that of the two arternative choices to
schedured air service, ocean liners and charter air servi-
ces.

Àfter the introduction of civilian aviation on the North

Atlantic, t.he lower priced arternative to schedured air ser-
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aIl externalities, was

the ocean 1iner. Not until the appearance of the tourist
fare in 1952 (table 10"14), did the share of the liner in

North Àtlantic traffic begin to decline from the 2/z share

that it held in 1948 (table 3.4). In 1958, when the economy

fare was introduced, the share held by liners fell below 50

percent for the first time by dropping a remarkable 7.s

TÀBLE 10"14

Scheduled Àir Fares and Tourist Sea Fares

On the North Atlantic, 1948-1963
In $US

Year Tourist Sea
Fare (Cunard)

Lowest Major
Air Fare

1 948
1 949
1 950
1 951
1952
1 953
1 954
1 955
1 956
1 957
1 958
1 959
1 960
1 961
1 962
1 963

165
165
170
170
170
170
170
170
187
197
197
207
222
222
226
231

32s
122
JJJ

3s0
375
290
275
275
275
275
275
252
252
270
270
270
263

(gasic )
(")
(")
(")

(rourist)
(")
(")
(")
(")
(")
( economy )
(")
(")
(")
(")
(")

Source: Staszheim ( 1 969), 272-273.
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difference i

single year

20 percent 
"

By
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1963 it would fall to only a

fifty or so dollar difference
cient to compensate for thevras clearly insuf f i

n time in transit"

The replacement of the 1iner, as the low-cost alternative
to scheduled air service, vras charter or non-scheduled air
service. In 1958 the economy return fare for New york-Lon-

don vras $454 but charter fares, for those who could obtain

access to them, h'ere available for $250 to $300 and were

thus 55-66 per cent of the normal economy fare. By 1961 ,

v¡hen an economy f are New York-London return $¡as $486, char-

ter fares were still about $260 and thus only about 53 per

cent of the normal economy fare (Coldklang 1961/2, 99)"

Although charter fares $¡ere financially attractive,
access to them was restricted to those who belonged to an

organization able and willing to organize an excursion and

charter an aircraft. They were often further restricted by

the government policy of various states to protect their
scheduled carriers. Until 1963, for example, the United

state's cÀB followed a rure of thumb restricting the charter
operations of carriers on the North Àtlantic to 10 per cent

of the total for scheduled carrier's passenger miles. It was

only in 1963 the CÀB began granting long termr €.9. five
year certificates, to charter carriers (Straszheim 1969,

133 ) .
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In Canada, the initial impetus to develop the charter
market came from foreign carriers. charter traffic in 1961

amounted to 42r453 singre direction passenger trips (rable

7.3) About 80 per cent of those flights were made on foreign
carriersr âs shov¡n in Tabre 7.8" À healthy us-Europe char-
ter industry in which they had reasonable access was of
great importance to those carriers during the developmental

years of the industry when the canadian market might well

TABLE 10.'15

Average Charter Revenue Per Passenger

On the Canadian North Atlantic 1961-1969 (return)
$Cdn

Year Average Revenue

1 961
1962
1 963
1 964
1 96s
1 966
1 967
1 968
1 969

250
250
228
237
246
246
236
218
188

Source: Saarty
(1970) p. 41"

(1969) p. 292, and Edwards

have been too small to attract them on its olrn.
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TABLE 1 0.1 6

Non-Scheduled Yields per passenger Km.

On the Seven Major US Carriers on the North Atlantic
1 968-1973

Àverage
Year Yield

Lowest
Carrier

Yi eld

Highest
Carrier
Yield

Average
x

,128 km.11

39t
26ç
28ë
24ç
150
27+

1

1

1 968
1 969
197 0
197 1

197 2
197 3

1 .54C
1.49A
1 .454
i .390
1.350
1.46q

1

I

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

71ë
72ç
70ç
580
52A
60e

$17 1

$166
$161
$1ss
$1s0
$16s

Source: IATÀ CircuLar
port, 146.

128-A'r/37 Àir and Freight Trans-

The tremendous development of the charter industry on the

North Àtlantic during the 1 960s was encouraged by the reduc-

tion in charter fares that occurred during this period
(tables 10.15 and 10,16). rn 1969 London-New york charter
fares were available at Ê60 ($144Us) compared to a scheduled

economy return fare of f.175 ($420). It was thus 34 per cent

of the economy fare. A sirnirar proportion held true for
London-Toronto, f65 being 36 per cent of the economy fare of

Ê183, and for London-Los Àngeles, with f95 being 32 per cent

of f'293 (cooper and Maynard 1971, 24) " Between Montreal- and

London in 1969, charter fares during the high season in can-

adian dollars ranged bet¡+een 9169.12 (caredonian Àirways) to
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fi207 "31 (eir France) wittr fulr economy being equal to $491.

rn the off season, charter fares ranged between $1s1.21 (air
France) and $190.07 (goec) when the fuIl economy fare was

$399). charter fares were stirl lower than the cheapest

form of bulk fare offered by schedured carriers and v¡ere

half of the excursion fare available (tabIe 10.3)"

The 1969 charter f are of $166, shown in Tab1e 10.16, vras

lower than the 1961 ç260 charter fare stated above, but the

price trend during this period does not seem to have been

uniformly downward. The average charter fare, ât reast on

the canadian North Àtlantic, appears to have been rising
between 1963 and 1966, and then in 1966 began a downward

trend (rabre 1 0.1 5) . The 
'year 

1966 also coincides with
moves by rÀTA to become more competitive on the North Atran-
tic by seriously reducing their economy group fare and

introducing an economy incrusive tour fare. rATA's moves to
match charter fares by providing special fares with various

restrictions was countered in the final anal-ysis by the con-

tinuing willingness of the charter carriers to accept lower

and lower fares. À downward movement in fares rasted until
1972 v¡hen major changes occurred in the structure of the

market with the introduction of ÀBc and TGC (Travel Group

Charter) charters (rabIe 10"16).

After 1972 charter fares began to rise (tables 10.16 and

10.17)" rn 1973, of course, the first oir shock hit and at1

airfares began escalating" By 1976 minimum retail prices
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Minimum US

TÀBLE 1 O.

Transa t lant
7

c Charter Rates

972-1976
$US

Yea r Price per Seat-kilometer
Wholesale Retail

Description

197 2 10 30 Representative low
charter rate for PAÀ
Àt1ant ic

Representative lor+
travel group char-
ter rate filed with
CAB

-t þ1d.

ECAC minimum rates
(Cee guidelines for
different equipment
types issued Oct,1974

ECAC minimum rates

197 3 25 55

197 4

197 5

1 .55

2.33
Q"10-2

80

70
.ss)

197 6 2.45 87

Source: ICÀO Circular 128-Æ/ 37.pp " 144-145.

for charter fares on the Àmerican North Atl-antic had risen
by 85 percent. During the same 1973-1976 period the minimum

retail l.Iinnipeg-London charter fare had risen 57 per cent

Canadian and 60 per cent US (tab1e 10"19), and the peak

Toronto-London charter fare had risen by 54 percent in cana-

dian and 67 percent in Àmerican funds (tab1e 10.18). The

peak economy fare had risen by 29 percent and the short peak

excursion fare by 53 percent and the long peak excursion
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TÀBLE 1 0.1 8

The Evolution of Peak Season Charter Fares

Toronto-London 1 973-1 981

Year
Fa re
$Cdn

ndex
$US

nII Service
Operator

1973 239 1 00 Wardair Intervac
197 4 2gg 127 " ,r

1975 339 140 Laker Sunflight
197 6 369 157 " 'r

1977 369 145 ' ',
(388 Fri) (157 rri)

1978 409 150 'r '(a29 Frí) (158 Fri)
1979 409 146 Wardair
1 980 614 220 ,
1981 74g 261 '
Source: Toronto Globe and Mail advertisements.

fare by 58 percent on the North Àtlantic (fable 10.4).
canadian peak charter fares during the initial period of oil
price infration thus moved more or less in line withr or a

rittle under, excursion fares. it is also noticeabre that
the minimum fare on the canadian North Àtlantic vras higher

than the representative low travel group rate filed with the

cAB in 1973, but was lower than the minimum EcAc rate in
1976.

canadian North Àtlantic charter fares remained quite sta-
bre from 1976 through 1979. They rose dramatically in 19Bo

and 1981 , with the t^Iinnipeg-London f are rising by 61 per
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TABLE

Minimum Retai

0.19

Charter Fares

Winn ipeg*London (wardair) 97 3-1 98

Fare
Year $Cdn

Revenue per km"
çus

197 3
197 4
197 5
197 6
197 7
197 8
197 9
1980
1 981

209
249
289
329
349
379
407
546
656

1"65
2.01
2.25
2.64
2.60
2.63
) '7tr,

3.69
4.33

Source:
Note: In
for the
Toronto
Mail.

Winnipeq Free Press advert
1973 the revenue per km.

equivalent Wardair charter
advertised in the Toronto

i sements.
was identical
fare out of

Globe and

cent in 1 981 from 1979 and the Toronto-London peak fare ris-
ing by 83 per cent, both calculated in terms of Canadian

funds (tables 10.18 and 10.19).

There had been two major environmental changes during

this period. The tremendous rise in fuel costs in 1979 and

the Iarge shake-out of European and Àmerican charter carri-
ers that occurred at the end of the 1970s as discussed in

Section 7"2" The market share of Canadian carriers as a

¡*hole had reached 86 percent in 1980 and Wardair's share had



reached 54 per cent (fabLe 7 "1

included an attempt to exploit.

1y succeed, âs events v¡ere

1). rf rhis
market share it.

to prove that
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price increase

did not whol-

these price

TÀBLE 10 "20

NormaI Economy Fares 1978-1 986

For Àverage North Àtlantic City pair Distances

Date Fare Distance
$US km.

Cents Percent
km. Change

$us

Percent
Se11 ing

Currency
1n

Sept " 1978 532 7,200 7.39
Sept. 1979 557 7,200 7,75 5%

Sept . 1979 546 7 ,000 7.80
Sept. 1980 631 7,000 9,01 16%

Sept.1980 643 7,300 8.81
Sept.1981 623 7,300 8.53 -3%

Sept. 1981 615 7,200 8.56
Sept " 1982 690 7,200 9,58 12% 17%

Sept. 1982 675 7,000 9.64
Sept.1983 759 7,000 10.84 13% 20%

Sept. 1983 784 7,100 11.04
Sept. 1 984 748 7 ,100 1 0.54 -5% S%
Sept. 1 985 800 7 ,100 1 1 .27 7%
Sept. 1 986 907 7 ,100 12.78 13% S%

Source: Various issues of the ICÀO Bulletin.

increases were not sustainable in the market p1ace.
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Between 1973 and 1978 the average normal economy fare had

risen by 35.1 per cent, the long excursion fare had risen

49"3 per cent, the Toronto peak charter fare had risen by 50

per cent in American funds, and the Winnipeg minimum charter
fare had risen by 59 per cent (rables 10"4, 10"18, and

10"19)" Between 1978 and 1981 the average normal economy

fare rose by 16 per cent (table 10"20), a figure which bears

no relationship to the Toronto charter increase of 74 per

cent, and Winnipeg charter increase of 65 per cent, all
measured in Àmerican funds.

In 1981 there tras a large fall in Wardair's load factors
for ABC service on the North Atlantic, from 85 to 77 per

cent. In 1982 the faIl continued to 74 per cent. ïn 1983

it recovered to 86 per cent. It is not possible to estab-

Iish any clear connection in this to the price increase in
1980-81 since the load factor's declines and recovery coin-
cided to large changes in capacity offered, but the evidence

is suggestive (Statistics Canada 1 980- 1 983g) . It is also

of interest to observe that 1981 marked the tentative entry
of a new Canadian carrier, Worldways, into the Canadian

North Àtlantic Market whose market share would jump to over

10 per cent in 1982"

As stated above, the price increase of 1981 was not sus-

tainable. In 1982 Worldways advertised a high season fare

to London from the Toronto area of $599 for narrow-bodied

service. Regent Holidays announced a fare to London from



the Toronto area of $599 for narrow- bodied service

British Àir Tours, a BA subsidiary, offered wide-bodied

vice at $699, both in high season (Toronto Globe and

1982)"
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and

ser-

Mail

During the mid 1980s the fare situation for charter ser-
vice from Toronto continued to see wide bodied-service

offered initially for high season at something over $700 and

narrow-bodied service by carriers below $600. The actual

level of fares, however, was considerably reduced by the

presence of large fare reductions through seat saIes, often

done clearly in competition with another carrier. In 1985,

for exampre, a price vrar broke out between eritish Äir Tours

and wardair that saw fares for the month of June eventually
cut from Wardair's initial $598 to $399.

In 1983 Wardair had cut $100 from its initial June fare.
In 1984 it cut $140. rn 1985 sritish air Tours cut $90 from

its initial peak fare for L-101'1 service from $828 to $738.

rn 1987 wardair had a sale which reduced its peak fare from

$748 as initially advertised to $636.

In the spring of 1 988 the fare structure to London from

the Toronto area saw Air canada offering for high season an

economy fare of $2r310 return, a special economy fare of

$1,436, and a Super-Apex at $788 ($838 on weekends). War-

dair's fare was 9748, Suncrest offered a Boeing-747 fare at

9729, and Nationair was offering a fare from Hamil_ton, near

Toronto, to London at $598.
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Charter fares really have not changed in the last eight
years. They are current.ly marginally beLow special sched-

ured fares for wide-bodied charter, with narrow-bodied char-

ter flights being available at fares noticeably below those

for wide-bodied service.

one final development in charter fares in the 1980s that
should be noticed is the emergence in rarge centres rike
Toronto of "Last Minute Booking" clubs or firms. These buy

up space on charter flights that is empty at the end of the

"topping up" period permitted charter carriers. This is
then resold to the public at very Iow prices. In 1986 the

Last Minute CIub offered return fares, Toronto-London, to
its "members" starting at $169 (Globe and Mail July Z 1986,

C4). In 1987 it offered its "members" a return fare from

London at ç299 while the travel firm, Kipling Travel,
offered a "faresaver" return fare to London at only $419

(Clobe and Mail JuIy 1 1987, C2). In 1 988 Kipling Travel

was of fer ing " faresaver " return fares , Toronto-London , at

$359 (Clobe and Mail June 15 1988, All)"

rn conclusion, scheduled air service overcame its rival,
t.he ocean liner, when the cost advantage of sea travel even-

tualry ferl behind the opportunity cost of the extra time

involved in a sea passage, apparently something over fifty
dollars at the time. The great difference between scheduled

and charter air fares e¡as suff icient for charter services to
become a strong rival of scheduled service even when the
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conditions that had to be furfirred to permit a passenger to
use charter services were quite stringent. ÀL the end of

the 1970s the difference tended to close, at the cost of the

schedured industry's revenues not keeping up with its expen-

ses" The canadian charter services have had to accept a

relativery stationary revel of air fares during the last
eight years in order to maintain their importance as an

alternative to schedured services. rn addition the new nar-
row bodied carriers find they must offer a sizeable fare
differential to compete with schedul-ed services.

10,5 coNcLusroNs

The structure in which scheduled fares are established on

the canadian North Atlantic has stood the test of time

remarkabry well and is littre changed from what it was forty
years ago. It is nov¡ split off from the Àmerican North

Atrantic but continues to evolve more or less in tandem with
it. canadian fares in at least some categories, however,

have tended since the division to be somewhat Lower. one of
Canada's carrier's in particular, Air Canada, has been a

consistent supporter of l-ower fares to develop the North

Àtlantic schedured market. Economic forces are clearly not

the predominant force behind airrine participation on the

North Atrantic because over a decade of consistent losses on

the North Atrantic has not reduced the number of partici-
pants in the market to any extent. The great efforts of the

united states government to secure lower schedured fares
through de-regulation on the North Àtlantic did secure lower
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scheduled fares, but not l-ower scheduled fares Lhat. were in

any sense economic from the poinL of view of the cost struc-
ture of most of the carriers then participating on the North

Atlantic" The major forces that were working towards the

re-establishment of economic fares on the North Àtrantic in

the mid 1980s were the decrine of the threat from charter
carriers and a decline in oil prices. In the competition

between scheduled air traver and its two main alternatives,
price has been of cruciaÌ importance. The opportunity cost

of the longer time in crossing is what doomed the Àtlantic
1j-ner. The great difference in price between schedured and

charter carríers is what estabrished charter as a meaningful

alternative to scheduled services even in the face of great

restrictions on the availability of charters. Once the dif-
ference between the two hras ameliorated at the end of the

1970s charter corlapsed on the Àmerican North Àtlantic but

has survived on the canadian North Àtrantic where charter
carriers have been forced to accept relatively constant
prices for the last decade. The ne$¡ charter entries into
the Canadian North Àtlantic relying as they do upon narroh'-

bodied aircraft must offer a price differentiaL in order to
compete. They have benefitted disproportionately from the

fall in oil prices and wirl suffer disproportionately shourd

oil prices again rise" chapter xr will novr review canadian

policy and the performance of canadian carriers on the North

Atlant ic .



Chapter XI

A REVIEç{ OF CA¡{ADIAN POLTCY AND CA¡ÛÆ)IÀN CARRIER
PERFOR}ÍANCE TN TI{E LTGHT OF TI{E HISTORICAL

EVTDENCE

This chapter will undertake a critical review of Canadian

government policy and the performance of Canadian carriers
in the context of the North Àtlantic market during the peri-
od 1947-1986. It will comment briefly on the changes intro-
duced into government policy at the close of the period dur-

ins 1985/1987 
"

11 .1 CA¡{AI)IAN PUBLIC POTICY

The existence of two major scheduled carriers in Canada

resul-ted from the creation of TCÀ by the Canadian government

and the refusal- of the government to create a single carrier
either by expropriating the CPR's carrier CPAL/CPÀ, or by

selling TCÀ/Àir Canada to the CPR. By 1965 both carriers
were operating on the North Àtlantic. In 1965 Transport

Minister Pickersgill, after consulting with the two air-
lines, instituted a strategic policy when he divided the

world between them. Àir Canada got northern Europe, except

the NetherLands, and the Caribbean" CPAL got the Pacific,
Latin Àmerica, the Netherlands, and southern and southeast-

ern Europe. Pickersgill's intention was to ensure that Can-

ada's carriers devoted their attention internationally to

432
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competing with foreign carriers rather than each other. The

division was arso intended to assist the carriers in long-

range planning"

The initial division has twice undergone substantial
revision. rn 1973 Transport Minister Marchand re-allocated
national markets somewhat in favour of Àir canada but within
the framework of a continuation of the division of the

world. Recently in 1987, a further modification was made

under government auspices between Air Canada and CAI, the

successor to cPA, for a route exchange under government aus-

pices. Both carriers as a resuft are in a position to build
an around the world system at such time as all the necessary

bilaterals are in place and the economics permit.

The division of the world into "zones of interest" made

the resources of both canadian carriers available to help

develop the pattern of Canadian services to Europe. Not

onry vras the route network of canadian carriers into Europe

and beyond thus deveïoped to its greatest practicar exten-
sion under prevailing economic conditions, but the networks

of both carriers within canada served to provide access from

within canada to Europe. consumers received a wider choice

and, on each transatlantic route served, the canadian car-
rier vras free to consider how best to employ canadian

resources to develop its services without having perhaps to
divert resources to counter competition from another canadi-

an carrier" This is not to say that the system was without
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its problems f rom time to time or t.hat the route allocation
was necessarily optimal at any particular time ¡ given the

system of bilaterals in effect. Heither Àir Canada nor CPÀ,

for example, vrere able to use the fifth freedom rights which

Canada had obtained, in the 1950s and at the beginning of

1960s, for operations between France and Ita1y. However,

the system appears to have been, oñ balance, very success-

f ul.

The presence of only one Canadian carrier on each trans-
atlantic route simplified the reaching of agreements between

Canada's carriers and their opposite numbers to co-ordinate

their activities. Scheduled passengers could thus be pro-

vided with the most efficient and attractive service possi-

ble under the price constraints and resources vrere not wast-

ed through the duplication of services. The decision of

the Canadian government to permit pooling allowed Canadian

carriers legally to make such agreements and thus to save

resources in ways that carriers operating between the United

States and Europe could not, since the CÀB would not permit

pooling even if the carriers could reach an agreement.

The Canadian government in its bilateral negotiations has

provided its carriers with access to those markets which it
proved economic for them to serve, while generally restrict-
ing foreign access to Canadian markets as much as possible

to support the route systems of its carriers. I t opened

Toronto to the major foreign carriers only grudgingly and in

the face of very strong pressure from foreign governments,
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and only very recently to minor foreign carriers" It was

even more loath to open western canada to major foreign car-
riers and did so only in exchange for fifth freedom rights
which have been, and will continue to be important to the

expansion of services by canadian carriers in the 1980s and

1 990s.

rn the North Àtrantic market, Àir canada and cpÀ concen-

trated their efforts in the scheduled market, but used the

charter market to the extent that they possessed excess

capaciLy from time to time. During the 1960s the Canadian

government perceived that canadian participation in the

charter market had been unduly 1imia.9. Given the differing
economics of schedured and charter operations, it felt that
a larger share of the market courd be obtained for canadian

operators by encouraging the development of canadian spe-

cialists in charter operations. rt continued to restrict
the entry of charter carriers into the scheduled market and

to support the development of one or more specialized char-
ter carriers free of restrictions like that of the us cÀB

which, ât the beginning of the 1960s had in ptace its "S%

Rule" to restrict charter carriers to a smarr proportion of

the total market to protect its scheduled carriers.

The absence of government restrictions on the expansion

of charter carriers permitted wardair to grow to the point
that it carried over 60 per cent of the canadian North

Atrantic charter market" rt was wardair's size thal permit-
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t.ed wardair to operate a baranced system of year round oper-

ations and to weather bad years which forced other carriers
out of the North Àtlantic charter market. Wardair's role
was crucial to the survival of the canadian charter market

in the brack years of the second oil crisis and this charter
market created effective competition for the carriers in the

scheduled market.

It appears that Canadian government policy has provided

effective support for both canadian producer and consumer

interests. Travel-l-ers have been abre to access the systems

of canadian carriers to a wide range of European centres by

both scheduled and charter means" The carriers have been

arrowed to specialize to support the most economic develop-

ment of their systems" The benefits of pooling have been

permitted to both travellers and the airlines. Furthermore,

this development of the North Àtlantic system was done with-
out the financial subsidization of the carriers.

11 "2 CANADIAN CARRTER PERFOR}IANCE

The performance of canadian schedured carriers under

these policies of the canadian government was generally good

to excell-ent. Their performance with respect to road factor
levers, and thus to profitability, has been at least average

and sometimes excellent. rn addition, their ability to
obtain and hord market share has been noticeably superior Lo

that of the general level achieved on the North Atrantic by
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North American carriers. Important in this has been Lhe

ability of Canadian carriers to pool with European services

and the fact that Canadian carriers have maintained their
service standards both on-board and after white that of some

Amer ican carr iers r e. g. PÀÀ, have deter iorated over the

years.

Canada's scheduled carriers have generally remained tech-
nologically competitive on the NorLh At1antic. In 1947 TCÀ

introduced into service the Canadian development of the

ÐC-4, the North Star, which was intended to combine the best

of the eritish and American technology of the war years and

which proved to be basically comparable with the other pis-
ton aircraft being introduced in the North Atrantic market

following the end of the Second World War. Both CPAL, after
its entry in the North Àtlantic market, and TCA kept basi-
cal1y competitive as improvements in propeller aircraft v¡ere

introduced" CPÀL, along with BOAC, led in the introduction
of turbine aircraft (the turbo-prop Britannia) on the North

Atlantic. TCA introduced turbo-jet aircraft at about the

same time as did most of the scheduled carriers on the North

Atlantic, as it later did the wide-bodied Boeing-747 
"

CPÀL/CPÀ v¡as slightly behind other carriers in placing both

jet aircraft and wide-bodied jet aircraft on the North

Atlantic" Both carriers acted to modernize their fleets in

response to the oi1 crisis and changes in engine noise regu-

lation and Air Canada and CPÀ's successor have both again



acted to modernize Lheir fleets in response

logical developmenLs of the 1980s.
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to the techno-

Of Canada's scheduled carriers, it was the publicly owned

Air Canada that ÞIas, in particular, a strong advocate of

lower scheduled fares on the North Àtlantic. On several

occasions in the 1960s and 1970s, Àir Canada took a leading

role in efforts to secure lower fares at IATA traffic con-

ference meetings. It arso led red in the introduction of

the "Seat Sale" concept into the North Àtlantic market.

Canadian carriers have consistently moved to adopt any

changes in marketing introduced into the North Atlantic
market. For example, oD the introduction of tourist class

service, TcÀ obtained permission to convert its North stars
for tourist class service simply by removing the lounge from

its aircraft and thus vras enabled to offer a superior ver-
sion of tourist class service. Àir Canada, CpÀ, and Wardair

all introduced special sares organizations to deal with the

introduction of the ÀBC" Both Àir Canada and CPA adopted

the recent innovations in marketing including "business

class" and frequent flyer programs" They also moved joint.ly
to obtain improved access to the computer systems used now

almost universally to make reservations for travelrers by

creating the Gemini Group.

Wardair has been an outstanding

markets. Canada continues to have

success in the charter

a strong charter market
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with the addition of new smaLrer carriers which are still
expanding at a time when the charter market has practically
disappeared elsewhere on the North Àtlantic" It has been a

market dominated by Canadian operations"

In conclusion, the Canadian governments during the four

decades from 1947 to 1986 put in place a relatively coherent

set of policies on the North Àtlantic which allowed the

major Canadian carriers an opportunity to perform we1l.

These carriers have, indeed, performed well during most of

the period under those policies.

11 "3 CT'RRENT DE\TELOPMENTS

In relating the results of this review to recent develop-

ments which affect Canadian participation in the North

Àtlantic market, it is noteworthy that the "division of the

worId" policy has been continued. Canada's two major sched-

uled carriers have been allowed to work out route exchanges

under government auspices. Às a result the global develop-

ment aspirations of Àir canada and canadian Àirrines rnter-
national have been furthered and the international competi-

tive strength of Canada's airlines has been increased.

canadian airrine operations have been very successful in
the Canadian North Àtlantic market under the system of a

single designation of schedured carriers on a1l transatlan-
tic routes, with specialist charter carriers kept free of
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scheduled obrigations for concentration on opportunities in
the chart.er market. The move to permit wardair t.o enter the

scheduled North Atlantic market, along with other scheduled

markets, would seem to be of questionable wisdom" ïts
transformation into a schedured carrier in severar markets

can not herp but reduce the frexibility that was one of the

strengths of this carrier in the past" rt also moves from

being the largest charter carrier in the canadian North

Àtlantic market to becoming the smallest schedured carrier
in that market. In addition, this is happening just as the

period of transition to a successor to Max ward can not help

but be approaching. with the absorption of British caledo-

nian by nritish Àirways, wardair loses.a major carrier with
whom it shared a computer reservation system and it is out-
side the Gemini Group. Its rerativery smal-l size compared

to Air Canada and CAI, and the timing of the mover ßây prove

too much for it too withstand in the next few years.

on the other hand, wardair had probably reached the 1im-

its of practicar expansion in the markets with which it vras

traditionally involved, the North Àtlantic charter and the

"Fun in the Sun" charter markets. Às a proven operator, the

granting of permission to it to enter the scheduled market

between canada and the uK may be the best method of provid-
ing it with an opportunity for continuing economic health

and development. wardair has been marked by entrepreneurial
spirit and has consistently endeavoured to diversify into as
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many markets as possible, and to grow as large as possible"

This is another attempt to again diversify, and by diversi-
fying to grow"

The presence of a specialized, technologically advanced,

carrier in the charter market has served Canada we1t. The

movement of wardair increasingly into the scheduled market

leaves a gap since the two emerging replacements, Nationair
and Worldways, predominantly stiIl use older aircraft" The

efforts of these carriers to modernize their fleets should

be regarded favourably. They shourd also be encouraged to
concentrate their efforts primarily in the charter market.

The recent moves to allow more than one designated Cana-

dian carrier to operate on dense transatlantic scheduled

routes should not be extended any further" Àfter a period

of several years to allow carriers to adapt to the new envi-
ronment, and to allow the nen entrants to recover some of

their entry costs, if they can, the decision to double des-

ignate should be carefully re-evaluated in the light of its
observed effects on the overarr competitive position and

performance of canadian carriers versus foreign carriers on

the North Àt1antic. In the interval, Canadian carriers
shourd be encouraged to develop new routes throughout the

world rather than seek entry to

Canadian carrier.
a route already served by a
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privatizat ion of Air Canada is
unrikely to have any short run imprications for the North

Atlantic market" In the light of the competitive and public
interest performance of Àir canada as a crown corporation,
the new enterprise that Àir canada wirl become wilr be hard

pressed to achieve a favourabre comparison. rt may, how-

ever, become a characteristicarly canadian compromise, a

successful institutionar change in the right of changing

conditions.

The emergence of canadian Àirlines rnternational Ltd. has

drawn on the financial and management strength of a success-

fur canadian regional carrier, pacific western Àirlines, and

the experience of cPÀ in international markets. The new

airline shourd improve overall canadian international air
transport perf ormance.



Chapter XII

CONCLUSION

This thesis has examined canada's participation in the

North Atlantic commercial air passenger transport market

since that participation began in 1947. In doing so it has

used an historical analyticar approach based in an industri-
al organization analysis.

chapter IT outlined the organization of international
aviation, the differences between scheduled and non-sched-

uled operations, and the rol-e of international agreements

and institutions. chapter IrI studied the evorution of the

canadian North Àtrantic market: the main trends in travel,
the entry and exit of scheduled carriers in the market, the

deveropment of the different scheduled fare categories, and

the main components of the market. chapter rv studied the

evolution of the technology of long-distance civil aviation
and the technological choices made by canada's carriers for
their North Atlantic operations. Chapter V analyzed the

evolution of Canadian government policy, its role in the

negotiations at the end of world war Two which determined

the subsequent structure of international aviation, the evo-

lution of canada's bilateral air agreements that opened

Europe and beyond to canadian carriers and canada to foreign
carriers, and the poticy towards the allocation of overseas
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destinations to canada's carriers. chapter vI examined the
expansion of canadian carriers into Europe, the development
of pooring on the canadian North Atlantic, and the perform-
ance of canadian carriers. chapter vrr outlined the evoLu-
tion of the charter market on the canadian North Atrantic,
what its traffic patterns have been, the role in the market
taken by canadian carriers, and the emergence of rrc travel
and its implications for the North Àt1antic. Chapter VI II
followed interrelationships between the canadian North
Àtlantic market and other markets in which Canadian carriers
operate. chapter rx outlined the evolution of the institu-
tional structure in which the fares for the canadian North
Àtrantic market are made" chapter x then studied the evoru-
tion of scheduLed fares, compared this evol_ution with that
of costs on certain key occasions, examined the particurar
roles of canadian carriers in influencing the evolution of
fares, and commented on the evolution of charter fares.
chapter xr evaluated canadian policy and canadian carrier
performance in the right of the historicar evidence and the
previously presented economic analysis.

Àfter the second worrd war, the North Àtlantic as a whore

became the largest intercontinental passenger transport mar-
ket in the worrd, and the canadian North Àtlantic became the
largest intercontinentar market in which canada participat-
ed" During the 1950s, falling air fares and improving lev-
els of air passenger comfort and convenience overcame the
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effect of the price differential that existed in favour of

sea passage and a major modal shift occurred from sea to air
travel" The Canadian North Atlantic market enjoyed general-

Iy rapid and sustained growth until the mid-1970s" Since

the mid-1970s, traffic has tended to stagnate and only grevr

about 20 per cent during the entire last decade from 1976 to

1986.

The demand for air passenger transport on the North

Àtlantic has been met through two different markets which

have had guite different cost structures, the charter market

and the scheduled market. The direct costs of aircraft
operation for any particular aircraft type are similar in

both markets but the charter carriers in the past could save

on indirect costs as they were less involved in marketing

than the scheduled carriers, and also could maintain higher

load factors and carry more seats on the same sized air-
craf t "

Technological change played an important role on the Can-

adian North Atlantic in the increase in passenger traff ic

because it prevented Lhe real cost of transatlantic trans-
portation from rising significantly from the end of the Sec-

ond World War until the oi1 crises of the 1970s transformed

the structure of input prices" Tt accomplished this while

at the same time providing improvements in comfort, speed

and range. The cost and price increases associated with the

oil crises corresponded to the end of rapid growth on the



North ÀtIantic" The technological

resulting from the research of Lhe

vided the expected cost decreases

oi1 prices had fallen from their
1970s and the begining of the 1980s

tribute to keeping down unit costs

oil prices return to high leve1s"
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advances in fuel economy

Iast decade have not pro-

because in the late 1 980s

peak at the end of the

" They do, however, con-

and will be important if

There have been major changes in the composition of

demand during the period 1947 to 1986. Immigration, from

being of significant importance at the end of the 1950s, has

Iost virtually aII of its importance. During the 1970s

European visitors to Canada became much more important than

previously as a source of traffic and on occasion made up

close to half of the market. The changes in the location of

demand from one side of the Atlantic to the other were inti-
mately connected to the movement of inflation rates and

exchange rates, âs well as the fact of the recovery of Euro-

pean incomes from the ravages of the Second World War.

Under current conditions, however, the increase in European

demand for transport to Canada has proven unabLe to make up

for the decrease in Canadian demand for transport, when

effective prices move against Canadians. The prospect of a

strong rate of growth in traffic on the Canadian North

Atlantic requires a relatively l-ow rate of inflation and a

strong currency in Canada versus Europe.
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Since the charter market re-emerged on the Canadian North

Atlantic at the beginning of the 1 960s as a method of trans-
atlantic travel for tourists, it has tended to be relatively
more important on the Canadian North Àtlantic than the char-

ter market has been on the North Atlantic as a whole and it
has proven to be more durable, remaining of considerable

importance at the end of the period studied. The charter
market re-emerged because of a combination of favourable

circumstances, technological change brought onto the second

hand aircraft market a large number of long-range aircraft,
a large price differential existed between the cost of char-

ter operation and the level of scheduled fares, and the

political climate on the North Àtrantic l¡as favourabre to
the expansion of charter operations.

Canada has benefitted from having more than one scheduled

nationar carrier because the tv¡o initial flag carriers were

managed by men with different business philosophies, the one

more cautious and the other more daring, which complemented

each other by providing different responses to opportuni-
ties. Both Canada's scheduled carriers demonstrated flexi-
bility in response to changing economic conditions and a

strong desire to remain technologically competitive where

both possible and advisable. They have remained competitive
in meeting new innovations in marketing and Air Canada was

responsible for the introduction of the "Seat Sale" concept.

Both have tended to perform at Least as v¡eIl as the average

with regard to load factors and have often performed much
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better. They have jointly ensured that a larger share of

the Canadian North Àtlantic market is carried by Canadian

carriers than US carriers have achieved between Europe and

the United States. Pooling has been an important competi-

tive tool of Canadian carriers.

Canadian carriers led by Wardair have come to dominate

the charter market and thus have played a important role in

keeping the charter market an important challenge to sched-

uled carriers" On the Canadian North Àtlantic I,Jardair

played the same role that the low-cost scheduled carriers
like Laker's Skytrain pJ-ayed in the American North Àtlantic
market, providing reliable low-cost access to Europe on a

regular basis. The growth of ITCs transformed the structure

of the charter market and played an important role in devel-

oping the year round operations which allowed Canadian char-

ter carriers, particularly Wardair, to weather the oil cris-
es and the response of the scheduled market to their
challenge on the North Àtlantic " Às in the case of the

scheduled carriers, remaining technologically competitive

also has been vital to Wardair's success. After Wardair

took on many of the attributes of a scheduled carrier with

regards to marketing and regularity of operation, a nev¡ gen-

eration of Canadian charter carriers of the more traditional
form have emerged to engage in price competition with War-

dair. These ner.¡ carriers, however, operate o1der, less f uel

efficient aircraft and are at risk should there be a return

to higher petroleum prices
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The operations on the Nort.h Àtlantic of all t.hree of Can-

ada's major carriers have been intimately affected by, and

have strongly influenced, other portions of their systems"

Air Canada used its services to the Caribbean during its
peak season in the winter time as a means of using personnel

and equipment released from service on the North Atlantic
during the winter l-ow season in that market " Wardair used

the demand for winter holidays in the Caribbean, Florida,
Hawaii, etc. as a means of employing equipment during the

r¡inter that vras used on the North Atlantic during the sum-

mer. CPÀ used its operations to Oceania and South Àmerica

both to support its entrance onto the North Àtlantic and as

the means of using during the winter equipment reguired dur-

ing the summer for its services to Europe.

The IÀTÀ system of Traffic Conferences remains the system

for setting scheduled fares on the Canadian North Àt1antic.
One of Canada's scheduled carriers, TCÀ/Àir Canada, played a

particularly active role in agitating f.or Iower scheduled

fares to meet the competition of the charter market during

the 1 960s and 1970s and in 1979 it introduced the concept of

the "Seat SaIe" into intercontinental aviation. Wardair, by

keeping the charter market an effective challenge to sched-

uled operations on the Canadian North Àtlantic, has been a

powerf ul f orce hol-ding down f ares " Àfter the division of

the North Àtlantic sub-areas into two independent entities,
Canadian fares have not shown any tendency to rise above
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those on the apparently more competitive Àmerican North

Àtlantic, if anything they have tended to be Iower, aL least.

in the more highly priced fare categories. The strong com-

petition between scheduled and charter operations has held

down the fares of both during the 1980s"

OveraIl the Canadian government provided Canada's carr

ers with an environment in which it was possible for them

perform well and they responded to that opportunity.

The Canadian North Atlantic market has evolved to its
current size and shape in response to the presence of a

strong demand for such a service, the institutional struc-
ture which was put in place internationally, the evolution

of the technology of Iong-range civil air transport, the

policies of the Canadian government, and the decisions of

Canadian and foreign carriers.

Canadian government policy during the period 1947-1986

effectively supported Canadian interests and Canadian carri-
ers have shown an impressive level of strength and range in

performance. The past interactions between the Canadian

government and Canadian carriers suggest a good continuing

basis for policy in support of Canadian public interest in

the North Atlantic market"

i-
to
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TÀBLE À.1

Àir Traffic on the North Àtlantic 1947-1978

In Thousands

Scheduled Charter Total
Year IÀTÀ Other Total IATÀ Other TotaI

1 947
1948 240
1949 267
1 950 312
1 951 330
1952 432
1 953 507
1954 550
1 955 652
1 956 785
1957 968
1958 1 ,1931959 1,367
1960 1,761
1961 1,919
1962 2,272
1963 2,422
1964 3,069
1 965 3 ,6111966 4 ,1981967 4,997
1968 5 ,2871969 5,997
197 0 7 ,201
197 1 7 ,5321972 9,503
1973 10,029
1974 9,395
1975 I,863
1976 9,836
1977 10 ,342
1978 12,590

67 2,489
95 3 ,164128 3,739

146 4 ,344
1 66 5,1 53
165 5 ,422183 6,192
262 7 ,484268 7 ,g?3294 9,880
300 1 0 ,360
302 9,697
296 9,'l 59
320 1 0,1 55
357 10 ,699
608 13,199

I2
6
6

12
tb
I7
31
40
50
51
99

173
168
256
315
414
482
480
503
517
495
780
817

1,059
1 ,329
1 ,671
1,170
1 ,305
1,660
1 ,602
1 ,17 4

55
112
198
303
s10
753

1 ,411
1 ,694
2,181
1,976
2 ,085
1 ,gg2
1 ,954
2,018
2,818
2,483

469
594
678
806

1 ,027
1 ,256
2,129
2,459
3,181
3,255
3 ,691
3 ,162
3,259
3,678
4,423
3,627

209
253
273
317
342
448
523
s81
692
83s

1,019
1 ,292
1r540
1 ,g2g
2r176
2,597
2,958
3r758
4 r417
5,150
6,180
6,678
8,320
9,943

1 1 ,004
13,135
14,05'1
12 rg5g
12,418
1 3 ,834
15,122
16 ,826

Source: From 1963 the totals for charter and sched-
uled service are from IÀTA (1986b), the remaining
figures are from various issues of IÀTÀ's World Àir
Trãnsport Statistics
Note: The sub-totals may differ from the totals
where they are from different sources.
Note: Figures exclude Miami gateway traffic.
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TABLE À"2

Àir Traffic on the North Atlantic 1978-1986

In Thousands

Year Scheduled Charter Total

197I
197 9
1 980
1 981
1 982
1983
1 984
1985
1 986

13,710
15,828
1 6,650
17 ,236
16 ,352
17 ,311
1 9 ,488
20 ,961
19,724

3,670
2,759
1 ,925
1,779
2,177
2,354
2,490
2,178
1,359

17 ,381
18,587
1 8,575
'1 9,0'1 5
18,529
19 ,665
21 ,978
23,139
21,083

Source: IÀTÀ's @!b Àtlantic Passenqer !g$e,various issues"
Note: Figures include Miami gatelray traf f ic.
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Canadian North

TÀBLE A.3

Àtlantic Traffic 1961- 1 986

In Thousands

Yea r Scheduled
Traffic

Can. IATÀ

Charter
Traffic

Can. IATA

Total
Traffic

Can" IATÀ

1 961
1962
1963
1964
1 965
1 966
1 967
1 968
1 969
197 0
197 1

197 2
197 3
197 4
197 5
197 6
1 977
197I
197 9
'1 980
1 981
1 982
1 983
1 984
1985
1 986

315
342
346
436 /
542 /
6e8 /
937 /
911 /
e3e /

1 ,150 /
1 ,123 /
1 ,596 /
1 ,889 /
2 ,080 /
1 ,982/
2 ,105 /
2 ,182 /
2,268 /
2 ,411 /
2,272/
2,199/
2,099 /
2,126/
2,405/
2 ,633 /
2,738/

425
s36
683
916
888
959

1,142
1 ,155
1,618
1r860
2 ,115
1 ,gg2

2,250
2 r407
2,260
2 ,187
2,066
2 ,140
2,431
2,649
2,691

42
68

113
1s9/ 1 63
175/ 170
219/ 212
266/ 252
354/ 352
593/ 575
653/ 648
771/ 769
72A/ 728
833/ 834
765/ 802
961 / 959
e38 /
931 /
87 6/ 883
876/ 902
762/ 776
765/ 780
877 / 875
915/ 897
947 / 752

,062/ 771
921 / s5s

357
410
460
595/ s88
717/ 706
917 / B9s

1 ,204/ 1 ,168
1 ,265/ 1 ,240
1 ,532/ 1 ,534
1 ,803/ 1 ,790
1 ,gg4/ 1 ,9242,316/ 2,346
2,721 / 2,694
2,945/ 2,917
2,943/ 2,951
3,043/
3,113/
3,144/ 3,133
3,287/ 3,309
3 ,034/ 3,036
2,954/ 2,967
2 ,97 6/ 2 ,941
3 ,041/ 3 ,037
3,352/ 3,193
3 ,695/ 3,420
3,659/ 3,245

Sources: The right hand totals of each column are Can-
adian government figures and the left totals are IATA
figures" The Canadian totals are from Stat" Can. series
51-201, 5l-202, 66-202, and 87-401 for the years up to
and including 1977, except the charter totals for 1961-
1968 which are from Saarty (1969) and that for 1969
from Edwards (1970)" Àfter 1977 they were obtained dir-
ectly from Ottawa. The IATÀ totals are from IÀTA
(1976d) to 1975 and thereafter from various issues of
IÀTArs World Air Transport Statistics and North Àt-
lantic Passenger Report.
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TÀBLE A"4

Motives of Canadian Visitors to Europe

Percentages Travelling for Recreation
or to Visit Friends and Relatives

UK ONLY
VF R&V

UK &

VF
EUR.

R&VRT RT
EUR. ONLY

RT VF R&V

1956 19.8 66"9 86.7
1957 16.1 73.5 89 " 61958 16.6 73.7 90.3
1959 24.2 66.6 90.8
1960 16.7 74.6 91.3
1961 20 "0 72.2 92.2
1962 1 8.6 75.3 93.9
1963 19.8 72.9 92.7
1964 21 "5 71"0 92.5
1965 27 "5 65 " 3 92 "81966 31 .5 61 .1 92.6
L967
1 968 38.4 54.0 92.4
1969 36.7 s5.9 92.6
1970 36 " 9 54 "6 91 .5
1971 40.6 52.0 92.6
1972 42.3 50.5 92.5
1973 44.0 46"9 90.9
1974 38.5 50.6 89.1
1975 41.0 48.0 89.0
1976 42.1 44.8 86.7
1977 44.4 46.9 91 .3
1978 42.5 46.4 87 "9

1979 18.2 58.8 77 .0
1980 14.2 63.2 77.4
1981 14.0 66.3 80.3
1982 16.2 62.0 78.2
1983 20.1 59.2 79.3
1984 18.8 60 "7 79.5
1 98s 25 "3 s4.8 80. 1

44"4 27 "6 72"0
45.8 27"0 72.8
51.9 29.7 81.6
52.4 29.4 81.8
52.3 33. 1 85.4
52.6 31 .5 84. 1

51.3 33.8 85.1
53. 6 31 .2 84.8
s3.0 32.5 85.5
58.1 29.0 87 .1
56.8 27.4 94.2

62.3 25.3 87.6
60.8 23.1 83.9
61 .4 19.9 81.3
62.0 17.2 79.2
68.7 17.4 86.1
66.0 17 .8 83. B

58.9 22.7 81.8
54.8 24 "0 78.8
57.4 19.0 76"4
s8.6 22.7 81.3
54.9 23.3 78.2

*rk*
30.4 26.3 56.7
33.2 24.7 57 .7
35.0 27.0 62.0
41 .1 23 ,4 64. 5
39.8 26.7 66.s
40 "2 22.8 64.8
47 .1 22 "7 69. B

21 .8 54"2 76"0
22.9 57 .6 80. 5
26.3 59.9 86.2
28.5 57.0 85. s
1 8.8 69.5 88.3
24.5 63.8 88.2
25.4 62.4 87.8
29.6 58.7 88.3
27.2 63.0 85.2
28.8 60.s 89.3
29.2 s8.7 87.9

3s.3 51.8 87.1
37.2 47.4 82.6
39.5 44.9 84.4
47"9 35.4 83.3
43.5 45.1 88.6
48"s 36.8 8s.3
49.0 35"8 84.8
44.4 40.5 84"9
40"7 40.9 80.6
44.6 38. 9 84. 5
43.3 39.6 82.9

28"1 45.0 73.1
25.3 45 "2 70. 5
24.5 47.2 71.7
29.3 43.1 72.4
30.1 42.8 72.9
33"s 39.9 73.4
38"1 37.4 75.5

Source: Statistics Canada Series 66-201
Note: Àfter 1978 the questionnaire changed.
was added for persons wishing to state they
ling for more than one purpose.

À category
were travel-
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TÀBLE A.5

Motives of European Visitors to Canada

Percentages Travelling for Recreation
and to Visit Friends and Relatives

Yea r RT
FROM UK

VF R&V
FROM CONTINENT
RT VF R&V

FROM BOTH
RT VF R&V

1 959
196 0

77 "179.8

1963 7.4 78.8 86.2
1964 8.7 75.9 84.6
1 965 1 0.1 76.3 86.4
1966 9.8 77 .4 87 .2

1968 6.3 79.5 85.8
1969 6.3 78.4 84"7
1970 4.7 78.4 83.7
1971 4.3 79.7 84.0
1972 28.7 57.7 86.4
1973 30.9 s9.0 89.9
1974 33.7 53.8 87 " 51975 35.8 50.7 86.5
1976 34"s 53.7 88.2
1977 1 5.9 71 "7 87 .6
1978 19.6 69.4 89.0

1979 12 "8 57 "1 69.9
1980 '14.5 55.7 70.2
1981 16.5 56.2 72"7
1982 16"1 56.6 72.7
1983 1s.8 57.3 73.1
1 984 1 3.8 56.8 70 .6
198s 12"1 s8.s 70.6

73.6
74"0

6.3 77.0 83.3
11.5 59.3 70.8
11.4 60.8 72"4
12.8 58.2 71.0

33.4 43"4 76.8

:t*:t

79.0
79.7

31.1 50.1 81 .2
36.0 49.2 8s.2
35.3 47.4 82.7
37 .3 45. 1 82 .4
38.3 47.2 85.5
21 .8 60.7 82.5
19.6 sB.6 82.9

19.4 49.2 68.6
20.2 48.1 68.3
21 .3 48.2 69.5
20.9 48.5 64.6
20.0 49.1 69"1
19.0 49.0 68.0
17 .5 48.7 66 "2

Source: Statistics Canada series 66-201 
"Note: Àfter L978 the questionnaire was changed. A cate-gory was added for persons wishing to state they were

travelling for more than one purpose.
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TÀBLE À"6

IÀTÀ North Atlantic Carriers' Passenger Fare Types
1 964-7 7

In Percentages

YEAR 1964 1 965 1966 1967 1 968 1969 1970
FARE

Fi rst Cl- .
Economy
Excursions:

14/17-21/Ze
22/ 29-45

GIT & CBIT
Àffinity
Other

19

4
14

8"2 7"6 7"3
48.3 46.1 43.1

26.3 26.3 24.3

8.0
36 -4

8.0 8"0
54 . 1 54.7

5"9 9.7 13.3
2 2.7 3.6 4.9 6.0 6.6
3 11.8 13.6 9.2 9.6 9.1

22 26

6"6
25 "9

17.9
21 .I
11 .2
7.7
9.6

FARE
yEÀR 1971 1972 1973 1974 1975 1976 1977

Fi rst Cl .
Economy
Excursions:

14/17-21/28
22 / 29-45

APEX
GIT & CBIT
Affinity
Youth
Other

4 .8 4.8 5.4
17 .5 18 .3 23 .2

8.7 8.0 8.3
28 "8 33.1 34.1

11.8 9.8 9.1
5.5 3.7 4.1

13. 1 10.8 4.2
9.9 1'1 .5 11.6

6"0
24 .0

q¿

24.1
5.4 5.7

24.2 25.8

15 .7
17 "8

11.1
7.6
7.5

10.3

7"4 6.9 7"0
28"8 25"5 18.2
6"8 11"1 16.9
8.8 8.4 8.s
3.5 2.9 1.6
3.8 3.6 3 "211.s 12.0 13.2

Source: various
Statistics.

issues of IÀTA's f^7orId Air Transport
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TABLE À.7

IÀTA North Àtlantic Carriers' passenger F.are Types
1 978-86

In Percentages

Year 1978 1979 1 980 1 981 1982 1 993 1984
Fare

Concorde
Fi rst Cl "
Economy
Excursions:

14/ 17-21 /28
22 / 29-4 s

ÀPEX
Super APEX
GIT + CBIT
Budget
Standby
Àffinity
Youth
Other

1"
/!

¿¿"

A,

13.
18.
8.

î
2.
'1.

t.
12-

4
7
0

B

1

9
3
4

7
0
9
6

1.2
4.8

20.2

1.4 1.3 I

4.7 4.6 lS.Z 4.7 4.4
20.9 20.4 22"3 20"0 18"9

t_
lt4
19
17

4
I

le
0
1

i0

1 '1 3.5
4 22.1
2 18.2
2 3.8

0 5.5
oaìoJ W.J

1 1.0
9 8.1

13
18
23

2

5
5
6
9

4
I
0
0

13 11 '10

I

I 41 .3 46.9 48.9
3.6 3.4 3.8

d.

1.
1.
8.

3.3 1 .7

1,0., 11.8

1.4

12

Year 1985 1986
Fare

Fi rst Cl
Bus i ness
Economy
Excursion
ÀPEX/S . ÀPEX
GIT & CBIT
Bud. & Stby"
Other

3 "9 4.1
9.8 10.4
9.5 9.3
8.9 9.s

51.9 46.1
3"4 4.0
'1 "0 1.0

11.7 15.6

Source: various
Statistics"

issues of IATÀ's World Air Transport
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TABLE À.8

Index of Exchange Rates Facing Canadian Travellers

1971 = 100

Year 1972 1973 1974 1975 1976 1977 1978
States

Canada
UK
France
FRG
I taly
Spain

100.0 100.0
1 00.4 99 "4
107 .2 123 .1
107 .2 130.4
1 03.9 1 0s.3
105.8 117 .9

100.0 100.0
92.7 91 .5

111.0 129"7
130.5 142.5
92.1 95.s

1 15.8 121 .5

100.0 100"0 100.0
72.1 75 "2 88 " 7112.8 118.'1 138.3

135 "2 158. 1 196.2
73.4 73.8 82.3

101 .2 96.6 102 -4

Year 1979 1 980 1 981 1982 1 983 1984 1 985
States

Canada
UK
France
FRG
I taly
Spain

100.0 100.0
98.4 87.5

125.9 102 "9183.4 175.3
64.9 55. 9
98"4 77.2

1 00.0 1 00.0 1 00.0
75.7 70.1 71 .7
88"7 8'1 .1 83.6

166.7 157.4 161 "249.8 45.2 43.9
s9. 1 60.9 60.7

100.0
100.7
150.2
220.5
86.3

119 .6

100.0
110 "2
123.9
222.2
83.7

112 .1

Sources: Stats. Can. series 66-201 and 87-401.
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TÀBLE A.9

Consumer Price Indices 1972-1985

1971=100

Year 1972 1973 1974 1975 1976 1977 1978
State s

Canada
UK
France
FRG
I taì-y
Spain

1 04. B 112 "7107.1 117.0
106 "2 114.0
1 05. 5 112.8
105.7 117.9
108.5 115.0

125.0
135.6
129"6
120.7
'139.5
139.9

138.5
168.6
144.9
127 .9
163 .2
163.6

148.9 150.8
196 "4 227 "6158.2 173.2
133.7 138.9
1 90.6 223.0
192 .6 239 .7

175.2
246 "8
189. 1

142"5
250.2
287.0

Year 1979 1 980 1 981 1982 1 983 1984 1 985
State s

Canada
UK
France
FRG
I taly
Spain

191 .2
279.5
209.3
'148.5
287 .2
332 -2

210.6
329.8
237 "1156.7
347 .8
383.6

236 .9
369. 1

268.9
166.0
415.6
439 .6

262.5
391.6
300.6
174.6
484 .6
s02.9

277.6
e19.3
328 .6
180.1
555.7
s63.6

289.7
438.9
2tr? O

184.9
614.7
627 .7

301.3
466.5
374"6
188. 9
667 .5
682 "7

Sources: Stats. Can. series 66-201 and 87-401
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TÀBLE À.1 O

Index of Effective Prices in Selected Countries

Facing Canadian Travellers (1971=100)

Year 1972 1973 1974 1975 1976 1977 1978
States

Canada
UK
France
FRG
ItaIy
Spain

100.0
102"6
108.6
107 .9
104. B

1 09.5

'100.0
103 "2
124.5
130 " 5
109 .4
126.5

100.0
100.6
115.1
126 .0
102.8
129.6

100.0 100.0
111"4 95"1
135.7 119.8
132.0 121 .4
112.5 94.0
143.5 130. 9

100.0 100.0
106.4 124.8
127.2 142.3
136.6 1s9"6
102 .3 1 17 .5
144 .0 1 67 .7

States
Canada
UK
F'rance
FRG
I taly
Spain

1 981

100.0
153.3
142.9
128 " s113.9
165. 9

Year 1979 1 980

100.0 '100.0
147 "2 172.6
164.4 139.5
171 .3 165. 3
129.5 138 "2
207 .7 204.2

1983

100.0
133.5
117 .7
116 .7
103.2
148.0

1 983 1984 1 985

100.0 100.0 100.0
114.2 106.2 110.0
1 04. 9 99.1 1 03.9
1 08.2 1 00.5 1 01 .1
99.7 9s.9 97 .3

1 1 9. 9 132.0 137 .5

Source: Stat. Can" series 66-201 and 87-401.
Note: To obtain the rndex of Effective prices facing
canadians in Y, murtiply the consumer price rndex for y
by the Exchange Rate rndex and divide by the canadian
Consumer Price Index.
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Tour i sm

TÀBLE A.1 1

the Canadian North AtlanLic

In Thousands

Year Canadian Tourists
To Europe To Africa

Directly Àrriving Tourists
From Europe From Africa

19s8 111.9
1 9s9 1 35.6
1 960 1 57.8
1961 186 "21962 209.8
1963 221.6
1964 264.A
1 965 295.4
1966 33s.0
1967 299.6
1968 372 "61969 503.6
1970 612.0
1971 642.2
1972 667.9
1973 827.0
1974 823.0
1975 851.6
1976 919
1977 1,069
1978 1,013
1979 93s
1 980 788
1981 743
1982 761
1 983 894
1984 1 ,0591985 1,235

32.5
3s. 1

40 "4

92 "3
108. 1

123 .0

0.9
t.5
t.5

21 .6
22.2
27
25
26
29
23
25
24
27
21
33
37

347 "1
449 .0
493.0
522.6
589.s
545"3
598"0
7 06.7
714.6
740.1
683.0
601.9
623"0
609.1

8.1
11 .4

14.1
13"6
17 .8
16 .4
18.2

19 "2
20 "1
21 "8
25 .0
25 "2
¿¿. I
22.5

Sources: Stat. Can. series 66-201; 66-2021' and 87-401"
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TABLE A"12

Per Cent of Canadian Travellers Visiting Europe

Excluding Those Visiting the USÀ, 1958-'1986

Yea r Per Cent

1 958
1 959
1 960
1 961
1 962
1 963
1 964
1 965
1 966
1 967
1 968
1 969
197 0
197 1

197 2
197 3
197 4
197 5
197 6
197 7
197I
197 9
1980
1 981
1 982
1983
1984
1985
1986

68.2
66.8
65. s
67 .2
67 .5
64.8
67 .3
65.6
66 .4
57 .4
61 .0
59.1
55.6
53.7
58"4
64"0
62.7
60.0
58.1
60.1
56.0
53.2
A.q 7

s0.3
s1 .1
51 .0
52"6
53.7
49. s

Source: Stat. Can . 66-201
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